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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY REVIEWS: THE
HUMAN COSTS
SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1984
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL
SECURITY, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS; AND U.S.
SENATE, SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Hot Springs, AR.
The subcommittee and special committee met at 9 a.m. in joint
session, pursuant to notice, in the auditorium, Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center, Hot Springs, AR,- Hon. J.J. Pickle (chairman,
Subcommittee on Social Security) presiding.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press release of Thursday, March 15, 1984]
HON. J.J. PICKLE (D., TExAS), CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCES A FIELD
HEARING ON THE STATUS OF CONTINUING DISABILITY REviEwS (CRD)

The Honorable J.J. Pickle (D., Texas), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Social
Security of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives,
today announced that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing to examine the present
status of the social security disability review process. The hearing is to be held at
the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center, 105 Reserve Avenue, Hot Springs, Arkansas,
on Saturday, March 24, beginning at 9:00 a.m. This hearing will be held jointly with
the Senate Special Committee on Aging, represented by Senator David Pryor (D.,
Arkansas).
The hearing will focus on three main concerns: first, the effect of the present procedures on disability recipients; second, the growing pressure on the states to implement their own administrative procedures for this program in defiance of federal
policy guidelines; and third, the inadequacy of administrative initiatives to resolve
this crisis.
The Subcommittee expects to take. testimony from invited witnesses including
beneficiaries, state officials, and representatives from the Department of Health and
Human Services.
In announcing the hearing, Chairman Pickle noted:
"It is critical that the disability program be properly administered since it provides the primary source of income for the majority of over 6 million physically or
mentally disabled Americans.
"During the past three years, over one million disabled workers have had their
continuing eligibility reviewed and 45 percent of them have been told they are no
longer eligible for benefits. However, this determination has often been made erroneously. Nearly two-thirds of those who appeal these terminations have their benefits restored after enduring a lengthy appeals process. This process of review, benefit disruption, and legal review represents a serious emotional and physical threat
to millions of disabled Americans and their families.
"As a result of the CDR procedures used, the whole social security disability program has been plunged into administrative chaos. In twenty states, the federal
courts have intervened and substituted a court ordered standard of review for that
called for by the Social Security Administration. In nine other states, the governors
have declared a self-imposed moratorium on processing disability reviews. This com(1)
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bination of federally court ordered and state imposed actions has effectively brought
to a halt the uniform national system of disability insurance under social security.
"The human costs of the current crisis," said Mr. Pickle, "are incalculable. The
purpose of the hearings Senator Pryor, Congressman Beryl Anthony, Jr. (D., Arkansas) and I are holding is to demonstrate beyond doubt the folly of the Administration's reluctance to support the kind of legislative solution my Subcommittee has
developed and the Committee on Ways and Means has unanimously approved."
WRITTEN COMMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE

For those who wish to file a written statement for the printed record of the hearing, six copies are required and may be submitted by the close of business Friday,
April 6, 1984, to John J. Salmon, Chief Counsel, Committee on Ways Means, U.S.
House of Representatives, Room 1102 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.

Chairman PICKLE. The Subcommittee on Social Security of the
House of Representatives and the Special Committee on Aging of
the Senate will come to order.
We have a full schedule this morning of some 12 to 15 witnesses,
and we hope that we can proceed rapidly but carefully in receiving
the testimony and participating in this program. The witnesses
have been asked to limit their comments to 5 minutes. We have
written statements which will be available for everyone and will be
made part of the printed record.
I would want to make a preliminary statement and then I'm
going to yield to our distinguished representative here in Arkansas,
and we'll proceed in that order awaiting the arrival of Governor
Clinton.
So, first let me start this meeting off by making this statement
and this is a departure from my statements which we have made
in other cities because of some development that may have taken
place, or will take place in Washington.
I want to read this statement to you so that you will understand
a proposal that the administration is making. I've been informed
that this morning's Washington Post reports that the administration plans to announce an 18 months moratorium on terminating
benefits for social security disability beneficiaries.
Normally this would be a helpful step. However, it is a cynical
and irresponsible action today coming just one day before our disability legislation that has been developed over the last year, comes
to the House floor. It represents an abuse of the powers and the
responsibility of public office.
The timing of this announcement clearly stamps it as a shocking
and disreputable attempt to intervene and divert the legislative
process. This administration is playing politics with the lives of
thousands of disabled people.
This moratorium is a cruel hoax offering false promises of relief
to the disabled while, in fact, helping to bring about the total and
complete disruption of the disability insurance program. This proposal is a clear admission by this administration that their management of the disability program is a complete failure.
This is the same senseless approach that the administration took
toward the Social Security Program 3 years ago when President
Reagan proposed severe cuts in the benefits of our elderly and our
poor.
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The President's policy then cost the administration dearly in the
elections of 1982. It was viewed, and viewed correctly, as an attempt to undermine the very basic standards of living earned by
the majority of the Nation's elderly.
Now the President, through the policy being discussed in Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Management and Budget is trying to stop progressive legislation, which is
designed to bring relief to the countless thousands of people on disability insurance now.
In my opinion this is just one more example of a streak of meanness toward Human Services which runs throughout this administration. The bill that we are hoping can be passed immediately is
desperately needed to restore order to a program, which in the past
few years has been reduced to chaos.
I simply must remind you that there have been some 500,000 terminations here in the last 3 years; 160,000 more have been appealed and two thirds of those have been reinstated by the ALJ.
It is obvious then that the administrative action taken by the administration has not solved this problem. And, an 18-month delay
simply just postpones the inevitable. What we need is action to
pass legislation which corrects the problem. A moratorium does not
cure anything. More than that it can cost us more in the long run.
So what we need is passage of legislation that will address these
difficulties. This committee has been holding hearings throughout
the country for the last month and a half. We've held hearings in
Boston, MA, in Dallas, TX, and yesterday afternoon in Atlanta.
And, today here in Hot Springs. I think this is one of the most well
attended and active groups that we've appeared before. So the subcommittee is pleased to be here.
Rather than to make an additional statement I'm going to include my statement in the record, as I'm going to do for some of
you.

[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. J.J. PICKLE, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL
SECURITY, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Today, this Subcommittee holds our fourth and last field hearing on the social security disability program. We have held hearings in Dallas, Boston and Atlanta, and
I hope our testimony today will be as frank and helpful as the previous ones have
been.
I am truly sorry that we have to conduct these hearings at all. The problems of
the disability program have occupied this committee's time for almost a year now.
We have put together legislation, H.R. 3755, that will resolve the problems we heard
about last week and that I assume we will hear about again today.
I particularly regret that the Administration, after working with us last year to
develop a responsible bill, has abandoned this cooperative process, and is now saying
no legislation is necessary.
I find this attitude discouraging, and once again, I urge the Administration to reconsider their refusal to work with the Congress on this matter.
The Congress has focused on the disability program several times over the last six
years to ensure that all those who are fairly entitled to benefits receive them. In
1980, our concerns led us to enact a requirement that SSA re-examine all beneficiaries periodically to make sure they are still eligible for benefits. This is a sensible,
fair, administrative process, and the Congress was correct in requiring SSA to do it.
However, we left considerable leeway for the Administration to put this requirement into effect, and that's where the problems began. In 1981, this Administration,
in order to get immediate budget savings, began the continuing disability reviews a
year before they were required, and greatly accelerated the numbers of reviews.
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This too hasty and harsh implementation of a sensible legislative requirement has
proven disastrous.
When we passed the bill in 1980, the continuing review provision was estimated to
save $168 million in its fifth year of operation. The current Administration estimate
is $1.6 billion, almost 10 times the original estimate. During the past three years,
nearly 500,000 beneficiaries have been told they are no longer eligible for benefits.
Nearly two-thirds of those who appeal their termination have had their benefits restored, which is some indication of how many erroneous decisions have been made.
Although reinstated, these beneficiaries have suffered through a lengthy, stressful
and often expensive process.
As a direct result of the CDR procedures used these past three years, the entire
social security disability program has been plunged into administrative chaos. In
twenty states, the Federal courts have substituted a court-ordered standard of
review for that called for by the Social Security Administration. In nine other
states, the governors have declared a self-imposed moratorium on processing disability reviews. The Administration is now threatening sanctions against those States
that do not comply with Federal standards.
The disability bill that our Subcommittee developed, based on major contributions
by my colleague here today, Cong. Beryl Anthony, is a responsible solution. I would
add here that we have worked in close coordination with our good friends in the
Senate and with the continuous strong leadership of Senator Pryor we look forward
to success in the other body. This bill should be adopted because it establishes a
sound and fair medical improvement standard, uniform national standards for decisions, continuation of benefits through appeal, and earlier face-to-face interviews
with claimants at the state agencies, among other provisions. This legislation seems
to us the best way to restore order to the process.
Yet we are told by the Administration that no legislation is necessary, and that
the whole situation can be remedied by internal administrative reforms. I find that
hard to believe, but I am willing to investigate it, and that's the purpose of this
hearing. We need to hear whether there are still problems with the program, and
whether administrative action alone can resolve them. If, as I believe, the program
is truly in a mess and enactment of our bill is the best route to solve that mess, that
message must be sent loud and clear to the Administration.
I have been informed that this morning's "Washington Post" reports that the Administration plans to announce an 18-month moratorium on terminating benefits
for social security disability beneficiaries. Such a cynical, irresponsible action,
coming just one day before our disability legislation that has been developed over
the last year comes to the House floor, represents an abuse of the powers and responsibilities of public office. The timing of this announcement clearly stamps it as
a shocking and disreputable attempt to intervene in and divert the legislative process. This Administration is playing politics with the lives of thousands of disabled
people. This moratorium is a cruel hoax, offering false promises of relief to the disabled, while in fact helping to bring about the total and complete disruption of the
disability insurance program that millions of disabled workers and their families
rely on.
This proposal is a clear admission by this Administration that their management
of this program is a complete failure.
This is the same senseless attitude that the Administration showed toward the
social security program three years ago when President Reagan proposed severe
cuts in the benefits of our elderly and our poor. The President's policy then cost the
Administration dearly in the elections of 1982. It was viewed, and viewed correctly,
as an attempt to undermine the very basic standard of living earned by the majority
of our nation's elderly.
Now the President, through policies being discussed by the Department of Health
and Human Services and the Office of Management and Budget, is again trying to
stop progressive legislation which is designed to bring relief to the countless thousands of disabled people who have been the victims of the Administration's failures.
This is just one more example of a streak of meaness toward human services
throughout this Administration.
The bill which we are considering today is desperately needed to restore order to
a program which in the past three years has been reduced to chaos.

Chairman PICKLE. All right, I'm going to recognize Senator David
Pryor to make such comments that he might care to make at this
time. David Pryor and I served in the House of Representatives together. I've known him a long time. There's no finer representative
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from Arkansas or any State than David Pryor. We served together
in the House and we served together on a historical committee because he has an abiding interest in preserving the history of this
country. So I'm pleased to present my friend and your outstanding
Senator David Pryor.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Congressman Pickle.
At the outset I would like to express my deep appreciation this
morning to the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center for providing us
with this very, very excellent site for the hearing on Social Security Disability Reviews: The Human Costs.
This is one of the series of hearings which the Senate Special
Committee on Aging and the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security are holding jointly throughout America.
These hearings focus attention on the continuing need for comprehensive reform of the manner in which the reviews of the status of
nonpermanently disabled individuals receiving Social Security and
supplemental security income benefits are being administered.
I would like to add that Arkansas is very, very honored today to
have the presence of Congressman Pickle of Texas. Congressman
Pickle is chairman of the particular House subcommittee which
has jurisdiction over this matter. He has been a leader in the
House of Representatives and in the Congress for efforts in the
House toward approval of comprehensive reform legislation.
This hearing is very timely. It appears as early as next week the
House may be voting on the disability proposals which Chairman
Pickle's subcommittee developed, notwithstanding the announcement just a few moments ago read from the Washington Post by
Congressman Pickle.
All of us in the State of Arkansas can be proud also of Congressman Beryl Anthony who represents this district with dignity,
honor and compassion. He is also a member of Congressman Pickle's subcommittee, and he has played a critical role in securing
committee approval of these amendments.
As a member of both the Special Committee on Aging and the
Subcommittee on Social Security and Income Maintenance Programs of the Senate Finance Committee, I deeply regret I cannot
report similar progress in the U.S. Senate.
Since 1981, when the triannual reviews of nonpermanently disabled individuals began I have consistently expressed my displeasure at the procedures the Social Security Administration was using
to eliminate as many- people as possible from the disability rollsdeserving people, helpless people and people who had no other
place to go for income maintenance.
Over time it became clear that something was terribly wrong
and very inhumane, and Members of Congress called for reform in
this area. The Social Security Administration callously ignored our
concerns and continued to terminate tens of thousands of truly disabled beneficiaries.
Many appealed the termination decisions. Some were eventually
reinstated, but only after a lengthy appeals process which involved
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physical, emotional, and financial hardship, and in some cases absolute disaster. The unnecessary human suffering of these individuals and their families and friends cannot be measured in terms of
dollars.
I feel certain that there are many who deserved to retain their
benefits, but never even attempted to do so because they could not
face the almost certain uphill battles and possible bitter disappointment.
Toward the end of the last session of Congress it appeared that
the members of the Senate and officials of the Social Security Administration were very close to an agreement that would have significantly improved the disability review process.
Unfortunately with the beginning of the new session in 1984 it
became very clear that Social Security Administration had made a
complete about-face in this area.
During a recent hearing before the Senate Finance Committee,
Mrs. Martha McSteen, the Acting Commissioner of the Social Security Administration-we do not have a permanent Commissioner I
might add-stated the Administration's opposition to any legislative reforms in the disability area.
The results of the Social Security Administration's refusal to try
to work toward an acceptable modification of the disability program have resulted in total chaos. More than half of the States
have imposed moratoria of some type.
Some entire regions of this country have been ordered by the
Federal courts to use standards other than those promulgated by
the Social Security Administration. As a result what do we see? We
no longer have a standardized national program of disability insurance for our workers.
Instead we have a patchwork of differing disability programs,
programs that differ from region to region, from State to State and
even person to person. I do not believe this was the original intent
of this legislation.
Finally, I have very mixed feelings about the scheduling of this
meeting this morning. On one hand I'm hopeful that the information which will be given to us from our panels of expert witnesses
will provide a new understanding and awareness of the magnitude
of the problems within the disability program. We will also be able
to share with all of you what is happening in Washington.
On the other hand I must say and must admit that I, as an individual, and I as a Senator, have a feeling of great frustration, frustration over the countless lives which have been irrevocably and
unnecessarily damaged, and our inability to date to enact effective
legislation.
I do not want to discourage you. I do feel that there is a growing
consensus in House and Senate to take action in the very near
future on comprehensive disability reform. I want to pledge to you
today that I will continue to do all that I can do, all that I'm able
to do, to commit myself to see that 1984 is the year in which we see
final action on the reform legislation that we need.
Congressman Pickle, thank you very much, and Congressman
Anthony, thank you very much. And, once again thanks to those of
you who have come and those who have helped us in the preparation for this hearing this morning in Hot Springs, AR.
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Chairman PICKLE. Senator Pryor, we thank you and we thank
you for coming here this morning and showing your interest.
[Applause.]
Chairman PICKLE. The Chair will ask that there be no demonstration as the various individuals, even your Senator, make their
remarks.
Now, I want to recognize my colleague, Beryl Anthony. A year
ago when we passed the Social Security reform bill-I think the
most important piece of legislation passed the last 2 years in the
U.S. Congress. A member of the subcommittee took a very active
part in help bring that about, and that member was Beryl Anthony.
He asked to serve on this subcommittee and we wanted him to
serve on the subcommittee, and he's been very active and interested. The bill that we have before us now, H.R. 3755, can well be
called, and should be called the "Anthony bill," because he's coauthor of this legislation.
He and your Governor, who will be here shortly, have been as
instrumental in asking for passage of this type of legislation as
anybody in the State. So, I'm particularly pleased to present my
friend and colleague, and your Congressman, for many of you, the
Honorable Beryl Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Senator
Pryor and Mr. Pickle, I thank both of you for making this hearing
possible, especially Senator Pryor for adding the influence of the
Speeial Committee on Aging from the Senate. I consider this to be
one of the most important field hearings that I will participate in,
in my district during this particular session of Congress.
Disability, unfortunately only applies to a few individuals. It's
not something that is wide spread across the United States, but
those people and those families affected by it are affected in every
way that you possibly can be, both financially and emotionally.
When you have an administration that takes a mandate from
the Congress but tries to enlarge upon that mandate in order to
make their budget look better and expedites the hearings, and then
changes the rules during the play of the game, it creates chaos.
And, that is exactly what has happened.
We know that this administration has played politics with this
program in the past. Mr. Pickle has just read to you a news statement that he literally had to make over and above his prepared
statement because we have found out just since this hearing has
been scheduled, and knowing that our piece of legislation is scheduled for Tuesday, that the administration is likely to try to do
something on Monday.
I think this is in total callous disregard for the lives and the families of those people that are affected. They do it solely for politics.
This is an area where you have got to take politics out of the game.
I don't care if you are a Republican, a Democrat, an independent
or if you don't care about any of those three. This is an area where
you have to rely upon good humanitarian judgement, and you have
to follow the law that has been passed.
To be quite honest with you I thought the chairman was very
kind and gracious, even though he used harsh terms when he made
that statement. I think if you could get him off in private, or, if
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you could have overheard some of the telephone conversations that
I was party to in the last 12 hours you would know that this is an
individual who has fought for your cause, and taken your message
straight to the administration's officials who have to carry this
sorry message to the public.
We'll have to see what they do on Monday. I think the House of
Representatives is going to give them a loud message when we vote
to restore some sanity to the disability program on Tuesday.
I do have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I would like
to submit it for the record.
[The prepared statement follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BERYL ANTHONY, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS

Mr. Chairman and Senator Pryor, I appreciate your support in organizing this important field hearing on the Social Security Disability Insurance program.
We are here today because hundreds of horror stories have made their way to our
offices over the past two years as the Reagan Administration has tried to comply
with a Congressional mandate to remove ineligible recipients from the Disability
program. Unfortunately, there is a great deal of evidence that in their haste to
remove those who should not be on the disability rolls, and to provide a certain
level of cost-savings in the program, the Administration has used a meat-ax approach and slashed checks to many persons actually disabled who deserve support
under the program.
Disability reform gained momentum in the mid-1970's because of the increasing
cost of the program. Most people concluded that the growth of the program was due
to large numbers of ineligible persons on the rolls. The solution was to rid the rolls
of those who were not truly disabled and provide incentives to beneficiaries to
return to work.
Responding to the need for more effective management of the program, Congress
passed legislation in 1980 that required an increase in the amount of management
review and oversight of the program. Among the changes required at that time
were federal review of beneficiaries not permanently disabled at least once every
three years; a report on the wide variations in Administrative Law Judge decisions;
and directions to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to prescribe regulations for state agency determination procedures.

The pendulum has now swung the other way. The concern in Congress now is
over the standards and methods being used to examine beneficiaries and terminate
their benefits, and the attempts by the Social Security Administration to exert more

control over the ALJ's and their decisionmaking standards. The massive and swift
review of cases by the Social Security Administration has caused serious emotional,
physical and financial harm to thousands of disabled Americans, and left the ALJ's
feeling forced into making decisions that are favorable to the Social Security Ad-

ministration.
No Member of Congress condones the receipt of disability benefits by those who
are not disabled. What we are working on in Congress is a program that is fair,
compassionate and just. The Ways and Means Committee has reported out legislation to provide for the needed reforms in the administration of the program. I hope

this hearing will draw attention to the crisis we have in the current program, and
the need for passage of the legislative solution the Ways and Means Committee has
developed.
Today we will focus on the effect of present procedures on disability recipients;
the growing pressure on the states to implement their own administrative procedures for the program in defiance of federal policy guidelines; and the inadequacy of

administrative initiatives to resolve the problems in the program.

I look forward to the testimony we will receive from the public witnesses and

thank you and each member of our audience for taking the time to participate in
this hearing.

Mr. ANTHONY. Before I introduce our first witness there are
some people that I would like to publicly thank, if you will just
permit me one indulgence. After I introduce these people I think it
would be nice if the audience would give them a nice show of ap-
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preciation, because without their help this hearing would not be
possible.
Mr. Russell Baxter is the State Commissioner for Rehabilitation,
and he has been so nice to work with in making this facility available, working with my staff and Senator Pryor's staff to insure
that the public is made welcome and comfortable here. We thank
you, Mr. Baxter.
Gene Harwood is the administrator of the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center. He has worked with us very closely. Unfortunately I
can't name every member of the staff, but seriously, all of the
members of the staff have really contributed to make this a worthwhile endeavor.
And, I think we owe others a special debt of gratitude. If you
would cast your attention over to my left, your right, we have
Karen Crebbs and Violet Shirley who have volunteered their services as deaf interpreters. I think this is very critical so that all
people can participate in this worthwhile hearing.
We have invited some of your State representatives and State officials to this hearing inasmuch as the Governor got the State of
Arkansas involved in this. Although they don't have specific authority, they did hold some legislative oversight hearings because
they were concerned about it in the State of Arkansas. I recognize
at least one of my friends in the audience, State Senator Bud
Canada.
We have invited, and I know they have participated in helping
us also, State Representative John Parkerson, State Representative
Ted Mullenix, your County Judge Bud Williams, and also Herb
Sanderson who is from the State Office of Aging.
So, Mr. Chairman, if you would just please indulge me one
moment, and if the audience would-these people have made this
possible. Let's just give them a round of applause. [Applause.]
Mr. Chairman, Senator Pryor, our first witness is an individual
who has publicly expressed his indignation about what has happened. He has shown that the regulations are not in tune with the
law that has been passed by the circuit that we reside in. He's an
individual who has taken this message all the way to the National
Governors' Association.
He's been instrumental in getting the National Governors' Association to go on record with a national resolution encouraging the
administration to cease and desist what they were doing, and in encouraging the Congress to pass the legislation to try to bring some
. sanity where chaos has existed in the past.
It gives me great pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to introduce the incumbent Governor of the State of Arkansas, Mr. Bill Clinton, as
our first witness. [Applause.]
STATEMENT OF HON. BILL CLINTON, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
ARKANSAS
Governor CLINTON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Pryor, Congressman
Anthony, I appreciate-Chairman PICKLE. Governor, before you proceed let me add my
personal welcome to you. I enjoyed visiting with you in Washington, and I suppose as much as any Governor in the United States
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you've taken the lead in trying to ask for corrections in this program.
So, we take personal pleasure in welcoming you to this subcommittee.
Governor CLINTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. The
gentleman to my left is Mr. Julius Kearney. He is a person whom I
have appointed to direct the Social Security Disability Program in
our State. As you know, this is a unique program inasmuch as all
the employees who administer the program are paid by Federal tax
dollars, and all the benefits are 100-percent Federal tax dollars, but
the administrators with no exception in all the 50 States are State
appointees of the Governor.
We're in the difficult positions, all the Governors are, of administering a program which is by policy totally controlled by the Federal Government and by financing totally controlled both in terms of
the employees salary and benefits by the Federal Government, but
one for which we must assume some responsibility.
And, I think it is fair to say that for the last significant period of
time, which has already been outlined and discussed, no Governor
in America has been proud to be responsible for the administration
of the program. No Governor in America has had confidence in it,
and all the Governors in America, without regard to party, I agree
with what Congressman Anthony said-I think it's very important
to emphasize that without regard to party 100 percent of the Governors adopted the policy which I drafted at the Governor's conference last August calling for significant changes in the administration of this program.
The problems are obvious and have been well outlined. I've been
privileged to testify in the House before the Select Committee on
Aging and before Senator Pryor, Senate Finance Committee in the
Senate, and I'm sure that there are people here who will testify
more eloquently than I to the problems in the administration of
the program.
I would just like to emphasize a couple of points. First of all, I
want to emphasize the fact that in Arkansas we don't just complain or seek to disrupt a national program. We have continued to
strive for a public dialog on solutions. I have never opposed the legislation which the Congress passed back in 1980, to review this
process and to try to remove people who should have not been put
on in the first place.
We have never pretended that there were no problems in the administration of the program as of 1980, and we continue to be and
resolute in sponsoring solutions. That's what the National Governors' Association policy states, which I drafted and which all Governors supported. It offers a solution.
I would say that the legislation now pending in the House and in
the Senate substantially embodies the policy recommendations of
the Governors. In our efforts to work with Social Security Administration I think I should point out that my Director, Mr. Kearney,
who is here to my left, immediately upon his appointment at my
request began a dialog with Social Security's Regional Director in
your State.
These discussions and the related review of court cases and social
security decisions nationwide, have consumed many hours of Mr.
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Kearney's time, and frankly my time. I have attached a copy of a
letter which Mr. Kearney wrote on February 7 to the Acting Regional Commissioner, and a subsequent proposed memorandum of
understanding which basically outlines our position regarding continuing disability claims, to my testimony and which I hope you
will have the staff review, because it shows what we're trying to do
to work out an understanding with the regional office that we can
live with and have confidence in while we wait for congressional
action.
It is clear that both the Regional Commissioner and Mr. Kearney
have made concessions for the good of the program and our efforts
to work out our problems locally. And, we have good cordial relationships with the people at the regional level. Even though at this
time we don't have any formal response to our proposal because if
our proposal is formally accepted among other things it would
permit us to adopt a medical improvement standard and the disability review process.
The point I want to- make here is that even if we get this done
it'll be a poor excuse for uniform Federal action. And, I cannot tell
you-I don't know what else the Governors can do. It is not-I
don't feel very comfortable in this situation that I've been in with
the moratorium that has been imposed where I am the equivalent,
the modern day equivalent of standing in the schoolhouse door, I
guess.
I never thought when I entered public life that I would be in a
position of defying Federal authority, but I find that the Federal
authority unlike the last time any Governors and States were defying Federal authority-in this case we have a national administration that instead of trying to implement Federal court decisions is
itself trying to defy them.
So, I find myself as Governor, trying to act in a way that is consistent with every, virtually every Federal trial court and appellate
court decision, but defying the Administrator for the executive
branch of Federal Government.
I cannot emphasize too strongly that we have got to have some
legislation out of the Congress on this. Suppose we work out a good
memorandum of understanding and your staff can brief you about
it. What's that got-that just means in Arkansas we've gotten into
this issue, we're trying to do right by our people. There's still lots
of other people, hundreds of thousands of them around this country
that may have Regional Social Security Commissioners or whatever, that will never work it out.
We have got to have legislation on this. And, the House and the
Senate have got to face the problem and recognize it. I don't know
how strongly to say it. I would recommend among other things that
the legislation, to be meaningful, would have to include some provision for medical improvement standard.
We all recognize that an error might have been made in assessing someone's real capacity to work. We all recognize that there
might be improvements in medical science which would permit
treatment, which would enable someone to return to work. We all
recognize that perhaps our efforts to open up and make accessible
work opportunities to people who formerly were thought to be too
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handicapped to work might change people's ability to return to
work.
But we cannot have a meaningful review process without a
meaningful medical improvement standard, because you can look
around this room and I'm sure people will testify about it today.
There are countless people in this country who have been kicked
off this program who have no reasonable prospect of returning to
work.
In this town where I grew up, in 1982 I was campaigning for
Governor in the unemployment office in this town. And, we had a
very high unemployment rate. We just lost a plant that laid off 800
people, and I walked in the unemployment office, which is about a
mile from here. And, there were people there that were in their
early twenties looking for jobs.
There were people there my brother's age, in their midtwenties
looking for jobs. There was a woman there my mother's age looking for a job. And, in the middle there, there was a man there that
I have known casually for many years. And; I said, what are you
doing here in the unemployment office? He said, well I've got good
news. He said, I just got a letter from my Government telling me I
was healthy again after being on disability for 10 years, and to get
out and get a job.
And, I said, has there been any change in your medical condition
in the last 10 years since you've been on this program. And, he
said, yeah, he said about 8 months ago I had a quadruple heart
bypass. That's the change in my medical condition.
Now, everybody can tell these stories, but there's got to be Federal legislation and first and foremost any Federal legislation has got
to have some kind of medical improvement language in it. I think
that the administration should be required to continue the face-toface interview process, and that ought to be legislation.
I think the legislation should make permanent the present administration policy on benefits continuation. I think that the Social
Security Administration should be required to implement regulations effecting disability determination in a manner consistent with
the Administrative Procedure Act.
That will prospectively help to clear up some of this hodgepodge
of regulations where nobody really knows what the rules are and
where they seem to be different from place to place. I think that
legislation should require that the States provide the claimants'
treating physicians with copies of the consultating examination reports where there's a conflict of medical opinion.
I think and believe that there is a serious problem regarding the
determination of disability where claimant's complaining of multiple impairments or where there is credible testimony regarding
subjective complaints, but not objective medical findings.
SSA should be required to consider the combined impact of multiple Impairments. I believe inasmuch as the courts have uniformly
required that SSA give greater weight to findings and opinions
from the treating physicians over findings and opinions of the consultants who saw the claimant only for the purpose of aiding disability determination the language of Federal legislation should reflect that physician.
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I think the State should be returned, and this is one area where
I think we need some flexibility if you want us to run the program,
the State should be returned greater discretion to define disability
where severe impairments exists, even though the impairments are
not included in the official listings.
I believe that legislation should guarantee that the time for
appeal of decision denied or ceasing benefits to a claimant who alleges mental illness, mental retardation, borderline mental retardation, increased mental capacity, drug dependence or alcoholism
is a basis for disability should not begin to run until a representative is appointed and notified or until direct contact with the claimant insures that the claimant is capable of understanding the
impact of the denial.
Finally we believe that SSA should set up projects to study the
effectiveness of concerted vocational rehabilitation efforts. Since we
are in this building today I think it is important to emphasize that
I know you'll have testimony-but one of the cruel ironies of this
whole process is that at a time the administration decided to use
disability cutoffs as a way to help balance the budget or minimize a
$200-billion-a-year deficit-which is just a drop in the bucket.
The same administration also recommended the virtual eradication of all vocational funds to help people, many of whom are in
late middle age who are going to be terminated from benefits after
not having worked for a very long time, to further insure that
their termination will be a failure.
And, so I hope that the Congress will give some thought to this.
In closing, let me say again I think I can speak on behalf of the
people of Arkansas as well as on behalf of every Governor in this
country-we are not comfortable being in an adversary position
with the administration, where we seem to be defying Federal Executive orders and interpretation of legislation.
But we are even less comfortable being the instrument of cruel
policies to disabled people in this country. So, we-if we have to
choose-we're going to try to do what we can to do as much justice
and fairness as possible. This thing is not going to be settled unless
you all act.
And, I am just imploring you to take your own passionate conviction and involvement back to the Congress and try to get some
action. Finally, let me say that Senator Pryor will remember when
I testified in the Senate. One of the Senators suggested that the
Federal Government should fire Mr. Kearney here, and take over
the program, because I had my foot in the schoolhouse door and
was defying Federal authority.
And, I told them if they weren't going to clean up the program I
wished they would take it away from me, because I was ashamed to
run it in the condition it's in, and I didn't want to look my constituents in the face and have any responsibility for it.
So, I think I've said all I can say, but please do what you can to
make the Governors' case for Federal action. We do not want to
defy Federal authority, but we cannot implement this program as
it has been handed down to us.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement follows:]

35-455 0 - 84 - 2
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STATEMENT OF HON. BILL CLINTON, GOVERNOR OF ARKANSAS

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to outline my position as Governor
of Arkansas on the issue of Social Security Disability. My testimony here is brief
and does not recount the horror stories and background information which are
public knowledge.
We believe strongly that the Disability Program has two very different, but interrelated problems: (1) The continuing disability review process is grossly defective, is
not uniformly implemented, and is not responsive to congressional intent or judicial
review; (2) The criteria for the basic determination of disability are controlled by a
mixed-bag of statutes, regulations, official instructions, directives and internal
policy statements, all having the force of law so far as SSA and state disability programs are concerned. Unfortunately, some of the regulations, instructions, directives and policy statements violate the letter and intent of relevant federal statutes,
and others are binding although communicated only orally. Further, SSA has refused to honor relevant Eighth Circuit Court decisions which interpret and seek to
enforce the statutes. Because SSA may change its interpretations at will, without
public comment or regard for the law or the courts, Arkansas' disability adjudicators are kept in a state of flux.
I have addressed these problems on many occasions, including in testimony before
the House Select Committee on Aging last June and the Senate Finance Committee
this past January. The problems are simply outlined: Over 60 percent of both initial
and continuing disability claimants receive favorable decisions by Administrative
Law Judges, who were hired and trained by the Social Security Administration,
after State DDS staff, following Social Security Administration guidelines, have
made unfavorable decisions. Even the law judge system is breaking down. For three
consecutive days in the next month, a law judge from another state will be holding
hearings in Fayetteville, Arkansas. From 7:00 a.m. until 5:15 p.m. each day, the
Judge will hear a case every 15 minutes, without a break for lunch. How can we
expect careful consideration of each case on its own merits? Second, in practically
every federal Judicial Circuit, there are myriads of decisions ordering the Social Security Administration to change its rules to conform to law. Finally, we continue to
hear of horror stories, both among persons initially applying for benefits and among
persons threatened with being cut off benefits.
It should not be said that we in Arkansas only complain or seek to disrupt and
fragmentize a national program. We have continued to strive for a public dialogue
on solutions. In August I wrote and sponsored a policy statement before the National Governors' Association calling for major reforms in the disability process. The
statement passed unanimously, clearly a bipartisan expression on the issue from
our nation's Governors. The needed reforms outlined in the NGA statement will be
covered later in my testimony.
In a further effort to work with the Social Security Administration on solutions,
Julius Kearney, immediately upon his appointment as Director of the Department
of Disability Determination in December, at my request and with my blessings,
began a dialogue with Social Security's Regional Commissioner. Those discussions
and the related review of court cases and Social Security decisions nationwide have
consumed many hours of his time, and of my time. I have attached a copy of Mr.
Kearney's letter dated 2-7-84, to the Acting Regional Commissioner, and a subsequent proposed memorandum of understanding which basically outlines our position
regarding continuing disability claims. In comparing the two documents, it is clear
that both the Regional commissioner and Mr. Kearney made concessions for the
good of the program. We have agreed on the above memorandum and have very
cordial relations with the Regional Commissioner and her staff. At this time, we
have received no formal response to our proposal.
It is my belief that the following proposals address the major concerns with the
entire Disability Program. Certainly, legislation is required, and I appreciate the efforts of each of you in seeking Congressional action. We cannot continue under a
hodge-podge of court decisions and conflicting administrative actions. The urgency is
evident; we need action, not further rhetoric.
Major reform must be implemented, without delay, at least in the following areas:
MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT

We propose the standard on medical improvement included in the attached
memorandum of understanding be made law. The "recommendations" included in
.Point III of that memorandum should be a part of the law. In determining the
present capacity to return to the work force, the following factors should be considered:
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(a) Comparison of present and prior estimates of residual functional capacity;
(b) Medical advances discovered or made available since the initial determination
of disability;
(c) Work place/access advances making it possible for more handicapped persons
to enter or remain in the work force;
(d) The amount of unproductive time spent out of the work force subsequent to
the initial disability determination; and
(e) Claimant's age, education and work history.
FACE-TO-FACE INTERVIEWS

The administration should be required to implement face-to-face interviews prior
to a decision on all initial and continuing disability claims. There are several configuration options for implementing this program. The simplest and least costly would
be retraining of Social Security District Office Claims Representatives (CR) who
handle these cases at the outset. The CR should be required to elicit additional information and to make more detailed notes on a claimant's appearance, movement,
complaints, and visible handicaps. SSA's own experiments show the effectiveness of
some variation of the face-to-face interview in improving decisional quality. Combining the Disability Hearing Unit, presently in place at the Reconsideration level,
with the initial level interview should cover most major objections. Alternatively,
the full evidentiary hearing, with related procedural rights, could be moved up to
the initial level, and the Reconsideration level could be abolished.
BENEFITS CONTINUATION

New legislation should make permanent the present administrative policy continuing disability benefits through the Administrative Law Judge level in all continuing disability review cases. Congress previously recognized the need for such legislation but failed to take action in 1983. The Secretary recognizes the need for some
such legislation. Additionally, benefits should continue during the judicial process,
where the Secretary fails to complete the record for review within 30 days of service
of the complaint.
EMPLOYMENT OF RULES RATHER THAN INTERNAL POLICY STATEMENTS

SSA should be required to implement regulations affecting disability determinations pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act. The regulations should be applicable to all levels of SSA adjudication and be based on statute and applicable
court decisions. In this regard, SSA should be required to acquiesce in, or appeal,
circuit court decisions modifying or abrogating its rules or regulations. Where decisions in two or more circuits conflict, SSA should be required to seek appellate clarification.
CONSULTATIVE

EXAMINATIONS

Legislation should require that the States provide the claimants' treating physicians with copies of consultative examination reports where there is a conflict of
medical opinion on the issue of disability.
COMBINATION OF IMPAIRMENTS/PAIN

There is a serious problem regarding determination of disability where claimants
complain of multiple impairments, or where there is credible testimony regarding
subjective complaints (i.e. pain, psychosomatic conditions) but not objective medical
findings. SSA should be required to consider the combined impact of multiple impairments in disability determinations and not to look at each problem as if it exists
in a vacuum. Where the combined impact of two or more "non-severe" impairments
is disabling, a claimant should be entitled to benefits. Likewise, SSA should be required to consider all relevant factors, including work history, medical treatment
history, alleged onset circumstances, and claimant's creditability in determining
whether a subjective disability claim is valid. There should be no legal requirements
that objective medical findings (i.e. end organ damage in diabetes, hypertension, and
alcoholism cases) support every claim.
TREATING PHYSICIAN VS. CONSULTANT

The courts have uniformly required that SSA give greater weight to findings and
opinions from the treating physician, over findings and opinions of consultants who
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saw the claimant only for the purpose of aiding in the disability determination.
Where the treating physician's findings and opinions are based on contact with the
claimant over time, those opinions and findings, where grounds are stated should be
accepted unless rebutted.
LISTINGS OF IMPAIRMENTS

The states should be returned greater discretion to find disability where severe
impairments exist, even though the impairments are not included in the "Listings".
Additionally, the present administrative initiative requiring expert and interest
group input in a review and reform of the listings should be put into law. The listings should be revised every 5 to 7 years, or more often, if medical science advances
so warrant.
DENIAL OF BENEFITS TO CLAIMANTS ALLEGING MENTAL DEFICIENCY, DRUG DEPENDENCE
OR ALCOHOLISM

Legislation should guarantee that the time for appeal of a decision denying or
ceasing benefits to a claimant who alleges mental illness, mental retardation, borderline mental retardation, decreased mental capacity, drug dependence, or alcoholism as a basis for disability shall not begin to run until a representative is appointed and notified, or until direct contact with the claimant insures that the claimant
is capable of understanding the denial decision. The required contact could come
during development of the case prior to the decision, but the assumption of understanding should be rebuttable.
REHABILITATION EMPHASIS PROJECT

SSA should set up pilots to study the effectiveness of concerted vocational rehabilitation efforts on younger workers. The programs would take into consideration
the individual worker's education, training and skills, prior work record and present
residual functional capacity, together with present job opportunities and targeted
industry outlooks. The programs would guarantee continued benefits and medical
assistance on at least a reduced basis for up to three years after the end of the
normal trial work period. Pilots would be in both industrial and rural states and in
states with both "large" and "small" disabled populations. Financial incentives
would be offered to state rehabilitation programs for effective models.
We stand ready to work with the Congress and with the administration. But the
problem is growing.
Thank you again for your work in this important area and for the opportunity
you have given me to speak here today.

Chairman PICKLE. We thank you for your statement and we're
glad to have Mr. Kearney here with you. I appreciate that you
have observed that the answer is to pass legislation. A moratorium
just leaves everything in limbo again and cures nothing. That's
why as tempting as it might be to some people to have a moratorium, that doesn't solve our problem.
I say to you, Governor, we're going to pass this legislation in the
House. On Thursday we passed the rule which provides for the consideration of the bill on Tuesday. And, we passed it by an 8-to-1
vote. On Tuesday we're going to give them a dose of the same kind
of medicine.
We're going to pass it by a equal vote no matter that they've
tossed out this little morsel. It's not going to deter us. I hope, Senator, that you can find some way to advance it in the other side.
Senator PRYOR. Well, I'll just say to my friend, Congressman
Pickle, we have a little different makeup in the Senate than you
have in the House. We're trying to change that-maybe I shouldn't
say that-but at any rate that is the case.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, I continue to have hopes for the Senate.
Let me-at this point, this will take 2 or 3 minutes only I think,
but in view of the fact that some of our comments and expressions
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of what you hope would be in the legislation, it might be well to
review for many of you what is in this bill.
Many of you are interested groups and are informed about the
legislation. Some of you may not, and in order that we know what's
in it let me mention four or five things. This bill, H.R. 3755, which
I again say is coauthored by Beryl Anthony, provides basically for
four or five of these main things.
First, the first section 101 provides for the continuation of benefits for those individuals who are receiving benefits unless it is
shown that there has been medical improvement. We simply are
saying to an individual and the administration, you can't take
somebody off the roles if they've been called disabled unless you
can show medical improvement.
Now, that's not a free for all. There are provisions in there that
say that benefits would be terminated if there's new evidence or if
there's been improvement in therapy or in health aids to make
him able to work. Or, if it was in error or fraudulently established.
So, it's not an open invitation that you get on there and stay forever.
But it does provide that you must show medical improvement. It
also provides for a study on the evaluation of pain and it requires
the Secretary of HHS together with the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study to determine questions regarding the subjective evidence of pain.
It also says that in determination of disability the Secretary
would consider the combined effect of all impairments, not just a
single one but if they have multiple impairments that would be a
factor to consider.
It also gives a temporary moratorium on mental impairments
review, not just functionally psychotic cases as the Secretary had
recommended, but all mental impairment cases. The bill provides
for face-to-face evidentiary hearings at the State level, hopefully by
January 1st, 1985.
We eventually envision the fact that we would do away with the
reconsideration hearing and ask the individual to bring in their
testimony towards the beginning so that they might present evidence and have face-to-face eyeball presentation of their testimony
at the beginning of the case and not have to wait 6 or 8 months for
the ALJ level.
We think that would be a very definite improvement. The bill
provides for the continuation of benefits to the ALJ level. Now,
that was added by the Congress last year. That law has now expired. It expired in December. The administration had temporarily
suspended these reviews. They started them up again in February,
which means that under the present law you can get benefits for
that month and the 2 additional months that followed.
On that basis by May 3 people could not get benefits to the ALJ
level unless we pass this law or make some correction in the law.
So, time is of great essence in seeing that this provision is in there.
We also have a provision that establishes a uniform standard for
disability determinations. As you said, Governor, we're trying to
say that the hearing examiners would operate from their manual
or from a set of standards and likewise the AIJ's would operate
from these same standards, still abiding by the Administrative Pro-
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cedure Act so that the judges have that leeway that they're entitled to have.
But they would try then to be working together under the same
regulations. We're trying to stop the practice of having a rule for
the hearing examiner and then letting the ALJ 6 months later use
an entirely different or separate set or rules. We could put most of
these things in regulation, and- get a standard uniform approach.
That's what we need. It shouldn't be surprising that we have so
much differentiation in decisions at this point.
Now, that's what essentially this bill does, although there are
many other provisions in it. That's why we think it's a reasonable
bill, and very needed. We must have legislation and not have a
moratorium. Because moratorium solves nothing.
Now, my only question to you, Governor, is this. You've been selected in Arkansas as a possible Medical Improvement Demonstration State. Will you state to me again what is the status in your
negotiation with SSA, and I would say to Mr. Kearney, in the
event that you are selected how long would it take you to put it in
effect?
So, Mr. Kearney, would you want to comment on that?
STATEMENT OF JULIUS KEARNEY, DIRECTOR, DISABILITY
DETERMINATION SERVICE, STATE OF ARKANSAS

Mr. KEARNEY. The question of where we-I think the first part of
your question was what is the status of our negotiations. At one
time we thought we were about to start putting it into effect. We
thought we had an agreement with the Associate Commissioner in
Baltimore. We did have an agreement with the Regional Commissioner and her staff in Dallas.
My understanding is it was decided that because other States
might like what we're doing in Arkansas, they would hold off and
study it more. Not, as I understand it the substance wasn't the
problem but rather the effect it might have on other states wanting to do the same.
Of course, our position is if it is something that you buy up on
substance then we might ought to buy up on it for all States, then
we would be moving toward, again, a national program.
Our suggestion was very similar to the provisions of your legislation which deals with medical improvement. And, that's the only
issue we really addressed in our proposal.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, I can also observe that the recommendations, Governor, which the National Governor's Conference had
recommended to us, the Congress, that we include in any legislation, parallels this bill almost exactly.
Governor CLINTON. Yes; almost exactly.
Chairman PICKLE. Now, I don't know where we were leading you
or you were leading us, but we're leading each other.
Governor CLINTON. We work together. We work together.
Chairman. Well, we'll let him get the credit, but anyway we are
working together in almost exactly as the Governors had recommended. And, so we're pleased with that.
Now, Senator Pryor, do you or Mr. Anthony want to make any
comments to the Governor at this point?
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Senator PRYOR. Beryl, go ahead and I'll have one in just a
moment.
Mr. ANTHONY. Governor, I want to thank you for the position
that you've taken. I think you made one statement that the public
needs to be keenly aware of. That is that you are in an untenable
situation as the Governor of the State of Arkansas. We have a national program that should be run uniformly in 50 States.
We have court decisions in different circuits that have said that
this administration is disobeying the intent of Congress, that they
have acted capriciously. There have been judgments handed down
against them to restrain them from doing certain things. Yet you
are responsible for the people who manage the program in the
State of Arkansas.
So you really do stand between the Federal Government, who
pays for the program, and the people who benefit from the program. And, I guess you're on the firing line. You see it every day.
We get the letters and we get the phone calls, and we have to work
on the cases too.
Personally I would like to thank you for being willing to speak
out. You've done it in a calm way, and you've done it in a compassionate way. I think you've probably done it in an unfair way because you haven't criticized the administration nearly by as harshly as I think they're due criticism.
I think that's more testimony to the fact that you want the program to work. If there's any one thing that I hope comes out of this
hearing, it is that we can establish a public record that shows we
ought to have some uniformity of the program so that no matter
what type of disability you're on or seeking, it'll be applied the
same way in whatever jurisdiction that you live in.
I want to thank the Governor for coming in and making that
very strong point, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Mr. Anthony. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Just let me say that Arkansas would have been
proud of Governor Clinton some weeks ago when he came to Washington on behalf of all the 50 Governors and testified before the
Senate Finance Committee on this very issue. And, I must say that
the staff of the Finance Committee and the various members of the
Finance Committee, names I will not mention, had their guns
loaded for Governor Clinton that day he testified. I want you to
know that Governor Clinton in his statement was eloquent and
reasonable and compassionate.
I think he probably won us many votes that morning and he certainly added to the depth of that hearing, and I just want you to
know that all of our State, had you been there sitting as I was
across the table from him, you would have been as proud of our
Governor as I was that morning.
So-I know we've got a lot of other witnesses and I had some
questions, but I may submit them for the record if we can hold the
record open.
Chairman PICKLE. That'll be permitted, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Governor.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you. Governor, again, we thank you.
We have a rule here that we're trying to establish this morning
that the witness would take 5 minutes. You've taken up a little bit
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more than that, but its extremely important that you be able to
make a full statement.
And, your statement has great meaning for us in these hearings,
so we are pleased that you would come forward in your busy schedule to be with us. We thank you and we thank Mr. Kearney very
much.
Governor CLINTON. Thank you. If I could just say one thing in
closing, Mr. Chairman, that I meant to say in my opening remarks.
I'm very proud of the people that are back here behind me that are
going to testify to you today, and they've carried this ball and been
responsible for a lot of what we've said.
Our State owes a great debt of gratitude to our Senator and our
Congressman Anthony, but I remember when the first rumblings
of the possibility of Federal legislation were raised when I first
talked to Beryl Anthony, when I first talked to anybody, everybody
said that if Congressman Pickle decides that this is an important
issue we can get something done. If he doesn't, we can't. So, I want
the people in my State to know that when that bill blows out of the
House of Representatives next week we've got a friend in Texas.
We don't always agree with Texas on things.
But we appreciate you more than you know. Thank you very
much. [Applause.]
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Governor. Governor, after that
statement I almost wish you well this fall, but not quite that well.
Now, the Chair will ask the following individuals to come forward now for our next panel, Mr. E. Russell Baxter, Dr. Douglas
Stevens, and Dr. Payton Kolb. If you gentlemen will come and just
take your seat at the witness table we'll proceed.
I'll ask that you proceed in the order that we have you listed.
Mr. E. Russell Baxter, will you hold your hand, Mr. Baxter? He is
commissioner, Division of Rehabilitation Services, the Department
of Human Services, for the State of Arkansas.
Dr.> Douglas Stevens is a psychologist, North Little Rock, AR.
And, Dr. Payton Kolb, who is a psychiatrist, also from Little Rock.
We're pleased to have you gentlemen. Now, we're going to ask
Mr. Baxter if you'll make your statement first and then we'll go to
the next two gentlemen, and then we'll throw it open for questions
if that is agreeable to you.
So, Mr. Baxter, if you'll proceed-and your entire statement will
be made a part of the record.
STATEMENT OF E. RUSSELL BAXTER, COMMISSIONER, DIVISION
OF REHABILITATION SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN
SERVICES, STATE OF ARKANSAS
Mr. BAXTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator
Pryor, Congressman Anthony.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to give you my perspective today. I represent a State agency that provides rehabilitation
services to the physically and/or mentally disabled. I am not one,
nor do not represent 1 of the 37 States, however, that administers
the disability determination unit.
So I'm coming at you from a little different perspective and, in
fact, my major emphasis as a result of that will be on the Benefici-
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ary Rehabilitation Program. I must say I've had to rearrange my
thoughts a little since I got here this morning, because I share the
extreme feeling, if not fury, from the announcement from the Post.
Only one time previously can I remember anything affecting me
that much in terms of the disability program. And, I'll cover that
in my last point. I assume now that the Senator from Kansas will
say, we've got what we need now-there's no need for further legislation.

I know with the kind of leadership represented here in the chairman, and from Arkansas that every effort will be made to not
allow that to happen, that we do have legislation. And, I think I
can assure you without question that Arkansas will be in the
middle pitching for that legislation.
I'm very proud to support the Governor of the State of Arkansas,
who has taken this strong position in terms of disability reform.
The entire country knows what impact he's had as they know what
Congressman Pickle has had, the people in the rehabilitation field
and the Social Security field know what impact the Governor has
had in this issue.
So I'm very proud to support and be able to say that this is the
position of Arkansas and the Governor for the State of Arkansas.
The three points that I will mention first are related to disability
determination, and they're repetitious to you and I'll just take a
short time to emphasize them, and then spend a little more time
on the Beneficial Rehabilitation Program.
While it's difficult for me to understand the real problems between administration and the procedures of the administration and
the law, I can't understand why beneficiary claims that are reviewed can't continue until the final decision is made by an administrative law judge during the appeal process.
This doesn't make sense to me that an individual has earned eligibility for benefits, yet he is denied procedural fairness. Only
should the benefits be discontinued if the administrative law judge
through his neutrality, through his training, and the expertise that
only he presents, should say that the claim should be-that the
benefits should be discontinued.
Another point, I can't see why medical-why there can't be a national medical improvement standard. Whether or not there has to
be pilot projects in the beginning, I see no reason why there can't
be a medical improvement standard.
States have demonstrated in one or two cases already that there
can be. This has to be to assure more consistent application, a more
thorough case documentation, and an analysis of disability and
abilities, including ability to work.
I think 3755 accommodates this. I can't understand, but I'm sure
that Dr. Kolb will touch on this much more-I can't understand
also why mental impairment cannot be adequately and accurately
presented to reflect the abilities of the individual to work.
The current presumptions just do not take into account the total
person. They do not take into account, for example, the stressful
situations presented many times in competitive work environments, and that has to be considered for many of our mentally ill
who want to return to work.
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Finally, the other point that I wanted to stress that I approach
the point of fury I did this morning is relative to the virtual discontinuation of the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program. In spite of a
proven cost benefit where there was actual savings to the Trust
Fund, in spite of huge increases in removals from the roles, in spite
of denials that have not occurred previously, funds have been virtually eliminated from the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program. In
1981, $124 million nationally, as you know, was provided to the
States from SSDI trust funds, less than the 1.5 percent of the ceiling allowed. Fifty additional million from general revenues for SSI
was also discontinued.
In Arkansas, and let me show you the impact on Arkansas, a relatively small State in terms of population and so on. In 1980, with
these funds, Arkansas alone served 2,381 from SSDI funds at a cost
of $11/2 million.

In 1981, we served 2,189 beneficiaries at a cost of $920,000. For
SSI, we served slightly over 1,400 beneficiaries each year with an
expenditure in 1981 of $306,000. Now, SSI has been eliminated. We
have $10 million nationally for the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program, but I am convinced even for the $10 million the reimbursement system established by SSA was designed to fail. And, I'm
very sincere about that.
Even with SGA, there is a year's delay certainly for reimbursement. But it has been proven already that the delay is much
longer, 2 and 3 years for reimbursement. We haven't even approached the $10 million.
Arkansas got $35,000 approximately each year. We haven't been
able to touch much of it, even though we've submitted significant
claims. It is impossible to fiscally administer such a program. My
appeal to you relative to the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program is
to look at that close and to reestablish it as it was prior to the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981.
I think you can accommodate changes with your advisory council
on medical aspects to some degree. I'm concerned there though
about the delay that that might present because we're in trouble
right now. We'll be in trouble next year.
And, I think the medical-the advisory council can come up with
appropriate ideas for resources, appropriate service, providers and
so on. But unless we can return to the type of program we had
when we had a proven cost benefit, when the agencies whether
they are public or private, can attempt to rehabilitate without
guaranteeing so that we know we can get reimbursement, then it
will be difficult to achieve anything.
We have a disincentive now with the long-term recipient of
Social Security benefits being scared, literally frightened about
losing that, and very hesitant to participate in a rehabilitation program. But we overcome that in many cases.
The agencies now have even a worse disincentive, knowing they
are providing services, most of which cannot be reimbursed without
any knowledge of when that reimbursement will come. So I appeal
to you to look at the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program and to attempt to give an emphasis at least in the advisory council for this
part of the reform package.
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Again, I appreciate very much the opportunity to present to you,
and I appreciate very much having the chairman in Arkansas in
this rehabilitation facility in giving us the opportunity to show you
the facility at the same time.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF

E.

RUSSELL BAXTER, COMMISSIONER, DIVISION OF REHABILITATION
SERVICES, STATE OF ARKANSAS

I am Commissioner of the Division of Rehabilitation Services, Department of

Human Services. Our Division provides rehabilitation services to physically and/or
mentally disabled persons in the State of Arkansas. The agency was established in
1926, operating as a part of the State Department of Education until 1971 and now
is a division of the Department of Human Services.
This State has an independent Disability Determination agency, that is responsible to the Governor of the State of Arkansas. The Division of Rehabilitation Services is, therefore, not one of the thirty-seven State Rehabilitation agencies that oversees the administration of the Disability Determination agency. My perspective,
therefore, is somewhat different from other Rehabilitation Agency commissioners
who might have made presentations to either of the two committees. I, therefore,
will place a little more emphasis on the beneficiary rehabilitation programs, particularly SSDI; but also SSI.
The entire problem of Social Security Reform, while obviously a very serious problem, is one that is extremely complex and difficult to understand from my perspective. It is extremely difficult for me to understand, for example, why beneficiaries
whose claims are reviewed cannot elect to continue benefits on an interim basis
throughout the full hearing process until a decision is rendered by an Administrative Law Judge. It seems reasonable to expect that if there is an appeal process that
benefits would be available until that process is completed. How can there be basic
procedural fairness for those who had contributed to the Social Security Trust Fund
with the expectation that benefits were secure in the event of disability? While I
fully support face-to-face hearings, even that does not provide enough protection to
claimants and beneficiaries to assure that full and partial reconsideration hearings

will occure in all cases. Only the Administrative law Judge who must have significant training and neutrality can provide the expertise necessary to assure full due
process before termination of benefits.
The second major problem which I have difficulty understanding is related to
medical improvement. To me obviously there must be a national standard. I believe
it can be workable. Whether the Miranda medical improvement standard is utilized
or some other standard, there is no reason to believe that there cannot be a national
standard. This process encourages more thorough and careful case development focused in the individual and their particular medical disabilities in relation to previous diagnoses an symptoms, as well as the individual's ability to work.
There is no reason to believe that the evaluating of mental impairments cannot
adequately and accurately reflect the ability of claimants to engage in work. There
must be developed and implemented an effective and realistic method of measuring
the full range of work skills and behaviors in order to make accurate predictions
about an individual's capability for successful work in a non-sheltered, competitive
environment. Current presumptions of transferability of skills and unskilled work
operate to disqualify a mentally impaired individual, in spite of the fact that to sustain successful job performance many work environments require stressful competition.
As indicated previously, my primary emphasis will be on the beneficiary rehabili-

tation programs and the remainder of my comments pertain to that.
The most difficult thing to understand about the Social Security program is that
while there has been an increased number of individuals removed from the beneficiary roles and a high percentage disallowed for disability claims, the amount of dollars for the rehabilitation of recipients and for those removed from the roles has
dwindled to nothing. The amount for Arkansas, for example, has been approximately $35,000 in 1982 and $35,000 in 1983, and it has been impossible to get reimbursement for even a fraction of this amount. While there is an obvious need for Social
Security Reform, nothing makes sense in trying to understand the rationale of increasing the numbers removed from Social Security roles and decreasing significantly the dollars to work with those removed from the disability roles as well as to
attempt to remove others from disability roles through Rehabilitation programs.
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Prior to October 1, 1981, State Rehabilitation Agencies received monies from the
SSDI Trust Funds (allocated on a quarterly basis) and from the General Revenues
(appropriated by the Congress) for the provision of rehabilitation services to eligible
SSDI beneficiaries and SSI recipients. in fiscal year 1981, the State Rehabilitation
Agencies received over $124 million to implement these programs, and provide services to over 115,000 benediciaries with mental and/or physical disabilities.
The impact on Arkansas is obvious:
Number
served Expenditure

1981:
SSDI.2,189
...................................................
SSI1
1980:
SSDI.2,381
...................................................
SSI.1,499
.
.
.
.
.

aaa
.

.

2 8
,460

$920,983
306,265

2 8

1,510,876

.731,472

The high for Arkansas was 1976 when 2,972 SSDI cases were served with an expenditure of $2,226,434 and 1,720 SSI cases were served with an expenditure of
$871,161. The low for Arkansas was 1983, identical to 1984, where we served 60
cases with advanced funding of $35,000 each year. Expenditures from Social Security will be much less than that, however.
Despite the demonstrated cost-effectiveness of these programs the law was
changed-as a part of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981-to provide that
State Rehabilitation Agencies would only be reimbursed by the Social Security Administration for the cost of rehabilitation services resulting in the client's participation in Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) for nine months. While current law does
not mandate that payments be made to the states in advance, the SSA for the
present time, has chosen to do so. During FY 1983, approximately $10 million was
advanced to States, a cut in funding from FY 81 of over 90 percent.
Under present law, states may have to wait two or more years before full reimbursement funds are made available. In addition to the period of nine months of
substantial gainful activity, there are also the many months, even years, which are
required to successfully rehabilitate a severely disabled person.
Prior to reimbursement, the states incur, and will continue to incur, substantial
expenses for services which may significantly exceed the "advance" monies provided
by SSA. Because of this, fiscal planning is being severely disrupted, since State
Agency administrators are unable to ascertain when or in what amount the reimbursement will be provided for services rendered.
The State has serious misgivings about the provisions and limitation of the current beneficiary rehabilitation programs. It appears from this perspective that the
system was designed to fail. Processing of reimbursement claims has been almost
impossible, extending well over the end of one and even two fiscal years, makng
planning impossible especially since we are not sure whether the advanced monies
will be adequate but more importantly because we in no way can anticipate what
SSA will approve and what they will not approve.
In conclusion, it seems to me that H.R. 4170 goes a long way in addressing overall
Social Security Reform. It is a very good comprehensive Social Security Disability
Reform package in addition to improving significantly the BRP. All States are doing
whatever possible to improve procedures in this program but obviously there is a
limit to the effectiveness of state-by-state efforts to improve a national program.
Your leadership, which you have already shown, is urgently needed to change this
program so that its standards and procedures are fair to the disabled people it
serves, including programs for the rehabilitation of recipients, as well as those disallowed benefits. Fairness that will potentially restore personal dignity where there is
potential to re-enter the labor force and to once again contribute to society through
this dignity and through the payment of taxes.
Thank you very much for this opportunity to share my perspective on this extremely important topic that affects disabled people in this State and in all States.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Mr. Baxter.

Now, Dr. Douglas Stevens, if you'll proceed, sir.
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STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS STEVENS, PSYCHOLOGIST, NORTH
LITTLE ROCK, AR
Dr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I'm a clinical psychologist in private
practice who works or interacts with this system in a number of
ways. In the first role I am a clinical psychologist treating individuals who are disabled as well as evaluating them from an emotional standpoint.
I also have been a rehabilitation counselor and continue to do vocational rehabilitation and vocational evaluations of individuals. I
also work as a vocational expert for the Social Security Administration, so I tend to see these individuals throughout the program.
There are a number of things that I could talk about in terms of
the inadequacies of the program or the abuses of the program, but
I think we're all well aware of those. Those have been quite well
documented over time. And, so this morning in these brief moments I might mention some of the areas that I would suggest
might be considered. And, I'm delighted to know that legislation is
pending in the House.
I certainly concur with all of the remarks made by Governor
Clinton, because those kinds of steps forward are very important.
At the local level in disability determination we've had a great
deal of difficulty, and of course, Mr. Kearney is new in this job and
none of the remarks that I make have anything to do with his administration, but rather with problems that we've had in the past
years.
In the emotional area we've had an ongoing problem that needs
to be corrected. The disability agency has selected particular tests
for consultatives, seemingly with an eye toward selecting those
tests which would give no information regarding the allegations of
disability.
At one point in the past I used to do such evaluations for them,
and finally refused to do any more because they would ask for tests
that had nothing to do with what the claimant said was wrong. I
then started writing into my evaluation the fact that these test results had nothing to do with the kinds of complaints of the claimant.
At that point I was called and reprimanded. I responded that I
would continue so commenting as long as I was asked to do tests
that had nothing to do with the situation.
Chairman PICKLE. Who called you? Who called and reprimanded
you?
Dr. STEVENS. It was one of the-Chairman PICKLE. SSA?
Dr. STEVENS. No, the disability determination people who send
out purchase orders for consultative examinations. Another situation developed with mental retardation when SSI came under the
system. There were thousands of people who needed to be evaluated for mental retardation under SSI. I was doing something like 8
or 10 evaluations a week, and 80 to 90 percent of them fit the
guidelines. Suddenly the testing was terminated. When I made contact with the State agency I was told that so many people were
turning up disabled under the testing program that they decided
they would use general practitioners. They could give an eyeball
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evaluation of mental adequacy, thereby avoiding payments to those
individuals who were actually mentally retarded.
Senator PRYOR. Did you feel at that time that they were trying to
take-that they had basically a quota system that they were using
to take certain percentages or certain numbers from the roles?
Could you establish that?
Dr. STEVENS. Senator, I had no indication of any quota. I just
knew that they felt they were being overwhelmed by people who
were eligible and wanted to cut down the number of eligibilities.
Chairman PICKLE. Senator, we'll ask that of the ALJ's-that may
be-Senator PRYOR. Good.
Dr. STEVENS. The medical improvement considerations are so important for the future. Many people have been intimidated in the
last few years with the cessation letter. The people believe somebody actually knows something about them that they don't know.
They get the report saying, "We have information to indicate that
your condition has improved and you're now ready to return to
substantial gainful activity."
They come to my office wondering if someone has been spying on
them. The people who are less educated, less sophisticated, actually
believe that the Federal Government knows something that they
don't know about themselves. And, they really believe the letter.
Many of these individuals, unless hand carried through the process, will stop the application procedure at that point.
I support all of the things that have so far been mentioned in the
bill. I would mention a couple of other things for consideration.
One of the concerns that I have is that contingencies be studied for
helping individuals return to employment.
There are numerous individuals who come in in a fairly acute
situation. Yet, one might expect that 2 or 3 years down the road,
their condition has a good chance of improving to the point that
they could return to employment.
However, with benefits simply being awarded, the individual receives a positive reinforcer for continuing the disability, unless
there is some contingent program where they can be assisted
gradually to move back to productivity.
This can be through the State rehabilitation agency or it can be
through private sources. I think there are a lot of possibilities for
contingently looking at this.
A second concern that relates to this same area: Some individuals will physically, after being disabled for some years, reattain
the capacity for going back to work. But they have become so deconditioned, spending much of the time in a recumbent position,
that even if the condition for which they were impaired goes away,
they are now deconditioned to a point that they couldn't possibly
be on their feet for more than 3 hours a day.
We need some system for moving them back in a stepwise fashion, perhaps through sheltered workshops, perhaps through vocational rehabilitation, but gradually helping them to increase their
tolerances until they can tolerate 8 hours a day.
A third area that I'm particularly interested in is the emotional
problems of individuals. This involves the listing the Secretary has
called the "functional nonpsychotic disorders." Many individuals
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are disabled under this category. And yet, as compared with cardiac, back problems, and others, they have a higher probability for
rehabilitation than many of the deteriorative conditions.
The treatment funds available under medicare for emotional conditions, despite the higher possibility of getting them back to work,
are so limited that they can't possibly afford the treatment. Because of this situation, I would estimate that at least 90 percent of
individuals disabled due to mental reasons and drawing social security as their primary source of income, are not getting any treatment. They are not getting the help that could return them to productivity.
It's been mentioned in your bill and the Governor's comments
that more attention is being paid to the interactive process of these
problems and ways we can help get folks back to work. I think any
evaluations that directly relate to the capacity of the individual in
the work force, work simulation testing for example, is going to be
very helpful in the future in correctly assessing potential and capacity.
Any way that I can assist at the local level or in planning for
mental health I would be happy to do. I appreciate this opportunity.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Dr. Stevens. Now, Dr. Kolb-let
me, before you proceed ask can the audience hear the people as
they are making statements? Can you hear back there? Some can
and some cannot.
Dr. Kolb, if you'll get the microphones as close to you as you can
I think that would be helpful.
STATEMENT OF PAYTON KOLB, M.D., PSYCHIATRIST, LITTLE
ROCK, AR

Dr. KOLB. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much this opportunity to come, and Senator Pryor. I'm the Arkansas legislative representative of the American Psychiatric Association, and I work with
an old friend of yours. I know Mr. Jay Cutler who used to be on
Senator Javitt's staff, and much of the material I have is from a
statement made to the Senate Finance Committee in January by
Dr. Meyerson, which is the official position statement of the American Psychiatric Association. It's very lengthy and I certainly am
not going to read that, but I would like to touch a few high points
on that and copies have been made this morning to give to you all
and to put in your particular record.
I've also been a consultant to the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals for a number of years. I would like to just touch on a few
experiences that I've had with this. Certainly the APA and all of
us are in support of H.R. 3755 because it does, as you pointed out,
bring in many of the changes that we would certainly like to see in
the program for the benefit of the beneficiary.
We agree, of course, that a periodic review is necessary because
there are people who do become able to go back to work. And,
these need to be pointed out, but it needs to be done on a consistent
and a fair and a medically feasible policy, rather than what has
been done in the past.
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Briefly, our records indicate that about 40 percent of the
1,134,000 people who have been reviewed and terminated at the initial review level. Of these about two-thirds have been reinstated.
You probably know these figures already.
From the sampling of 40 recipients who were on disability for
mental impairments that were terminated, 27 of these 40 were
found to be unable to function in daily living without a good deal
of support and could not work in a competitive or stressful environment. The remaining 13 were terminated on really inadequate
data.
The records reveal unwarranted termination based on overly restrictive interpretation of the criteria which defines mental impairment, inappropriate assessment of the individual's daily activity,
inadequate development and use of medical evidence and a lack of
sufficient psychiatric resources in the DDS.
As a consultant to the Bureau I've seen an enormous increase in
the last 18 months in a number of cases that have been sent in for
review. I found that on the average it requires 4 to 6 hours -to
review a case adequately. The work load has increased to the point
that I can no longer see all the cases that have been sent to me.
From reading many of the cases and reading the termination reports I suspect the termination decisions are made with inadequate
study of the record. I am not blaming anyone individual but believe
the system as being administered now is forcing quick decisions
without adequate review. And, there's also obvious pressure for
massive terminations.
Many cases I've seen, as Dr. Stevens' has brought out-Chairman PICKLE. Let me interrupt you. You just said there
would be massive pressures for termination.
Dr. KOLB. This is a belief. I have no adequate evidence to prove
this, but the number of cases we have see in the last 2 or 3 years as
compared to-I've been on this for a number of years and it's
really obvious what's going on from that particular standpoint.
That there are massive terminations from this.
As Dr. Stevens brought out we see people who have been on disability for many, many years, and as he very well pointed out
here-I won't go into detail on these, but these people become so
firmly fixed in the unconscious on this that the only way to get
them back to work is a reentry program that is not being done.
These people are just cut off.
I might throw in here an interesting conversation I had with an
administrative law judge to the question that maybe with many of
these people we ought to have a statute of limitations. That is -if
they've been on disability say 12, 15 years, that really you're not
going to be able to get them back. It would possibly be less expensive to keep them on with the statute of limitations rather than try
to go through a reevaluation process.
Chairman PICKLE. Dr. Kolb, that recommendation was made
originally as a part of the legislation, if you had been on for a
number of years or you're a certain age, as an effort to try to compromise with the administration. We removed that and asked for a
study be made of that, which may come up later for consideration.
So, we're very mindful that's a basis for consideration.
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Dr. KoLB. As I said this is an interesting question to look at from
that standpoint. Another interesting point is an individual with a
severe neurosis who, on a given day may look very well, and at a
day of an appeal hearing or even in an interview may look very
emotionally stable, but when gotten onto a job situation is not able
to work on a full day, and cannot tolerate stress of any kind of a
job at that point.
Here brings up the point that we feel is neglected so much, and
that is that not a complete study of this whole life pattern of this
particular individual is being done. I might say yesterday I received a copy of Psychiatric News, which is our official newspaper,
and an excellent study was done in California pointing up that in
many instances with physical disabilities, psychiatrists were
brought in too late. We then find that a complete family history
pattern is not brought out.
And, from this standpoint they found very interesting situations
that revealed a different approach to try and help this person than
to terminate them from disability because they looked like they
were doing pretty well at this time.
Another problem involves the practice of having a second opinion process examination. We think this can be good but you have
to take into consideration the person doing the second examination
must take into consideration the whole life pattern and the whole
record, which is not being done.
And, this is another recommendation that we have. We do admit
there are frequently inadequate medical reports that we receive
and the APA is working very strongly to teach all of us how to
really do an adequate examination that the people who make these
decisions can work from and go from there.
We are also very concerned that the criteria that we use is very
inadequate and glad to report that the APA is working very strongly on this, and have been told and have worked with SSA to the
point that we hope this can be changed. These are the listing of
impairments-in section 12, regulations 4, subpart P, with which
you all may be familiar.
We're concerned that, of course, only individuals who are actually disabled come under the Program. We do see in private practice
many times individuals who feel because they're nervous and a
little tired that they are not able to work.
But in these situations work itself is a therapeutic process. And,
here again the criteria needs very definitely to be changed and we
hope that SSA will work with us fairly closely in this.
One other situation that I don't know that Congress can do much
with, that I've run into, is the problem where an individual is not
functioning fully on his job, and this occurs mostly with the big industries. He's put on extended leave or pushed into early retirement, and then the pressure is put on him to "get on social security." This puts the individual in an extremely frustrating situation
and it-makes me rather angry at big industry and some of the
things they're trying to do with this.
The individual, of course, many times is not actually disabled as
far as social security criteria is concerned, but he doesn't know
which way to turn. He doesn't know what his company is going to
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do to him. Many times he doesn't want the full disability and just
wants to go back to work. But that's a little different situation.
As I indicated we feel that H.R. 3755 can be a great deal of help
to us on this. One other thing that I would like to point out is that
there has been some communication between the APA and SSA on
the use of our Peer Review Program for validation of many of
these medical reports.
We have developed an excellent Peer Review Department in our
headquarters in Washington. We started out to work with CHAMPUS to help with their Peer Review. It has been so successful that
many of the private insurance companies are now using it and are
very grateful that we have this. We are certainly perfectly willing
to make this available to SSA and use it with them, because we
think it's an extremely effective source of work and can help with
the Peer Review process.
In general that is our position and my time is up. We certainly
support your legislation from the national standpoint and from the
State standpoint. We hope to see this go through, and be able to
help with this.
Chairman PICKLE. Dr. Kolb, I thank you and the panel. Let me
just point out to you that along the lines that we are trying to -take
action in this bill, it at least in general corrects or addresses some
of the matters you've mentioned.
I appreciate the suggestions you made. A lot of them we might
be able to do in this bill and some we can't. But it's good to have
these suggestions from you and I appreciate that you would make
them. I want to point out by way of summation, again, that in this
bill, section 201 provides for temporary moratorium on mental impairment cases. That is, a temporary delay on all mental impairment cases until the listings for mental impairments have been revised in consultation with the advisory council, in a published and
final form.
Then we also get over to section 304 which is the advisory council on the medical aspects of disability. It creates an advisory council composed of independent medical and vocational experts to provide advice and recommendations in this area.
We think that will be very helpful and it includes that at least
one psychiatrist, one rehabilitation psychologist, and one medical
social worker will be a part of that advisory council. So we think
we are going generally in the direction that you recommended on
this thing.
So, I want to thank all of you for your statements and your testimony.
Do either Senator Pryor or Mr. Anthony have any questions?
Senator PRYOR. Congressman, I have one question for Dr. Kolb
and I'd like to just draw our attention a moment to two court
cases. I think Dr. Kolb may be familiar with these and perhaps our
other two witnesses this morning.
One of those cases was in the State of Minnesota, the other case
the State of New York, and in both of these cases Social Security
Administration was found guilty of implementing an illegal policy
that discriminated against the mentally disabled.
Now, do you feel that in the States that we have been forced to
follow review procedures that are unfair to the mentally ill?
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Dr. KOLB. Yes, very definitely.
Senator PRYOR. And, do you feel that the legislation offered by
Congressman Pickle and Congressman Anthony would address this
particular point to make certain that we were not further forced
into this situation?
Dr. KOLB. Yes, the American Psychiatric Association is very
hopeful that this can go through for this particular reason. Now
certainly when we're dealing with mental impairments there are
many variations, and I'm sure that amendments might be necessary down the road.
But I think this certainly would correct many of the problems
that we have at this time.
Senator PRYOR. Well, it is my understanding also that the American Psychiatric Association, which you are such an eloquent
spokesman for, has participated in a work group with the SSA to
rewrite the regulations applicable to the evaluation of mental impairments.

Dr. KOLB. That's correct. That's in Dr. Meyerson's statement too.
Senator PRYOR. And, so basically the outcome of this study I can
only assume, would be implemented by the Pickle legislation. Now,
it wouldn't be embodied in a moratorium though, would it?
Dr. KOLB. No, it wouldn't.
Senator PRYOR. If we just had a moratorium that would not accomplish the needed results. And, this is the sort of information we
need to take back to Washington, especially next week on the eve
of bringing Congressman Pickle's bill up in the House. And I would
just like to say, to Dr. Kolb and to our other witnesses how very
appreciative we are of you being here with us this morning.
Dr. KOLB. We hope-I was looking at your opening statement
about the Acting Commissioner and the question in Dr. Meyerson's
statement-he quotes Ms. Heckler in saying, "We have no reason
to believe that there have been any unjust findings." And, this
bothers us.
Senator PRYOR. Well, it bothers us too. And, I might also make
that point again. I don't know if I stressed it enough in my opening
statement. At this point we do not have a Director or an Administrator of the Social Security Administration. We have an Acting
Commissioner, not a Commissioner but an Acting Commissioner.
That has mystified me as to why a permanent Administrator, I
should say, has not been appointed, and I don't know what this
means exactly except a lack of committment and the idea that
maybe through confusion they can accomplish more than they can
through clarity.
Dr. KOLB. We're ready to help if they are.
Chairman PICKLE. Mr. Baxter, Congressman Anthony has asked
me to present this question to you. He's been called to the telephone on an emergency matter and wanted to be sure this question
was asked. So this is Congressman Anthony's question to you.
He says you have worked in rehabilitation for many years and
you are our State expert. In your opinion what are the greatest
problems in rehabilitating claimants who have been on disability
for years and then suddenly told they can work?
Mr. BAXTER. Well, the greatest problem right now is a lack of
funds or an absence of funds to provide the type of services, coun-
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seling as much as anything else, but in many cases retraining and
some forms of physical restoration to allow them to regain their
ability and regain their personal integrity and dignity through employment.
Chairman PICKLE. Are you able to give them adequate counseling
now?
Mr. BAXTER. Absolutely not. We have-our services have-well,
in terms of staff for example, in the last 4 years we have eliminated something like 250 staff members. It was basically because of
the loss of SSDI trust funds and SSI general revenue funds.
That has put us in a position of a counselor in regular type cases,
not recipient cases, to try to manage 200 cases at one time. That's
impossible. And, then when you try to add counseling services to
the beneficiaries or to those that might become employable there's
no time.
Only with additional staff, which would take additional funds,
and we wouldn't have to provide the services but the staff could
provide counseling and arrange for services through public or private agencies.
Chairman PICKLE. I think you mentioned a point where perhaps
this measure could be strengthened and we touched on this but not
as adequately as perhaps we need to. So, I'm glad you mentioned
that. We might make further improvements as we go along on this
bill.
Mr. BAXTER. I think it's possible, especially through the advisory
council.
Chairman PICKLE. I see. All right. Well, I thank you for coming
and I appreciate your testimony and I'm glad to have all the suggestions, and to say that we're hopeful we can incorporate some of
them. I hope that we can retain the funds, Mr. Baxter, in these rehabilitation services that the administration has recommended to
be cut. I hope we can add to them.
So, thank you all very much for your testimony.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, before the witnesses leave, are we
going to adopt a rule of leaving the record open for a period of
some days so that we might submit questions?
Chairman PICKLE. Yes, the Chair will so rule, Senator. Thank
you for mentioning that.
Senator PRYOR. Good. And, we might also forward some questions on what we think would help complete the hearing, because
we know of the shortage of time. We're very appreciative.
[Dr. Kolb submitted the following:]
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR
Mr. Chairman,
Meyerson,

M.D.

I

T.

MEYERSON,

M.D.,

AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION '

and members of the Committee,

my name is

Arthur T.

am Associate Professor and Vice Chairman of the Department

of Psychiatry at Mount Sinai Medical School and Clinical Director for Psychiatry at the Mount Sinai Hospital.
On behalf of the American Psyciatric Association,

a medical specialty

society representing over 28,000 psychiatrists nationwide,
both the APA's Committee on Rehabilitation and its
Security Disability Insurance,

and as chairman of

Task Force on Social

I am pleased to present to the Committee our

views and concerns regarding the Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
and Supplemental Security Income

(SSI) programs.

We shared this concern before this Committee two years ago,
ated it

upon two other occasions

each 'of those occasions,
and still

and reiter-

at House and Senate Committee hearings.

On

we recommended statutory changes which we believed,

believe are necessary to assure that the SSDI program operates in

the most medically appropriate fashion.
either H.R. 3755

(now Title IX of H.R.

Many of those changes are embodied in
4170) or S. 476,

or both.

Both bills

have our endorsement as well as that of other concerned organizations and
individuals.
The APA continues to be very much aware that periodic review of disability cases,

whether on the SSDI or SSI rolls, is

necessary not only to reduce

fraud and abuse, but also to confirm that SSDI/SSI beneficiaries continue to
meet eligibility requirements and remain unable to work.

The GAO report which

prompted the 1980 Social Security Disability Amendments found that perhaps 20
percent of those then on the SSDI rolls we;e
benefits.

In

probably not eligible for such

other words, the system of standards and guidelines and the

process of evaluating medical evidence was allowing too many 'false

positives"

'This statement was previously prepared for testimony before the Senate Finance Committee
on Jan. 25,1984.
I
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Regrettably,

into the system at the time of the GAO report.

the Administra-

tion's approach to this problem focused on reducing Federal expenditures,
rather than ensuring a policy consistent with both the letter

and the spirit

of the careful review mandated by those 1980 amendments.
Since the accelerated reviews began in

1981i approximately 42i,000 or

nearly 40% of the 1,134,.000 persons reviewed have been terminated because they
were found not to be disabled at the initial review level.
their terminations,

about two thirds have been reinstated.

Of those appealing
Most telling in

the case of the mentally impaired' was a 1983 GAO study that found that 27 of
by GAO
40 sampled terminations of individuals with mental impairments reviewed
were individuals who could not function in
deal of support and could not work in
The remaining thirteen cases,

ment.

their daily living without a good

a competitive or stressful environhad been terminated based on

GAO found,

The GAO stated that the unwarranted terminations stemmed

"inadequate data."

mental
from SSA's overly restrictive interpretation of the criteria defining
disability,

inappropriate assessment of individual's daily activities, inade-

quate development and use of medical evidence and a lack of sufficient psych-

iatric resources in the DDS.

In other words,

just three years after the GAO

report criticizing the SSDI program for allowing too many "false positives'
into the system,

the GAO found that there were too many

the system of accelerated reviews, particularly
Taken together,
both in

"false negatives" in

among the mentally impaired.

these. figures bear out our concern that the SSA reviews,

terms of their actual conduct and the policy underlying them,

been undertaken

in

have

a manner contrary to sound medical practice and sound

professional clinical practice."

Not only is

confusing and awkward for the beneficiaries,
health professionals,

the program administratively
physicians, health and mental

state officials and judges involved with it,

2

but it
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works a special hardship upon the mentally ill

SSDI.beneficiaries who, by

virtue of their illness itself, are particularly vulnerable.
We share SSA's concerns and those of this Committee that the SSDI program
must survive between the twin concerns of unwarranted disability payment (and
the loss of Federal revenues it

engenders) and inappropriate termination of

thousands of legitimate beneficiaries (and the costs it

engenders in the

conduct of appeals proceedings, in expenditure of state and county welfare and
service funds and worst, in human coin).

We believe, however, that H.R. 3755

and S. 476 propose responsible, fiscally prudent solutions to these problems
to the benefit of legitimate SSDI beneficiaries

and ultimately to the continu-

ing integrity of the SSDI program itself.
Our concerns were first expressed almost two years ago by the APA in a
letter to then Secretary Schweiker, then in testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee, in more recent testimony before the Senate Special Committee on Aging and House Ways and Means Committee and in comments in 1982 on
proposed revisions to the so-called "medical listings," the SSA's regulations
regarding the determination of disability based on medical criteria alone.
Further, since our communication with Secretary Schweiker, we have met on
numerous occasions with SSA officials,
our concerns.

both formally and informally, regarding

This summer, for example, the APA, along with other profes-

sional organizations,

joined with the SSA in an effort to rewrite the regula-

tions surrounding mental disability under the program (section 12.00 of the
'listing of impairments").

That activity, which continues as I testify, has

met with significant agreement about the inadequacy of current medical listings for mental impairment and equally significant reworking and updating of
the mental impairment listing.

While certain that the recommended changes

reflect the current state of the psychiatric knowledge and evaluation -- based
3.
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on sound medical practice -- we are not certain

that these thoroughly con-

final
sidered and carefully developed regulatory changes will be accepted as
more recently,

regulations.

in

fact in

the past three weeks, we received a

system
proposal request from SSA regarding the use of the APA's peer review
for validation and assessment of SSDI decision making in

field.

the mental impairment

That proposal, as members of this Committee may recall, was first

on
proposed last April when SSA appeared before the Senate Special Committee
Aging.

Our response to the proposal request was submitted this past Monday.

We hope it

will be entertained positively.

Notwithstanding our efforts to work with SSA both on the medical aspects
of impairment and on the use of psychiatric peer review as an independent
check on SSDI decision-making,
past persist.
changes. in

many of the concerns we have expressed in

the

We were gratified by a number of Secretary Heckler's proposed

the SSDI program in

June,

1983, and were equally gratified by her

of
decision to impose a moratorium on disability terminations during the month
December and into the start

However, we remain cognizant of her

we (SSA) have no reason to believe that there have been any

June comment that
unjust findings'

of this year.

in

the SSDI determination process,

and remain disturbed about

the implications of that statement for future evaluation of those cases which
are either yet to be decided or which will be subject to reevaluation.
still

We

believe the SSDI process to be fraught with problems -- some related to

the
the determination process per se, some related to the standards underlying
review (some of which have varied over time based strictly

on the adjudicative

issues.
climate under which they are enforced) and others related to personnel
In our considered judgment,
(.H.R.

legislation now pending before the House

3755) and before this Committee

(S.

476 and S. 2002) represent serious

SSI law)
and responsible means of recodifying current SSDI law (and similarly,-
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to assure that both fraud and abuse are eliminated from the SSDI and SSI
rolls,

and at the same time provide protection for those who should remain on

or be placed on the rolls.

The legislation addresses such issues as:

--

accurate assessment of a person's ability to work;.

--

whether a person's medical condition had improved

--

the use of appropriate personnel to make informed medical
decisions regarding both a person's impairment and
disability;

--

the need to update and improve existing medical criteria
for the assessment of disability before further reviews
are conducted;

--

the provision of a face-to-face meeting at the initial
stages of the disability review process;

--

appropriate assessment of multiple impairments and
psychogenic pain;

--

a statutory and regulatory based set of uniform
standards by which claimants are adjudicated at all
levels of review.

Others testifying at this hearing will address some of these issues,
will certainly address others which I have not identified.

As a representa-

tive of the APA, I would like to address some of the process,
personnel issues with which I

as particularly familiar,

others have grappled for some time,

and

standards and

with which the APA and

and which are most directly related to the

medical assessment of impairment and determination

of disability.

REGULATIONS/STANDARDS
As a physician,

I am most seriously concerned with the proper interpreta-

tion of medical history in

establishing a finding of disability.

I am con-

cerned about the accurate and complete development of that medical history,
its

interpretation into a statement regarding levels of impairment,

ultimate relationship to a finding of disability.
.~~

.

~

S

~~~~~

The APA,

and its

as a medical
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organization,

It

has similar concerns.

was because.of these concerns as they

relate to the SSDI program and our belief that current medical understanding
has yet to be applied to the medical and vocational assessment process under
the ss5I program,

that we recommended adoption of a moratorium on Continuing

Disability Investigations for the mentally impaired.
continue pending:

Such a moratorium would

a thorough rewrite of SSA's regulations surrounding mental

impairment, and a reconsideration and redevelopment of how vocational capacity
is

assessed for the mentally impaired.

Our efforts with SSA hold out hope

that the "listings" for mental impairment will be upgraded to current medical
standards in

the near future.

We understand assessment of how better to

handle vocational capacity (RFC)

is

also ongoing.

Unfortunately, we are

concerned that OMB cost concerns may yet take precedence over the best medical
advice and that our efforts may be frustrated.
moratorium to be necessary.

Hence,

we still

believe a full

I will detail our reasons for continuing in

our

these two areas hereafter.

concern in

The APA has taken internal action to help assure that APA members understand how to provide full and necessary information in

a medical history for

the proper conduct of SSDI reviews (whether CDIs or initial

Our

claims).

Board of Trustees approved for publication a document (copy appended) for our
members providing guidance on how best to provide case history material for
SSDI and SSI reviews -- what facts to include,

whether judgments are relevant,

when to ampl;Lfy by example a particular medical point to assure clarity.
Further,

in

Handicapped,

conjunction with the President's Committee on Employment of the
we are preparing a conference on medical aspects of SSDI.

As we better educate our own members about the process and the nature of
the reports requested of them by 5SA,
cated to the flaws in

its

-

we are concerned that 5SA is

own standards -- its

6

not edu-

regulations and policy
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interpretations

-- some of which have not been revised in

almost a decade,

some of which have been revised to the detriment of claimants in
adjudicative climate.

and

today's

Yet, these regulations and policy interpretations form

the basis for the interpretation of that medical history into a finding
of
disability, and the subsequent decision regarding disability.
I would like to address several of these in

turn.

MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT
Since 1979, the Social Security Administration has formally taken
the
position that disabled beneficiaries

must establish that they continue to be

disabled under the standards currently in
approach,

use by the SSA.

benefits can be terminated even if

improvement and,

in

many cases,

even if

there is

Under this

no evidence of medical

the person's condition has actually

deteriorated since the original determination of disability.
of medical or other documentation which is

over one year old.

No use is

made

Thus, an indi-

vidual who has been on the rolls for several years is treated the
same as a
new applicant.

No weight is

ity, even though it

given to the original determination of disabil-

was valid at the time rendered.

While as many as 20 court

decisions have required the Secretary to continue benefits unless
there is
evidence that the person has medically improved or that the original
decision
was clearly erroneous
upon its

(the most recent,

non-acquiescence policy

Committee)

both bills

relying

before this

has refused to apply this standard.

From a medical perspective,
lent sense.

a mere three weeks ago) SSA,

(also addressed in

It

a medical improvement standard makes excel-

assures that a full longitudinal look is

case history, and that there is

taken at a patient's

substantial evidence contained in

to justify a determination that the patient is

no longer disabled.

that record
This is

especially true for those suffering from mental impairments which
are
7
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A single temporary

frequently subject to fluctuation or periodic remission.
fluctuation away from a profound psychosis,

then, would not be sufficient to

found to be

remission and' therefore

in

terminate such a beneficiary whose condition is

"not severe" at the time of the review.

Further,

a medical 'improvement standard which requires substantial evi-

dence prior to termination assures that a physician's note that his patient
had improved at a particular point in
patient's full record.

time will be reviewed against the

Certainly there are instances

in psychiatry where a

physician would indicate-that his patient had improved,
conjunction with the prior history, it

yet when taken in

would show that the physician meant

that the patient who previously had hallucinated
day, -now only hallucinates for sixteen.

That is

for eighteen hours of the
improvement,

but not neces-

sarily of sufficient magnitude to permit a person to perform substantial
For that reason, we believe that the inclusion of a medical

gainful activity.
improvement
that

standard which requires both substantial evidence and a finding
indicates an ability to work is

'improvement'

This standard is
assures that if

critical.

medically sound from yet another perspective.

It

patient has benefitted from new medical techniques or tech-

nology which has allowed his or her previously disabling condition no longer
to be disabling,

he or she may be dropped from the rolls.

Coupled with the requirement that SSA consider the complete medical and
vocational history,

including all

evidence in

the file

from prior evaluations,

and develop a complete medical history of the beneficiary covering at least
the preceeding twelve months, we believe a medical improvement

standard will

help assure that the intermittent and fluctuating nature of mental illness
will not be used to the beneficiary's detriment in determining whether or not
he should remain on the SSDI/SSI rolls.
.

AS GAO noted in

a

1982 report,

.~~~~~~~~~~~~

"While
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the need for current evidence is
a historical perspective in

obvious,

we also believe there is

these CDI cases.

under review have been receiving benefits for several years.
sion only on the recent examination....
person's condition.

This is

a need for

Many of these individuals coming
To base a deci-

could give a false reading of that

especially true for those impairments subject to

fluctuation or periodic remission,

such as mental impairments."

The House Ways and means Committee Report notes that:
'The committee recognizes that the problems with the
current review have arisen, at least in part, because
the criteria for termination of benefits as a result of
review were left
unstated in the law. SSA has therefore had wide discretion to apply whatever standards it
deemed appropriate -- and since the standards of the
current program apparently are stricter than those in
the past, applying today's standards has meant eliminating benefits for many more beneficiaries than was
anticipated when the 1980 Amendments were enacted."
We believe the establishment of a statutory standard -- with the caveats
provided in the Pickle legislation -- will help accomplish two separate
goals.

First, it

will help assure that appropriate decision making occurs in

the five-step sequential evaluation of disability, particularly in

the telling

second step when those suffering from "non-severe" impairments (based on
current interpretation of such phrase) are dropped from further consideration
under the program and dropped from or not added to the rolls.

Second, it

help immeasurably in mooting the issue of "adjudicative climate."
intent is

to add to the rolls or purge the rolls,

will

Whether the

claimants will be judged by

ongoing statutory criteria.
MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS/PAIN
Under current law, the first

step in

the sequential evaluation process

through which the disability determination is
applicant has a severe impairment.

If

made is

to determine whether the

SSA determines the claimant's

9 .
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impairment is
In

not severe,

the consideration of the claim ends at that point.

cases where a person has several impairments, SSA regulations on unrelated

impairments state "We will consider the combined effect of unrelated impairments only if
404.t522)

all

are severe and expected to last

(emphasis added).

actually cumulated is
stellation of severe

in

Thus,

cases in

(20 C.F.R.

the only time multiple impairments are
which an individual

suffering from a con-

impairments does not meet or equal the medical listings

for any one of those severe- impairments.
practice,

twelve months'

According to the regulations,

cumulation of impairments occurs in

if

not

assessing residual functional

capacity only, and only when all of the impairments to be considered are
severe.,
This does not represent a realistic
several impairments which may in
a person's ability to work.
noted "it is

policy with respect, to persons with

many cases interact and effectively eliminate

While,

as the House Ways and Means Committee

clear that the determination of disability must be based on the

existence of a medically determinable impairment,

there are plainly many cases

where the total effect of a number of different conditions can safely be
characterized as disabling, even if

each by itself

would not be. '

The effect

of multiple impairments can vary substantially from individual to individual
depending on the impairments involved and vocational factors such as age.
education and work experience.
in

Thus,

case-by-case examinations are essential

this area,
The legislation pending before the House and before this Committee

require that SSA consider.the combined effect of all

the individual's impair:

ments without regard to whether any individual impairment considered separately would be considered severe.

We urge adoption of this recommendation

10
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as the- most appropriate means of assuring that mediqal impairments

are

appropriately judged in the disability process.
Another medical area of serious concern to the APA relates to pain.

The

Social Security statute currently provides no guidance on the use of allegations of pain by the claimant in

the disability determination process.

Because the definition of disability states that inability to work must be "by
reason of a medically determinable impairment,"
considered only if

be reasonably attributed,

through diagnostic techniques and laboratory justi-

fication of the cause of the pain.
exclude what is

the SSA has allowed pain to be

a specific physical impairment exists to which the pain can

What such provision does, however,

is

known as psychogenic pain, pain with no demonstrable physical

cause, yet pain just the same.
A provision in

S. 476 would require SSA to consider in

the determination

process the level of impairment inflicted by pain whether or not a clinical
cause of such pain could be established.

It

does not rely upon a claimant's

allegations,

however.

pain does in

fact exist and impose limitations upon the claimant.

Rather it

relies upon medical findings

that prove the
In

our work

with SSA to develop more reasoned medical impairment regulations, we have
agreed to include somatoform disorders,

characterized

by physical symptoms

for

which there are no demonstrable organic findings or known physiological mechanisms.

These disorders include psychogenic pain, a matter of particular

concern within several of the regional offices of SSA itself.
Adoption of this provision of S.

476 would be consistent with the collec-

tive recommendations of the work group now developing these new medical listings for mental impairment.

11
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MEDICAL LISTINGS/RESIDUAL

FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY/WORK EVALUATIONS

The Medical Listings -- at Listing of Impairments already mentioned in
this testimony -- is a list of conditions,

signs and symptoms which are deemed

by the Secretary to be so severe that their presence alone, without further
evidence of inability to work, justifies a finding that an individual is
entitled to disability benefits.
he is held to be per se disabled.
capacity to work be examined.

If someone "meets or equals" the listings,
If he does not, the law requires that

I will discuss these in turn.

Two years ago, the SSA republished the Listings in draft form for public
comment.

Regrettably, the draft made no substantive changes in the mental

impairment section, notwithstanding the publication over two years before of a
new Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
sets forth current psychiatric nomenclature.

(pSM-III) which

Thus, the terminology utilized

in the Listings today bears little resemblance to the nomenclature utilized in
medical case histories of mentally ill

SSDI recipients.

SSA state claims

examiners, in effect, are forced to "translate" case record statements to
language contained in the regulations and POMs before they can begin the
evaluation process.

Since they are not trained in the psychiatric nomencla-

ture, such translation is difficult if

not impossible.

Thus, case histories

which are wholly complete may be found to be insufficient based on the discrepanctes in terminology utilized.

The only safeguard could be the professional

medical staff in the state agency, but many are not trained psychiatrists and
are therefore not current on DSM-IIi nomenclature.
The draft regulations posed yet other problems in their construction.
The APA commented to SSA on the precise changes we recommended in the Medical
Listings.

These included:

changes in the requirement that certain signs and

symptoms be manifest at the time of the evaluation -- not necessarily the case
12
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in

most forms of mental illness which is

characterized

sistence (Part A) -- and a modification in
combination with the signs and symptoms,

by intermittent per-

the impairments which,

in

form the basis for a determination of

medical disability (Part B).
Notwithstanding our comments,

the regulations were not altered.

the increased publicity surrounding the SsDI issue,
APA and other organizations
testimony.

Since

SSA has reached out to the

and individuals for help, as noted earlier in

this

We hope these efforts will resolve these per se regulatory prob-

lems with the evaluation

of psychiatric impairment.

The essential function of the medical listings is
population into two categories:
equalling the listings)

to help segregate the

those so medically impaired (meeting or

as to be disabled based on medical factors alone; and

those severely impaired persons for whom further assessment or residual functional capacity (RFC or ability to perform substantial gainful employment)
vocational factors is
late in

necessary to ascertain disability.

Regrettably,

and

until

1982, as the result of a sweeping court decision, SSA policy had been

to "deem" those mentally ill

who do not meet or equal the Listings to be able

to perform unskilled labor.
On January 25, 1982,
Dr. Sandor Berendi,
Listing....

the Regional Medical Advisor for the Chicago Region,

wrote that it

is

"practically impossible to meet the

for any individual whose thought processes are not completely

disorganized, is

not blatantly psychotic, or is

not having a psychiatric

emergency requiring immediate hospitalization...."
'....In

Dr.

Berendi,

noted that

fact an individual may be commitable due to mental illness according

to the State's Mental Eealth Codes and yet found capable of 'unskilled work'
utilizing our disability standards...."
SSA's policy of utilizing the Listings as a means of ability to work has

13
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been halted in the Chicago region as the result of the Minnesota suit.

A

Federal District Court Judge in New York has just held for the plaintiff in a
similar class action brought by the City and State of New York on behalf of
the mentally impaired in that state.

SSA, in the wake of the first decision,

halted its practice across the nation, though only through class action or
reexamination of all mental impairment terminations since March 1981 will
those persons who were terminated from the rolls be identified and reinstated.
It has been found by both Courts that there are factors which more reliably predict whether a chronic mental patient can work.

Where work is not

obviously precluded by severe symptoms or other factors, analysis of recent
prior work history, analysis of the reaction of the patient to stressful
situations, and evaluation in a work setting or work-like setting can identify
mentally impaired persons who, as a result of their illness,

cannot work.

Yet, SSA resists the establishment of a better test of residual functional capacity.

We do not argue with the criteria which have been

lished by SSA for evaluating capacity to work.

estab-

We are, however, concerned

that SSA has not articulated techniques for evaluating an individual's capacity to work against these criteria.
quate response.

The criteria alone do not permit ade-

Capacity to work must be viewed within the context of present

illness and treatment.

A work-like evaluation can assess whether the skills a

persqn was able to perform in the past when employed either can still

be

performed or, that other work can be performed.
SSA has argued against workshop or work-like evaluations on the basis of
cost.

However, I would suggest that assessing whether a psychiatric patient.

has the capacity to work -- to be either denied' SSDI/SSI or terminated from
the SSDI/SSI rolls -- should not cost substantially more (and probably would
be less) than some of the cardiac-pulmonary assessments required by SSDI for
14
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heart disease.

If

you add up the cost of electrocardiograms,

stress tests, physician's fees for all

of that, and compare it

scanographs,
to the cost of

an adequate work assessment program, I would imagine that the latter is not as
expensive.
The APA does not believe that every patient suffering from a psychiatric
disorder and undergoing a CDI or initial
entire work assessment.

SSDI review needs to go through an

There will be patients who obviously cannot work,

based on the Listings -- though as I have mentioned, these are very few in
number.

However,

those applicants who fail

to meet the Listings and for whom

an evaluation of their work history, course of illness, history of stress
tolerance, etc.

does not lead to a finding of disability, should have the

benefit of a work assessment before they can be terminated.

We believe that

absent other findings which would remove someone from the SSDI/SSI rolls,
(such as current employment,

substantial medical improvement,

tions based on capacity to work should only occur upon a full
The House Ways and Means Committee noted in

its

etc.),

report that:

"The committee is also concerned that the evaluation of
the person's ability to work be made in a context that
accurately reflects the capacity to work in a normal,
competitive environment.
Such an evaluation does not
necessarily require a full 'work evaluation' by a
vocational expert in each case, although such evaluations are desirable and should be used wherever feasible where the additional information provided by such
evaluations would be helpful in deciding close cases.
The committee particularly urges that such evaluations
should be used if at all possible in cases of mental
impairment, where necessary to aid in determining
eligibility
in 'borderline' cases, at the point in the,
sequential evaluation process where such evaluations
would normally be done under current policy.
It is also important in such cases to evaluate the
person's entire work history, rather than to examine
only recent evidence of work activity, in order to
determine whether the person can really engage in
substantial gainful activity.
The committee emphasizes

15

termina-

work evaluation.
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that in any evaluation of work activity, ,the presence
of work in a sheltered setting or workshop cannot in
and of itself be used as conclusive evidence of ability
to work at the substantial gainful activity level.
Such work may be used in conjunction with other evidence that the beneficiary or claimant is not disabled,
but benefits should not be denied simply because of
sheltered work experience.
We urge this Committee to consider no less than the adoption of comparable
report language.
PERSONNEL/CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS
Yet another problem has been that the case records of SSDI beneficiaries
have not been reviewed appropriately and accurately by state agency medical
staff qualified to make an appropriate (if

necessarily different from the

claims examiner) judgment about a mentally ill

patient.

from a July 1982 letter from then Secretary Schweiker,

We know, for example,
following a meeting by

the APA's Medical Director with the Secretary on the SSDI issue, that fully
twenty-seven states did not at that time have sufficient numbers of psychiatrists on their medical staffs to perform appropriate reviews of mentally ill
SSDI beneficiaries'

records.

While the APA undertook and continues a targeted effort across its
District Branches to seek means of relieving this tremendous short-fall of
personnel with some success in

locating interested psychiatrists,

to our

knowledge SSA has never informed DDS offices of our activities, and hence
interested APA members have not yet been utilized in any significant way.
This lack of meaningful SSA follow-up has not, of course, gone unnoticed by
other interested psychiatrists who otherwise might have expressed further
interest and participation.
In its report on the subject, GAO found that, in the five DDSs it
visited, there were 'no psychiatrists and limited psychiatric training was

16
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provided to examiners.
(psychiatric)

evaluation

Because the process encompasses a medical
that is

highly complex, we asked SSA's psychiatrists

whether a lay person or non-psychiatric physician had the expertise to make
such an assessment.

They said examiners would not be technically qualified

nor would most physicians of other medical specialties.

The chief medical

consultant at one DDS said neither he nor the other staff doctors feel
qualified to make a severity of psychiatric review form assessment.Our proposal that each state agency hire psychiatrists
to assess mental impairment is

critical.

are currently 28,000 APA members in

It

or psychologists

also entirely feasible.

There

the country, and perhaps as many as an

additional 10,000 non-member psychiatrists.
fulfill

is

Each state should be able to

our proposed requirement through full-tine or part-time employment or

consultative services of a psychiatrist or psychiatrists.

States could even

develop special relationships with teaching hospitals' and universities'
departments of psychiatry,

providing a mutually helpful relationship whereby

psychiatric residents could provide their expertise in
same time learn about the disability program and its

psychiatry,

and at the

conduct.

We would also recommend that the Subcommittee review the existing fee
rates established by the States against current competitive

rates,

with an eye

toward establishing more appropriate minimum fee rates which will be more
conducive to hiring and retaining full or part time physicians and consultants.
Similarly, we believe that more appropriate use of personnel performing
consultative examinations needs to be made, and our
addresses the quality and cost issues in

legislative proposal

this regard.

Appropriately trained

personnel to perform the CEs, and assurances that the Cas are of sufficient
length and depth to 'capture"

the nature of the patient's problem are both

17
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critical, particularly for the mentally impaired.

We note that SSA has been

conducting an experiment in New York and Georgia designed to respond to our
concern regarding the value of consultative examinations for the mentally
ill.

While we are not cognizant of any effort to assure that the duration of

the examination is of a more appropriate length (certainly they should be
longer than fifteen minutes), we do know that SSA has, in those two states,
implemented the practice of two consultative examinations, spaced several
weeks apart.

SSA has indicated that this has been implemented in an effort to

ascertain whether such multiple consultative examinations may. better "capturethe actual condition of the mentally ill
CDI.

SSDI applicant or recipient under

We understand that these consultative examinations are scheduled approx-

imatdly two weeks apart. 'We applaud SSA's attempt in this regard, but, as in
their prior activities, we have concerns about the efficacy of this new mechanism.

First, we are not certain that a two week span is sufficient to "cap-

ture" the changes and fluctuations in the medical as well as functional
aspects of the mentally ill.
is

Second, we are not certain that the beneficiary

seeing the same examiner on both occasions -- something we believe should

occur if the' value of multiple consultative examinations is to be accrued.
Nonetheless, we are gratified by SSA's efforts to better manage the case
development for the mentally ill

SSDI beneficiary but believe that work in the

way of personnel requirements is necessary.
THE PROCESS

Many of the severely mentally ill,

the disabled capable of living in

community-based settings as long as they receive proper therapeutic services,
medication (if

necessary),

and social services 'to control their symptomology

are unable to understand the meaning of a CDI review.
that their only source of income is being threatened,
18

They do not understand
that their Medicare
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benefits (and/or Medicaid in
supplementation)
being threatened.

place.

receiving SSI

They often do not understand the complexity of the forms

they are asked to complete,
the first

the case of SSDI beneficiaries

the source of payment for their continued treatment -- is

--

Further,

often inappropriate, if
from a mentally ill

or the necessity of such forms being completed in
given the nature of mental illness itself,

not impossible,

beneficiary.

It

is

it

is

to receive an accurate self-evaluation
the very nature of the illness itself

which causes a patient to deny or distort the medical significance of such
illness.

In

a sense, much of'what a mentally impaired individual may provide

by way of narrative, either oral or written, is
be inaccurate,

almost by definition going to

based on the nature of the illness itself.

Federal District Court Judge Jack Weinstein,
New York on January 11,

vulnerable to bureaucratic errors.
tions they receive from SSA.
from social workers,

in

rendering his decision in

1984, noted that "the mentally ill

are particularly

Some do not even understand

Others are afraid of the system.

the communicaEven with help

many do not appeal denials or terminations."

We believe that the proposals to streamline the multi-level process have
particular merit for the mentally impaired.

The elimination of at least one

step -- reconsideration -- and the movement of face-to-face
earliest steps in

the process

meeting to the.

(at a beneficiary's request) makes good sense.

Through such a face-to-face meeting,

the initial

State DDS adjudicator would

best be able to explain to the applicant the basis for a preliminary decision
to terminate or deny initial

application.

Often,

physically and mentally

impaired persons are easily discouraged and lack the capacity for sustained
conflict and confrontation.

The shortening of the process,

the "uncomplicat-

ing" of the process, will remove what can best be described for some as an
insurmountable obstacle.

As Secretary Heckler announced at her press confer19 '
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ence last June, the objective is to end the insensitivity of the existing
process, to "humanize" the routine -- we believe our proposal achieves that
objective.
COST

The cost of the proposals contained in H.R. 3755 and S. 476 have been
hotly disputed -- with SSA estimates running nearly double those of the Congresaional Budget Office, and assumptions upon which such cost estimates are
based varying widely.

The savings originally envisioned by the GAO in 1980

have been far exceeded as the result of the adjudicative climate surrounding
the accelerated review process.

Yet at the same time, the cost of the accel-

erated review process, and its subsequent "fallout" in terms of appeals and
suits, has been substantial -- perhaps costing more than the savings already
achieved and nearly reaching the cost of the legislation at issue today.
Federal District Court Judge'Weinstein's memorandum preceeding his recent
order in
in

City of New York,

et. al. v. Margaret

Heckler case pointed out that

New York alone, the City and State have suffered economic injury in

to meet the needs of those removed from the disability rolls.
programs, welfare system and hospitals have been burdened.

having

"Their shelter

The project coor-

dinator for an SSI outreach program in the City's shelter program for the
homeless estimated that 40% of those housed in shelters had been denied or
terminated from SSI and SSD benefits.

At least one third of those housed in

the system had a history of psychiatric hospitalization."

He further noted

that "a study' by the New York State Department of Social Services estimated
that if

80% of those terminated from Social Security in 1982 applied for

public assistance, a $26.9 million increase in annual expeditures would be
expected, of which the State and local governments would bear over $8 million."

Further, testimony was heard in the case that it
20

costs approximately
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$1000 in

staff time by the New York State Office of Mental Health Communi y

Services to help a mentally ill

client pursue an appeal of denial of benefits

to the Administrative Law Judge level.
The Committee should bear in mind that these costs are in
alone,

one state

and that almost $20 million of the increased expenditure in

assistance is

from Federal,

public

not state or local coffers.

Perhaps most interesting in

the Court's decision was the point that "the

Social Security Disability and SSI programs were enacted in part to relieve
state and local welfare burdens.

The purpose is

What we see in

from the statute itself."

apparent,

New York,

in

the first
is

and elsewhere,

ing of the burden to the State and locality from whence it

place,
a shift-

was lifted in

1956,

not an outright cost savings.
There is

another cost to the accelerated

review process

that of the

There are now 18,000 SSDI

readjudication of allegedly improper decisions.
cases pending in

--

Federal District Court around the country.

cases which had been adjudicated to that level (itself

Those represent

a costly process).

The

costs to the Federal government to hear these 18,000 cases are substantial in
and of themselves.

Added to those costs are the award of back benefits if

plaintiff succeeds in

his or her case.

In

the

both Minnesota and New York, SSA

has been ordered by the court to locate and review those individual mentally
ill

beneficiaries who were terminated from the rolls under an erroneous SSA

interpretation of residual functional capacity.
beneficiaries

That second review of these

also costs substantial Federal dollars.

While I am not an actuary or accountant,

and cannot place a dollar value

on many of these points,

I do know that court proceedings are not inexpen-

sive.

costs more to review cases twice than it

I do know that it

.review them correctly once.

would to

To argue that legislation such as N.R.

21

3755 or
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S. 476 costs too much is to deny the actual cost savings which would accrue if
the program were not subject to the kinds of Federal, state and local expenditures now being experienced to litigate issues which would be addressed and
resolved were this legislation adopted.
CONCLUSION
The need for legislation like H.R. 3755 and S. 476 is

clear.

I have

outlined the sound medical reasons the kPA believes statutory change envisioned by these bills is necessary to protect the mentally ill
well as to protect the ibtent of the SSDI program itself.

impaired as

I do not need to

remind this Committee that over 30 states in the country have themselves
decided that change is necessary -- change in the form of more reasoned standards based on more clear statutory authority,

and change in the current

adjudicative climate -- and have registered their concern by taking unilateral
action with respect to the SSDI program by either imposing a moratorium or
applying their own evaluation standards.
The hue and cry about the SSDI program has been ongoing for the past two
years.

The legislation has been developed, debated, revised and reviewed.

Cost analyses have been developed and redeveloped, with different assumptions
deriving differing costs.

Throughout the time, the disabled have waited --

soze fearing review, some undergoing review, some appealing the decision to
terminate them, some living, some dying.
It is time to respond.
The APA is grateful to the Committee today for giving us the opportunity
to share our concerns about the SSDI program as it
mentally impaired.

has been affecting the

Your efforts and those of your staff to work with the APA

and other concerned organizations both in the past and in this session, we
hope, will allow substantial and meaningful~reform to the SSDI and SS5
programs.
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Chairman PICKLE. That'll be fine. Now, the Chair will ask Mr.
Frederick Spencer, Mr. Denver Thornton, and Ms. Marilyn Rauch
to come forward. Mr. Spencer is an attorney from Mountain Home,
AR. Denver Thornton is an attorney from El Dorado. And, then
Marilyn Rauch, who is a staff attorney for the Central Arkansas
Legal Services in Little Rock.
We'll ask each one of you to present your statement, and we'll
start with you, Mr. Spencer, if you will.
Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, should I present my-you asked for
a statement. I have an appendix here of approximately 300 pages
long and have made it in book form. Do I make it a part of the
record at this time?
Chairman PICKLE. Mr. Spencer, you've called and raised me.
We'll include your statement and then we will make your record as
a part of the hearing, and receive it, but I don't know that it would
be made a part of the record. But it will be referred to as a part of
the record and will be kept in our files.
Mr. SPENCER. Thank you, sir. The original is here and I would be
happy to submit it to you.
Chairman PICKLE. That's fine.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK S. SPENCER, ESQ.,
MOUNTAIN HOME, AR

Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman Pickle, distinguished Senators and
Representatives, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your concern
on this issue today so relevant to so many who I will attempt to
represent today.
My name is Rick Spencer. I'm a solo practitioner and have been
since 1975 in Mountain Home, Baxter County, AR, with a county
population of approximately 10,000. I have worked over 9 years as
a claimant's attorney in both administrative and tort law. My
father, J.V. Spencer, Jr., and grandfather, J.V. Spencer, Sr., were
both lawyers in El Dorado, in the firm of Spencer & Spencer. I
have grown up being taught and believing that we are a Nation of
laws-and not of men.
For the past year I have been president of a nonprofit plaintiffs
lawyers' organization known as the Arkansas Injured Workers' Association, and State chairman of the National Organization of
Social Security Claimants' Representatives.
Both organizations represent attorneys who are attempting to
call attention to the horrow of their clients' plight at the hands of
the Federal CDI Program as misinterpreted by the Social Security
Administration administrators and regulators. We believe that Secretary's policy contravenes the spirit and purpose of the 1980 congressional mandate and the law.
The large appendix of 300 pages clearly and distinctly points out
this mandate and the violations of the Social Security Administration. But today I speak as an individual, not as a representative of
the Arkansas Injured Workers' Association or N.O.S.S.C.R. I speak
today as the voice of the hundreds that I have actually seen crying
in my office, as they lost their homes and property and suffered
great hardship.
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I have written and lectured on the subject of Social Security law
and its relationship to a large volume practice. Yet my awareness
on the subject continues to grow as I observe with amazement the
inner-workings of this system originally espoused as the answer to
our national health and disability insurance needs when the Social
Security Act was in its infancy.
Frankly I'm shocked at the anarchy within the Social Security
Administration and what the present regulators get away with in
the erroneous name of savings of benefit dollars. I am also amazed
at the skill of the Social Security Administration in blaming Congress' 1980 mandate or this subcommittee or any other scapegoat
available at the time. The origination of this confusion and lack of
trustworthiness begins and ends in the Social Security Administration.
In short, the Federal SSA regulators are not to be trusted. A blatant example of their lack of trustworthiness is the Bono settlement attached to this statement where the Social Security Administration promised to not use quotas and goals to target ALJ's and
threaten their jobs. And, thereafter soon broke their oath and
turned around and showed no loyalty to their signature and honor
as shown by the numerous attached memos.
They sabotaged the agreement, thereby going a long way in destroying the independence of judges guaranteed by the Administrative Procedure Act, and the U.S. Constitution, to which you, Mr.
Chairman, and gentlemen, believe in and have sworn to uphold.
I want to add that your trustworthiness and integrity and commonsense will, I believe, carry Americans out of this torture chamber. The real victims of this anarchy within the SSA that really
bothers me, and I say this because I have been there and I have
seen them-are the innocent children of disabled parents who have
no understanding as to why their parents are loosing their homes.
The peace within their family to which they are entitled is suddenly destroyed by foreclosures, financial stress, and even I have
observed suicides. These suicides in my experience are triggered,
precipitated or caused by wrongful and insensitive terminations by
the SSA.
Mr. Ken Patton, the previous State Social Security Directorwhen I contacted him-at the point of tears after a suicide in our
area when a man was terminated from SSA-merely said, "There's
nothing I can do about this strict regulation, Rick. My boss is
Martha McSteen and I have no choice but to follow these regulations." He said that until he left under pressure, and he was rewarded for his blind loyalty to her regulations promulgated in violation of the original Social Security Act by a healthy raise in position within the SSA system. You see, the Social Security Administration apparently rewards blind loyalty.
But before I obscure my credibility with what may appear to be
some blind emotion in itself, let me emphasize that I believe the
CDI process as it was originally intended by Congress was a good
enactment and basically would have served a fair purpose. There
were cases of the 25-year old who was in the body cast who had
had a car accident and was going to get better or the 35-year-old
who had open-heart surgery with great success. They may have
nonpermanent injuries and their medical condition, improvement
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and vocational ability should be reasonably monitored from time to
time. Congress' intent was to have accountability for everyone who
had nonpermanent impairments.
But at least 90 percent of disability recipients were thrown into
this nightmare of CDI procedures in clear violation of the mandate,
the recipient's constitutional rights to due process-as found by the
numerous cases that I have attached to my written statement-and
even contrary to their own regulations, which I have cited.
Included persons within the CDI process were many persons with
chronic, degenerative, progressive, permanent, and total disabilities. So, the CDI process as misinterpreted by the SSA can be
summed up by the following: too hasty, too broad and utterly renegade.
The adjectives of "renegade" and "anarchist" in the title of my
written statement are not given lightly. A renegade is a traitor.
The Social Security Administration s violation of a serious agreement after settling a lawsuit by their promise, and their violation
of their limited rights given by Congress clearly establishes conduct
representative of a traitor to the people of our United States.
An anarchist is one who spurns the law and thereby creates
great disorder. Such is clearly established by what is falsely called
a policy of nonacquiescence by the secretary. There is a great misunderstanding here. Every agency which has followed such a policy
of nonacquiesence has still followed the law of the land as interpreted by that jurisdiction.
For instance, the Internal Revenue Service will apply its policy
in line with the cases and decisions as the court interprets the enactments of Congress within that jurisdiction, yet not so with the
SSA. Especially-especially when all courts-all courts of the
United States find: (1) that there must be medical improvement to
terminate benefits; (2) that there must be more weight given to the
treating physician's reports than to a consultative "one-shot
doctor"; (3) the secretary must consider the combined effect of all
limitations; and (4) the subjective complaint of pain even without
objective evidence may be grounds for disability.
The Social Security Administration's blatant disregard of the law
which causes so much suffering is "anarchy." It is not nonac uiescence. "Acquiescence" is defined as consent without protest. 'Nonacquiescence" is consent with protest. "Anarchy" is spurning the
law and thereby causing great disorder in a society. Anarchy is the
absence of the consent to the law. And, has it caused disorder?
One must only go to the district office in Arkansas and try to get
in to see a claimant representative-which is a term which is a
true antithesis in most cases. Most district offices have windowless
walls, automatic-locked buzzer doors and one bank-teller window.
The paranoia of claimants' representatives and the fears expressed
by those involved in the face-to-face hearings is interesting.
Could it be that these administrators consciously or subconsciously realize what they are doing to these claimants? How can face-toface interviews cause constructive change when neither party place
trust in the other? Though I have had many claimants with severe
mental illness, may I suggest that much is communicated by the
Social Security Administration and through their employees' body
language to these people.
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Though chronically depressed, they are still human and have
sense and dignity. I have never felt threatened by them. Why? Because we trust each other.
I am told that people in one part of Arkansas trust only one lady
in the DO who truly is a claimants' representative. She was in
charge of the district office for many years. She really cared for
people but she was demoted for "taking too long with claimants
with their problems." She was falsely accused of other minor violations and now is the only employee who has no key to the office.
Why? Well, it was taken away you see, because she would get to
the office early and leave late, and this conduct embarrassed fellow
employees.
Others clearly were jealous of her popularity with the people,
and expressly jeered at her sensitivity. She is now-right nowpredictably tired and ready to quit after being told for the first
time recently in her many years with the SSA that she "represents" the Social Security Administration-not the claimants.
Howcan we expect any success in face-to-face interviews or in
the SSA with such a breakdown in trust within an environment of
paranoia where real human concern is discounted and ridiculed
within the district offices? Is it any surprise that true claimants'
representatives are in the same category as the administrative law
judges-that is, targeted and intimidated?
The serious problem now in the Social Security Administration
itself is one of attitude and morale. Hurting people in violation of
the law can only result in low self-esteem and terrific guilt. The
truly interesting phenomenon is the failure of the Social Security
Administration to fully appreciate the foreseeable consequences of
their approach to the CDI process by the Social Security Administration.
The delays are incomprehensible and inexcusable. There was
little preparation by the Social Security Administration for the results of their CDI process. My clients are told to expect to wait 3
months before the appeals council finishes their reversal of favorable decisions or even affirm their denials. The decisions appear to
be canned in computer typewriters just as the dilatory process referred to as a "reconsideration."
I feel reconsideration is a useless appeal step and a joke with the
only result of delay.
The establishments of moratorium in several States are the
result of the U.S. executive branch of Government's reluctance to
get involved in the present conflict between the judicial and administrative branches. There was a vacuum in leadership in the executive branch and the Governors were forced to act in order to prevent further future victimization of their citizens by the conflict between the SSA, which is part of the executive branch, and the judicial branch.
History tells us that even President Nixon finally gave up the
tapes as ordered by the court, but not so with the Secretary of
Health and Human Services. She does as she wants. The States are
not in a state of rebellion. They merely are doing what President
Reagan would not do, and if the Social Security had done a better
job of managing their reviews without such widespread bigotry and
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imposed hardship, there would have been no State action necessary.
The States were frankly placed against the wall, Mr. Chairman,
by the failure of leadership at the White House and the runaway
"witch hunt mentality" in the Social Security Administration. If
President Reagan confirms Martha McSteen, hopefully then he
will no longer be as successful at avoiding the appearance of no
knowledge of this disgrace.
Again, this disgrace is not to be tagged on the legislators, the
subcommittee, or any action or inaction of Congress up to this
point. Congress and this committee have shown sensitivity to the
issues up to this point. Today we have open minds, open ears, and
open communication. But do we have representatives from the Regional Social Security Administration?
It is my understanding that before this hearing they refused an
invitation to participate. I can say I have an open mind. Some lawyers are like an attorney in a sister State who joyfully commented
that President Reagan was greatly enhancing his income by the
conflict between the SSA and the courts.
But there were many lawyers in this State-one sitting here
beside me-who also could no longer allow further victimization of
their client without protest. We believe we will make more money
in the long run and sleep better by exposing this cancer and helping to cut it out. I decided to begin an organization such as the
AIWA when a mother of four with two postlaminectomies and
severe mental problems, actually on the brink of suicide, came into
my office after being cut for the third time. The only winner of the
policy of the SSA was myself. The taxpayer certainly was not winning. The Social Security Administration was not winning. The
courts were not winning, and certainly this poor lady was not winning.
An additional interesting phenomenon in the past is the onmotion review procedure of the SSA. The Appeals Council historically, as you know Mr. Chairman, and by law and by regulation
affirmed the ALJ unless there was no substantial evidence. They
allow the ALJ to be the trier of facts, since only he personally observed the claimant's credibility. Not so in practice today.
Men who have no legal background-and that's not the big
issue-and who have never seen the claimant-that is the big
issue-second-guess the ALJ based allegedly on the cold typed
record. But often I wonder if they ever even read the record.
Apparently the Appeals Council believes now that they are in
the best position to try the facts and actually participate in de novo
reviews of the AM. It is inconceivable in our system of justice:
One, that the judge who tries the facts and applies the law is targeted by a threat of firing for holding in favor of one party rather
than another upon the law, rather than rulebook of that losing advocating party.
Two, that the losing party can then walk into the supposedly independent judge's office, tear up his decision, send him to school,
harass him, and write another decision now in favor of themselves.
Three, require the party that won-who has now lost because of
this action-to prove there was no substantial evidence for this
party to hold against the claimant. If ever there were persons who
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believe in the competency of a governmental agency to completely
rule themselves, the CDI process and the wake of human misery
left behind must compel one to seek an independent judiciary
which, along with the jury system, is the very cornerstone of our
system of justice.
It's worked for many centuries-Chairman PICKLE. Mr. Spencer, I must ask you to summarize in
an additional minute, and then we can come back and we'll have
different testimony. I would like to have all your testimony but we
simply don't have the time. I don't want to cut you off but I would
ask you try to summarize in 1 additional minute so that these
other witnesses can be heard. And, then we'll come back if we have
time.
Mr. SPENCER. Well, Mr. Chairman, the 300 pages, 295 of them
are appendix, if that helps any. The other is my statement, but I
would be happy to stop and sum up if that's what you would like
for me to do.
You know there's been a past survey in the middle 1970's which
show that 15 percent, before the CDI process, 15 percent of the persons cut from SSA disability roles were able to return to substantial gainful activity. And, a recent GAO report before the CDI process indicated that the disability fund was basically sound through
the middle of the next century.
Therefore, Government actuary personnel had actually predicted
many more disability recipients. That's what's indicated by that
GAO report. So, it makes no sense for the Social Security Administration to compare the Social Security Administration disability
programs with other Government welfare programs.
There was no runaway spending for the disabled. Yet, over 90
percent are notified without cause of a termination because of
more stringent regulations have been passed. Americans entitled to
disability have the right to be angry when their Government insurance only insures them hardship and grief.
Attached to this statement, as I've said earlier, is a number of
statements, letters, admissions against interest of the Social Security Administration themselves and articles giving credence to my
statements. Some may think I've been too harsh. I would ask them
to sit behind my desk 1 week and talk to my clients.
Right now there are approximately 100 clients that I have counted in my files who are either in bankruptcy, have lost their homes,
have moved in with children, or are on the brink of losing their
homes if not their sanity. No matter what this group of honorable
men recommend I will survive in my profession. But will they?
Your recommendations and actions will be the answer to their
dilemma. May God go with you in your quest. Thank you for your
attention in this matter.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK S. SPENCER, MOUNTAIN HOME, AR

Mr. Chairman Pickle, distinguished Senators and Representatives, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your concern on this issue so relevant to so many who I will
attempt to represent today. My name is Rick Spencer. I am a solo practitioner and
have been since 1975 in Mountain Home, Baxter County, Arkansas, with a county
*population of approximately 10,000. I have worked for over nine years as a claimant's attorney in both administrative and tort law. My father, J.V. Spencer, Jr. and
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grandfather, J.V. Spencer, Sr., were both lawyers in El Dorado, Arkansas in the
firm Spencer & Spencer. I have grown up being taught and believing that we are a
nation of laws-not of men.
i''or the past year, I have been President of a non-profit plaintiffs lawyers' organiion known as the Arkansas Injured Workers' Association, Inc. and State Chairman of the National Organization of Social Security Claimants' Representatives.
Both organizations are attempting to call attention to the horror of their clients'
plight at the hands of the federal C.D.I. program as misinterpreted by the SSA administrators and regulators. We believe the Secretary's policy contravenes the spirit
and purpose of the 1980 Congressional Mandate (See pp. A-4 to A-13 and pp. A-20
to A-28 of numerous articles wherein these organizations were involved), and the
law.
But, I speak today as an individual, not as a representative of A.I.W.A. or of
N.O.S.S.C.R. I speak today as the voice of the hundreds I have seen crying in my
office as they lost their homes and property and suffered great hardship. I have
written and lectured on the subject of Social Security law and its relationship to a
large-volume practice (See pp. A-1 to A-3). Yet, my awareness on the subject continues to grow as I observe with amazement the inner-workings of this system originally espoused as the answer to our national health and disability insurance needs
when the Social Security Act was in its infancy. Frankly, I am shocked at the anarchy within the SSA in the past and what the present regulators get away with in
the erroneous name of savings of benefit dollars. I am also amazed at the skill of the
SSA in blaming Congress' 1980 mandate of this Sub-Committee or any other scapegoat available at the time. The origination of this confusion and lack of trustworthiness begins and ends in the SSA.
In short, the federal SSA regulators are not to be trusted. A blatant example of
their lack of trustworthiness is the Bono settlement attached to this statement
where the SSA promised to not use quotas and goals to target Administrative Law
Judges and threaten their jobs. Thereafter, the SSA soon broke this oath and turned
around and showed no loyalty to their signatures and honor as shown by the numerous attached memos. They sabotaged the agreement, thereby going a long way
in destroying the independence of judges guaranteed by the Administrative Procedure Act (See pp. A-14 to A-18; pp. A-36 to A-41; pp. A-53 to A-55; pp. A101 to A103, and the United States Constitution (See pp. A-143 to A-192), to which you, Mr.
Chairman and Gentlemen, believe in and have sworn to uphold. I want to add that
your trustworthiness and integrity and common sense will, I believe, carry Americans out of this torture chamber.
The real victims of this anarchy within the SSA that really bothers me are those
innocent children of disabled parents who have no understanding as to why they
are losing their homes. The peace within their family to which they are entitled is
suddently destroyed by foreclosures, financial stress, and even suicides. These suicides in my experience are triggered, precipitated or caused by wrongful and insensitive terminations by the SSA. Mr. Ken Patton, previous State Social Security Director, when I contacted him after a suicide in our area after this man was terminated merely said, "There's nothing I can do about these strict regulations, Rick.
My boss is Martha McStein and I have no choice but to follow these regulations".
He said that until he left under pressure, he was rewarded for his blind loyalty to
her regulations promulgated in violation of the original Social Security Act by a
health raise in position within the SSA system. You see, the SSA apparently rewards blind loyalty.
Before I may obscure my credibility with what may appear to some as blind emotion in itself, let me emphasize that I believe the C.D.I. process as it was originally
intended by Congress was a good enactment and basically would have served a fair
purpose. There were cases of the 25-year old in the car accident in a body cast and
unable to work for over a year, or the 35-year old who had open-heart surgery with
great success. They may have non-permanent injuries and their medical condition,
improvement and vocational ability should be reasonably monitored from time-totime. Congress' intent was to have accountability for "everyone" who had "non-permanent impairments". But at least 90% of disability recipients were thrown into
this nightmare of C.D.I. procedures in clear violation of the mandate, the recipient's
constitutional rights to due process (Social Security Forum, Vol. 4, No. 4 (April,
1982) and even contrary to the Social Security Administration's own regulations.
(See 20 C.F.R. § 404.1593, § 416.990 and §416.993). Included persons within the C.D.I.
process were many persons with chronic degenerative progressive, permanent and
total disabilities. So, the C.D.I. process, as misinterpreted by the SSA, can be
summed up by the following: too hasty, too broad and utterly renegade.
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The adjectives of "renegade" and "anarchist" in the title of my written statement
are not given lightly. A "renegade" is a traitor. The Social Security Administration's violation of a serious agreement after settling a lawsuit by their promise and
their violation of their limited rights given by Congress clearly establishes conduct
representative of a traitor to the people of our United States.
An "Anarchist" is one who spurns the law and thereby creates great disorder.
Such is clearly established by what is falsely called a policy of "non-acquiescence"
by the Secretary. There is misunderstanding here. Every agency which has followed
such a policy has still followed the law of the land as interpreted by that jurisdiction. The Internal Revenue Service will apply its policy in line with the cases and
decisions as the Court interprets the Enactments of Congress. Yet, not so with the
SSA (See A-123 to A-142) especially when all Courts of the United States find that
(1) there must be medical improvement to terminate benefits; (2) there must be
more weight given to the treating physician's reports than to a consultative "oneshot" physician; (3) the Secretary must consider the combined effect of all limitations; and (4) the subjective complaint of pain even without objective evidence may
be grounds for disability. The Social Security Administration's blatant disregard of
the law cause so much suffering is anarchy. It is not non-acquiescence. Acquiescence
is defined as "consent without protest". Non-acquiescence is consent with protest.
Anarchy is spurning the law and thereby causing disorder in a society. Anarchy is
the absence of consent to the law. Has it caused disorder?
One must only go to District Office in Arkansas and try to get in to see a "claimants' representative" a term which is a true antithesis in most cases. Most District
Offices have windowless walls, automatic-locked buzzer doors and one bank-teller
window. The paranoia of the "claimants' representatives" and the fears expressed
by those involved in the face-to-face hearings is interesting. Could it be that these
administrators consciously or sub-consciously realize what they are doing to these
claimants? How can face-to-face interviews cause constructive change when neither
party trusts the other? Though I have had many claimants with severe mental illness, may I suggest that much is communicated by the SSA through their employees' body language to these people. Though chronically depressed, they are still
human and have sense and dignity. I have never felt threatened by them. We trust
each other.
I am told that people in one part of Arkansas trust only one lady who truly is a
claimants' representative. She was in charge of the District Office for many years.
She really cared for people but was demoted for "taking too long with claimants
with their problems". She was falsely accused of other minor violations and now is
the only employee who has no key to the office. It was taken away because she
would get to the office early and leave late. This conduct embarrassed fellow employees. Other clearly were jealous of her popularity with the people and expressly
jeered at her sensitivity. She is now predictably tired and ready to quit after being
told for the first time in many years of service that she "represents the SSA, not
claimants". How can we expect any success in face-to-face interviews or in the SSA
with such a break-down in trust within an environment of paranoia where real
human concern is discounted and ridiculed within the District Office? Is it any surprise that true Claimants' Representatives are in the same category as the Administrative Law Judges i.e., targeted and intimidate? (See pp. A-14 to A-15)
The serious problem now in the SSA itself is one of attitude and morale. Hurting
people in violation of the law can only result in low self-esteem and terrific guilt.
The truly interesting phenomenon is the failure of the SSA to fully appreciate the
foreseeable consequences of their approach to the C.D.I. process. The delays are incomprehensible and inexcusable. There was little preparation by the SSA for their
results of their C.D.I. process. My clients are told to expect to wait three months
before the Appeals Council finishes their reversal of favorable decisions or even affirmance of denials. The decisions appear to be "canned" in computer typewriters
just as the dilatory process referred to as a reconsideration. I feel reconsideration is
a useless appeal step and a joke with the only result of delay. (See 20 C.F.R.
§404.9 18).
The establishments of moratoriums in several states are the result of the executive branch of government's reluctance to get involved in the present conflict between the Judicial and Administrative branches. There was a vacuum in leadership
in the Executive Branch and the Governors were forced to act in order to prevent
future victimization of their citizens by the conflict between the SSA (part of the
Executive Branch) and the Judicial Branch. History tells us that even President
Nixon finally gave up the tapes as ordered by the Court-not so the Secretary of
Health and Human Services. The States are not in a state of rebellion. They merely
are doing what President Reagan would not do, and if the SSA had done a better job
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of managing their reviews without such widespread bigotry and imposed hardship,
there would have been no State action necessary. The States were frankly placed
against the wall by a failure of leadership at the White House and a run-away witch
hunt mentality in the SSA. If President Reagan confirms Martha McStein, hopefully, then he will no longer be as successful at avoiding the appearance of no knowledge of this disgrace.
Again, this disgrace is not to be tagged on the Legislators, this Subcommittee or
any action or inaction of Congress up to this point. Congress and this Committee
have shown sensitivity to the issues to this point. Today, we have open minds, open
ears and open communication. But do we have represenatives from the Regional
SSA? It is my understanding that before this hearing, the SSA refused an invitation
to participate. I can say I have an open mind. Some lawyers are like an attorney in
a sister state who joyfully commented that President Reagan was greatly enhancing
his income by the conflict between the SSA and Courts. But there were many lawyers in this State who also could no longer follow further victimization of their clients without protest. We believe we will make more money in the long run and
sleep better by exposing this cancer and helping to cut it out. I decided to begin an
organization such as the A.I.W.A. when a mother of four with two post-laminectomies and severe mental problems came into my office being cut for the third time.
The only "winner" of this policy was myself. The taxpayer certainly was not winning. The SSA was not winning. The Courts were not winning and certainly this
poor lady was not winning.
An additional interesting phenomenon in the past is the on-motion review procedure of the SSA. The Appeals Council historically and by law and regulation affirmed the Administrative Law Judge unless there was no substantial evidence.
They allowed the ALJ to be the trier of fact since only he personally observed the
claimant's credibility. Not so in practice today. Men who have no legal background
in Baltimore and who never have seen the claimants "second guess" the ALJ based
allegedly on the cold typed record. Often I wonder if they even read the record. Apparently, the Appeals Council believes now that they are the best trier of fact and
actually participates in de novo reviews of the ALJ. It is inconceivable in our
system of justice:
(1) That the judge who tries the facts and applies the law is targeted with a threat
of firing for holding in favor of a party rather than another upon the law rather
than the "rule book" of that losing advocating party.
(2) That the losing party can then walk into the independent judge's office, tear
up his decision, send him to school, harass him and write another decision now in
favor of the losing party; and
(3) Then require the party that won to prove that there was no substantial evidence for this party to hold against the claimant. If ever there were persons who
believed in the competency of a governmental agency to completely rule itself, the
C.D.I. process and the wake of human misery left behind must compel one to seek
an independent judiciary which (along with a jury) is the very cornerstone of our
system of justice.
It's worked for many centuries-who wins by changing it now except the few who
rule with an iron hand. Such "justice" smacks of the iron curtain mentality and
seeks to substitute "computer logic". But "garbage-in" means "garbage-out". Should
a machine decide our citizens' fate? And who defines "disability" unilaterally and
undemensionally. When all realize that each person has a different threshold of
pain, a different ability to cope and a different set of past experiences to define his
or her limitations, we will find peace within this system again. People are polydimensional. As a famous man once said, "Each individual person is a fingerprint of
God". Can we apply the perfect science of mathematical regulations to human
beings and their abilities to engage in substantial gainful activity? The SSA has
even violated its own regulation making authority with their regulations. (See 42
U.S.C.S. § 405(a); 5 U.S.C.S. § 553(b); and 5 U.S.C.S. § 553(c). Without courts, where
would we be?
Perhaps the most telling sign of the confusion and anarchy within the SSA is the
recent POMS giving automatic disability benefits to homosexuals with AIDS because of the likelihood of death whereas one must have acute leukemia for two and
one-half years to be automatically entitled to disability. (See Listing 7.11 of 20 CFR,
Pt. 404, Subpart P of Appendix 1). I can think of nothing more likely to cause death
than acute leukemia. But homosexuals with a little understood and less studied disease of AIDS are given the benefit of the doubt. That's good. But what about the
heterosexual father or mother of small children or widow who can't wait to die or
afford to live two and one-half years. This is the stupidity that results when we
allow government to be run by men rather than laws. Justice must be color blind,
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justice must be gender blind and justice must be equally applicable to all Americans
without any restraint.
A growing cancer among administrative agencies is this desire to computerize justice. Such an approach is a "Cop-out". The Judge does not have to think if there is
only blind loyalty to listings or "certain facts'. This is similar to the old Feudal
rigid constrictions of the King's Law. Even he gave the cases involving human
issues to Chancellors-men of the church with morality and food judgment.
It is interesting that this country has defined "negligence' as "what a reasonable
man will do or not under the same or similar circumstances". Never have we computerized or attempted to define in detail this standard in our system of justice. Yet
our system has lasted over 400 years. Such a definition could be criticized as vague.
Yet it works. Why change the issues and confuse everyone?
In that light, 'disability" has been defined as the inability of the individual to
engage in substantial gainful activity. Is it vague? Maybe. But will it work? Yes,
and it has worked for years. Why attempt to unilaterally define when all persons
are "disabled" or "not disabled" based upon sterile regulations contrary to the spirit
and humanitarian purposes of the Act. Even the SSA is confused (See A-42 to A-44
and pp. A-283 to A-284.) Note: This is the guide to evaluation of permanent impairment.
My city library door when I was young was crowned with these words: "Knowledge is power". In order to get away with such blatant disregard of the law, the SSA
has enacted policies which discourage competent and knowledgeable attorneys from
representing claimants. (Se pp. A-96 to A-100). There is no question that unless
Congress acts to alleviate the conflicts (See pp. A-123 to A-142 evidencing 70 areas
of non-acquiescence) between the SSA and the Judicial Branch, the Court will be
forced to throw the Secretary of Health and Human Services in jail and fine her.
They have threatened to do this in Hillhouse (See pp. A-45 to A-48; pp. A-143 to A192). Surely such an embarrassing situation should be remedied by the Congress.
The American citizens have paid into this system. This is not welfare. All hoped
they would not be disabled, but if they were, they counted on the promise of disability income and medical benefits. Our citizens have that right. The SSA has the duty
to provide benefits without harassment and game-playing to run down claimants.
A past survey in the middle 1970's showed that only 15% of those persons cut
from SSA disability rolls ever returned to substantial gainful activity. A recent
G.A.O. report before the C.D.I. process indicated that the disability fund was basically sound through the middle of the next century. Government actuarial personnel
had predicted many more disability recipients. It makes no sense for the SSA to
compare the SSA disability programs with other government welfare programs.
There was no "run-away spending for the disabled". Yet over 90% are notified without cause of a termination because of more stringent regulations. Americans entitled to disability have the right to be angry when their government insurance only
insures them hardship and grief.
Attached to this statement are a number of statements, letters, admissions
against interest of the SSA and articles giving credence to my statements. Some
may think I have been too harsh. I would ask them to sit behind my desk one week
and talk to my clients. Right now, there are approximately one hundred clients who
are either in bankruptcy, lost their homes, moved in with children or are on the
brink of losing their homes if not their sanity. No matter what this group of honorable men recommend, I will survive in my profession. But, will they? Your recommendations and action will be the answer to their dilemma. May God go with you in
your quest. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

[The appendix has been retained in the subcommittee files.]
Chairman PICKLE. Well, we thank you. You've certainly given us
a very strong statement.
Now, Mr. Thornton, if you will proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF DENVER L. THORNTON, ESQ., EL DORADO, AR
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, Members of Congress, ladies and
gentlemen, my name is Denver Thornton. I am a country lawyer
from El Dorado, AR. I also serve as vice president of the Arkansas
Injured Workers Association. This nonprofit organization was established in June of 1983 to lobby for Social Security and workers
comp reform in Arkansas.
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I have no quarrel with the systematic review of disability eligibility. However, the review has been inhuman and illegal. Arkansas
has the bloodiest record in the Nation. Thanks to Governor Clinton
we now have a new State director who has promised reasonable
guidelines and has promised to follow Federal court decisions.
Can you believe that HEW took the position that it was not
bound by stare decisis, that is court precedent, to follow lower
court precedent, in effect snubbing its nose at the Federal district
and Federal court of appeals.
The Arkansas case of Hillhouse v. Harris settled that issue. The
Hillhouse opinion commented from Hutto v. Davis, a Supreme
Court case of 1982, stating that "Unless we wish anarchy to prevail
within the Federal judicial system a precedent of this Court must
be followed by the lower courts no matter how misguided the
judges of the lower courts may think it to be."
What is the source of such arrogance? Whatever the source, why
should some ALJ's dishonor the oath they took as lawyers and
judges to uphold the Constitution of the United States and to protect justice and guarantee due process? Some ALJ's buckled and
burned because they aren't made of the right stuff and should have
never been hired.
I should hastily point out that I am not critical of all ALJ's. I
would particularly like to compliment the four administrative law
judges based in Shreveport, LA, who serve the parishes in northern
Louisiana. The three ALJ's from Fort Smith, AR, who dared to
buck the system should be nominated for sainthood.
However, you and I both know that all is not well or we would
not be here. The judicial aspect of the Social Security System is
sick. The toxic contamination is being spread upon the disabled
and is additionally sandbagging the Federal courts.
I would urge the Congress to abolish the appeals council. It does
not serve any meaningful judicial function. I find that it is merely
a rubberstamp of denial which slows the appeals process.
I would like to see the administrative law judges removed from
all influence of politics. Senate bill 1911, which is Senator Pryor's
bill, is a start. A free and independent judiciary is an absolute necessity.
In the future all ALJ's applicants should have strong litigation
backgrounds and experience. Personal knowledge can't go beyond
personal experience. Trial lawyers have historically been buffers
against abusers of power, whatever the source. The ALJ's should
be competent and courageous individuals hungry for justice.
You must remember that Social Security disability benefits are
the difference between a minimal existence and standard of living
and no standard. The needy and disabled must have a system of
review and justice equal to other persons in our society.
Overall the body of Social Security law is reasonably sound and
easy to understand. Getting the facts correctly applied to the law
has been a difficult process.
Out of frustration our own Judge Richard Arnold in speaking for
the eighth circuit in McCoy, Desedare and Stack v. HEW, set forth
an 11-page printed opinion giving a blueprint that the ALJ should
follow. The opinion is extremely well written and gives examples
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and approaches, nevertheless unbelievable opinions continue to
flow from some of the ALJ's.
I have seen a Social Security judiciary become a bureaucracy.
The mental anguish and fear that I have observed during the last 3
years as a result of this system is absolutely sickening. Great numbers of the ALJ's are more interested in their jobs than they are
justice.
If you find that as a result of all of your studies HEW has attempted to influence the opinions of the ALJ's, I urge you to take
strong action. Basic constitutional rights are being abused. We
must have judges whom no king can intimidate.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF DENVER

L.

THORNTON, EL DORADO,

AR

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Denver L. Thornton. I am a country lawyer
from El Dorado, Arkansas. I also serve as vice president of the Arkansas injured
workers association. This non-profit organization was established in June of 1983 to
lobby for social security and workers compensation reform in Arkansas.
I have no quarrel with a systematic review of disability eligibility. However, the
review has been inhuman and illegal. Arkansas has the bloodiest record in the
Nation. Thanks to Governor Clinton, we now have a new State director who has
promised reasonable guidelines and has promised to follow Federal court decisions.
Can you believe that HEW took the position that it was not bound by stare decisis
to follow lower court precedent, in effect snubbing its nose at the Federal District
and Federal Court of Appeals. Hillhouse v. Harris, 547 F. Supp. 88 (1982). The Hillhouse opinion at p. 93 commented from Hutto v. Davis, 102 St. Court 703 (1982),
stating "unless we wish anarchy to prevail within the Federal judicial system, a
precedent of this court must be followed by the lower Federal court no matter how
misguided the judges of those courts may think it to be."
What is the source of such arrogance? Whatever the source, why should some
AL's dishonor the oath they took as lawyers and judges to uphold the Constitution
of the United States and to protect justice and guarantee due process. Some ALJ's
buckled and burned because they aren't made of the right stuff and they should
have never been hired.
I should hastily point out that I am not totally critical of all ALJ's. I would particularly like to compliment the four administrative law judges based in Shreveport,
Louisiana who serve the parishes in northern Louisiana. The three ALJ's from Fort
Smith, Arkansas who dared to buck the system should be nominated for sainthood.
However, you and I both know that all is not well or we would not be here. The
judicial aspect of the social security system is sick. The toxic contamination is being
spread upon the disabled and is additionally sandbagging the Federal courts.
I would urge the Congress to abolish the appeals council. It does not serve any
meaningful judicial function. I find that it is merely a "rubber stamp of denial'
which slows the appeals process.
I would like to see the administrative law judges removed from all influence of
politics. Senate bill 1911 is a start. A free and independent judiciary is an absolute
necessity.
In the future, all ALJ applicants should have strong litigation backgrounds and
experience. Personal knowledge can't go beyond personal experience. Trial lawyers
have historically been buffers against abusers of power-whatever the source. The
ALJ's should be competent and courageous individuals hungry for justice. You must
remember that social security disability benefits are the difference between a minimal existence and standard of living and no standard. The needy and disabled must
have a system of review and justice equal to other persons in our society.
Overall, the body of social security law is reasonably sound and easy to understand. Getting the facts correctly applied to the law, however, has been a difficult
process.
Out of frustration, our eighth circuit court of appeals, through Judge Richard
Arnold, filed an eleven page printed opinion in the case of McCoy-Desedare & Stack
v. HEW, 683 F. 2d 1138 (June, 1982), in an effort to set forth a blueprint that the
ALJ's should follow in evaluating these cases. The opinion is extremely well written
and even gives examples of the approach and guidelines to be followed. Nevertheless, unbelievable opinions continue to flow from some of the ALJ's.
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I have seen social security judiciary become a bureaucracy. The mental anguish
and fear that I have observed during the last three years as a result of this system
is absolutely sickening. Great numbers of the ALJ's are more interested in their
jobs than they are justice.
If you find that as a result of all of your studies HEW as attempted to influence
the opinions of the AIJ's, I urge you to take strong action. Basic constitutional
rights are being abused. We must have judges whom no king can intimidate.

Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Mr. Thornton. Now, Marilyn
Rauch, if you will proceed, please.
STATEMENT OF MARILYN RAUCH, STAFF ATTORNEY, CENTRAL
ARKANSAS LEGAL SERVICES, LITTLE ROCK, AR
Ms. RAUCH. Thank you Congressman Pickle, Congressman Anthony, and Senator Pryor. My name is Marilyn Rauch and I am an
attorney with Central Arkansas Legal Services in Little Rock. And,
I thank you for the invitation to testify before you today.
I have been an attorney now with Legal Services for 4 years and,
speaking for the Legal Services Program in Arkansas in general,
we have seen a significant increase in our Social Security and SSI
caseloads since early 1981. In comparing certain quarters of the
past 3 years some programs show that case numbers double or
even triple.
One does not have to represent very many claimants before becoming aware of the flood of people who are having to appeal their
cases through the administrative process and the courts in order to
obtain benefits or preserve them. Because of the judicial backlog
and Social Security's routine requests for more time to answer
complaints, many claimants have to wait as long as 2 years to get a
court decision.
Part of the increase in numbers is due, of course, to the fact that
more people are applying for disability benefits. But much of the
increase is due to the fact that wrong decisions are being made earlier in the process. I understand that the Federal Court reversal/
remand rate in the eastern district of Arkansas is quite high, about
60 percent. That means that 60 percent of the cases are being decided improperly below.
It is my opinion that given the history and extent of the problem
nothing short of legislation from Congress is going to correct all
the problems and help bring an end to the misery and suffering
which this system has inflicted on thousands of citizens in Arkansas. I therefore, commend you and other Members of Congress who
have led the way in investigating the system. I ask that you continue your vigilance and resist any stopgap solutions which the
agency might propose as alternatives, and which we heard today
they did propose, perhaps as alternatives to legislation.
I am only superficially familiar with legislation now pending in
Congress and with a few small exceptions I am pleased with the
content of the House bill. I think it will go a long way toward solving problems. There are too many specific issues of concern to me
to address them all in this brief time, so I'm going to mention only
a few of the most important ones which are of continuing concern
to us here in Arkansas.
First of all, I believe that the Secretary should be required to
show that a recipient's condition has medically improved to the
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point where he or she can perform substantial gainful activity
before benefits can be ceased. This is of fundamental importance to
these claimants and this standard has been judicially mandated in
several circuits.
Without this standard there is danger that the person's benefits
can be ceased simply because the case is being reviewed by different agency personnel. It is inequitable to say the least, for the continuation of benefits to hinge upon the exigencies of the day or the
personalities of the adjudicators.
This is not a radical idea. It's my understanding that Social Security used a medical improvement standard until about 1976. And,
we need legislation to make the standard the law with some narrowly drawn exceptions.
My second area of concern is in the evaluation of pain. The
eighth circuit has led the way in establishing clear precedent
which states that pain can be disabling and that because it is a
subjective symptom not capable of measurement, there need not be
objective medical evidence to support a conclusion that the person
is thereby disabled.
What is needed is sensitive inquiry into the extent of the person's pain and how it affects his or her ability to function. The
Social Security Administration, in assembly line style, continues to
adjudicate cases by a search for objective medical evidence in spite
of repeated admonitions from courts.
The agency refuses to take pain into adequate consideration
unless the person can show tangible proof such as x rays, swollen
joints, tenderness or heat. The eighth circuit is losing patience with
Social Security on this issue in particular. The Court has lectured
the agency and Judge McMillian has suggested that the Secretary
might be held in contempt. Clearly then we need legislation to
force the agency to abandon its recalcitrant behavior.
The agency's purposeful pursuit of an informal nonacquiescence
policy on the issue of pain illustrates also the need for legislation
requiring it to acquiesce in court rulings. The long line of eighth
circuit pain cases reflects the court's frustration. Yet the agency
continues to adhere to its old practices.
We Arkansas lawyers sometime may feel a little secure or smug
on the issue of pain, but our clients are suffering. I have found
myself telling other lawyers that we don't have to worry about
pain in the eighth circuit because the law is so clear. But my clients are suffering by having to wait to the district court or the
eighth circuit to win a pain case.
It is absolutely essential that the Social Security Administration
like all parties in our legal system, be required to follow the orders
of the circuit courts unless those orders are overturned. In the
words of Judge Heaney in a recent law review article I quote"The regulations of the Secretary are not the law of the land. It is
the duty of the courts to say what the law is. Regardless of the Secretary's view of our decisions, these decisions constitute the law
and should be respected by the SSA."
This doctrine is grounded in the Constitution and needs to be reinforced by congressional action. I support the nonacquiescence
language contained in the House bill, although I would prefer or
am somewhat concerned and I would like to have deleted language
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which seems to apply the law only to cases which are still appealable at the date of enactment.
Because there are already so many important court decisions on
the books and because I don't believe Congress intends to limits
courts' ability to enforce their own orders, the bill should require
acquiescence in all circuit court decisions until the decision is overturned or formally stayed.
Additionally, there is language in the bill which would seem to
allow nonacquiescence in a decision once the Secretary has filed an
appeal. It seems to me more appropriate to require the agency, in
accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to seek an
order staying any judgment which it does not wish to acquiesce in
during the appeal.
Those are my comments today. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF MARILYN RAUCH, STAFF ATTORNEY, CENTRAL ARKANSAS LEGAL
SERVICES

Senator Pryor, Congressman Anthony, and Congressman Pickle, my name is Marilyn Rauch and I am an attorney with Central Arkansas Legal Services in Little
Rock. Thank you for the invitation to testify before you today.
I have been an attorney with legal services for over four years. Speaking for the
Legal Services programs in Arkansas in general, we have seen a significant increase
in our Social Security and S.S.I. caseloads since early 1981. In comparing certain
quarters of the past 3 years, some programs show their case numbers double or even
triple.
One does not have to represent very many claimants before becoming aware of
the flood of people who are having to appeal their cases through the administrative
process and the courts in order to obtain or preserve benefits. Because of the judicial backlog and Social Security's routine requests for more time to answer complaints, many claimants wait as long as two years for a court decision. Part of the
increase in numbers is due, of course, to the fact that more people are applying for
disability benefits. But much of the increase is due to the fact that wrong decisions
are being made earlier in the process. I understand that the federal court reversal/
remand rate in the Eastern District of Arkansas is quite high, approximately 60
percent. That means that 60 percent of the cases were decided improperly below. It
is my opinion that, given the history and extent of the problem, nothing short of
legislation from Congress is going to correct all the problems and help bring an end
to the misery and suffering which this system has inflicted on thousands of disabled
citizens of Arkansas. I therefore commend you and other members of Congress who
have led the way in investigating the system. I ask that you continue your vigilance
and resist any stopgag solutions which the agency might propose as alternatives to
legislation.

I am superficially familiar with legislation which is now pending in both houses of
Congress. With a few exceptions, I am pleased with the content of the House bill; I
think that it will go far toward solving some problems. I am not as familiar with the
Senate bill, but the information I have causes me some doubts. I will be expressing
some of my concerns with both bills in these remarks.
There are too many specific issues of concern for me to address them all in this
brief time. I will therefore mention only a few of the most important ones which are
of continuing concern to us in Arkansas.
First of all, I believe that the Secretary should be required to show that a recipient's condition has medically improved to the point where he or she can perform
substantial gainful activity before benefits can be ceased. This is of fundamental importance to any recipient, and the standard has been judicially mandated in several
circuits. Without such a standard there is danger that a person's benefits could be
ceased simply because the case is being reviewed by different agency personnel. It is
inequitable, to say the least, for the continuation of benefits to hinge upon the exigencies of the day or the personalities of the adjudicators. This is not a radical idea;
Social Security used a medical improvement standard until 1976. Legislation is
needed to make the standard the law, with some narrowly-drawn exceptions.
My second area of concern is with the evaluation of pain. The Eighth Circuit has
led the way in establishing clear precedent which states that pain can be disabling
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and that because it is a subjective symptom, not capable of measurement, there
need not be "objective medical evidence" to support a conclusion that the person is
thereby disabled. I What is needed is a sensitive inquiry into the extent of a person's
pain and how it affects his or her ability to function. Yet Social Security, in assembly-line style, continues to adjudicate cases by a search of objective medical evidence
in spite of repeated admonitions from courts. The agency refuses to take pain into
adequate consideration unless the person can show tangible proof such as x-rays of
deformities, swollen joints, tenderness, or heat.
The Eighth Circuit is losing patience. The court has lectured the agency 2 and
Judge3 McMillian has suggested that the Secretary might be held in contempt of
court. Clearly then, legislation is needed to force the agency to abandon its recalcitrant behavior.
The agency's purposeful pursuit of an informal non-acquiescence policy on pain
illustrates also the needs for legislation requiring it to acquiesce in court rulings.
The long line of 8th Circuit pain cases reflects the court's frustration. Yet the
agency continues to adhere to its old practices. Arkansas lawyers may feel secure
and a little smug on the issue of pain in Social Security cases, but our clients suffer.
I have found myself telling people that we don't have to worry about pain in the 8th
Circuit because the law is so clear. But our clients suffer by having to wait on a
District Court or 8th Circuit decision to win a pain case. It is absolutely essential
that the Social Security Administration, like all parties in our legal system, be required to follow the orders of circuit courts unless those orders are overturned by
the Supreme Court. In the words of Judge Heaney, "The regulations of the Secretary are not the law of the land-it is the duty of the courts to say what the law is
* ' '. Regardless of the Secretary's views of our decision, these decisions constitute
the law and should be respected by the S.S.A." 4 This doctrine, grounded in the Constitution, needs to be reinforced by Congressional action. I support most of the nonacquiescence language contained in the House bill, although I would perfer to have
deleted the language which applies the law only to cases which are still appealable
at the date of enactment. Because there are already so many important court decisions on the books, and because I don't believe Congress intends to limit courts' ability to enforce their own orders, the bill should require acquiescence in all circuit
court decisions until the decision is overturned or formally stayed. Additionally,
there is language in the bill which would seem to allow non-acquiescence in a decision once the Secretary has filed an appeal. It seems to me more appropriate to require the agency, in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to seek
an order staying any judgment in which it does not wish to acquiesce during an
appeal. I am obviously also in total disagreement with some of the language proposed for the Senate bill which would allow non-acquiescence if the Secretary
merely notified Congress of her intent and published in the Federal Register.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you, Ms. Rauch. Let me comment to

you first since you've just finished your testimony. One provision of
this legislation with respect to nonacquiescence says that when a
decision is reached in a circuit court that that decision is applicable
to all cases in that circuit court unless it is appealed to the Supreme Court for final adjudication.
This was opposed by the administration but at least we're trying
to remove from the administration the authority or the right for
them to just say, here's a single case and we'll isolate it and then
will not apply to the thousands of other cases throughout the country. We think it's a step in the right direction and I hope that you
have-you are in general agreement with that approach.
Ms. RAUCH. Yes, sir, I certainly am. I think it's definitely a step
in the right direction.
' O'Leary v. Schweiker, 710 F.2d 1334 (8th Cir. 1983); Brand v. Secretary of HE. W, 623 F.2d
523 (8th Cir. 1980); Northcutt v. Califano, 581 F.2d 164 (8th Cir. 1978); Tucker v. Schweiker, 689
F.2d 777 (8th Cir. 1982).
2 Nelson v. Heckler, 712 F.2d 346, 348 (8th Cir. 1983).
Hillhouse v. Harris, 715 F.2d 428, 430 (8th Cir. 1983).
4Heaney, "Why the High Rate of Reversals in Social Security Disability Cases?"; 7 Hamline
L.Rev. 1,9-10 (1984).
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Chairman PICKLE. You said that you weren't familiar with the
legislation. I hope we'll have the staff give you a copy of the Anthony bill.
Ms. RAUCH. All right. I'll appreciate it.
Chairman PICKLE. So that you might have it here. Now, Mr. Anthony, do you have any questions of the panel?
Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Chairman, thank you. First I would like to
thank especially my two colleagues from my hometown for making
very, very forceful statements. The statements were accepted from
this Member's viewpoint as coming from the heart. They have
watched the travesty and are willing to speak out. Sometimes you
have to speak out in very harsh terms to get the administration's
attention. Sometimes you also have to speak out in very harsh
terms to get the public's understanding of what's going on.
I know you agree with me that we're not trying to protect ablebodied persons who are drawing disability. We're talking about
real lives that have been affected. Rick, you have given us a document that we'll probably ask the staff to read for us and summarize so we can use some of the cases when we go to the floor for our
debate on Tuesday.
I would like to ask both of you or all three of you, what is a sensitive question, and that's on lawyer's fees. Our legislation assuming that it is passed and implemented into law, provides for continuous payment of benefits. And, as I understand it right now you
would draw your attorney fees out of a retroactive lump-sum payment. Could you give us some suggestions as to how we could
handle this particular issue?
Mr. THORNTON. I strongly suspicion the next attack by HEW is
going to be on attorney fees. The Social Security practice is not
that lucrative, but if you dry up the representative they're absolutely at the mercy, of HEW and HEW does what they want to do.
It-the fees should be supervised with that ALJ. The fee should
be reasonable and not limited to 25 percent because sometime
maybe you get lucky and get a case heard and they're still drawing
benefits, see. And there's nothing back there to draw from, yet you
do as much work to prepare that case as if there would be 3 or 4
years of back benefits.
So, the fee ought to be a reasonable fee approved by the AM. I
think the average fee in the country now is something like $1,200,
I'm told. But I haven't seen those numbers, but I find that to be
reasonably true in my office.
I want to comment on one thing that I think is drastically important. Recently in Fayettville this month one ALJ came over from
Oklahoma and set 101 cases in 3 days. One man hearing 101 cases.
And, he was getting away with it until-they got away with it in
Texas, you see-they're not aggressive as we are, and one of the
young trial lawyers filed an injunction over in Federal court and a
Republican judge said, go ahead and do it that way if you like but
you come up here to my court on a writ and I'm not only going to
enjoin them but I'm going to put the person on Social Security and
tell all the other lawyers.
Immediately Washington shipped in three more judges. Now
judges can hear that many cases if they work hard in a 3-day
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period, but they've already done that over in east Texas, Congressman. And, they've done it in other areas and gotten by with it.
But this one judge they sent has a reversal record I understand,
a denial record of something like 80 percent. Sandbagging the Federal court, when the El Dorado division, which is 6 counties in
south Arkansas there were 173 cases filed last year in Judge
Harris' court, 65 of them were Social Security cases, zero have been
decided. They're still working on 1982 cases.
So we're 15 months in the lag. Now, that's not the judge's fault.
You can't get those transcripts ready. It takes 6 months to get a
transcript in sometimes. In 1982, Judge Harris' court reversed or
remanded 60 percent of the cases he heard. That's-and reversing
one is very tough. Substantial evidence is a hard burden to crawl
over, but nevertheless 60 percent of them went back. I think the
country would probably be-Mr. ANTHONY. Rick, could you give us-Chairman PICKLE. Mr. Thornton, let me interrupt you for just a
moment. We made some reference to Congressman Anthony's
hometown, El Dorado, and you have made reference to Judge
Harris and cases he's had.
I want to make this observation to you and to all the people.
When I first was elected to Congress I was assigned to the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee as it was called then. The
chairman of that committee was Oren Harris. I want to say publicly he's the best chairman I ever served with in the United States
Congress, an outstanding lawyer, a man of great heart and capacity. So I hope if any of you here have occasion to see Judge Harris
you give him my regards.
Mr. THORNTON. I shall, sir.
Chairman PICKLE. He's still held in high respect in Washington.
Mr. THORNTON. He's had a drastic impact not only in Senator
Pryor's life but Congressman Anthony and mine and even Rick's.
As a politician and a judge we've been around him all our lives.
He's 80 years old and holds court every day, has a ruptured disc,
gets up there with a brace and goes on. He's frustrated-I think I
could say that for him, because all these cases are coming to his
court, and of course, the Federal courts have a great burden, you
know, in other cases just staying up, the population is growing so
much, litigation, et cetera.
Chairman PICKLE. In that connection do any of you want to
make a comment? It's been recommended we might have a Social
Security Court. This is separate and apart from the regular process
for now going through appeal.
Mr. THORNTON. Absolutely.
Chairman PICKLE. Do you think there's merit to that proposal?
Mr. THORNTON. Absolutely. There's such a great number of cases,
any judge, whether a municipal judge or anything else, ought to be
free and independent. Must be if the system is going to work.
That's one of my strong points.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you. Senator Pryor?
Mr. THORNTON. And, to get money to do that-abolish the Appeals Council because they don't serve a judicial function to my
knowledge.
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Ms. RAUCH. Could I also throw in-I agree with what Denver
said as long as we're sure there's access, good easy access to this
court and that the Social Security and all parties are held to the
Federal rules of civil procedure.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you. Senator Pryor, do you have any
questions?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, a comment and then a question. I received
some letters and comments from attorneys around the State, Chairman Pickle, relative to the length of time it takes to finally reach
the ALJ level of appeal and receive a determination at that level
on a particular case.
Considering the hardship it causes on the claimant and his
family during this lengthy process I think that many Members of
the Congress have become very concerned. But there are delays
even beyond that level.
I recently, for example, received a letter from an Arkansas attorney who had requested an appeals council review for his claimant
and waited a full 2 years, 2 years-to receive a form letter from
the appeals council stating that they would not review the case.
This is further justification for not only some program reform
but also broader reform in the establishment of a Social Security
judicial or court system that must deal with this issue. I assume
that some of you have had similar experiences with this long
appeal process. Would you just say yes or no, have you had experiences?
Mr. THORNTON. Absolutely. Seven years in one case.
Senator PRYOR. Seven years in one case.
Ms. RAUCH. Yes.
Mr. THORNTON. Finally Richard Arnold, who came off the Eighth
Circuit was sitting back in Arkansas, just picked the case up and
wrote the guy in and said, this has gone on long enough. I mean an
obvious case of disability.
Senator PRYOR. And, what was happening to that claimant all
that time, Denver? What was happening to that person trying to
find out whether or not they were going to be on disability or not?
Mr. THORNTON. Mental anguish beyond belief probably. He was
calling my office every other day and I would tell him to call your
office, and-Senator PRYOR. Causing you a lot of mental anguish, too, I guess.
Mr. THORNTON. And, you too, I'm sure. And, the Congressman's
office. You just can't believe-of course, Rick and all three of us we
sit at that desk out in the country and we see those tears, fears and
anger, you know, it's just wiping people out beyond belief.
Mr. SPENCER. Let me answer your question, if I may, Mr. Chairman. He asked a question about attorney fees. I have found in my
area that my clients, when they continue benefits to the client,
consistently honor the agreement that we have. What we have is
just an agreement between each other that when they get their
check they come in and they put 25 percent of their check in a separate supervised trust account, which is held there and is not
touched by my office until such time as I-my fee is approved.
Now, the thing I would think that would be an improvement,
and it's not that I don't trust the people to bring in the money. I
have pending 250 Social Security cases in my office at any given
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time. I have never to this day been cheated by any of my clients. If
they know they owe it they're going to come in and pay it. But, let
me just suggest this to you. There are people, other lawyers, and I
have to speak on their behalf too, that say that a lot of clients
don't understand. They spend the money and then they feel bad
about it.
Would it not be easier if the Social Security Administration
would just deduct and withhold the 25 percent themselves? They
can hold it in their supervised account if they want to. And, then
whatever fee is approved so long as it's reasonable and necessary
for the professional services rendered, they send the check to the
attorney. It's not because it's going to benefit me any more. It's for
the benefit of the clients. They don't like to have to come into my
office once a month and make a payment or send it in the mail. It
just seems like it would be an easier process.
In response to what you said, Senator Pryor, the thing about
delays that I have seen-and I have actually seen suicides-and I
tell you last summer it happened and I decided that I was either
going to get something done or I was going to get out of it. I
couldn't take it. It's true.
Senator PRYOR. I understand that we had one individual who actually died in the administrative law judge's chambers or in the
waiting room, I think in the past year, 1983.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, there have been many instances of
horror stories and we all must acknowledge that. And, that's why
we need to make corrections, and for the administration to say that
we've been able to handle this administratively is just not the case.
When you have 20 States who operate in this national program
under court orders, and when you have 9 other States which by
their own executive order have taken themselves out of the program, you see a national disability program that's in chaos.
We must have some correction.
Well, I want to thank this panel for your testimony and appreciate it very much. And, Mr. Spencer, we're going to make as much
of that as part of the record as we can. You can leave that.
Senator PRYOR. I'm going to have some written questions too for
the panel, because I think what they give us in input will help us
shape some legislation.
Chairman PICKLE. Yes; it will be.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Chairman PICKLE. And, the record will be kept open for that.
Now, we're going to ask the panel-Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Chairman, I'd be remiss if I didn't publicly
thank both of these lawyers, because they've assisted my office and
my staff in trying to find some reasonable suggestions for us to
work into the legislative process. And, over and above being advocates for their claimants' position,- I think they're truly trying to
operate in the national interest to establish a good policy.
I think the record ought to reflect that.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, I'm glad you made that acknowledgment, Mr. Anthony.
Now the Chair is going to ask the next panel, and this is our last
panel, if you'll come forward. The Honorable Jerry Thomasson, the
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Honorable Francis Mayhue, the Honorable David T. Hubbard, and
Minnie E. Dormois. If you will, please come forward.
Also as they are coming forward and taking their seat I want to
acknowledge the presence of another individual here. A few minutes ago I saw Frank Whitback. Is he still here? Frank Whitback, a
very prominent insurance executive here in this State invited me
to Arkansas and here at Hot Springs about 2 years ago, wasn't it,
Frank, for a hearing on this subject. And, I appreciate that invitation and its good to see you again.
You're highly regarded in your professional field Mr. Whitback,
and we appreciate you. Did you drive over from Little Rock today?
Mr. WHITBACK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, welcome.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, before the panel starts their
statement could I make a statement about this panel?
Chairman PICKLE. The Chair will yield to the Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Could I have a personal liberty to do that? I just
want Congressman Pickle to get to know these individuals as well
as Congressman Anthony and I do. In November 1982, Mr. Chairman, I held a hearing on this same subject in Fort Smith, AR. We
had about 500 to 700 people, and the Social Security Administration would not send a witness to testify. When SSA found out that
these administrative law judges were going to testify at the hearing
in Fort Smith, they said that they could only testify at Senator
Pryor's hearings if they took annual leave from their jobs to do it.
So, they walked across the street and took leave from their job
that morning, and sacrificed a day's pay to testify regarding what
they considered to be absolute chaos in a system. They have been
reprimanded. They have been kicked. They have been harassed.
They have been beat upon. They have been threatened. They have
been coerced. They have been ridiculed. They have been undermined. They are brave people who I believe have stood up for the
disabled people of our State. And, I just wanted to make that statement. I don't know of braver individuals in the field of public service anywhere, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to say that I'm proud to be associated with them, and
they've really tried to do a good job.
Chairman PICKLE. Well, Senator, you not only have recognized
their contribution but you certainly have given them a very strong
welcome to this hearing.
Senator PRYOR. Well, I'm a little prejudiced in their behalf I
might say.
Chairman PICKLE. I can understand that. Now, we're going to
hear this panel and we have four individuals. I'm going to ask
Judge Thomasson to go first and then Judge Mayhue, Judge Hubbard, and then Minnie Dormois.
The Chair may have to leave the hearing before you have finished, because I must be in Little Rock to catch a plane. Mr. Anthony will take the chair and he and Senator Pryor, I hope, can go
ahead and conclude this. But I want you to know we're going to
read your statement in its entirety, and we're pleased to have you
come here.
I want to say to all the group, this has been a very helpful hearing. I have been impressed with the individuals who have testified
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and the kind of testimony that they've submitted. I think any time
you can get a public hearing in a very useful facility like this rehabilitation center, which has impressed me very much, and when
you can attract your Senator and your Governor and your Congressman, and even a Texan, it shows a deep, abiding interest you
have in finding some kind of an answer, a better answer to the
problem facing this program. So, I thank all of you for coming.
Now, Judge Thomasson, if you would proceed with your statement.
STATEMENT OF JERRY THOMASSON, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE, OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS, FORT SMITH, AR
Mr. THOMASSON. Chairman Pickle, Congressman Anthony, Senator Pryor, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today.
We have submitted a rather lengthy statement and my comments will be very, very brief. I should say at the outset that Senator Pryor, since we talked with you last, we have seen a spurious
document prepared by the Social Security Administration to close
the Fort Smith office, and this was a result of they feel like we pay
too high percentage of people at Fort Smith.
We also feel like that if it hadn't been for your hearing up there
in November 1982, that they would, in fact, have closed the office.
We're all very appreciative of your interest in this matter, and the
other panelist as well.
We just finished testifying in a lawsuit in Washington, and I
hope as a result of that lawsuit many of our concerns concerning
harassment and intimidation will be alleviated, but we're still subject to the Social Security Administration as far as our staff is concerned. This presents a problem because the Social Security Administration is very aware of their power in this area.
This program is in utter chaos and I heard the word "anarchy"
here this morning by Mr. Spencer. I hadn't heard the word in a
long time but that's what it is-anarchy. It's not "nonacquiescence."
If something is not done the Federal courts are going to take the
whole matter over here shortly. Many of the Federal courts are already taking the whole matter over. I would just like to, in order to
make this brief, I would like to ask you gentlemen two questions.
Have you ever thought in the history of the U.S. Government that
you would see a time that a Government agency would ask an administrative law judge to violate his oath as administrative law
judge, and to violate his oath as a lawyer in order to arrive at a
conclusion and a certain percentage of cases to satisfy that administration?
I never thought I would see it, and it makes me sick.
Chairman PICKLE. Have you been asked to do this?
Mr. THOMASSON. Fifty-five percent, I was told not to pay over 55
percent or there would be trouble. I've been threatened with being
fired.
Chairman PICKLE. Who threatened you?
Mr. THOMASSON. Bill Lavere, Office of Hearings and Appeals,
L-a-v-e-r-e, Office of Appeals Operations. Social Security Administration, OHA, Arlington, VA. Chief Judge Philip Brown told Judge
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Mayhue and me that if our trip to Washington for counseling
didn't work, something else would be done.
Mr. ANTHONY. Judge, has that been reduced? Apparently that
was a part of your lawsuit, but was that reduced to writing?
Mr. THOMASSON. No.
Mr. ANTHONY. It was all just verbal?
Mr. THOMASSON. Yes.
Mr. ANTHONY. So they would have the opportunity to deny it and
put you at odds with what they said.
Mr. THOMASSON. Oh, yes, but there was much more to it than
that, including the regional chief judge telling me that the Congressman might be happy with our reversal rate but no one else is,
and there are people that would like to fire me as administrative
law judge in charge and close the Fort Smith office.
And, then he didn't even testify. They didn't call him.
Mr. ANTHONY. So basically what you have is some bureaucrat
who's not elected, telling you to disregard the law-Mr. THOMASSON. That's right.
Mr. ANTHONY. And, do something on a percentage basis, a quota
basis?
Mr. THOMASSON. That's right.
Mr. ANTHONY. I'd be indignant.
Mr. THOMASSON. The other thing I would like to ask you, did you
ever think that you would ever see the Social Security Administration build walls in its offices all over the United States at great
costs, to where an American citizen has to walk down there and
push a button like it was a speakeasy and be viewed through a
little hole in the wall and then after it was determined he's safe,
permitted to enter and talk about his social security matter?
I never thought I would see that either; and, that speaks more
eloquently, I think, than anything I could say here today, about
what a problem exists in these United States.
I would ask you-we need protection from the Social Security
Administration if we're to do what the law wants us to do. We
need protection from harassment and intimidation, and we need to
be able to control our own staff.
That's the end of my comments.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT

THOMASSON, FRANCIS MAYHUE, AND DAVID T..HUBBARD,

OF JERRY

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate and House committees, we are Administrative Law Judges with the Department of Health and Human Services, Social
Security Administration assigned to the Office of Hearings and Appeals in Fort
Smith, Arkansas. We are here today at your invitation. We appreciate the opportunity to discuss the important issues related to:
(1) The effect on ALJ decision-making of the Social Security Administration's
(SSA) policy of nonacquiescence in certain decisions rendered by Federal Circuit
Courts of Appeal and U.S. District Courts;
(2) The effect on ALJ decision-making of SSA's recent efforts to establish a uniform standard for determining eligibility for benefits by adopting provisions of the
Program Operations Manual System (POMS) in Social Security Rulings; and
(3) Allegations that ALJs have been subject to improper pressures by the SSA
agency to decide disability cases in a certain way and at a certain rate.
The Association of Administrative Law Judges, Inc., of which we are members, is
an incorporated nonprofit voluntary membership professional association consisting
of approximately 600 dues-paying members, all of whom re Judges with the Depart-
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ment of Health and Human Services, serving under the direct delegation of authority from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, and in the manner prescribed by the Administrative Procedures Act (APA). They are charged with the

duty and responsibility to hold hearings and make and issue written decisions in
appeals from State Agency determinations.
The association is recognized by the Department of Health and Human Services
(agency) as a professional association under the provisions of Executive Order 11491.
Over the years it has played a critical role in the AU system. The agency in the
past has sponsored meetings of its officers and directors and consulted with it for
purposes of its participation in a meaningful way in the management process of the
Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA). Through its activities its members have attempted to have their views expressed and considered.
In the last few years OHA has significantly curtailed sponsorship by the agency of
Association meetings on the basis that budget factors do not permit sponsorship of
meetings, and/or granting of administrative leave to Association officers or directors for Association matters. The restrictions placed on the Association by the Associate Commissioner have adversely affected its ability to hold meetings to discuss
important problems, and to provide meaningful input to the agency. Communications between the agency and the Association have deteriorated.
The primary purpose of the Association, as set out in its official Bylaws and Charter, is to promote and enhance the legal protections afforded the claimants or litigants under DHHS, SSA, and OHA hearing processes and the Federal Administrative Procedure Act.
In its effort to accomplish this purpose, the Association has promoted opportunities for the continuing professional education and training of ALJs, and has presented seminars at ABA meetings, and in conjunction with the agency has participated
in presentation of recent training seminars for the ALJs under agency auspices. Additionally, the Association strives to promote and preserve a professional and judicial approach and attitude among its member Judges that will be conductive to
work of a professional nature, and to prevent subjection of the Judges to bureaucratic expediencies which are adverse and detrimental to the rights of the claimants
.or litigants.
The Association has sought, whenever possible, to improve the working relationships and promote mutual respect between the ALJs and administrative management personnel. It has attempted to provide information that will result in the improvement of working conditions of its members with regard to the utilization of
proper and dignified hearing space, adequate office space, and sufficient and appropriate professionals and clerical staff to enable its members to carry out their duties
and responsibilities.
The Association has a legislative committee that directs its efforts to work effectively in conjunction with the Congress of the United States, and government personnel agencies, as well as professional associations such as the ABA, ACUS, CALJ,
FALJ and the Federal Bar Association. By these efforts the Association works
toward the objective of providing and maintaining a fair and just appeals process to
the claimants seeking benefits under the provisions of the Social Security Act, and
the Social Security Trust Fund as well.
The affairs of the Association are directed by a ten-member Board of Directors,
consisting of one director from each of the ten regions of the country (elected by the
membership annually by region) and four executive officers, President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer (elected annually by the membership nationally).
The Association has in the past and will continue to work with members of your
Committee in efforts to resolve the issues you have raised.
The views we express here today as members of the Association reflect the positions taken by the Association on the issues you are studying. The three principal
issues we have outlined are significantly related in that they all cause adverse pressures on the ALJs. For reasons that will appear in our report to you, the issues are
timely, and this hearing is of critical importance.
HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM

Some background of the problems in the hearings and appeals process must be
understood before meaningful discussion of the current circumstances can take
place. For that reason we would like to take a few moments to capsulize the events
of the past that have led SSA to where it is today in its relationship with the ALJs.
Important events that have occurred in recent years must be considered. Because
of an increasing number of requests for hearings (since 1973) by claimants who were
dissatisfied with determinations by lower levels of SSA, lack of sufficient number of
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ALJs and a temporary loan of all SSA ALJs to the work of hearing cases for the
Labor Department in cases involving the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, a crisis
developed in the hearing system represented by a "backlog" of cases. Social Security
cases were taking longer to process at the hearing level. The backlog of cases
reached a critical point in 1975.
SSA hired management officials reputedly skilled in efficiency measures and
management control to increase the decisional output of the Judges. The bottom
line was that the decisional output of the Judges was just not enough to deal with
the numbers. The newly hired management officials instituted control measures
and programs designed to pressure the ALJs into issuing more decisions. Among
such programs were encouraging of writing form printed decisions, development
short-cuts, setting goals, and then quotas in hearing and case dispositions and gradual removal of the supervisory authority of the ALJs over the staff assigned to
them.
The effect of these programs and policies converted the appeals system into a production line. At first the ALJs, recognizing the crisis in the caseload, responded
without question to the pressures of management. But, as each plateau of production was reached, the goal or quota was increased. It became apparent that a real
interference with the duties and responsibilities of the ALJs was taking place and
the ALJs recognized it.
The adverse effects of improper management pressures such as setting goals
quotas in hearings and dispositions and assignment of staff and equipment on and
the
basis of an ALJ's production record are documented for all to see in a survey and
issue paper published in January, 1979, by the staff of the Subcommittee on Social
Security of the House Ways and Means Committee (96th Congress First Session
Committee Print WMCP: 96-2 Social Security Administrative Law Judges Survey
and Issue Paper). The conclusion of those hearings was that improper management
pressures had been brought to bear on the Administrative Law Judges, and those
pressures had adversely affected the fairness of the appeals process in that the quality of the hearing process was sacrificed for quantity.
Shortly after the report was issued the Associate Commissioner was replaced.
Other top management officials also were reassigned or departed government service.
In July, 1979, a civil action filed in 1977 by five ALJs seeking injunctive relief
from complained-of management practices was settled by court decree approving
settlement agreement with the defendant agency. The agency agreed to abide by
provisions of the APA and discontinue the complained-of practices in setting quotas
of hearings and decisions, failure to rotate cases, and other enumerated practices
which were interfering with the ALJs' ability to fairly hear and decide the cases
before them. Policy statements of the agency were issued in accordance with the
court order. (Bono, et al. v. United States of America, Social Security Administration, et al., U.S.D.C. W.D. Mo., 77-0819-CV-W-4)
Although that litigation had been commenced by five individual ALJs, the
ciation by resolution supported the principles of the litigation and contributed Assosubstantial financial support to defray the expenses of the litigation.
The agency had always defended its complained-of policies on the basis that without these improper pressures on the ALJs, they would not work hard enough, the
caseload would grow and the agency would not be able to accomplish its mission.
The months and years that followed the settlement of the litigation and the abandonment of the complained-of practices proved nothing was further from the truth.
The ALJs, free once again to properly perform their duties and responsibilities, increased their decisional output to a point where the "backlog" was ultimately gone,
and it was then referred to as a "workload" only.
The next crisis developed in OHA only after the SSA accelerated the mandated
Continuing Disability Investigation Program (CDI) by commencing it almost a year
earlier than mandated by Congress in the 1980 Bellmon Amendment. As the result
of thousands of people being taken off the disability rolls, the number of requests
for hearings before the ALJs jumped dramatically. It must be remembered that this
increase in requests for hearings occurred not because the ALJs failed to move the
cases rapidly enough or in sufficient numbers; it occurred because SSA, in its haste
to accelerate the CDI program to take people off the disability rolls and out of benefit status, was not adequately staffed or prepared to conduct such a crash program.
As the result of this ill-advised action of SSA, the number of requests were reported
for the year 1981 to be 281,737,320,000 in fiscal year 1982, and an all-time high of
363,533 in fiscal year 1983. Furthermore, civil actions filed in the Federal Courts
increased by 97 percent during fiscal year 1983 from 12,045 to 23,690. Court remands increased by 40.3 percent during fiscal year 1983, and reversals by the Feder-
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al Courts of decisions of the Secretary increased by 52 percent. Since 1977, when the
number was 193,657, only 61 ALJs had been added, for a total of 700 ALJs. Dividing
the caseload by the number of ALJs, it could be calculated that the cases on hand
per Judge at the close of 1981 was approximately 460.
The ALJs had expected a workload increase as the result of the accelerated program. Indeed, officials of OHA had issued memos warning of the forthcoming deluge
earlier in the year. Bracing themselves for the increased caseload, the ALJs were
additionally pressured by the issuance of a February, 1981, memorandum from the
Commissioner of Social Security advising that SSA had interpreted the Bellmon
Amendment to authorize them to select Judges on the basis of their high allowance
rates for special evaluation and "study" in order to permit the preparation of a
report to Congress by January of 1982.
The realization that Judges would be scrutinized on the basis of how many cases
they allowed was of extreme concern to many. In official memoranda the agency
even referred to the Judges to be studied as "targeted". At that time the President
of the Association and other ALJs attempted to arrange a meeting with the newly
appointed Secretary of HHS to offer assistance and information as to problems we
perceived with the announced review. Many ALJs were also concerned about a
series of newspaper articles that reported that high level SSA officials intended to
do away with the ALJ appeal system and replace it with hearing examiners housed
in the agency and more directly under their control and not under the protection of
the APA (Lambro Articles). The Lambro newspaper articles revealed a transition
report existed recommending the dismantling of the appeals system and replacement of it with another. (Efforts to obtain the so-called transition report from that
day to this by various ALJs and the Association under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act and otherwise proved totally futile.) If the report could be
obtained, it would shed more light on the reason for the problems that have been
developing in the appeals process and the attitude of the SSA toward the ALJs.
In July, 1981, a new Associate Commissioner was appointed. Louis B. Hays was
appointed to head the OHA. His first official written communication with the ALJs
was a memorandum issued July 21, 1981, wherein he expressed his pleasure with
being appointed to head OHA, and he ended it by advising the ALJs that they were
held in the lowest regard by SSA, the States, the Department, and the Federal Government. He went on to say, "We are perceived by many, rightly or wrongly, as
taking unreasonably different approaches to deciding cases, as having untenable reversal (allowance) rates, and being generally unaccountable for our actions. I believe
that you and I have a limited time to work together to correct these perceptions
before solutions are imposed upon us by outside forces beyond our control." The
memorandum added to concerns that the particulars of the Lambro articles were
accurate, and further accentuated an attitude that the ALJs were allowing too
many claims.
In October, 1981, Judge Charles Bono, President of the Association, appeared
before the Subcommittee on Social Security of the House Ways and Means Committee to address various issues with respect to proposed legislation to establish a
Social Security Court, and other issues including what measures could be taken to
deal with the crisis that was occurring again in the number of cases to be heard by
ALJs and resurrected management pressures that threatened the fairness of the
system once again. The Association presented a position paper outlining the concerns of the Association with respect to extreme pressures being visited once again
on the ALJs. In that position paper a recommendation was made that the ALJs be
removed from the control of the SSA, and that failing that, serious consideration be
given to amendment of the APA to include enforcement provisions that would guaranteee the ALJs freedom from interference by the agency with their duties and responsibilities to provide fair hearings. The position paper of the Association concluded with this statement: "This committee should be aware that continued friction between administrative law judges on the one had attempting to perform their official
sworn duty, and management officials managing the system on the basis of fiscal
and numerical considerations is extremely perilous to the fair hearings process."
The newly appointed Associate Commissioner, who had earlier testified at the
hearing, exemplified management's determination to revert to management by
numbers, when he projected to the Chairman of the Subcommittee his assurance
that he could achieve an average decisional output per judge of 45 decisions per
month by 1983. At that time such an assurance seemed to us to be wholly unrealistic and contrary to the interests of maintaining a fair hearing process, and still
does.
Once again the management officals of OHA embarked upon a program of pressure on the ALJs to make them do more and more, and reappearances of previously
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discarded objectionable management pressures occurred. Reports increased that
many of the provisions of the settlement agreement and the policies issued in accordance therewith were being openly violated by administration management officials. The Association passed resolutions objecting to the renewed pressure but they
were either rejected or ignored.
In the early part of 1982, reports were received that OHA was about to file
charges against various ALJs seeking their removal from government service on the
basis that they had not achieved a certain disposition rate. At a meeting held in
New Orleans, the Association inquired of the Associate Commissioner as to the reliability of such reports but he denied their veracity.
In April, 1982, charges were filed with the Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB) against several ALJs seeking their removal as ALJs on the basis of their
failure to achieve an acceptable level of performance in the number of decisions
they issued per month. Three of such Judges charged called on the association to
intervene in the proceedings on their behalf. The Association attempted to intervene on behalf of its members on the basis that the issues involved in the case
would directly affect the other ALJs in DHHS, but the Association was denied
status as a party and was permitted only to file amicus briefs at such time and on
such issues as determined by the Judge hearing the case. One of the cases has been
disposed of by the charged ALJ's acceptance of retirement status. The other two actions, MSPB Case Nos. HQ75218210014 and HQ75218210015 were correctly dismissed recently by the MSPB on the grounds that the agency had failed to prove its
case against these ALJs.
As things now stand in OHA, the ALJs have every reason to believe they are
being subjected to a rating and evaluation system by their agency, that a standard
of performance has been established for them by the agency and a quota in numbers
set. The fact that the agency has filed charges against certain ALJs and has officially circulated the recommended decision makes it abundantly clear that the SSA has
adopted a policy of rating and evaluating the performance of its ALJs contrary to
the specific provisions of the APA and the OPM Regulations. That this policy is
being directed and ordered by the Commissioner of Social Security is evidenced by
then Commissioner John Svahn's statements contained in the publication entitled
"Oasis" (an official publication of the Social Security Administration) in March,
1982, as follows:
". . . I think the hearings and appeals process is moving in the right direction.
Productivity of Administrative Law Judges is coming up a little bit. I think we have
a right to expect some standardization among our ALJs around the country, and to
expect a certain level of productivity."
If the quotas in numbers were not enough the problem is further compounded by
the agency's apparent determination to establish a system of rating and evaluating
individual ALJs on the basis of their "decisional defects". In a memorandum issued
September 24, 1982, the Associate Commissioner revealed a phase of SSA's operations called the "feedback system". Ostensibly as a second phase of the Bellmon
Amendment study, it purports to be a system whereby the individual ALJs studied
are advised of their "decisional weakness" and provided with "a mechanism for long
term improvement". Another part of the memorandum provides for a time table of
improvement. Failing improvement with certain steps and after training and counseling, the memo promises other action will be taken but it is not defined.
It is important to keep in mind that the largest group of ALJs under this so-called
"Bellmon Review" are those who are "targeted" Judges because of their high allowance rates, even though studies done by OHA Central Office staff showed serious
decisional errors by ALJs having low allowance rates.
This memorandum evoked even greater concern among the ALJs in HHS. Association efforts to make the Associate Commissioner appreciate the prohibited nature
of these announced actions and to persuade him to take remedial action proved useless. A mailgram was finally sent to the Associate Commissioner officially requesting him to withdraw the memo or correct it and to abandon the announced system.
It was sent on November 24, 1982. He did not respond to the mailgram.
Commencing in September, 1982, the Association was compelled to obtain legal
advice on the various developments in OHA and in the actions before the MSPB. As
matters progressed the Association retained Mr. Elliot L. Richardson of the firm of
Milbank, Tweed Hadley & McCloy, Washington, D.C. Based upon the legal advice of
that firm, The Association filed a civil action seeking injunctive relief from the actions of the agency as described above. (Association of Administrative Law Judges,
Inc. v. Margaret M. Heckler, et al., Civil Action No. 83-0124, United States District
Court for the District of Columbia.
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The action was filed in January, 1983. The defendant agency responded by challenging the authority and standing of the Association to bring such litigation. In
March, 1983, the Court issued an Order rejecting the defendant agency's challenge
to the Association's standing. A pretrial order issued in this case provided the
agency would suspend all complained-of actions regarding the "feedback system" of
the Bellmon review study and that the agency would not file any charges with
MSPB on the basis of "inefficiency" pending further proceedings. Trail of this
action was started on February 28, 1984, and ended on March 13, 1984. Evidence at
this trail showed that the Bellmon Feedback Program had developed into a full plan
to eliminate the targeted ALJs from federal service. (See Document 2 attached
hereto.)
Furthermore, the evidence showed that Associate Commissioner Hays' Performance Plan (his contract under the Senior Executive Service) from April 1, 1982 to
September 30, 1982, included the following provision: ". . . One result of these steps

will be some reduction in the ALJ allowance rate." (emphasis added) (See Document
3 attached hereto.) His Performance Plan from October 1, 1982 to September 30,
1983, included the following language: ". . . One result will be some further reduction in the ALJ allownace rate." (emphasis added) (See Document 4 attached
hereto.)
The sole defense offered in this case by the defendants was that no ALJ had been
fired or had his pay cut, and that no one had been hurt. The great weight of all the
evidence has shown that many claimants unable to defend themselves have been
wrongly treated and have been denied due process of law by this Administration.
(Mental Health Association of Minnesota v. Heckler, 554 F.Supp. 157, 720 F.2d 965
(8th Circuit 1983); City of New York, et al. v. Heckler, U.S. District Court, E. District
of New York, No. CV-83-0457, 1/11/84; Slay v. Heckler, U.S. District Court, N. District of Alabama, Middle Div., No. CV-83-AR-0182-M. 12/28/83.
With the background given, it is appropriate to treat in more specific detail the
issue of allegations that ALJs have been subject to improper pressure by the Social
Security Administration as our first topic upon which we will focus our testimony.
1. IMPROPER PRESSURES

At the present, management pressures to influence the number of decisions issued
by ALJs each month and the percentage of those cases allowed and denied take
many forms. Specific examples of such pressures include the following management
practices:
(1) Establishing and maintaining an elaborate and costly statistical tracking
system which records individuals ALJs performance by personal identifier on a
monthly basis, including the number of hearings held per month, the number of decisions issued per month, the number of allowances issued per month, the number
of dismissals issued per month and the percentage of allowances per month, all for
the purpose of ranking, rating, and evaluating the performance of individuals ALJs
in comparison with national averages;
(2) Using such information as a basis of praising and rewarding certain judges
who produce a high number of decisions as compared with national averages, without regard to quality, justness, fairness, or how well-considered or accurate those
decisions might be or how adequately the evidentiary record is developed;
(3) Using such information and statistics in determining a standard of performance for ALJs and whether an individual ALJs performance is acceptable to the
agency;
(4) Punishing or disfavoring those ALJs who fail to meet quantity standard or
quotas of cases to be heard and decided, by refusing to assign them adequate staff
while giving perference to other ALJs in availability of staff and improved word
processing equipment;
(5) Making travel authority contingent on scheduling a specified number of cases
in a given period of time;
(6) Establishing quantitative standards of performance for professional staff members (attorney advisors) who are charged with the duty and responsibility to assist
the ALJ in the preparation of cases and issuance of decisions, contrary to the
exempt status that such professionals are entitled to in order to permit them to do a
quality job;
(7) Establishing unreasonable and arbitrary quantitative standards of performance for other staff members to whom the ALJ must delegate the function of proper
preparation and development of a case file for hearing;
(8) Selecting individual ALJs for special study, evaluation and counseling on the
basis of the number of claims they allow and advising all ALJs that judges who
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allow more claims than the national average are more "decisionally defective" than
judges who allow less claims, and virtually ignoring those ALJs with low allowance
rates;
(9) Establishing a rating and evaluation system of ALJs selected under the Bellmon review on the basis of their allowance rates by and through management officials and announcing that management officials would be making determinations as
to the overall judicial performance of the selected ALJs, counseling them, advising
them in correcting their "defective judicial performance", and taking other action if
they do not "improve";
(10) Establishing illegal, unannounced, unauthorized, arbitary, and capricious performance standards for ALJs in terms of average monthly dispositions;
(11) Initiating actions to remove ALJs with the MSPB in violation of the official
regulations of the Office of Personnel Management and the APA;
(12) Issuing low production warning letters to ALJs who fail to meet certain levels
of production and advising them that further action will be taken if they do not
increase their production;
(13) Advising certain ALJs that they were allowing too large a percentage of
claims, and that they must reduce the percentage of claims they are allowing;
(14) The reconfiguration of hearing office staff there by removing support staff
from the supervision of an ALJ;
(15) Establishing productivity quotas for support staff in order to put pressure on
the ALJ to hold more hearings and issue more decisions; and
(16) The establishment of a program to prevent the ALJ from using his trained
Hearing Assistant (hearing reporter) and requiring him to use an untrained hearing
reporter at hearings held outside his assigned office.
The effects of these pressures are obviously adverse. ALJs who have grown tired
of the constant state of crisis perpetuated by such improper management pressure
are leaving OHA and seeking employment in other agencies that permit them to
have the decisional independence guaranted by the APA. Those who do not have
the alternative of leaving and cannot accept the interference visited on them are
forced to spend inordinate amounts of time in registering protests to the various
management pressures and in attempts to mitigate the adverse effect on the fairness of the hearings they hold and the decisions they issue.
The AL~s who have been charged on the basis of unofficial and illegal standards
of performance before the MSPB are exhausting their physical and financial resources in defending themselves. The Association has been required by the intolerable state of affairs to hire attorneys in Washington, D.C., and file action in the
United States District Court for an injunction and declaratory judgment to prevent
the continuance of these improper pressures. The costs to the individual members of
the Association and to the Association have been great, both in money and in
morale.
An independent survey was mailed to 728 ALJs in the DHHS for completion and
return in the latter part of 1982. Sixty-nine percent of those ALJs surveyed responded (an unusually high rate of response and indicative of the strong feelings of the
majority of the ALJs). Seventy percent of the ALJs indicated they believed there
was agency pressure on them to disallow claims. Sixty-nine percent admitted that
the quality of their decisions has suffered because of management pressure to dispose of more cases. Ninety-two percent disagreed with and opposes any quota or
evaluation system by the agency. Seventy-seven percent supported the establishment of an independent administrative review commission, and eighty-three percent
supported the concept of a separate corps of ALJs.
The results of this survey totally contradict continuing representations being
made by SSA in the past few years that the apparent unrest and dissatisfaction in
the appeals process is attributable to only a few dissatisfied or complaining ALJs.
Quite the contrary is true.
II.-NON-ACQUIESCENCE

This policy does have a significant adverse effect on the ability of the ALJs in
DHHS to apply the Social Security Act and the Regulations, because it prohibits the
ALJs from taking into consideration interpretations of the Social Security Act and
the Regulations by the Federal Courts. This policy is not compatible with well established principles of American Jurisprudence. Practically speaking, it results in the
relitigation of claims upon Court remand with unneeded additional costs, and also
causes similar cases to be appealed that would not have been had the ALJ been free
to apply the law as interpreted by the Federal Courts.
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In many instances ALJs are required, in following such nonacquiesence policies,
to deny meritorious claims that they know will be allowed upon appeal to a United
States District Court or remanded for rehearing. The policy permits the SSA to totally ignore the interpretations of the law as announced by the Federal Courts in all
but the actual case decided. It permits the agency to continue to enforce its policies
and interpretations of the law, even when there is clear indication from the Federal
Courts that such policies and interpretations are contrary to the law.
The objectionable features of this policy which adversely affect the ability of ALJs
to provide fair hearing are as follows:
(1) Such policy prohibits the ALJ from applying the law to the facts of the particular case before him, as interpreted by the Federal Courts in the regions in which
he hears cases;
(2) If the ALJ ignore the interpretations of the Federal Court and applies the
policy of nonacquiescence, the case will most likely be remanded on appeal to the
United States District Court whose interpretations have been ignored with the
result that the case is required to be heard and decided twice, instead of once;
(3)If the ALJ ignores the nonacquiescence policy of the SSA and applies the interpretations of the Federal Court to the facts of the case, chances are that on review
by the Appeals Council (a body of 14 non-APA members sitting in Washington) his
decision will be vacated and the case remanded to him with instructions to retry the
case and apply the policy of the SSA to the exclusion of the interpretations of the
Courts on that particular issue of law.
The Federal Courts have recognized the difficult position in which this places the
ALJ and have indicated the danger of such a policy. In the case of George W Hillhouse v. Patricia Roberts Harris, Secretary of Health and Human Services, 547
F.Supp. 88, 715 F.2d 428 (1983), the District court recognized the difficulty for the
ALJ in stating:
"The court realizes that ALJs are in an awkward position. They are trying to
serve two masters: The courts and the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
The task is not easy . . ."
The Court went on to quote from Marbury v. Madison, I Cranch 137, 177 (1803):
"It is, emphatically the province and the duty of the judicial department, to say
what the law is." then added, ". . . and the Secretary will ignore that principle at
his peril."
The case was affirmed on appeal by the Eighth Circuit with the following language:
"Although we need not decide the issue in this case, we note the Secretary continues to operate under the belief that she is not bound by district or circuit court decisions. In its findings the Appeals Council states, 'the Secretary is bound only by the
provisions of the Social Security Act, regulations and rulings, and by United States
Supreme Court decisions. A district or circuit court decision is binding only in the
specific case it decides.' 547 F.Supp. at 92 (emphasis added).
"In a similar controversy with the National Labor Relations Board the Third Circuit discussed the precedential value of circuit court opinions on administrative
agencies:
"A decision by this court, not overruled by the United States Supreme Court, is a
decision of the court of last resort in this federal judicial circuit. Thus our judgments * * * are binding on all inferior courts and litigants in the Third Judicial
Circuit, and also on administrative agencies when they deal with matters pertaining
thereto."
In a concurring opinion, Judge McMillan stated:
"While I concur wholly in everything said in the majority opinion, I think more is
needed to be expressed. I have no wish to invite a confrontation with the Secretary.
Yet, if the Secretary persists in pursuing her nonacquiescence in this circuit's decisions, I will seek to bring contempt proceedings against the Secretary both in her
official and individual capacities."
The policy of nonacquiescence is also objectionable separate and apart from considerations of the extreme adverse effects it has on the ability of an ALJ to peform
the duties and functions of his office. It is also ill-advised and objectionable for the
following reasons:
(1) It ignores the rule of Stare Decisis upon which American Jurisprudence is
based;
(2) It threatens the balance of powers among the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Branches of the government by permitting the Executive Branch to ignore the
laws of the land and the intent of Congress as interpreted by the judiciary;
(3) It denies equal protection of the laws to claimants, since only those with the
persistence and financial ability to appeal their cases to the United States District
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Court receive the benefit of the Court's interpretation of the laws passed by Congress;
(4) It is totally repugnant to the duty and responsibility of ALJs who, as lawyers,
members of the bar, and Judges, are sworn to uphold the law of the land as enacted
by Congress and interpreted by the Courts;
(5) It results in relitigation of cases at great administrative cost to the American
taxpayer; and
(6) It unjustifiably delays claimants in receiving benefits they ultimately are entitled to when the cases reach the Federal Courts, when they should have received
justice in the administrative proceedings without the cost and emotional hardship
caused by appealing cases to the United States District Court.
111.-RULINGS (POMS)

Recently, the Social Security Administration has issued Social Security Rulings as
a method of establishing a single set of standards or criteria of disability to be applied by all components of the Social Security Administration, including the Administrative Law Judges. These Rulings incorporate policies of the Social Security Administration establishing standards of disability not found in the Social Security
Act, nor in the officially published Regulations of the Secretary. These rulings are
for the most part conversions of the previous Social Security Program Operation
Manual System Part 4 (POMS). Whereas those standards and criteria were previously applicable only at the lower levels of determination in the Social Security Administration, the issuance of them as Rulings makes them binding and applicable at
all levels.
The POMS contains the standards which led to the "horror stories" of disabled
individuals arbitrarily purged from the Social Security disability rolls widely publicized by newspaper headlines such as: "In the New Rush for Budget Savings, a Life
is Trampled"; "Death Drops Curtain on Fight to Keep Benefits"; "Government Sued
Over Suicide"; "Social Security Pulls Wheelchair Out From Under Some Cripples";
"Life Lost in Social Security Numbers Game"; "Shame! Death by Regulation and
Other Social Security Tragedies"; "Witnessing the Worst Thing Social Security Has
Done."
These headlines represent only a few of those being seen throughout the country.
Congress passed legislation recently to enable the claimants to financially survive
while they follow the appeals process and hopefully have their benefits restored, but
the new Rulings attempt; to assure that such "horror stories" will not be reversed
by ALJs in the future.
In several areas these Rulings are substantially more restrictive in defining the
elements of disability than the Social Security Act or the Regulations of the Secretary. For example, 20 CFR 404.1520 provides a disabled individual must have a
severe impairment which significantly limits his physical or mental ability to do
basic work activities. SSR 82-55 specifically lists medical conditions that are deemed
to be "not severe" and not expected to produce symptoms of severe and prolonged
pain. Listed impairments include osteoarthritis corroborated by x-ray findings with
symptoms of pain and stiffness of lumbar or cervical spine or major joints and minimal findings on physical examination, traumatic fracture of a vertebral body with
loss of less than 50 percent height of vertebra without significant physical findings
or neurologic abnormalities, excision of lumbar disc with no ongoing significant
motor abnormalities or significant abnormal physical findings, colostomy with
proper function of stoma and nutrition adequately maintained, and IQ of 80 or
greater. The list is blatently arbitrary and artificial, and obviously designed to tighten the definition of disability. In effect they require the ALJ to ignore symptoms of
pain, even if significant medical conditions exist, and to ignore court decisions
which require the assessment of pain absent supporting medical evidence.
SSR 82-30 specifically sets out the residual functional capacity which should be
found attendant to specified physiclal conditions. Regulations of the Secretary, 20
CFR 404.1546, specifically provides that the determination of residual functional capacity rests with the ALJ or the Appeals Council. Application of the previously
mentioned SSR 82-30 results in the determination being made, not by the ALJ who
hears the testimony and reviews the evidence, but by an artificial set of standards
predetermined by some unnamed person who concluded that a claimant with certain conditions will always have certain capacities. In effect, the Ruling takes from
the ALJ the decisional independence to decide the residual functional capacity.
The above are examples of but a few of the substantive defects in these Rulings.
The issuance of these Rulings is also procedurally defective in that the requirements
of the APA with respect to the publication of Regulations by agencies have been
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ignored. The conversion of the POMS into binding Rulings was accomplished without publication for public comment, as required by the APA, and represents a serious erosion of the public participation principle.
Advanced copies were sent to the Association for comment. Inadequate time was
given to circulate the proposed Rulings to all officers and members of the Board,
study them, and reply. Additional time was requested but denied. As a result, the
Rulings were published without benefit of any comments or objections the Association or the ALJs might have had. Even had the Association been given more time,
the major defect of the procedure in issuing these Rulings was that it deprived the
public of its right to oppose such codifications of policy.
CONCLUSION

The fairness of the appeals process in the Office of Hearings and Appeals has
been seriously compromied by improper pressures for production at the expense of
quality, by improper pressures to deny claims, by enforcement of a policy of nonacquiescence in court decisions unfavorable to the SSA, and by issuance of Rulings
which conflict with the Act and Regulations, more strictly define disability, and
reduce the discretion of the ALJs.
The question remains, how do we effectively reverse the trend and restore fairness to the system? The Association for its part has in the past attempted to resolve
the problems by passing resolutions of protest, doing its best to bring to the attention of the administration the dangerous nature of the management initiatives, and
when all else failed, seeking relief in the United States District Court in Washington, D.C. The Association attempted to intervene in the MSPB proceedings as a directly affected party on behalf of all ALJs in HHS, but was denied intervenor status
and permitted only to file a brief as "amicus curiae". Now it waits for injunctive
relief, which may or may not come soon, if at all. Although these actions by the
Association are burdens willingly carried because of the vital principles at stake it
is unfair to the Association and the individual ALJs to expect them to remedy these
serious problems alone.
Even should the Association be successful in court, there is no guarantee that a
court decree will solve the problem for long. Court decrees have been entered before
but the agency has refused to comply with the dictates of the court decree, or the
specific provisions of the APA, or the official Regulations of the Office of Personnel
Management. For that reason, the Association has offered to provide assistance and
information to various members of Congress who are considering proposing legislation to create an Administrative Review Commission and other measures to remove
the ALJs from the dominion of the agency and restore to them the ability to perform their duties and functions in an atmosphere of decisional independence.
The Association has previously indicated its support for a unified corps concept
that would place all ALJs in one unified corps separate and apart from the agencies
whose cases come before them. On May 12, 1983, Senator Heflin of Alabama introduced Senate Bill S. 1275 and we concur in the objective of that legislation. Senator
Pryor of Arkansas has introduced S. 1911 which is an Administrative Review Commission Bill pertaining only to the Judges in the Department of Health and Human
Services which would establish an independent forum of ALJs in the Department of
Health and Human Services. That Bill would separate the Office of Hearings and
Appeals from the Social Security Administration and redesignate it as an independent review commission responsible for hearing all DHHS cases. This action would be
consistent with the organizational structure in other agencies utilizing ALJs and
would inclur no additional cost to the government. The status of that proposed legislation is not clear at the time of this presentation, but we have hopes that such
measures will find some support and move forward.
Although the APA exists and there are official Regulations of the Office of Personnal Management that would seemingly prohibit what is happening, the sad truth
is that the ALJs have no protection. The written provisions of the APA and the
Regulations of the Office of Personnel Management seem to have no effect without
appropriate legislation to establish meaningful enforcement provisions.
In closing, we would urge these Committees to strongly consider immediate legislative action that will fill the need for protection of the decisional independence of
the Administrative Law Judges in the Social Security Administration from further
erosion. It is needed to assure the Administrative Law Judges that they will be
granted the latitude and authority to carry out the duties and responsibilities of
their positions as Administrative Law Judges pending ultimate separation from the
agency.
Documents in support of this statement and referred to herein are attached.
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Thank you for your time and attention today.
AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY THOMASSON, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE IN CHARGE,
FORT

SMITH, AR

Comes Jerry Thomasson, after being duly sworn upon oath, and states:
1. I am an Administrative Law Judge employed by the Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.
2. I am a member of the Association of Administrative Law Judges within the
Department of Health and Human Services.
3. In my position as Administrative Law Judge, I am also the Administrative Law
Judge In Charge of the Fort Smith, Arkansas, Hearing Office.
4. I have been subject to harassment and intimidation since December 1981. In
December 1981, Don Prezbylinski, a special assistant to Louis B. Hays, Associate
Commissioner of the Office of Hearings and Appeals, appeared at my office without
notice. He advised me he had been sent by Mr. Hays to conduct an investigation of
the office and further advised me that there would be no peace in the Fort Smith
office until the Administrative Law Judges in the Fort Smith office had satisfied
Martha McSteen, Regional Commissioner of the Dallas Region of the Social Security
Administration, that our reversal rate had been substantially reduced.
5. In January 1982, I was summoned to Washington for "continuing education,"
and while in Washington I was advised by Bill Levere, a management employee of
the Office of Hearings and Appeals, that a reversal rate of 45 to 55 percent was
acceptable and that the reversal rate of the Fort Smith office, and particularly my
reversal rate, was unacceptable.
6. I was again summoned to Washington in May 1982, and during my visit
Washington I was required to sit in four one week of training with a new class to
of
Administrative Law Judges. In a conversation with Irwin Friedenberg, Deputy Chief
Administrative Law Judge, Judge Friedenberg stated:
"There must be something wrong in the Fort Smith Hearing Office with so many
people being paid."
7. From August 17, 1981, until July 1, 1982, I was under 100 percent review by the
Appeals Council. This means that every decision, whether it be an affirmation, reversal or dismissal, was reviewed by the Appeals Council. This was subject to Order
by Chief Judge Philip T. Brown. A copy of Judge Brown's Order is attached as Exhibit 1.

8. On August 27, 1982, I was notified by Judge Brown that I had been removed
from 100 percent review by the Appeals Council and placed under "Bellmon Amendment" review (Exhibit 2). This means that all reversal decisions have been reviewed
by the Appeals Council pursuant to section 304 of Public Law 96-265, commonly
known as the Bellmon Amendment. A copy of this Public Law is attached as Exhibit 3. The Bellmon Amendment provided for ongoing review of decisions by Administrative Law Judges, but the Appeals Council adopted a policy of reviewing only reversal decisions wherein the Administrative Law Judge granted benefits to a claimant as opposed to a denial decision issued by an administrative Law Judge. I am
convinced that 100 percent of my reversal decisions have been reviewed by the Appeals Council and my reason for this belief is contained in a memorandum from
Louis B. Hays to all Administrative Law Judges, dated September 24, 1982. A copy
of this memorandum is attached as Exhibit 4.
9. In October, 1982, I was attending a Management Seminar in Dallas, Texas,
wherein I was told by Harold Adams, Regional Chief Administrative Law Judge,
that "the congressman may be happy with the reversal rate in the Fort Smith
Hearing Office, but I can assure you that no one else is". In my conversation with
Judge Adams, he indicated that there was serious thought in Washington being
given to closing the Fort Smith Hearing Office.
10. On December 29, 1982, Phillip T. Brown, Chief Administrative Law Judge, directed a letter to me which states:
"As you know, Section 304 of PL 96-265, generally referred to as the
Amendment, requires an ongoing review of ALJ decisions. In its review, theBellmon
AC has
taken its own motion action in a number of decisions you recently issued. Essentially, the problems identified concern or are related to your evaluation of 'disability'.
"We firmly believe that a system of timely information feedback is an effective
training device to assist an ALJ in mastering claims adjudication policies, procedures, and techniques. You will be contacted in the near future by the Regional
Chief Administrative Law Judge concerning an informational session in which the
identified problems will be discussed. Deputy Chief ALJ Irwin Friedenberg will be
present at the meeting.
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"Our objectives are to provide individual guidance and to improve the overall
quality and consistency of the decision making process. Peer counseling is a fundamental part of achieving these goals."
11. Following the receipt of this document I directed a letter to Judge Brown
asking him for his statutory authority for the "peer counseling" as provided in his
December 29, 1982, letter. To date Judge Brown has not responded although Judge
Brown has received the letter. A copy of the letter, as well as a copy of the return
receipt, are attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
12. On January 10, 1983, I was advised that I will be expected to appear in Dallas,
Texas, on January 19 or January 20, 1983, for the purpose of "peer counseling", and
the "peer counseling" will be conducted by Regional Chief Administrative Law
Judge Harold Adams and Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge Irwin Friedenberg. I am convinced that the current directive to attend the peer counseling is an
action to harass me and is intended to affect my decisional independence, and the
sole reason is to cause me to allow fewer claims. This violates my decisional independence and my rights as provided for by the Administrative Procedure Act as
codified in Title V of the United States Code.
This statement is given me on this 11th day of January, 1983.
JERRY THOMASSON,

Administrative Law Judge.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January, 1983.
CATHY A. HICKS,

Notary Public.
My commission expires July 8,1990.
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r.n:

Office of the Chief Administrative Law Judge

Stibjeci:

Appeals Council Review of ALJ Decisions--ACTION

To:

Administrative Law Judge in Charge
Administrative Law Judges
Fort Smjth Hearing Office
During the visit of the Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge in
December 1980, collectively you advised him that you would consider
Appeals Council review of your decisions an appropriate manner in
which your adjudicatory practices could be evaluated. The Appeals
Council, effective August 17, 1981, will review all decisions of
ALJs in the Ft. Smith office.
Effective for decisions issued August 17. 1981 and until further notice
you should begin the following procedures to effect this process:
Forward all (i.e., Dismissals, Affirmations, Partial
or FullyFavorable Allowances) claim files with
cassettes to:
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Social Security Administration
Post Office Box 1207
Arlington, Virginia 22210
You can be assured that your decisions will be handled expeditiously
and that any delay in effectuating a favorable decision will be held
to a minimum.

Phief Adm.Brown
Chief Administrative Law Judge
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Flom:

Chief Administrative Law Judge

Subjeet:

Ongoing Review Directed by Section 304(g) of P.L . 96-265 -- ACTION

To:

-

Jerry K. Thomasson
Administrative Law Judge In-Charge
Fort Smith, AR

PURPOSE
cases to
This is to advise you of new procedures to follow in referring your
notice,
Central Office for review. Effective September 1 and until further
11and concurrent
you should forward only your reversal decision cases involving title
Amendment.
disability issues to the Office'of Appraisal for review under the Bellmon
cases
All other types of reversal cases, as well as affirmation and dismissal
instructions.
should be processed routinely, in accordance with the OHA Handbook
all
The following instructions should be follovwed by your staff in releasing
disability.
your favorable title 11and concurrent cases involving the issue of
disability
These instructions apply poly to disability issue reversal cases. If
compensation
was not at issue in the hearing decision, for example, if workmen's
not contingent
was
entitlement
whose
child
offset or entitlement of a dependent
should
on his/her being disabled, etc., was the issue in the decision, that case
not be referred to OHA.
INSTRUCTIONS
1.

2.

cases
Partially and fully favorable title 11and concurrent disability issue
mailing
are to be processed in the normal manner through the issuance and
of the hearing decision.
The case control instructions outlined in the OHA Case Control System
coding
Manual for the posting of the HA-670 control card and the SSA-6J2
sheet will be followed in these cases; enter location code 5950 in "CTT"
Location
action.
335
the
on
sheet
on both the control card and the coding
selected
code 5950 will flag the Case Control System that the case has been
for Bellmon review. (Note: In some concurrent cases, a reversal decision
both
for
instruction
may be issued on only one part. Follow the above
parts). All cases referred to Central Office for this review, must include
the appropriate copies of the HA-670 control card in the claim file(s).
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3.

Hearing cassettes are to remain with the clahn folder in the cassette
envelope for all cases referred to Central Office for this review. The
cassette(s) are to be placed in the title II folder in concurrent cases.
(AMSARS procedures now being piloted experimentally in selected locations
will not apply in these instances). The cassette(s) must be sent with
the claim file.

4.

Routing of title If only cases: A form HA-5051 is to be stapled to the outside
of the claim folder directing it to its normal effectuating component. On top of
this route slip (HA-5051) to the effectuating component, staple a form HA-505
directing the claim folder to OHA, P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210.

S.

Routing of concurrent cases: The two claim folders are to be split and
set-up for release in the normal manner, with appropriate photocopies
placed in the SSI folder. Prepare a form HA-5051 for each folder, directing
it to the proper effectuating component, and staple it to that folder.
Use rubber bands to keep both the title 11and SSI folders together with
the title 11 folder on top for sending to CO. Please do not staple them.
Prepare a route slip, form HA-505, directing the combined files to OHA,
P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210, and staple it on top of the HA-505;
to the effectuating component on the title 11 file. Release the files together
as indicated above to Central Office. Further routing to the appropriate
effectuating components will be done, based on your pre-prepared HA5051 route slips.

6.

The person(s) in the office responsible for releasing the folders will complete
a HO/ALJ Report (see copy attached) for each case or group of cases
he/she is referring to OHA. Care should be taken to make sure that
these reports are legible. Please supplement the attached forms with
photocopies until you receive a printed supply. The HO/ALJ Report
is to be released at the same time the folder or folders are released.
The HO/ALJ Report is to be mailed to: OHA, Office of Appraisal, Attn:
Margie David, P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210. The envelope should
carry a DO NOT OPEN IN MAILROOM annotation. A HO/ALJ Report
should accompany every case or group of cases mailed to CO.

7.

All applicable cases and HO/ALJ Repoits referred to above must be
forwarded immediately upon release of the decision. If several decisions
are released at the same time, then those cases may be grouped for mailing
on the same day. Otherwise, do not hold a case for group mailing to
Central Office, send it alone with a report.

8.

Post decision correspondence'is to be handled in accordance with present
instructions.

I appreciate your cooperation in this matter. If you have agy questions regarding
these instructions, please contact Margie David at FTS 235-1814.

Philipt
Attachment
cc:
RCALJ

. Brown
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31, la7F, is s,:ill.-d to
.s.!r
01.5. :ss of l. s.
id' In -y e:.v.e in olsish .ny pss.
lecrizt pen'ion undcr s.rtion 521, SJ1 or 642 of tilts :38 Ussil,-d SqtatssC-te or
-n-iun Act of 1]59, elsctn (in assosd.,ns-e vsilh
usdvr eetiin !l'bt of the V\'sts:.-ss'
.ul-,stiun taxI) or Ost. u, otitiut.isle) isfore Oclule-r 1. 1479, to reieir pes-itsn
undtr such s-eliun as in effect after Des-seber 31, 29798the Adminivtrutor of
o an asnoun esquatto the ancount by l-ich
Vvi- tans' Affairs shall pay to such p rson
the em-unt of tension bsen'fsts such person vould nave received had su-1h election
tan m:.dc on January 1, 1979, exceeds the amount of pension Isnefitr actually paid
to such person for the period iseginning on January 1, 1979, and ending on the date
preceding the date of such election.
(e) Whenever there is an increase ussder subsections (aX31and fbX4l in the annual
income limitations with resp.-ct to persuns being paid pension under sulshsrelions
ta02) and (bX3) the Administrator of Veterans Affairs shall publish such annual
income limitations as increased pursuant to such Fubsections, sn the Federal Register at the sam.e time as the material rreuired by section 2)1iX2XD) of the Social
S-rurity Act is published by reason of a determination under section 215(i) of such
Act.

inl-teal Refre.s... e-Social Security Act § 1133(aXI) cites § 306 of the Veterans
assd Survivors Pension Improvement Act of 1978 and Social Security Ad §2l5(iX4)
has a footnote referring to this public law.]
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF 1980
P.L. 96-265, Approved June 9, 1980 (94 Stat 441)
Scc. 1. (42 U.SC. 1305 note] This Act may be cited as the "Social Security
Disability Amendments of 1980".

SEc.201.
(el [42 U.S.C. 3282h note] The Secretary shall provide for separate accounts vith
respect to the benefits payable by reason of the amendments made by subsections
(a) and (b) so as to provide for evaluation of the effects of such amendsnents on the
programs established by titles 11, XVI, XIX, and XX of the Social Security Act.
SEc. 304.'
tt ([42 U S.C. 421 note] The SecretAry of Health and Hum.an Sersires shall
by
implement a program of rcsieving on his own motion, decisions resdered
Social
administrative lass judges as a result of hearings under section 22t(d) of the
progress.
his
on
1]
)9iS2,
January
by
Security Act, and shall report to the Congress
li) (42 U S.C. 421 note] The Secretary of Health and Human Serices shall
submit to the t'4ngress by July 1 l3tS0 a detailed plan on hosehe e-pects to 2-some
the functions and operations of a State disability detersoination unit "hen this
becomes necessary under the amendments made by this section, and hou he intends
plan
to meet the requirements of section 22)(bX3) of the Social Security Act. Such
should asesume the uninterrupted operation of the disability determination function
any
If
function.
such
out
carry
to
personnel
qualified
and the utilieation of the best
amendment of Federal la. or regulation is required to carey out such plan. recom.
report
the
in
included
be
should
amendment
mendations for ruch
OENNEEJT CLA)SSS
OtT5ONx
TIME LMvsITATIONS FOR DtOOi

SEc. 30S. [42 U SC. 401 nsteJ The Secreltr) of Healh and Human Serei's's shall
the
a report recosvmssemsding
submit to the Congress, no liter than July , 1)9S80
estz.blichbent of appropriate time limitations governing dec-sions on cs.ims for
specifically
shall
report
Such
Act.
Ienefits under title II of the Social Security
recommend(ll the na2sisnum period of time (after application for a pa3ysnentunder such
title is filedt ithin v-hich the initial decision of the Secretary as to the rights of
the applicant should be made;
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Arsociate Commissi oner
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Description of the Bellmon Own-Motion Review Program - fIIFORMATION
All Administrative Law Judges

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide you with an overview of the
Belm..cn review as it is now functioning end the results of the review.
The ongoing review of hearing decisions under the Belrmon Amendment is
intended to promote greater consistency and accuracy by identifying and
correcting those decisions that do not comply with the applicable provisions
of the law, regulations and Rulings. Under the Bellmon review program,
the Appeals Council, on its own motion, formally reviews ALJ decisions that
do not appear to be correct and,, where the decision is incorrect, either reverses
the ALJ's decision or remands thd case to the AL] for further proceedings.
(For a more complete description of the procedures used by the Appeals Council,
see Social Security Ruling 82-13 published in the January 1982 compilation
of the Rulings.) This program results from Congressional concerns about
the high overall percentage of cases allowed at the hearing level, the wide
variance in allowance rates among individual ALls, the fact that only AIJ
decisions denying benefits were generally subject to further review, and the
inconsistencies noted in decision-making at the different adjudicatory levels.
The initial phase of the pre-effectuation ongoing review program, which started
October 1, 1981, was limited to approximately seven and one-half percent
of all Title D and Title fl/XVI concurrent disability allowance decisions issued
by a group of hearing offices (HOs) and individual ALJs selected on the basis
of allowance rates of 70 percent orhigher, and 74 percent or higher, respectively.
Allowance rates were used as the basis for selecting the initial review group,
=:
both because of Congressional intent and because studies had shown that
.ecism.n: in this group would be the most likely to contain errors which ivould
otherwise go uncorrected.

Rather than reviewing all disability allowance

decisions produced by these HOs/ALIJs, a decision was made to review half
of the group's allowance decisions in order to increase the total number of
AlWs under review and thereby enhance the overall effectiveness of the review.
The initial selection procedure was designed to yield a group of hearing decisions
for review which were likely to be among the most error prone and thus to
make the most efficient use of resources while correcting the greatest number
of faulty hearing decisions.
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Wof AL.
On Aril I, the rellmon rovie :ns C-; -ged lo ,: e IS pe
dissebiity allo ance decisions, and the case sel-ction cr ite-ia for the etlilnon
program were redesigned and expsnded.n deder this expansion, the group
of ALJs selected on the basis of high 81aowance rates is jus, one of several /
components of the review. A national random sample of ALJ allowances, V
without regard to any ALJ's allowance rate, now accounts for 25 pe-rcent
of the total reviewed cases. The expanded BeDmon review also includes casesv/
identified and referred to the Appeals Council by the Office of Disability
Operations (ODO). I-naddition, a review of decisions from new AL~s is included
in the program. One other change has been to remove entire hearing cffices
from the review.
The following is a summary of the four aspects of the BeUrnon review:
o

Random Sample - A national random sainple of allo.:;rce decisions
accounts for 25 percent of the Beimon cases. These cases are
randomly selected and sent to OHA from ODO prior to effectuation.
Data from this part of the Bellmon review is especially important
as a baseline for comparison with information from the review
of individual ALJs. It is also an important means of providing
feedback on the quality of decisions to all A Ws and will aid in
identifying areas where policy clarification or training is needed.

o

New ALJs - The decisions from new ALJs are reviewed until it
is determined that each AlJ's work is satisfactory. I.: .:.;
of new ALJs is useful in determining the effectiveness of tie
UJ training program, and it enEblts us to take remedial action,
if necessary, at the most opportune stage in an Alms development.

o

ODO Protests - Disability examiners in ODO are reviewing a sample
of ALJ allowances prior to effectuation as part of a pilot project.
If a disability examiner believes there is a substantive disability
issue in the case which does not comport with the law and regulations,
the claim file is referred to OHA and made part of the Bellmon
review. The Appeals Council foliows standard procedures in deciding
whether or not to take own motion.

o

Individual AWs - During the initial phase of the ongoing review,
data were vollected on own motion rates (the fr.equ.ncy that the
Appeals Council takes action to correct an ALJ decision). Based
on these data, AI~s are divided into four groups - those on 100 percent
review, 75 percent review, 50 percent-review and 25 percent review.
Generally, as AI~s' own motion rates decline, their level of review
also decreases. Continuing modifications are made in the group
of AWs under review and the level of review for individual Alws.
One hundred-six ALJs are included in this portion of the Bealmon .

*

review.
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.:- ouh the ellovuane rate is the basis fo. selection of individu_ As for
:,at portion of the review, this factor receives ro consideration in delerrnining
whether '- emove ALIs from review. Decisional accuracy is the sole critcr.?-,
which we have defined as a five percent own motion rate for three consecutive
mcnths. In other words, an ALJ with an extremely high alowvanec rate could v
be removed from the Bellmon review if his or her decisions are correct.
Through September 1, we have reviewed 10,560 allowance decisions. The
own motion rate for all of these cases is 12.1 percent. However, the rates
vary significantly depending on the category of the review. The highest own,/
motion rate, 50.7 percent, exists in the ODO protests. The next highest category
is the group of individual ALJs, 14.2 percent. These rates are contrasted
by the rates for the new ALJs, 7.5 percent and the random sample, 5.7 percent.
While the figures cited above are based on the cases where the Appeals Council
has completed its action, there are a substantial number of cases pending
where the Appeals Council's support staff has recommended that the Council
take corrective action and such action has not yet been taken. Since our
experience has shown that about 95 percent of these recommendations ultimately
result in either reversals or remands at the AC level, it is noteworthy that
the overall "recommended" own motion rate is approximately six and onehalf percent higher than the actulal own motion rate.
In addition to own motion rates, we also maintain information regarding the
overall percentage of defective cases. A case is considered defective if the
decision contains some type of deficiency -improper basis for disability
conclusion, failure to follow sequential evaluation, improper questioning of
an expert witness, etc. - yet reaches an ultimately correct conclusion that
the claimant is disabled. Through September 1, the ove. all defect rate was
47.6 percent, with the various category percentages as follows: ODO protests
- 91.0 percent; random sample - 52.7 pe.cent; individual ALJs - 49.7 percent;
end new AIJs - 30.5 percent. Although the majority of these decisions did
not contain deficiencies so severe that an own motion action was recommended,
the Social Security Regulations are not being correctly applied in many instances.
An essential requirement to ensure the success of the Bellmon review program
is to provide a companion system for providingleedback on the results of
the review. While the information we obtain from the review is very helpful
in guiding curttaining and con-inuing cduzetitn efforts: I believe there mist
be a more individualized process for those ALJs in the individual category.
Such a system is now being implemented. The purpose of the feedback system
is to advise affected AlJs of decisional weaknesses and to provide a mechunisi
for achieving long term improvement.
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Urder the first stlsge of the feedbusk system the Chief Ad.ninistrative Law
Judge (CALJ) will send a memorandum to the appropriate Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge (RCALJ) enclosing a brief outline of the particular
problems found in the decisions of that ALJ. Also enclcsed will be summaries
of several ceses reviewed by the Appeals Council on its own motion with
supporting documentation. The RCALI, together with Deputy Chief Adininistrativ
Law Judge Irwin Priedenberg on occasion, will meet with the AL.J involved
to discuss the problems reported and review steps that can be taken to improve
the accuracy of his or her decisions.
Thereafter, a further review of the AW's decisions will be undertaken for
three months to determine if there has been improvement. If no change has
occurred the cALJ may either request additional counselling through. the
RCA LJ or authorize spaniel training in the r.gion or in Ccntrel Office. If
there is still no measurable improvement other steps wil be considered.

/

)

Initially, because of staffing limitations, feedback will be limited to those
individual AL~s who are included in the 100 percent review group. As the
system progresses, all ALJs remaining in the individual group will be included
in this process.

Louis B. Hays
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Exhibit 5
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if a,
cd
C'.1
C16 Ga'l son Building. Rouin
FurlSmith, Arkamnas 72901

January 3, 1983

CERTIFIEP MAIL
RETURN RtCEIPT REQUESTED

Philip T. Brown
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office of Hearings and Appeals
P. 0. Box 2518
20013
Washington, D. C.
Re:

SGRI dated Dec. 29, 1982

Dear Judge Brown:
Will you please advise your legal'authority for my proposed
peer counselling.
Sincerely;' 9

JerrjThomasson
Administrative Law Judge

cc:

Harold G. Adams, Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge
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Marx 110TUsC VILA
SUBJECT:

Bellmon Feedback Meeting - 3/30/82

The participants at tho secting agreed l lwt tiu

f.udbaCk to Lie admilniStrativu

law judges cuiacuriuiog

thu reuslLs uf BuIlJolk review of

declsiuns wuuld bu in

thruu phaeus approxlimtely

hluir Liidividuul

weah quarter.

Phase I - This would be a memorandum prepared by OA and concurred

In by

OAO for the CALW signature to the RCALJ perta^iLning tu an
Individual ALI decision review results.

Thu results reported

would be doveluped by an OA analyst onalynes of the individual

ALJ profile (remand orders and decisions as wall as defects
discussed In QR firms cuntLiiid lit thu Iindividual AL

flio).

The memorandum would request tie RCALJ tu counsel the individual
ALW In accordance with the Associate Cueimlaiuner's asslgnament of
counseling responsibilities sad request that the CALJ be advised
whiun the coun.i uhig
Tobin is

cs"uic
lo

ru cuiductud au,

cii

Larry

pleted.

to develop a sample memorandum concerning a Region X

ALJ to bo forwarded

ln draft to thu KCALJ Magloan X for review and

comment.
Pliase 2

Approximately one calendar quarter after the initial

memorandum

requesting RCALJ counseling, the individual ALWBellmon review
results would be reviewed again to determine any changed behavior.

Assuming no changed behavior, the 0A would prepare a memorandum
to the CALJ stating the previous actions concerning the particular
ALJ and the results of that counseling; OA would recommend that the
CALJ undertake corrective action by either repeated counseling or
individual ALJ training at Central OifficlW"
DOCUMENT NO.

1 (2 pages)

1

I F-

xi_

IT1i :72
Bn
'Z I
ii. I

100
MAI( 3 d t~f
Page 2
Plu
We 3 -

t heiu caiuadar quarter subouquenc

tu

Wpleu-atatiu

uof Phase 2.

uasumium ao chaunixd buhavLor on thu parE of tlhu individual AL-,
OA would initlate a
AL

acwrandum tLu tle CALU recumendlag tIat the

ilae be turned over to the Office of Special Couneel

for

adninistrative processing through OPH for appropriate action.

LSJ.

on
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DOPARTMENTOF HEALTH h HUMAN SERVICES
Rellto:

Social Secunty Adieriasatlon

Memorandum

SCRI

Date:

APR 3 0 1982

From.

Director, Office of
Appraisal

Sobiocl:

Work Group Report on Feedback of tellmon Review Data to Targeted ALJs
(ES-11-20-380) -- DECISION

To:

Mr. Louis B. Hays
Associato Commissioner
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Through. ES 31
'

PURPOSE
To develop a program for feeding back data derived from the Bellmon review
of torgeted ALJs.
BACKGROUND
On November 20, 1981, OA forwarded a proposal that individual, computergenerated reports su-nmurixing the results of tho Ficllinon review be prepnmel
monUtly and dissoninated to each targeted ALJ. The proposal was circulated
among appropriate components. Comments were received from DAD, OPP,
OSC, OFA, AC, CALJ, and Mr. Friedenberg. With the exception of the
AC, reaction to our proposed report was negative.
The gist of the criticism was that the computer generated reports were
too generalized end imporsonol. Because of the adverse reaction to our
proposal, it was withdrown in a memorandum dated January 27, 1982. Instead,
we proposed the formation of a work group consisting of representatives
from OA, DAD, OPP and OFA to study the matter of feedback and report
to you with recommendations.
Spocificully, Ute work gruup was to mnakerucomenindutioss on whethur we
should: 1) have a direct feedback report to each ALJ targeted for review;
2) issue individualized Bellmon review reports only to the CALJ and/or RCAL.s
or ALJICs to be used in conjunction with other materials for peer counselling,
training or other informational purposes; or 3) adopt some other feedback
system.

The work group has completed its study of the feedback question. What
follows is a discussion of the group's findings.
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DISCUSSION
From the outset, the group's concentration centered on a feedback system
which will meet the following goals: 1) it must provide information which
is sufficiently specific and personalized to be of value; 2) it should facilitate
the efforts of persons charged with responsibility for improving the quality
and consistency of the decisional process; and 3) it must make maximum
use of Central Office resources available for feedback purposes.
Cool I: Specific and Personalized Feedback System
The work group reasoid that reports detailing the findings from the Bellmon
review of targeted ALJs were a necessary starting point for the feedback
system, and that the information contained in these reports would have to
be clear, concise and reflective of the actual review process. The group
felt, however, that summary lists of data, by reason of their appearance,
complexity and content, would distract the reader from the main purpose
of the report - to communicate sufficiently specific information to be of value.
Computer generated reports displaying numeric representations directed
to individual AL s, even with an element of written explanation, were felt
to be inappropriate for feedback purposes. The concern was u.pressed that
the computer reports would be scanned when received and then filed away
without there being any real cognizance of the problems revealed. Alithough
the computer reports could be individualized in that specific ALJs and case
SSN s would be included, it was thought that the impersonal nnture of data
preoaiitid ii this way would linit its inpuct. Tlu rjrwp felt tiit ciriuilatioii
of computer reports should be limited to Central Office.
The group agreed that an analytical memorandum was preferable to computer
reports as the principal means for feeding back Bellmon information. The
memorandum could then discuss selected cases with descriptions of primary
and repeated deficiencies found in review of these cases. Each selected
case could also be analyzed in terms of the facta and issues involved and
the reasons behind the AC's action. Deficiencies would be discussed in the
context of the particular case involved. The reader would know in just what
way an ALJls decision deviated from law, regulation or SSA policy or procedure.
To personalize the feedback mechanism. the work grumip adopted the suggestion
that a single memorandum be prepared to discuss a specific ALYs performance.
If three ALJs are involved, three memoranda would be prepared.
Concision in the memorandum was also discussed. It was thought that too
much detail or too lengthy an analysis could detract from the main points
which are to be extracted by the reader. The work group felt, therefore,
that only selected cases should be covered and deficiency information limited
to major points or involve areas in which repeated difficulties have been
noted. To aid the reader, though, copies of the particular AL's decisions
and the Appeal Council's remand order or decision would be attached to
the memorandum.
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Goal 2: Facilitate Improvements in Quality and Consistency
Your memorandum of January 6, 1982, to all RCALJs piaced
upon them to carry out the programmatic responsibilities of
the quality and consistency of the decisional process ....
group felt that, in view of this charge, the RCALJs were the
to receive the feedback memoranda.

the burden
improving
The work
logical choice

Instead of sending memoranda to individual ALJs and, in effect, hoping for
improvements in performance based upon the strength of the memoranda
themselves, RCALJs would be given the supporting documentation and required
to take an active role to improve the quality of the decision making process.
RCALJs would be asked to counsel the cited ALJs on the problems uncovered
in the Bellmon review and to report back the date of the session and an
assessment of the offectiveneas of the counselling. Also, RCALJs are well
placed to close the feedback loop. The group expects that the information
fed back to Central Office will contribute to our efforts to improve
field performance and efficiency. The work group is strongly of the opinion
that direct RCALJ involvment will heighten the chances of effecting real
improvements in performance. (See Tab A for a sample of a complete feedback
memorandum.)
Qecause the work group concluded that a continuing process was necessary,
it devised a three staged feedback system.
Stage I is the initial memnorandum covering a particular ALJ's performance.
Stage 2 would involve a re-osamination of the Ieilmon/QR results as a means
to gauge an individual ALJs progress. Stage 3 would be utilized where
problems persist.
Stage I has already been discussed above.
Under Stamju2, the date would be reviewed three months from the date of
the Stage I memorandum. If no improvement were seen, the CALJ would
be so advised by memorandum. Additional action through either repeated
counselling or Individual training of the ALJ by the CALJ, the RCALJ or
the Appeals Council will be recommended. If, after another quarter elapses
from the date of this memorandum and the 8a11mon/GR data still showed
no measurable improvement, Stage 3 procedures would come into action.
The Stage 3 memorandum, also to the CALJ, would document the continuing
problems and the remedies taken. It would recommend to the CALJ that
the ALJ's file be forwarded to the OSC for appropriate measures to be taken.
It would be left to the CALJ' discretion exactly what those measures will
be.
Goal 3: Making Maximum Use of Central Office Resources
The various memoranda to be prepared under the three stages of the feedback
system would be prepared by OA for the CALJ.' signature. The work group
felt that OA was the logical point for originating the memoranda because
it is closest to the data.
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The work group considered OA resources against the type of memorandum
thought necessary for feedback, particularly in Stage 1, and the number
of targeted ALJh potentially involved. It was thought that feedback should
be limited at first to only thoae ALJs whose work is currently undergoing
100 percent review (rather than the standard 50 percent review) and such
other ALJs as are added to the 100 percent review. Initially then, resources
would be focused on our most deficiency prone ALJs. Presently, 16 ALJs
are under 100 percent review. A list of these AL.s is included at Tab B.
After the three stage programn, if it goes that far, is complete for the first
group of ALJs, stago I memoranda will bo preparod for the nest level of
review - 75 percent. At present there are 20 ALJs at the 75 percent level
of review. After this group is completed, the 50 percent and then the lower
review level ALJh will be handled. By addressing targeted ALt-s in this manner,
the group expects that eventually all AL.3s will have been the topic of individualized
feedback memoranda. In the meantime, of course, targeted ALUS will be
receiving feedback in the form of Appeals Council remand orders and decisions.
Also, RCALOs will be receiving copies of OA's quarterly OR/Bellmon reports
which will summarize deficiencies broken down by regions.
Tho work group expects that this "cycle" will have to continue as long
as there is a targeted review.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The work group recommineid that a three tiored foedbamck system be udopted.
The first tier, or stage, centers around an OA prepared memorandum pointing
out significant and/or continuing problems in an ALJ's decisions uncovered
in the Gellman review. The memorandum would describe the problems in
the context of the actual cases reviewed. A single miemnarandum will be
prepared for each individual AU involved. The memorandum will then be
seat to the appropriate RCALJ and pear counselling will be requested. The
results of the counsolling will then be fad back to Central Office. These
memoranda will be issued through and over the signature of the CAL1
Because of OA's limited resources, only those ALhs subject to a 100 percent
review under Bellmon will initially be selected for feedback. These AL.s
are known to be the most deficiency prone, so correction would yield the
greatest immediate payoff. As ALh3sare added to the 100 percent review,
feedback memoranda will be prepared for them.
A follow-up on the ALJs will be conducted under Stage 2. The review of
Bellmon/QR data during the quarter following the date of the Stage I memorandum
will reveal whether any progress has been made and, as a side benefit, whether
peer counselling really is effective. If the sought for improvements are
not seen, the CALO will be involved directly. At this point more counselling
might be undertaken or individual AU training in Central Office might
be preferred. The course of action selected will be up the CALJ. If, after
another quarter elapses, there is still no Improvement, sterner measures
through the OSC will be recommended (Stage 3). Again, the decision will
be left to the CAL).
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When the initial group of ALAs completes the three stage program, other
groups of AUs, prioritized by the percentage of cases reviewed under the
targeted Bellmen review, will be included in the feedback program until
memoranda has been prepared en all AL3s. In the meantime, all AUs will
receive copies of Appeals Council remand orders and decisions. RCAL~s
will recoeive copies of OA's quarterly QR/Bellmon reports. The feedback
system will continue as long as there is a targeted review.
The work group believes that this feedback system is sufficiently flexible
to achieve measurable improvements in the quality and consistency of the
decisional products of individual AL3s.
ADDENDUM
We. of course, support the work group's recommendation and lirmnly believe
in the need for an individualized approach to correct the deficient decisional
behavior of our most error-prone AL3s. Nevertheless, we are concerned
that the limited coverage provided by the system effectively cuts off RCAL3s
from valuable information concerning the majority of the AL3s targeted
fur review.
In their preliminary reactions to the work group's proposal, Mr. Friedenberg
and OAO echoed this concern. (Their comments are included at Tab C.)
OAO also mentioned the possibility that computer generated reports could
serve a limited role in the feedback system.
OAOs suggestion appears to be somewhat supportive of our first feedback
proposal in which computer reports were to be sent directly to AL3s. Rather
than make a formal proposal now discussing the uses of computer reports
as a feedback tool, we would prefer to study the matter further and prepare
another paper on the subject once we have some experience with the new
quality review forms.
DECISION
The feedback syste r

ou lined above will be implemented.
Ds
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_
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__

DATE
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AC.

Concur

Nonconcur
See Tab

CAL3:

Concur

Nonconcur

SeeTab___

Date

_

AL
_

Date
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Mr. Friedenberg: Concur

See Tab

OPP

Concur

Date

NonconcuT
__

Nnconcur

_

Date

See Tab___

OAt

Concur

Nonconcur
See Tab

Date

___

OFA.

Concur

Nonconcur
See Tab

Date

OSCS

Concur

Nonconcur

Date

See Tab___

QJevi

1.

Ogden

TAB A -Sample of Feedback Memorandum
TAB B - Sixteen ALJs Presently Under 100 Percent Review
TAB C - Comments from Mr. Friedenberg and OAO
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SGR
Chief Administrative
Law Juiac
nellmon Review Feedbackl Report - ACTION
Regionail Chief Administrative
Law Juige
Region:

reversal tdecisions has utioveied significant
The review of AU
problems a.ffecting deeitanAl cluwlity .tid acruracy. Iur the quarter cindingr
percent of this ALJ's reversal decisions have been reviewed
__, _
by the Apoeals Council on its own motion. Attached are brief analyses of
a solect iroup of these eases, toi ether with a Copy of the hearingt decision
and the Appeals Council's remaild urder or decision, as .ippropriatc.
It is requested that you schedule an individual counselling session with this
ALJ to discuss correction of the probleir.; identified. Please schedule the
session as wson as is practicable wuid .iidvise itgi by isienorandurn as to the
date you met with the AL. I am also interested in your assesi. nt of the
likely effects of the counselling.
Our objective is to iimprove the (Illklilty .iid 4 oiisisteiicy of the decisauji mjking
process. Peer counselliig is a lunidaiaulital pail of Achieving this goal.
Your full and timely cooperation in this matter will be appreciated.

I'"liv1.Isrown

Attachmnntn
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Analysas of Lel inon Review itesul U - AL7:

1.

Claimant:

iohn Doe - 000-0O-(ltub

In this case, the ALJ did not evaluate the medical evidence m h- d nuecon.
Ile inrely summnarized certain .aslpec:ts Of the evidence wid made Isis
conclusion. Pain was an eleirient ill his dacision, but he neither examined
the record for support of his cuoclusuion that pain was sevure nor ,I.ade
farmal findings on the credibility of testimony. The ALJ allowed this
case, finding that the cliainint's impairsfieit mreets or cluu.ls" the
listing. He did not specify a particular listing or indicate whether
a listing was met or cqualled.
Ile Appeals C.ousu:al revi s2wcd OW-. ''a .:

ill iL,. uwll it ut iug.

tI.: 4L.er0.v2 *,

I)I.jtiL:

":

t

..

::..::,-

,i..-

ci'r

-' *

work related activitieb, the AC concluded that the evidence did estblibsh
an R&C for light work. The AC found no basis to support the allegations
of severe pain or thAt pain of .a mllsnitude ntecessa.ry to impair tie
claimant was established by the record. It found no substantial evidence
to support the ALJ's conclusion that the listings were met or equalled.
Tlhc AC reversed the ALU based on Rule 202.17.
2.

CZlarnan t: Paul Somtil - I l-Il-I

Il1 (DeceaiSd)

Ihe AU allowed this case on the strclgth of the decedent's wile's
testimony that the decedenlt's ilmp.reslimtt precluded {SGA
prior to
3/31/77, the date the earnings recluirmenlets were last istet. I-lc .qai-l
did not evaluate tLK: medical evidelmce. instead, he inerely buinniariied
ir brieIly; but, i he dlidl point limmI lt Ii!nedmc.al
e
evvileieire*d(id tili tll,.':
., dia;gne:d mllJ.1lirm.m,
LUItLiI 1/'). It shIould Le Itutcd that licitlS'C
tihe ALWs rationale nor his decisional basis of an inability to engage
in SGA, strictly conforrns to the provisions of the sequential evaluation.
The ALJ did not go through the individual steps o1 disability ev.alation.
11i dlIIiot r:e.ulve tleh clise?.tim %.I U PC lics1l'tS Nu. it4; nor did Iev
consider th- exertional and nienral requirernents of the decedent's
past relevant work. Hc also did not consider the vocational rules.
I he Appeals Council reviewed thIls cae oin its own motion and revcrsed
thc decisionx ui the record. TIhc A(: found no substantial evidence
to support the AL.'s conclusion. llhe AC found no evidence of a sevcrr
inpairment on ur before the 1.19- I..st inet.
3.

Claumoi*it:

in this

sill I dward:

-

cAse, the ALJ again allowed un%thte basis of "IlkeVtt or 12( -i."
1

thie liitimlmg.

Au ll cs.e Imsimliter 1, la! liti Ilot bl)ecltly a j>Artic:ulAr
or indicate wletlher tie lastisips were, il lact, miet ur equalled.

lNStlml;

The AU's analysis in this case wais somewhat better than in the two

cass listed above. Specific 'medical reports were cited by exhibit
number, but the ALJ did nut analyze t1h medical findings. The Appeals
Council did analyze the findings on own motion and reversed the AL.
Tse cvidan-,
including thflt ilentsionud by the AL7 in his *kIcixioml,
cleArly estalblishd aii ability to p.erlurmi light wurk. TIhe AC reversed
under Rule 202.21.
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Tab B
Avg. Number
of Reversals
Per Month

Number
to be
Reviewed

Cumulative
Own Motion
Rnto

Own Motion
Rate for
Dec. & Jan.

AU - 100% Rnvirnv
7.0
24.3
21.3
22.5
.3.3
27.21
12.3
20.5
19.5
20.5
35.3
10.3
11.3
16.0
26.0
22.0
301.5
*

35-455 0 - 84 - 8

7.8
24.3
21.3
22.5
3.3
27.0
12.3
20.5.
19.5
20.5
35.3
10.3
11.3
16.0
26.0
22.0

11.1
28.6
40.7
20.0
20.0
37.1
23.5
25.0
33.3
26.1
32.0
11.1
41.7
15.0
22.7
20.0

40.0
37.5
41.7
35.0
33.3
45.0
37.5
62.5
35.7
57.1
37.5
40.0
50.0
43.0
21.1

301.5
!-
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NOTE TO JAY OGOEN
FROM:

IRMIN FRIEDENbERG. DIRECTOIt.
FIELD TlAINING INITIATIVE 'rAIFI

SUUJECT:

Uciallnn IRuvict Feedba ck

I believe your roIusal i!. a fjlod l'ir.L
.t.Lp iii dkVulupituiJ d i'MIIrI'JfUl
feedbuck syistuLi fur tarieLed ALJ'! uwidur Lhe Bellmuo, review.
Ilowever.
I question wheLhuer thU initial gIruup thould be limiited to the 16 ALJ';
%ubject'1
OOZ review. U"(Jer your plIUI it voill be nearly one yacir before
the nexC level uf ANJ.. (Uliose usied /6
aeview) wuuld rceive cuumuifig.
I dun't *lIink t
is is accep table arid tuyUzesLt yuu include at reuatur
numiubr of ALJ's in Lhe initial Ijo uruund.

Injig. frieedenbur~jg@
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D)EI'ARTMENT OF IIEALTII &HUMAN SERVICES

Soc&lI Socunty Admmlu

Memorandt

Rle rlo:

Oate:

*JUL

Ftom:

Associate Commissi~ier
Office of Hearinrs and Appeals

6 UM

Subject: SES Performance Plan
To:

Mr. Paul B. Sicoons
Deputy Cotmissioner
Programs and Policy
I am proposing that the standard under the first objective of my performance
plan be changed. The standard currently reads:
'Take vigorous steps to substantially achieve the OMSgoal of
40 dispositions per ALJ by the end of FY 82, including hiring
additional support staff, obtaining improved word processing
and other necessary equipment and improving hearing office
efficiency through innovation and realigning work flow and
organization.'
The OHSgoal of 40 dispositions was predicated, in writing, upon obtaining a
budget amendment that would allow us to increase the support staff to AL
ratio to 5 to 1 during this fiscal year. As you know, the budget amendment
was not approved. Furthermore, the hiring freeze that was in effect for mucd
of the year slowed us down in filling the vacancies under the existing
budget. Even though we have now added several hundred support staff to the
fiel4. we have not been able to increase the support staff ratio because we
have hired over 100 ALJs.
The other difficulty in increasing the productivity of ALJs has been the
number of external factors over which we have no control. The Pickle bill a6
the controversy surrounding D.ls have been very distracting to the ALJs and
have. in my opinion, diverted a good portion of their energies away from the
workload.
In view of the
this year, and
formulated the
substituted as

lack of resources to achieve the S to l support staff ratio
the external factors that were not anticipated when we
0MS goal, I am proposing that the following language be
the standard under the first objective:

'Increase the number of monthly case dispositions by hiring
additional ALJs and support staff, obtaining improved word
processing and other necessary equipment and improving hearing
office efficiency through innovation and realigning work flow
and organiztion.'

Louis B. Hays
DOCUPENT NO.
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EXECIlVE, MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVWsORY

PuRlROIMANCE PLANNING, REVIEW, AND APPRAISAL SYSTEM

Individual's Name lxnlis It
Osle Associate Cor

HStys

sissinner OrganlzAtiem

Office of Hearinges andA~

I.

SupeviorasName John A. Svahn/Paul B. Simmons
PerformancelPeriod: From 4/1/82

To 9/30/82

PURPOSE:
4

1. Ti' increasemrnaagW
i nd organiztional effectiveness, and
2. Ih ide the basistt ""nums and ..eritoric is nmks for SEs, merit pay for managersand supervisors,
andother persono
decisions.
cOVERAEi:
Thc 'stem is designed1- tonecr individuals erving in 'he folowing positions:
1. Sg:ibr Execuitive
Service.
'.!I."grades C.S-t16nd ubove,
snd
.1. M:;-sgrs/Sulpervi.ns. gradesGS-13-15.
'(INlTNT:
Ttcn,., c.tflite
t si
pcrf'minance plan. reviews andappraisalcomprise he two basic parts of aiuindividual's perfontanee.
1. Iuhdridual and gninaunisdtal
results for which the individual is personally accountable.
'. The way "r manner is which the individual manages.
RIlSPONSIBlUTIE13 OF Till: SUPERVISOR:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Itnwwtire ibIivistirlra.tjsbresponsibilitiesandorgasztraionalobjectives.
1 suhlishperfonnance expectations for the coming performtnce period.
('Cnduct progressreviewvwith the individual.
Appraivethe ind'ideal'. performancrce
ad discussthe appraisalwith him/her.

't:Sl'tINSIBIIdTIIiS OF TIIF INDIVIDUAL
I.
'.
3.
4.

lieview
pb rcspss-bilities.
jn
Askwtis sherssablishing*fperfonnicr epxectations with supervisor.
t':mricipale in progressreviews.
Pi'tsiipalt in the spprnssl discussion.

tIS'(tM't ION OF FORM:
'l-k farrmis subject to tIre provisions of the Privacy Act. Signedcopies amto be retained by the supervisor andindividual as
copies provided for review attdretention, asrequired, Ir appropriate management
levels having a needto know.
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a.

ENSTR~114
UCrIONS

PERFORMANCE PLANNING
The following planning at ps raeto be drne by the supervisor In consultdtlon with the IndividuAl prior to the performs
period. One element of the plan must include EEO. Tbh completed pln musatbe signed by botlh peranna.
WeigihReasits Manrier. Prformance
*
*
*
*

Dvtermine overall emphiais to be given each.
I; Wis. Part1.must be weighted 60 to 80 points.
Mhnnee.
Part11,mustl, weighted 20 to 40 polint.
T tul weagptnust be ItO polnts,

Standards in Part I
jec:ivesansd
* Delermineresultsnerdrl and expreusas objectives.
rr Al we:sr.ne objective niSl he checked ascrdtic*L
* S1dcify the relative prrrity value of eachobjective. The sepasite valuesmust addto the total weight given Part 1.
criteria for Level 2. fully met. performance.
• P. r eachobjective, seta standard wbhichdescridesobservable
Set

Amesin Part 11
Determine Managpemen
* i)etermine the areasfirr which the individual It respondsble.
* Specify the relative pmority value of eachares The separatevaluesmust add to the tota wegirhtgmenPrt IL For each
ais chs.ckcd.put 0 fbr tmepdordty value.
REVIEWS
PRtOGRESS
any probles an.
* I ., progre review toaistbe held mid-term snd during the ninth or tenth month to discussprogress.
nirrify the pla if varranted.
to be uiade in the plan for the last quarter must be reviewed by ahigher-level supervisor.
* Avy diangMe
reviewsarustbe signed by both the supervisorandthe individual.
Ie itmrnad
PFRIORMANCE APPRAISAL
period, the supervisor Is to appraisethe individual's perfotmancaIn light of the performance
Foliuwing the performansce
must signthe appraisal.
reviewsof dtat period. Both pensons
and progress
Appraise Results of Performance
* fNiennine thedegtv. Lilwhich eadsobjective wasmet andrecord the level of performence.
* Surionanre the resultsahieved for eachobjective.
* Multiply level of performance by priority value to get weighted performance value for eachobjective.
Manner of Pcrformance
Apvp-wre
* Veitesnne actual levelof performance for cach aresusing the behavioral examples in Appendix C of the Manual.
inasddatsof performance If Unsatisfactory or Outstanding levels of performance occurred.
0 Suimsmanrze
value for eachare.
* Multiply level of performance by priority value to get weighted performiance
Summarize Total Performance
* Add the weighted performance values of eachpstrto get the total weighted performance scorefor the pat
* Adidthe two total purt scores to get the total performance score.
* Check the summaryappraisal category In which the total performance scorefalls.

OBJECVES

)

tEIIFtORMANCE
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MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY
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REVIEW/ ANtDAPPf AISAL SYSTEM
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nAssociate Coamissionerorpdtio

Office of Hearings and Appeals_

Supan or-r N'umnJohn A. Svahn/Paul B. Siffiron
i
Perrorano Pediod:Frpm 10/1/82

To 9/30/83
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DISPOSITION OF FORM:
This firm is subjet to the provisiosus of the Peirscy Act. Sipned copiesay- so heretainedby the supervisor and individual and
copies providrd fot revie and retstaia, asrequired, to appropriate manogreons Ldelu hai" a need soibow.
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Note To:

Lou gno~f

Subject:

Amendmert to My SES Performance Plan

I am proposing the following amendments to my SES plan, uihich is
attached:
1.

Change the relative priority value of element 3
from 20 to 15

2.

Change the relative priority value of element
from 10 to 5

3.

Add as number 6 the following new non-critical
element with a relative priority value of 10:

you

Provide guidance to the Associate Commissioners
for Disability and Family Assistance in a timely
and authoritative manner.'

If you concur, please indic at

our

pp

ouis B. Bays
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February 18, 1983

Note To:

Don Fay

Subject:

SESPerformance Plan

In response to tho comments of the Performance Review Board on my
performance plan. I am making the following revisions in the
standards for elements number 1 and 3:
(1)

Original Standard
Increase the monthly case dispositions by maintaining a corps
of 800 ALJs and hiring additional support staff (subject to
necessary budgetary authority), by improving.hearing office
efficiency through innovation and realigning workflow and
organization, and by ensuring full and efficient use of staff.
Revised Standard
Attempt to increase the monthly case dispositions to a level
which begins reducing the pending caseload by the end of
FY 1983, in spite of potential for major effect on AW
productivity from AW lawsuit and OPMclassification review
of ALJs. The increases in dispositions may be achieved by
maintaining a corps of 800 ALJs and hiring additional support
staff (subject to necessary budgetary authority), by improving
hearing office efficiency through innovation and realigning
workflow and organization, and by attempting full and efficient
use of staff.

(3)

Original Standard
Prepare for the phased-in implementation of the disability
hearing process by October 1, 1983. Take the necessary organizational, policy and procedural steps necessary to meet this
deadline.
Revised Standard
Develop a plan for the phased-in implementation of the disability
hearings process beginning by October 1. 1983. Take the necessary
organizational. policy and procedural steps necessary t. riee! this
C'eadl ine.

Louis B. Hys
cc:

0

-

.
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DEPARTMENT OF K1LAsLTH
3 HUMAN SERVICFS

;.
De10:
From:

__

.

_

-Memrdu

JAN 2 8 10a3
Fred Schutzmnap
Chairman, SSAPerformance Review Board

Subjoct: Review of SESParformance Plans, FT 1983--ACTION
TO:

Mr. Louis B. Hays

REPLYREQUESlED BY FEBRUARY
25 1903
The SSAPerformance Review Board (PRE) met on January 17 and 18 and reviewed
the performance plans for SESmninbers for FV 1983. The review included
plans for the SESmembers shown on the attached sheet(s).
You may know that, under a recent HHSinstruction. the role of the PRBhas
been strengthened in regard to its review of performance plans. The naew
policy provides that the PRBmay require amendments to original plans,
rather than recamsendlnj the;a as in previous years.
Based on ouw,review, we are identifying specific elements that are to be
revised. These revisions should be sent to Don Fay, 4200 Annex Building,
by February 25. 1983. Don and his staff may be reached on extension 47813;
FTS 934-7813.
I have asked Don's staff to make any recessary follow-up contacts with you
directly. Thants for your coope

Attachment(s)

)ct

AA
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FORFY 1983
PLAU4S
SSAPRB COMlENTS ONSESPERFORMANCE
TO:

Lou Hays

Your can plan:
1.

Standard needs to contain specific numbers; e.g.. increase monthly
case dispositions: by how many?

3.

Standard could ba improved by rephrasing such as 'Develops a plan
for the phased-in isplerentation of the disability hearing process
by 10-1-83.-

35-455 0 - 84 - 9
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,Memorandum

Director, Office of Appraisel

fe.:

&sc: Criterla for iModifyang the Population for the Targeted Ongoing Review DECfiSIN
Mr. Louis IL Maya
Associate Commizsioner
Office of iaringa ad Apals
E5
Throughu

*.:

ISSUE
To develop procedures for expansion of the targeted group for the 15percent
Bellman review, removal of ALJs and hearing offices from the targeted
review, and replacement of those ALJs and hearing offices removed.
FACTS
The prograrm of own motion review which began an October 1, 9M,
concultratso an title iI disability mnd concurrent title II mnd XVI disooillty
reversals issued by ALJo. For purposes of the review, ALJs re ranked by
reversal rates both individuaily mnd by hearing office. The reversal rate
rankings ware bind upon productlon date for the period October 1980 to
March 1981, inclusive. Those ALis mnd hearing offices with the highest
reversal rat were targeted for the review.
Central Office resources were aialyzed prior to the selection of the ALJr and
hearing offices for review. it wes determined that 20 hearings ond uppeols
analysts could be freed from their regular activities to perform the review
aid that shout 9,000 cae could be reviewed annuaily. It was aio decided
that only 50 percent of each targeted ALJ and hearing office's reversals
would be reviewed in order to permit the inclusion of more ALJr nd hearing
offices in the program.
- A 50 peret review totalling 9,000 cases translated into a reversal rate
nt mnd above for hearing offices and 74 percent and above
for individual ALb. Czes from the seven hearing offices and 34 ALJr that
met these criteria re presently reviewed.

- cutoff of 70 p

w
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ftor Mditying the Population ftor the Targeted Ongoing
MMO. , .CtlIteir
Review - DECiSIOW
/

Th. targeted ALJ and hearing offices send all reversa decisions to Central
me
Office, wore a 50 percent srple Is selected by OA. The sample can
then referred to OAO analysts who perform *pre-effectuation review. Those
an
at
cas In which there- ppears to be an ause of discretlon by the ALJ,
by
anor of law, or in wjhih the decision dos not ppear to be supportedmay
substntial evIdnce, or there is a broad poUcy or procedural Issue that the
If
affect the general public Intereat, re referred to the Appeala Council.
Appeala Council agrees that the hearing decislon Is detective, it exercaee Its
ewn motion authority for aproprlate corrective action.
Beginning In April 1982, the ongoing program wUIlbe expended to review 15
percent of title U disability end concurrent title ii nd XVI disability reversal
dcisions. The number of targeted AL3 end hearing offices will be increased
upon
to meet thia higher percentage. The size of thia increase Is dependent
the Associate Commbisaanera decisIon auto whether * 23 percent (or smaller)
Alo,
review.
percent
15
the
in
included
be
should
reversal.
of
sample
randomr
the
It Ia anticipated that improvements In performance will result from
ongoing review, so that some ALWHO& will be dropped and others added.
With thee factors in mind, we have developed peclfic propoabs ftor
expanding and modifying the targeted review populatIon.
-

DISCUSSION
The Bellmon own motion review Is a multifaceted program to correct ALU
reversals and, in the process, promote behavioral change. By behavioral
change we mean to correct thoae aspects of decisional performance which do
not reflect the content of the law, regulations or SSA policy. To accomplish
this, several different approaches must be considered. The case review
aspect isonly one part the process.
The case review provides data on an individual ALJa action in a particular
cue. Appeals Council remand orders and reversa decisione show AL-J why
thee cases are detective in the context of the facts presented and howtothe
defects should be corrected. The more intractable problems might need be
addressed by special memoranda from the CALJ, AC visits, special training,
or a combination of these methods.
The targeting of an ALU for ongoing review Is the beginning of the process byIf
which we expect to inftuence individual decisional behavior and attitudes.
an ALS waorkIs Improving during the review, we can examine a steadily
declining proportion of his or her cases and redirect resources elsewhere.
Removing en ALU from review is the end result of the total Bellmon procevs
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MEMDW.. Crela for Modifying Om Population for tm Tgeted Ongoing
Review - DCCISIOCi

Jnd
Siection ot AL.

Nerirnq Offices for CameReview

The first matter which requires attention Is the expsion of the targeted
population to the appropriat level under a 15 percent review. To accomplish
this, we propoe using a methodology similar to that which wes developed to
select the initil group of ALJ and hearing office. AiJb end hearing offices
with reversal rates above a certain level wiii be targeted for the Bellman
review.
In determining the nurmber of targeted title II and title I/XVI concurrent
disability reverselb that will be forwarded to CO at the 15 percent level of
review, we mone that three-quartere of the Bellmon review will be
comprbe d of targeted cams mndthat, In Una with current procedures, 50
percent of the cams retrieved will be sampled end reviewed. Using FY82
raceiptU projections, annuaily this would require that about 34,924 reversals
be obtained nd that 17,462 reversal be reviewed aeaed upon FY81 reversal
rate information this would translate Into a reversal rate cutoff of 70.1
percent, which would Include the work of 71 AlJs nrdnine hering offices.
(Within 30 deys from the scheduled beglnning daet of the expanded review,
the reversal rate cutoff levee would have to be refigured using more current
data)
After the targeted review is expended a similar procedure will be employed
to replace ALJe and hearings offices removed from review. As they ae
removed, the reversal rate criterion will be used as a ouidefine for selecting
other ALJs mndhearing offices to be reviewed. While reversal rates will
continue to be the objective criterion for adding ALJs end hearing offices,
some measure of flexibility Is thought necessary to preserve the review as a
rationalnd reasoned program.
ed upon a
Thus the decitlon to add will be made by the CA
on en
comm
tAatrw
m etm
This is one way we can insure that anALJ oF
comments from M
nearinrqgofIc which had been removed from review but which retains a high
reversal rate will not immedlately be returned to the review. Attached at
Tab A are sample. of the memoranda to be prepared by OA proposing that an
ALJ or hearing office be added to the review.
The above disbeure adding ALbs mndhearing offices to the targeted review.
But It could also apply If ALJo niy are added to the review end hearing
offtices re removed. Those ALJr with high reversal ratea within a previously
targeted hearing office would be added, Individually, to the review.
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OPTIONS.
Option IU ALJs Md hearing offices Dre added to the targeted review baned
upon reversa rae
P-o
o

including hearing offices with ALJA In the expanded target review Is
consistent with existing practice.

o

iJing reversal rates to Identify ALb and hearing offices for" the
enlarged targeted review, aid to replace those AL3. and hearing offices
removed for performance reasons to also consistent with exiLting
practice.

Corks
o

Once a hearing office Is targeted, removal may prove difficult If even
one ALJs performance exceeds the guidelines for removal diced
later in this paper.

Option Za AL~s onIX wili be targeted bieed upon reversal rates
hearing offices presently on review will be removed.

Those

Pros
o

This approach would make more effective Lee of OHA resources.

o

The removal process will be simplified.

Con
None
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the adoption of Option 2 since OKA resources would be more
effectively utilized If, when targeting for the expanded review, only decisions
from high reversing ALi are examined.
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MEMO
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"Ct.

tor Modifying the Population for the Targeted Ongoing
Review- DECISIO1W

ALJ and hering offices re added to the targeted review based upon
rever"TrateW.
APPROVE
DISAPPROVERO/
OTHER
I
1.. L
DATE

CONCURRENCE

Date

Nonconcur
See Tab

-_

DAM

Concur

OPh

Concur

Nonconcur
See Tab

OFAs

Concur

Nonconcur
SeeTab

Date

ACt

Concur

Nonconcur
See Tab

Date

CALl.

Concur

Nonooncur
SeeTab

2.

_

_

Date

Dete

AU. only will be targeted bied upon reversal rates. Those hearing
offices preotly an review will be removed.
APPROVE
DISAPPROVE
OTHER
|4 L
DATE

JlL

f

}~~~~~~CO0
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CONCURRENCE
OAiQ

Concur

5_Tb

_Dute

OPPs

Concur

Noncencur
S.. Tab_

_

OFAP

Concur

AC&

Concur

Dute
__

See Tb_

Dinconcu_
De
t

Due

Nnconcur
SeeTub

CAL.s

Concur

nn

SmaTub

_

_
_

D_
_

Removal of Aia and Hearln Offices from Cue Review
The following optionsedcribe two alternative guldn*for removing ALJr nrd
decibion to remove on AU or hewring
hearing offtice from review. The fil
offlin fhom review will be nude by the CALJ. OA will Initiate the
recommendations to remove and will serk DAD und OFA comments.
Attached at Tub B we mamplis of the memoranda to be prepared by OA.
At thi polnt In time, we expect to evaluate Individeal AU and hearing office
performnce under the review and make recommendations quarterly. A
sufficient number of came alhuld be reviewed within this time. But at leat
20 cans must be reviewed before we will consider making a recommendation
to the CALL
OPTIONS
Otion Is The rate at which the Appeals Council haa taken own motion review
af cams buued by the targeted group compared to an %elected' own motion
rate will nerve as aguide to recommending removal
SeSectletown motion rates will be figured semi-annudily. They will be met
by a consenew reached among OA, OAO, OPP, OFA nrdthe CALW We would
expect that one rate will be uwed for ALJr mndanother for hearing off icea, If
they remain a part of the targeted review. At this point in time we favor
eelacted" own motion ratee of flive percent for ALJa and 10 percent for
hearing officen.
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Wi3t for Modifying the Population for the Targeted Ongolng
Review - CECISIOI

once th,'nlectad rates are at, they will be compared against the actual
We will initiate the
own motion rates for the targeted group.
recommendation to remove when an ALJS or hearing office's own motion rate
ia equal to or less thin the "selected" rates.
Pros I

-

O

This la an uncomplicated method for Identifying AL~a mnd hearing
offices tor possible removal from review.

o

Establishling "selected" own motion rates would provide us with goals in
sasesaing performance under the review.

o

"Selected" own motion rates, If communicated to AL-i, would put them
on notice of our expectatlonr.

Cons
o

It may be difficult to arrive at a conaua view of what the selected"
rates ahould be.

o

The concept of a "selected" own motion rate could be controversial
aince it would be essentIally arbitrary.

O

it would be difficult to defend any selected' own motion rate If
challenged.

O

Establishing a "selected" rate that Ia too low could slow down or render
imnposible the removal of ALJ end hearing off ices from review.

Option 2: The rate at which the Appeals Council has taken own motion
review of came Issued by the targeted group compared to a staendard" own
motion rate will serve as a guide to recommending removal.
"Standard own motion rates will be figured quarterly. The rates will be
established baed upon the reaulta of the pre-effectuatlon review of the
random sample portion of the 15percent review. The own motion rate for the
randon sampled ALJr will be the "standard' rate uted to determine whether a
recommendation for removal Ia warranted.
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ng

PrIdantitying ALh for pousible

a

Thl b -n utcompiltetad method frt
removal trom review.

a

Basing ramoval an a standar rate derived trom the ractual review of
ALJs should diffuse potential controversy.

a

The sttudard' fate would not be arbitrary.

a

This mathod would effectively match ALh agairnt their peers, thereby
providing in aceuret mean of evaluating ALJ progress while under
review.

Cone
a

The standard" rate would likely flictuate when computed o It would
not remain constant.

a

The standard rate Is based upon the own motion rates ot Indlvidual
ALh and would rot be representative ot hearing office own motion
rates.

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the adoption ot Option 2 since the Mstandard" rate would
effectively compare the performance of targeted ALh agalret a statistically
reliable measure of nationsl ALJ performance.
DECISIONS
1.

The rate t which the Appels Council heastaken own motion review of
case Iasued by the targeted group compared to a "selected' own motion
rate will serve es guide to recommending removal.
APPROV_
DlSAWPRtWA-L
OTHfR
4
b
.3 a
DATE

.

j

Fj~~~~A,
d.- z

r!

If

P

~~~~~~

71d
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ngoing

CONURRMDCE
OAM

Concur_

Nonconcur
See Tab

Data

OPP

Concur_

Nonconcur
See Tab

Date

OFA:

Conmu___

Nnconcur___Data
See Tab

AC:

Concur__

Noxnconur__Date
Sea Tab

CALJs

Concur___

nconcur
Sea Tab

L

_

Da

The rte at which the ApeaIr CounccU har talc own motion review of
cases Issued by the targeted grou compared to a *twd' own motion
rate wll serve r a gauide to recommending removal.
APPROVE
DISAPPROVE
DATE

CONCURRENCE
OAO:

Concur

aPP:

Concur

OFA

Concur

Y
(w4,,

Concur
AC:,
9WO oCOA
CALh

Concur_

D te

Nonconcur
See Tab

No

*

Date

ncur

Sea Tab
(

_
,

onconcur

See Tab

N

cur

Sm Tab

Nonconcur
See Tab

_

_

Date
Date

_

Data

___
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Propoed MDimorpha to CALl RoCwslWkndqig Adding ALJ/HO
to th Ongolng Review

TAB -- -pi
d acMmrWOd to CAU Recnundnlg Removing ALA/O
from the Ongoing Review
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Testimony of Victcr G. Rosenblui-. Before the Subcc..mittee
on Oversight Management Ccmu.mittee cn Governmental Affairs.
U. S. Senate, June S, 1983.
Or. Chairman and members of the Com.nittee, my name
is Victor G. Rosenblum.

I've been a professor at North-

Western University since 1958 and am a past chairman of
the Administrative Law Section of the American Bar
Association and a current vice president of the American
Judicature Society.

Although my testimony before you is

not likely to be incompatible with positions of the ABA
and AJS,

I should make it clear that I am testifying

today in behalf of no one but myself.

My views on

administrative law judges have developed in the course
of studying and teaching abcut the administrative process
for some twenty five years.
Though my experience is predominantly academic, I
hope that such ties as having been a staff counsel with
the House of Representatives Committee on Government
Operations, service as a member of the then Civil Service
Commission's Advisory Conmittee on Administrative Law
Judges, service as a member of the advisory qc-m;ittee to
the National Institute on Law Enforce.ent and Criminal
Justice, and consulting wcrk with and current membership
on the Administrative Conference of the United States have
provided ties with the 'real' world that will keep my
testimoney from being purely academic.
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I would like to focus cn issues affecting appointment,
tenure and roles of Ad-inistrative Law Judges.
that any plan,

I believe

policy or program that re-introduces

political influence over the decision of Administrative
Law Judges embodies an idea whose time has long since
passed.

One of the great strengths of our governmental

system is our capacity to direct and confine political
controls to those areas and institutions that can be
nurtured and enhanced through them.

The legislative

branch of our government offers a prime illustration of
constructive political controls.

At the same time, the

Judicial branch of our government has acquired its
stature because it is recognized and accepted that politics
can play no part in the decisions of our Federal judges.
That the administrative process is a hybrid of legislotive,
executive and judicial roles in its totality has never
meant that there are not particular functions within the
agencies that cannot be identified as legislative, executive,
or judicial.

The Administrative Law Judge performs a

judicial function that parallels within the administrative
process the roles of our other Federal judges within the
broader governmental process.

That judicial office has

been and must continue to be free from political pressures
and influences.

Reinstitution of politics as a means for

controlling adjudication would constitute repudiation
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and dearadation of the bonafide reforms of recent decades.
Congress asserted the importance of the principle
that adjudication should not be subject to politicization
when it adopted the Administrative Procedure Act in 1946
especially Section 11 of the Act dealing with hearing
examiners.

The language of S 3105, S 7521 and S 5362

could not have been clearer or more forthright in this
respect:

'Hearing examiners shall be assigned to cases

in rotation so far as practicable, and may not perform
duties inconsistent with their duties and responsibilities
as hearing examiners.

A hearing examiner appointed under

Section 3105 of this title may be removed by the agency
in which he is employed only for good cause established
and determined by the Civil Service Commission on the
record after opportunity for hearing.

Hearing examiners

appointed under Section 3105 of this title are entitled.
to pay prescribed by the Civil Service Commission independently of agency recommendations or ratings...."
By making salaries independent of the employing
agency's reco.. endations or ratings, and especially by
appointing hearing examiners for life with removal only
for good cause as determined by the Commission --

now by

the Merit Systems Protection Board, Congress established
standards for dealing with ALJs that veered from those
for dealing with many other agency employees; but Congress
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felt these exceptions and changes v:ere necessary to insure
impartiality.
The American Bar Association launched a vigorous
campaign in 1947 to watchdog the Connission's work and
insure the success of the new system under the APA.

"Of

personal and professional interest to many lawyers are
the steps taken to implement the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act to secure impartiality,
qualifications,

and independence and security of tenure,

on the part of the Hearing Examiners for the agencies.'
(ABA Journal 33:1, Jan.

1947).

The ABA hoped that the final selection "will be
of men who are free from bias,

ideological preconceptions,

partisan fealty, subservience to 'pressure groups',
habits of unfairness,

disregard of the true values and

weight of evidence."

(ABA Journal 33:213, March, 1947).

On Capitol Hill,

the chairman of the Senate Com-

mittee on the Judiciary,

Senator Wiley of Wisconsin,

insisted also that appointments be non-partisan, with
choices based on fitness rather than on "a narrow
partisan and ideological basis, with the selection
largely limited to present examiners and agency staffs,
with all members of other parties largely excluded,
irrespective of their possibly superior qualifications."
(ABA Journal 33:422-423, May, 1947).

35-455 0 - 84 - 10
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An excellent overview of Congress's intentions
for hearing examiners under the APA was given at the time
by Professor Morgan Thomas of the University of Michigan,
in an article on "The Selection of Federal Hearing
Examiners:

Pressure Groups and the Administrative

Process" published in 1950 in the Yale Law Journal
(59:431-75).

Professor Thomas noted that:

Integral to the new procedure was the creation
within each agency of a special corps of hearing
examiners independent of agency control or influence.... The main change lay in the new independence which hearing examiners were to have.
To that end they were explicitly made free of
supervision by the investicatory,

prosecuting,

and administrative staffs of their agencies....
Within each agency, cases were generally to be
rotated so that agency influence could not be
made effective through assignment of cases. Moreover,

the Civil Service Concnission was entrusted

with the broad powers which acencies themselves
had previously exercised over their trial examiners.
Thus the Co;=ission was given authority to prescribe
examiners' grades and salaries and to pass on
promotions independently of agency ratings or
recommendations.

An examiner could be removed only

if "good cause' were established at a Civil.Service
Commission hearing.
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The Report of the Committee on the Judiciary
(Meport of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary on
Sen. Rep.

No.

752,

reprinted in Sen.
11946]

79th Congr., 1st Sess.
Doc. No. 248,

[1945],

79th Cong. 2d. Sess. 215

) explained concisely the reasons for these

provisions of Section 11:
"The purpose of this section is to render
examiners independent and secure in their tenure
and compensation.

The section thus takes a

different ground than the present situation in
which examiners are mere employees of an agency...
Recognizing that the entire tradition of the Civil
Service Commission is directed toward security
of tenure, it seems wise to put that tradition
to use in the present case."
It's interesting to note that Congress had been
presented with and rejected other proposals for dealing
with hearing examiners.

One of these proposals included

specific terms of office for examiners.

Under a plan

proposed by the Attorney General's Committee on Aaministrative Procedure,

the hearing examiner would have held

office for seven years and then would have to be renominated by the agency and reapproved by the Office of
Federal Administrative Procedure.

(Final Report of the
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Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure,
Senate Document No.

1941,

8, 77th Congress, 1st Session,

p. 46-7)
Professor Thomas explained that in rejecting proposals like this, a concept that was predominant in
congressional thinking was "that the guarantee of security
of tenure by the Civil Service commission was the appropriate way to ensure that the examiners would be free
from-subservience to their agencies.'
As Justice White pointed out in the Supreme Court's
decision Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478, 1978,

at 511-13

"judges have absolute immunity not because of their
particular location within the government but because of
the special nature of their responsibilities....

We

think that adjudication within a federal administrative
agency shares enough of the characteristics cf the
judicial process that those who participate in such
administrative adjudication should also be immune from
suits for damages....

There can be little doubt that

the role of the modern Federal Hearing Examiner or
Administrative Law Judge within this framework is
'functionally comparable' to that of a judge."
Although the Butz case focused on the issue of
immunity from. suits for damages, Justice White's opinion
stressed the independence and integrity of Administrative
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Law Judges' decision as justification for immunity:
'More importantly, the process of agency
adjudication is-currently structured so as to
assure that the hearing examiner exercises his
independent judgment on the evidence before him,
free.from pressures by the parties-or other
officials within the agency.

Prior to the

Administrative Procedure Act,

there was con-

siderable concern that persons hearing administrative cases at the trial level could not
exercise independent judgment because they were
required to perform prosecutorial and investigative functions as well as their judicial work
....

and because they were often subordinate to

executive officials within the agency.... Since
the securing of fair and competent hearing
personnel was viewed as "the heart of formal
administrative adjudication",

...the Adminis-

trative Procedure Act contains a number of
provisions designed to guarantee the independence
of hearing examiners.

They may not perform

duties inconsistent with their duties as hearing
examiners...

Then conducting a hearing under

5 5 of the APA, a hearing examiner is not
responsible to or subject to the supervision
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or direction of employees or agents engaged in
the performance of investigative or prosecution
functions for the agency....

Nor may a hearing

examiner consult any person or party, including
other agency officials, concerning a fact at
issue in the hearing, unless on notice and
opportunity for all parties to participate...Hearing examiners must be assigned to cases in
rotation so far as is practicable....

They may

be removed only for good cause established and
determined by the Civil Service Comission after
a hearing on the record....

Their pay is also

controlled by the Civil Service Commission.
In light of these safeguards, we think that
the risk of an unconstitutional act by one
presiding at an agency hearing is clearly
outweighed by the importance of preserving the
independent judgment of these men and women."
Although no sitting federal judge would be likely
to testify before you about how he or she would react to
political invasion or ALJs' independence of judgment,
it would be reasonable to predict that judicial review
would have to take on stricter, lengthier and more
detailed standards of scrutiny.

If a reviewing court

can't have the kind of trust Justice White expressed
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in the integrity and independence of today's ALJs,
it would have to probe more deeply and extensively in
order to be satisfied with the fairness and substantiality
of the record before it.

In short, in addition-to adverse

impacts on recruitment and morale, intrusions upon ALJ
decisional independence could also spur a return to
suspicion and hostility in court-agency relations that
were hallmarks of the early 1930's.
I urge the distinguished members of this Subcommittee
to preserve and protect the gains made in our administrative
system by the function of fair,
Administrative Law Judges.

impartial and nonpolitical

Subjecting these judicial

officials to political controls in the 1980's would
unfortunately say to the nation that "nothing recedes like
success."

We can improve decision making mechanisms

through enhancement of knowledge and decisional integrity;
we can only corrode or destroy them by subjecting Administrative Law Judges' decisional independence to political
controls.
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Testimony of Victor G. Rosenblum Before the-Subcommittee on
Administralive Practice and Procedure Committee on Judiciary
U. S. Senate, September 20, 1983.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is
Victor G. Rosenblum. I've been a professor at Northwestern
University since 1958, am visiting at Washington & Lee
University Law School until December as their Frances Lewis
Scholar in Residence, am a past chairman of the Administrative
Law Section of the American Bar Association and a current
vice president of the American Judicature Society. Although
my testimony before you is not likely to be incompatible
with positions of the ABA and AJS, I should make it clear
that I am testifying today in behalf of no one but myself.
My views on administrative law judges have developed in the
course of studying and teaching about the administrative
process for.some twenty five years.
.Though my experience is predominantly academic, I've
had at least some ties with the "real" world beyond academe's
ivory towers, such as having been a staff counsel with the
House of Representatives Committee on Government Operations,
service as a member of the then Civil Service Commission's
Advisory Committee on Administrative Law Judges,

service on

the advisory committee to the National Institute on Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, and consulting work with
and current membership on the Administrative Conference of
the United States.

DOCUMENT NO.

6 (14 pages)
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I would like to focus today on issues affecting the
advisability of establishing an Administrative Law Judge
Corps.

That the administrative process is a hybrid of

legislative, executive and judicial roles in its totality
has never meant that there are not particular functions
within the agencies that cannot be identified as legislative,
executive, or judicial.

Administrative Law Judges perform

judicial functions that parallel within the administrative
process the roles of our other Federal judges within the
broader governmental process.

The office of Administrative

Law Judge has been, since adoption of the Administrative
Procedure Act, and must continue to be, independent, impartial
and free from political pressures and influences.
Congress asserted the importance of the principle that
adjudication should not be subject to politicization when it
adopted the.Administrative Procedure Act in 1946 especially
Section 11 of the Act dealing with hearing examiners.

The

language of § 3105, 5 7521 and S 5326 could not have been
clearer or more forthright in this respect:

"Hearing examiners

shall be assigned to cases in rotation so far as practicable,
and may not perform duties inconsistent with their duties
and responsibilities as hearing examiners...-.

A hearing

examiner appointed under Section 3105 of this title may be
removed by the agency in which he is employed only for good
cause established and determined by the Civil Service
Commission on the record after opportunity for hearing....
Hearing examiners appointed under Section 3105 of this title
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are entitled to pay prescribed by the Civil Service Commission
independently of agency recommendations or ratings...."
By making salaries independent of the employing agency's
recommendations or ratings, and especially by appointing
hearing examiners for life with removal only for good cause
as determined by the Commission -- now by the Merit Systems
Protection Board -- Congress established standards for
dealing with ALJs that veered from those for dealing with
many other agency employees; but Congress believed these
exceptions and changes were necessary to assure decisional
integrity and fairness.
In a study I did for the Administrative Conference in
1975,

I recommended that the time was not then ripe for

creation of an ALJ Corps.
hour for such a Corps.

I'm convinced that now is the

Portions of my rationale in 1975 may

be worth citing in explanation of why I favor creation of a
Corps today:
I don't believe that establishment of a new independent-agency for ALJs should be a priority at this
time.

Four interrelated factors account for my position:

(1) In the three decades since adoption of the APA, the
integrity of the AU

program as administered by CSC has

been significantly strengthened.

Despite the ravages

of Watergate in portions of the Executive branch, there
were no indicators of invasion or impairment of the ALJ
program by political corruption or other improper
influences.

(2) The compromise worked out with CSC
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prior to the Administrative Conference's vote on location of the hearing examiner program in 1962 has on the
whole been effective in providing special attention and
competent direction for the ALJ program by the Commission.
(3) The idea of an Independent Office offers no panacea
for problems of administration, as California's experience with its separate Office of Administrative Procedure shows.

(4) CSC has developed a potentially

comprehensive and systematic instrument for empirical
research into and evaluation of the ALJ program's
strengths and weaknesses through the La Macchia Committee
study.

Factor (1) is a matter of historical record, and my
evaluation of it has not changed between 1975 and today.
One would have to make significant changes in evaluation of
factors (2);

(3). and (4) between 1975 and 1983, however;

and those changes lead me to advocate removal of OPM responsibility for the ALJ program and creation of the Administrative
Law Judge Corps pursuant to S.1275.
Factor (2) referred to the 1962 "compromise" accounting
for the Administrative Conference's vote at that time to
recommend retention of the hearing examiner program by the
Civil Service Commission.

To the best of my knowledge, the

"compromise" came after Professor Wilbur Lester, then staff
director of the Conference's Committee on Personnel had
prepared a detailed critique of CSC's operation of the
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program, concluding that "from 1947 until 1962 the Civil
Service Commission had sufficient time to demonstrate that
it could handle the program.
2
not."

It demonstrated that it could

Lester believed that the creative imagination and

constructive effort essential to this important professional

program could come only from a new agency rather than from
the one that had shown 3itself "neither ready, nor willing,
nor able" in the past.
The Administrative Conference's Committee on Personnel
openly acknowledged its dilemma over whether to follow
Lester's Report. It reaffirmed that dissatisfaction was
widespread over the past performance of the Commission but
in
asserted at the same time that CSC has staff resources
personnel administration which cannot be matched in quality
or quantity by a separate personnel office. In addition,
the Committpe expressed the fear that removing the hearing
examiner program from CSC jurisdiction might leave it "an
orphan unit in the executive branch and in the congressional
4
committees."
The Civil Service Commission's willingness to admit

-

past inadequacy and to promise future improvement established
the context for what became recommendation 28-7 of the
Administrative Conference of 1962:
It is recommended that (a) The hearing exAminer program
continue to be administered by the Civil Service Commission
under the following commitments made by the Commission:
the program be administered by a separate office or
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combined with the administration of a legal career
service; that there be an advisory committee composed
predominantly of lawyers of distinction; and that the
evaluation of candidates for a hearing examiner register
of eligibles include a written and an oral competitive
examination.

(b) Any successor organization to the

Conference have as a part of its normal functions the
continuous observation and periodic study of the policies
5
and administration of the hearing examiner program.

The period of constructive implementation of the Conference 's 1962 recommendation--exemplified by such promising
steps as utilization of a comprehensive written examination,
involvement of renowned practitioners and members of the
academic community in the oral phase of the examination,
addition of.trial experience as one basis for qualification
for appointment, and establishment of the La Macchia Committee
to study multiple dimensions of the status and utilization
of administrative law judges--has long since lapsed into
limbo.

The change in agency title in 1979 from Civil Service

Commission to Office of Personnel Management and the division
of functions between OPM and the Merit Systems Protection
Board wrought no concomitant renewal of reformist energy or
zeal.

The appointment in 1981 of a distinguished Administrative

Law Judge to direct OPM's Office of Administrative Law
Judges momentarily heightened optimism that creative leadership
and policy guidance might yet spring from the agency; but it
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was followed by OPM disinterest in,

if not hostility to,

Judge Morse's. plans for extensive research and modest experimentation. The agency's summary revocation of the Director's
parking place was just one indicator of its truncated enthusiasm for the Office of Administrative Law Judges' responsibilities, and Director Morse soon thereafter chose to return
to active service as an agency AU. General Accounting
Office studies of management of the.administrative law
process offer no reason to believe that OPM has made a
salient priority the implementation or evaluation of proposals
for improving roles, functions and performance of ALJs. On
the contrary, GAO has been overtly critical of management of
6
the administrative law process.
The third factor I cited in the 1975 study for putting
the concept of a new independent agency for ALJs on "hold"
was that state experiences such as California's with such
agencies c6uld not yet substantiate claims of improvement or
reform in any major sense. I noted for example that the
presiding official in California's Office over a fourteen
year period had pointed out that "one of the problems in
separating hearing officers from the agencies for which they
hear cases is that the hearing officer tends to.become

7

merely a name without a face."

If the persons who preside

over hearings are individually known to the agencies and the
agencies have-a better understanding of who the hearing
officers are and what they do, he said, then those agencies
"are more apt to adopt the proposed decisions of the hearing
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officers."

A major difficulty with an Independent Office,

he continued, is that it has caused "an atmosphere of
8
Although
antagonism" between agencies and the Office.
analogies between a state agency with 21 hearing officers
and a total of 63 employees at that time and a federal
agency which would encompass more than 1000 ALJs cannot
fairly be drawn, I reasoned "the problems stemming from
facelessness of personnel and from their differential levels
in the administrative pecking order, which the California
official described, could be common to many administrative
institutions.

Incremental reforms within on-going systems

whose strengths and weaknesses are known may well be more
efficacious than radical shifts to new administrative
systems whose potentialities are, at best, inscrutable.

My

preference, in any event, is to try to tune the engine
9
before we trade the car."
The engine-tuning between 1975 and now by OPM has been
disinterested, disfunctional and disappointing.

Nothing of

note remains of the 1962 understanding with the Administrative
Conference, and the discouragement by the agency of research
and reform initiatives by the Director of its Office of
Administrative Law Judges attests further to the ripeness of
the proposal for a Corps.
Additional support for the Corps concept comes from
recent research by Malcolm Rich and Wayne Brucar under
auspices of the American Judicature Society and embodied in
a fine book titled The Central Panel System for Administrative
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10
The authors find
Law Judges: A Survey of Seven States.
the central panel approach to be "an increasingly used
concept to balance the need for administrative justice with 11
the goal of efficient and effective administrative action."
Although implementation of central panels in these seven
states (California, Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, New Jersey and Tennessee) has been neither uniform
the
nor universally applauded, the record shows clearly that
Corps concept is now practicable and feasible.
The last factor for not making an ALJ Corps a priority
in 1975 was what appeared then the likelihood of sustained
follow-up to the La Macchia Committee study. Judge La Macchia's
Committee, which was known officially as the Committee on
the Study of the Utilization of Administrative Law Judges,
undertook in the early 1970's systematic evaluative and
adequacies
"pulse taking" inquiries about the ALJ program's
12
Conducted
and inadequacies from multiple vantage points.
by a panel of ALJs and chaired by the Civil Service Commission's
Deputy Counsel at the time, who was formerly an ALJ, the
study sought the opinions and beliefs of all of the ALJs and
of samples of federal agency officials, private practitioners,
and bar association representatives about such matters as
the quality and quantity of ALJs' work products, relationships
between the judges and their agencies concerning ALJs'
independence and the adequacy of facilities and resources
available for their work, standards for recruitment of ALJs
and standards for review of their decisions.
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Although the study may not have been exhaustive or
definitive in every respect, it was an invaluable initiator
of an empirical base of data and opinion about the AW
program.. Particularly interesting were its findings that
selective certification in the hiring of ALJs is opposed by
a large majority of practitioners, bar representatives, and
ALJs alike.

Only the eleven agencies using it favored

selective certification.

The Committee found also that

intermediate boards utilized to review initial decisions of
ALJs often had no rules or standards regarding the qualifications or methods of selection of their members and that in
some instances they materially increased the time required
for completing cases without changing the substance of ALJs'
initial decisions.

Not surprisingly, in light of these

findings, the Committee recommended limiting selective
certification and urged legislation and agency rules that
would make decisions of ALJs final subject to discretionary
review.
No invasions of ALJ decisional independence were found
in any agency practices by the Committee in its 1974 Report.
Respect for independence was unanimous.

With regard to

opinions about the quality of ALJs' decisions, 75.3% of the
134 government attorneys practicing before ALJs and reporting
to the Committee rated the quality of ALJs' decisions as
"good to superior."

Only 34.6% of the 52 private attorneys
13
responding gave them that high rating, however.
Government
attorneys and private practitioners were closer together in
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their evaluation of ALJ productivity, with 50.9% of the
private attorneys and 59.9% of the government attorneys
14
The
rating ALJs' productivity as "good to superior."
Committee endorsed as feasible and desirable the establishment of a model caseload accounting system by all agencies
utilizing ALJs.
The independent Corps issue was considered as well.

A

large majority of ALJs were found to favor creation of a
Corps as a measure to improve motivation and morale.

The

Committee went on record as favoring "professional management
analysis of the feasibility and public benefit consequences
15

of the establishment of an independent corps."

Among

other findings and recommendations bearing on the value of
the Corps concept, the Committee noted the nebulousness of
some statutes about whether S 3105 ALJs are required to
conduct hearings and urged an amendment to the APA that
would requfre explicit language citing 5 3105 and § 556 and

1 557 of the APA before any new statute could be construed as
ordering the utilization of ALJs for its hearings.
The La Macchia Committee's 64 findings and conclusions
under ten headings, ranging from appointment to utilization
and morale of ALJs, were designed to provide an agenda for
distillation and refinement of specific recommendations by
a 'isecond level panel" to be appointed by the Commission
from among "the representatives of agencies and organizations
concerned with the administrative process."

Such a panel

was convened in the form of an advisory committee for a
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brief period during President Ford's administration
but was
disbanded by the Carter Aadministration, as part
of a general
cutback in advisory committees, without any effort
to consider,
let alone adopt,

its suggestions.

CSC and OPM have had multiple opportunities over
almost
four decades for development..of a.systematic, fair,
integrative,
and efficacious AU program.
There have been several worthy
starts in that direction followed by witherings, abandonments
and abortions of the efforts.

A fresh start through the

Corps concept is warranted, promising, and practicable
in
S.1275,
I'm happy to support it.
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PROPOSAL

The Association of Administrative Law Judges, in the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), hereby
proposes that the Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA),
including the corps of Administrative Law Judges (ALJs), be
reassigned, by appropriate legislation, from the Social
Security Administration (SSA),

to an independent forum, as

a separate review commission, to hear DhHS cases, thereby
providing the Secretary with an adjudicative body which
provides administrative justice on a full range of DHHS
programs.

This proposed organizational change would be

consistent with organizational structures in other agencies
utilizing ALJs. See,

for example, the statutory language

creating the Occupational Safety

and Health Review Commission

or Federal Mine Safety and Health Review Commission.
Procedures for adjudicating cases before the ALJs would
vary with the type of case involved, program requirements,
the needs of the public, etc.,

and would be geared to offering

a range of proceedings from due process, adversary, evidentiary
hearings, to non-adversary hearings.

OHA already furnishes

ALJs for a variety of DHHS cases not directly involving SSA,
but such temporary assignments require a paper transfer
arrangement.
Moreover, the present organizational structure, with
OHA as part of SSA, places the ALJs in a position where they
are adjudicating SSA cases for the Secretary, but appear to
be organizationally controlled by the Commissioner of SSA.
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SSA has, in the past, been unable, conceptually, to deal
with the role of OHA and its decisional independence,
resulting in strained relationships, misunderstandings, and,
in some instances, lack of cooperation.

Further, the

increasing caseload in SSA has magnified the conceptual
differences between SSA and ORA, the former attempting
increased administrative control in meeting program goals,
and the latter, for its part, insisting on fair evidentiary
hearings.
Clearly, reassignment of OHA to an independent review
commission would make better organizational sense, will
enhance the appearance of justice, promote due process and
the quality of justice afforded the individual litigant, and
provide for a healthier and more responsive institutional
"legal system.'

The transition would be simple and immediate;

it would incur no additional cost to the government, but,
conversely, in the long run, should result in reduced
expenditures by permitting a more efficient operation.
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SUBSTANTIVE BENEFITS AND PROCEDURAL RIGHTS - A BACKGROUND

Individuals have statutory entitlement rights under
Titles II, XVI, XVIII, and IX of the Social Security Act. 1/
Section 202 of the Act provides for retirement insurance
benefits, child's insurance benefits, widow and widower's
benefits, mother's insurance benefits, parent's insurance
benefits and lump sum death payments.

Section 223 provides

for the payment of disability insurance benefits to qualified
individuals.

Section 1611 provides for the payment of

supplemental security income benefit payments to aged,
blind, or disabled individuals who fall within certain
income and resources limitations.

Section 1811 et seq.

provides for the payment of hospital insurance benefits for
the aged and disabled (Part A. Medicare) and Section 1831 et
seq. provides for the payment of supplemental medical
insurance benefits for the aged and disabled (Part B.
Medicare).

Section 1901 et seq. provides for federal grants

.to states for medical assistance programs (Medicaid).

1/ 42 U.S.C. S 401 et seq., 42 U.S.C. 1381a et seq., 42
U.S.C. S 1395 et seq., and 42 U.S.C. S 1396 et seq.; implementing
regulations are found in Title 20 of C.F.R., Employees'
Benefits, Chapter III - Social Security Administration,
Department of Health and Human Services (Parts 400-499) and
Title 42 of C.F.R., Public Health, Chapter IV - Health Care
Financing Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services (Parts 400-499).
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These benefits affect nearly everyone in our society rich or poor, young or old, healthy or disabled; their
importance cannot be overestimated.

At the end of October

1981, the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance
(OASDI) program was paying $12.2 billion in monthly cash
benefits to 35,904,374 beneficiaries. 2/

At the end of

October 1981, 4,030,100 persons received federally administered supplemental security income (SSI) payments at a
cost of $734.7 million. A/

The dollar figures and number of

beneficiaries in the medical programs are also staggering. 4/
At the end of fiscal year 1979 there were over 100 million
people in covered employment (9 out of 10 workers). 5/

As a practical matter, the Secretary of DHHS is embodied
in various bureaucratic and legal decisionmakers.

As

pertinent here, claims for benefits are administered and/or
processed by SSA and its components, including regional
offices, technical and payment review operations and the
Office of Disability Operations.

State agency organizations

under contract with the SSA, and theoretically under federal
control and supervision, make a large measure of the

2/
y
f

5/

Social Security Bulletin, Vol. 45, No. 2(February 1982)
Ibid.
Oasis, Vol. 26, No. 7 (July 1980) at 24.
Ibid.

167"Secretary's" initial determinations.

In fact, they

make

the initial and reconsideration determinations on all
disability claims.

The hearings, on appeal,

are conducted

by ALJs,. who are appointed:under the civil service laws and
regulations and are governed by the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA). 6J

The Supreme Court has held that federal

administrative agencies making determinations of a quasijudicial nature, involving evidentiary hearings, are governed
by APA.

Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420.

There are now

approximately 730 ALJs, 409 staff attorneys, and 2500 support
personnel in OHA, which is organized as part of SSA, which,
in turn, is a subdivision of DHHS. Z/

However, OHA furnishes

ALJs for a variety of DHHS cases not directly involving SSA.
Due process procedural rights are guaranteed to Social
Socurity claimants by the 5th Amendment to the Constitution,
Supreme Court decisions, the Social Security Act itself, and
the APA.

The 5th Amendment is one of .the most important

cornerstones of individual freedom and justice in our
country, and its language is ringingly poetic:

"No person

Cl

Administrative law judges are appointed pursuant to 5
U.S.C. SS 551-552, 553-559, 701-706, 1305, 3105, 3344,
5362, 751(1976), as amended in part by Civil Service Reform
Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-454, 92 Stat. 1111; ALJs are
within 5 C.F.R. S 930.211 and the hearings are governed by
the Administrative Procedure Act as well, 5 U.S.C. S500ff.
2/
U.S. Department of HHS, SSA Operational Analysis of
the Office of Hearings and Appeals, Pubn. No. 70-031 (6-81)
(September 30, 1980) p. 40; see also Memorandumh from
Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner, OHA, SSA, DHHS to
OHA field office, January 20, 1982.
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shall be...deprived of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law..."
The Supreme Court has explicitly and repeatedly recognized
that due process safeguards apply to the Social Security
hearing process.

Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 and

Richardson v. Perales,

420 U.S. 389.

Goldberg and Richardson

are landmark decisions and are helpful in outlining the
dimensions of due process in the administrative context.
"Fundamental fairness" is required and the threshold element
in this concept is an opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time in the process and in a meaningful manner.

A

reasonable opportunity to present the case, including the
right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses and
the right to be represented by counsel, are basic elements
of due process.

Of course, fundamental fairness, if it

means anything at all, includes the right of an individual
to have his case decided by an unbiased, impartial, decisionmaker.

This common sense notion of impartiality is the key

to due process and, unfortunately,
the bureaucracy.

is often overlooked by

The Goldberg decision elaborated on the

acceptable basis of a decision.

The Supreme Court held that

the decisionmaker's conclusion must rest solely on the
pertinent legal rules and evidence adduced at the hearing
and, to demonstrate compliance with this elementary requirement, the decisionmaker must state the reasons for his
determination.
Due process procedural safeguards also exist in the
Social Security Act.

While Section 205(a) gives the Secretary
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broad powers to govern the process of admininistering
benefits, it contains-two important constraints. Y/

First,
it provides that the Secretary's rules, regulations,
and
procedures must not be inconsistent with the Social
Security
Act.
Moreover, Section 205(a) provides that said rules,
regulations, and procedures must be necessary or appropriate
and that they must be both reasonable and proper.
Section 205(b) of the Social Security Act provides
that, if an individual is prejudiced by any decision
which
the Secretary has rendered, then the individual has
a right
to reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing,
and
that, if a hearing is held, then the individual has
a right
to a decision made on the basis of the evidence adduced
at
the hearing.
Section 205(g) of the Act gives individuals the right
to obtain judicial review of the final decision of
the
Secretary by a civil action in the federal district
courts
and to have that decision overturned if not supported
by
substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence has been defined
as 'more than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance.'

8/ Section 205(a) of the Social Security Act, 42
U.S.C.
S 405(a) provides:
The-Secretary shall have full power and authority
to make rules and regulations and to establish
procedures, not inconsistent with the provisions
of the title, which are necessary or appropriate
to carry out such provisions, and shall adopt
reasonable and proper rules and regulations to
-regulate and provide for the nature and extent
of proofs and evidence and the method of taking
and furnishing the same in order to establish
the right to benefits hereunder.
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Thomas v. Celebrezze, 331 F.2d 541 (4th Cir. 1962).

The

Supreme Court described it as "such relevant evidence as a
reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a
conclusion."

Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389 (1971).

"While it is not the Court's function to try the case de
novo, nor to reweigh the evidence or substitute its judgement for that of the Secretary, Hayes v. Gardner, 376 F.2d
517

(4th Cir.

1967), the court must determine whether the

Secretary applied the correct legal standard.
427 F.2d 919 (5th Cir.

1970), and whether his conclusions

have a reasonable basis in law, Hicks v.
299 (4th Cir. 1968)."
M-75-704

Knox v. Finch,

Gardner,

393 F.2d

Taylor v. Matthews, Civil Action No.

(D. Md. February 2, 1976, Memorandum and Order).

Additional procedural protections are afforded by the
APA in order to ensure that individuals receive "due process
of law" when dealing with the government.

5 U.S.C. S 554(b)

provides for adequate notice of hearing and Section 554(c)
provides for access to evidence.
is recognized in Section 556(d)

The right to cross-examine
and the right to be accompanied

by counsel is contained in Section 555(b).

Section 557

requires written findings and reasons for the decision, and
Section 556(e) mandates that the decision be based on the
evidentiary record.

Section 556(b) provides that the person

taking the evidence and rendering the decision be impartial.
Moreover Section 551 grants ALJs qualified independence from
the agency for which they work by assigning responsibility
for determining their qualifications, compensation, and
tenure to the Office of Personnel Management.
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THE PROBLEMS

Case Explosion

Procedural due process assumes that the decisionmaker
will have an adequate time to study and decide the case.
The current explosion in SSA hearing requests renders this
an assumption bordering on fantasy.

It is clear that the

hearing crisis is largly the direct result of SSA policy (1)
to conduct wholesale continuing disability investigations at
an accelerated pace in order to terminate benefits of those
no longer disabled, and (2) the application of "tightened"
standards, resulting in increased denial rates at the lower
levels of adjudication.

Such actions, if unchecked, can

interfere with fundamental fairness, the reasonable and
proper constraints of Section 205(a) of the Social Security
Act, and the principles of impartial decisionmaking inherent
in the 5th Amendment and contained in Section 556 of the
APA.
The administrative law system for adjudicating SSA
claims has been expanding at a spectacular rate over the
last five years, even though the number of applications has,
recently, slightly declined.

In fiscal year 1976, there

were 1,819,261 applications, with only 143,196 requests for
hearing.

In fiscal year 1980, applications were down to

1,695,906, but requests for hearing have skyrocketed to
239,171.

Projections of hearing receipts are staggering.
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In fiscal year 1981, 275,000 hearing requests are anticipated,
340,000 in fiscal 1982, and 416,000 in fiscal 1983.

The

reason for the phenomenal increase is directly related to
the increasing State agency denial rates on both new applications and termination cases.

In fiscal year 1976, the

initial denial rate at the state agency level was 41.6% and
the reconsideration denial rate was 72.3%.

In fiscal year

1980, the initial denial rate had increased to 60.4%, and
the reconsideration denial rate had risen to 82.2%.

/

The increase in denials has caused the pending cases at
OHA to rise to new levels - 128,551 as of August 1981, with
projections at 200,000 in two years.

10/

It is the Associa-

tion's view that these estimates are quite conservative.
Inevitably, it is taking progressively longer to obtain a
hearing decision.

Several courts have held that due process

and statutory rights are violated when a hearing and decision
are not afforded claimants within a reasonable time.

The

principal case is Blankenship v. Secretary of HEW, CCH
Unemployment Ins. Rep.-I 14739 (W.D. Ky., May 6, 1976),

587

F.2d 329 (1978), which, ironically, is itself taking an
extraordinary amount of time and is still in active litigation.
One federal court has even ordered that the Secretary pay

9/ U.S. Department of HHS, SSA, OHA Law Reporter, Vol. V,
Pubn. No. 70-002 (April 1981) pp. 38-39; see also Note 7 supra.
b/
Staff of House Subcommittee on Social Security of
the Committee on Ways and Means, 97th Cong., 1st Sess.,
Social Security Hearings and Appeals: Pending Problems and
Proposed Solutions (Comm. Print 97-24).
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presumptive benefits to claimants who are not given hearings
and decisions within prescribed time limitations, White v.
Mathews, 559 F.2d 852 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S.
908 (1978).

In the Blankenship case, the court, in its

latest order dated September 7, 1981, has hinted very
strongly that it views presumptive payment as an appropriate
remedy:
Thus the Sixth Circuit has recognized the classic
situation of a wrong coupled with an injury. We
believe that where the claimant has been deprived of
rights as a result of delays not attributable to the
claimant, this deprivation, at least where it results
in substantial hardship, can only be corrected by
commencing payment of benefits, subject to the right of
recoupment. bL/
As alluded to above, a primary reason for the increasing
caseload is that SSA is terminating benefits at progressively
higher rates.

The present administration has stepped up

continuing disability investigations (CDIs), which would
have been effective at a later date under the 1980 Disability
Amendments. 12/

In 1981, there were 314,000 CDIs, in 1982,

520,000 CDIs are planned, and in 1983, 832,000 are projected. 13/
The data available to date indicates that there have been
19,750 continuances of benefits and 18,577 cessations
and the termination rate and reconsideration denial rate has

11/ Blankenship v. Secretary of HEW, Civil No. C76-C441
L(A) (W. D. Ky., September 7, 1981).
L2/

Public Law 96-265.

13/

see note 10 supra.
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been greater than estimated. 14/
It should be also noted that the increased denial rate
has similarly caused a substantial caseload in the federal
district and appellate courts.

Currently,

there are 19,000

cases pending, with new cases being filed at the rate of
9,000 every year. L/

Since the federal courts render only

4,600 decisions per year, it can be roughly estimated that
by the end of December 1982 there will be 23,400 social
security cases in the federal courts. S

Criticism of ALJs and Indirect Pressure to Deny

Many media representatives, experts in administrative
law, and ALJs perceive that there is indirect pressure being
placed on ALJs to deny claims - such pressure taking the
form of public criticism by government officials, SSA
statistical studies, and the "Bellmon Amendment."
ostensibly detrimental influences,

These

if extant, may constitute

an infringement upon due process because they are offensive
to the concepts of fundamental fairness and requirements of
impartiality contained in the 5th Amendment, case law, and
Section 556 of the APA.
The ALJ allowance rate in fiscal year 1975 was 41.9%
and by 1980 it had grown to 55.7%, and the CDI allowance

IV

Ibid.

15/

See note 10 supra, at 12.

ly

See note 10 supra, at 18.

-
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rate is even higher. 17/

The ALJs have been severely

criticized for this increase and the apparent disparity
between the levels of adjudication.

Mr. Paul Simmons,

Deputy Commissioner for External Affairs, SSA, in a published
interview has stated:
What's happening out there in the hearings process
defies rational explanation. And it's doing more to
undermine public confidence in the day-to-day workings
of this agency than anything else.
t/
The implication is clearly that ALJs are paying too many
people.

In fact, more recently, in May 1982, Mr. Simmons

expressed the opinion, before the Senate Subcommittee on
Oversight of Government Management, Governmental Affairs
Committee, that State agency "lay" disability examiners
(which positions require only a high-school education), by
-reason of their training, are better able to assess disability
than are the ALJs.

Overlooked, of course, is the fact that

ALJs are lawyers, selected by a rigorous, competitive, meritselection process, most of whom have had extensive "legal"
experience in disability cases, and all of whom have also
been trained in vocational, medical and legal subjects
pertinent to disability determinations.

The foregoing

opinion of Mr. Simmons boggles the mind.
Further, Mr. Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner of
OHA, in his Congressional testimony in October 1981, stated:
The second major area requiring our immediate attention
is the need to improve the quality and consistency of
the process. The most obvious indicator of the overall
lack of consistency is the reversal rate at the hearing

b/

/

See note 10 supra, at 44.
Oasis, Vol. 12, No. 8 (August 1981) at 33.
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level. Lower level decisions for all categories of
cases are now being reversed by ALJs at a rate of 55.3
percent. The reversal rate of Title II disability
cases alone is now about 60 percent. 19/
In a recent Congressional staff report, it was indicated:
"Moreover, the federal quality assurance system's most
recent statistics indicate a very high accuracy rate for the
State agency reconsideration determinations." ?/

The point

was that, if the State agencies are so accurate, then the
ALJs must be in error.

The so-called "quality assurance

studies" were conducted by the Office of Disability Operations,
SSA.

In essence, the study was performed by SSA program

officials who are charged with the responsibility of supervising the State agencies and, thus, they have a vested
interest in showing that the State agencies are performing
well.

The results are, therefore, not surprising.

It was

found that there were "no substantial deficiencies in State
agency evidentiary development, case processing, or disability
evaluation, as these activities are generally practiced at
the reconsideration level." ?t/

It was reported that 86

percent of all cases studied were sufficiently developed at
the reconsideration level and, in 79 percent of ALJ reversals,
all relevant issues and questions were resolved in the

19/ Testimony by Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner of
SSA - Office of Hearings and Appeals before Social Security
Subcommittee, October 23, 1981.
See note 10 supra, at 9.

/ Hinckley, The SSA Disability Appeals Reform Experiments;
Probing For Improvement, U.S. Department of HHS, SSA, OHA
Law Reporter, Vol. V, Pubn. No. 70-002 (April 1981) at 34.
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reconsideration determination. 22

It will be demonstrated

that these conclusions are hopelessly flawed and selfserving.

It should also be noted that the inadequacies of

SSA program officials have been documented by the Comptroller
General. L/
The criticism of the ALJ reversal rate led to the
passage of the "Bellmon Amendment."

Senator Bellmon put

forth his legislation to "strengthen one of the weakest
links in the disability adjudication process" ?y

in order

to achieve 'better assurance that disability awards are not
being granted inappropriately in a large number of cases." 25/
Section 304(g) of P.L. 96-265 requires the Appeals
Council, on its own motion, to conduct pre-effectuation
review of ALJ decisions favorable to the claimant.

The

Commissioner of SSA had reported that this review is being
conducted in a two-stage process:

(1) 3600 cases in a

random sample and (2) target-sampling of individual ALJs and
hearing offices that have high reversal rates. 26

B

This

Ibid.

?/
GAO, Control Over Medical Examinations Is Necessary for
the SSA to Better Determine Disability, HRD-79-119 (October
9, 1979); GAO, The Social Security Administration Should
Provide More Management and Leadership In Determing Who Is
-Eligible for Disability Benefits, HRD-76-105 (August 17,
1976); GAO, The SSA Needs to Improve Its Disability Claim
Process, HRD-78-40 (February 16, 1978); GAO, A Plan For
Improving the Disability Determination Process By Bringing
It Under Complete Federal Management Should Be Developed,
HRD-78-146 (August 31, 1978).

/
3~/

/

125 Cong. Rec. 719

(daily ed. January 31, 1980).

Ibid.
See note 10 supra, at 11.
- 13 -
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latter kind of review has a chilling effect on ALJs.

For

example, if an ALJ has a string of favorable decisions,-he
must inevitably look to the subsequent cases with a more
critical eye, and may be more disposed to denying cases for
fear of being blacklisted as a "high reverser."
The "Bellmon Report" was issued in January 1982 and
contains no surprises.

The Association has published its

response to such report in "A Critique of the Bellmon Study",
finding that "the differences between lower-level and judgelevel allowance rates are fully within reasonable expectations,'
especially in view of specified case-handling deficiencies
at the lower levels of case processing.

However, the Association

makes clear, in the critique, that it has no objection to
ongoing review of judge decisions, in the interest of improving
the "system", provided that appropriate, unbiased, and
otherwise qualified individuals are utilized in the program,
and that a more random - sampling approach is applied.
Overemphasis on "reversal" and "affirmation" raLas by
the ALJs demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the
administrative hearing process.
de novo adjudications.

The ALJ determinations are

A trial de novo is "a new trial or

retrial had in an appellate court in which the whole case is
gone into as if no trial whatever had been had in the court
below." 27/

Section 205(b) of the Social Security Act

explicitly provides that the Secretary can affirm, modify or

L7/: Steven H. Gifis, Law Dictionary (Woodbury, Barron
1975), p. 212.
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reverse his findings of fact, and reverse the decision at
the lower level - he is not bound in any way by his previous
denial determination.
The individual cases that make up the "reversal" rate
should be more closely analyzed.

In a crude way, it can be

conceptualized that, when an ALJ issues a completely favorable decision for the claimant, he has "reversed" the lower
level determination.

However, the makeup of the reversal

rate contains decisions which are only partially favorable
to the claimant.

Several examples come to mind:

award of a closed period of disability,
different onset dates than alleged,

(1) an

(2) awards with

(3) termination of

entitlements with different cessation points,

(4) concurrent

split decisions, i.e., Title II disability benefits denied
because disability began subsequent to expiration of insured
status but Title XVI disability benefits granted;

(5)

cessation overpayment cases where cessation is affirmed but
overpayment liability is waived or determined in different
amounts than the lower level determinations, and (6) situations where disability is found but entitlement is conditioned
upon active participation in a rehabilitation program and
appointment of a representative payee.

In all of these fact

patterns, it is inaccurate to imply that the ALJ has "reversed'
the prior determination by giving the claimant a wholly
favorable decision.
The actual reasons behind rising State agency denial
rates and the disparity between ALJ and State agencies
denial rates are difficult to assess, and may be the result
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of an inadvertent tightening of criteria at the State
agency level, or the inability of State agencies appropriately
to handle the increased workload.

The increase in State

agency denial rates may also stem from a desire by the
agency to reduce the amount of dollar benefit payout.

This

is being accomplished despite the increase in ALJ reversal
(allowance) rates.

In fiscal year 1976 there were 1,819,26,1

applications; this figure breaks down to 1,061,776 initial
awards and 757,485 denial determinations.

Out of this

denial determination figure, 143,196 people requested a
hearing, and with a 45% reversal rate by ALJs, this would
result in an additional 64,438 hearing awards, bringing the
total awards in 1976 to 1,126,214.

This figure would not

include subsequent federal court awards.

In fiscal year

1980, there were 1,695,906 applications; this figure breaks
down quite differently than in 1976, however.

There were

only 671,604 initial awards as the State agencies went from
a 41.6 percent denial rate to a 60.4 percent denial rate.
Even though requests for hearing skyrocketed to an all time
high of 239,171, and the ALJ reversal rate has increased tO
55.7%, the additional ALJ awards of 133,218 brought the
.total amount only to 804,822.

Thus, it can be seen that,

even considering the reduction of the applications filed,
analytical computation reveals a net decrease in awards by
198,037. _/
By increasing the numbers of people denied (in the

See note 9 supra.
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range of 200,000), programs actuaries can save the SSA trust
funds $50,000 per Title II claim and general revenues can be
saved in the amount of $30,000 per Title XVI claim - a total
savings of $8 billion if the increased denials were allocated
equally between the two programs. ?_2/

Moreover, for each

individual denied benefits, there are great savings in
Medicare and Medicaid benefit payouts, because disabled
individuals qualify for these entitlements.
Many reasons have been put forth for the discrepancy in
reversal rates.

More traditional cause and effect rationales

include the following:

(1) claimant's condition has changed,

(2) new evidence has been submitted, (3) the hearing stage
is the first time that there is face-to-face confrontation,
(4) vigorous participation of claimant's representatives,
(5) ALJs have more flexibility and discretion; or (6)
different adjudicatory standards are applied.

As indicated

above, a careful analysis of the reality of the overall
processing system reveals that such reasons are only partial
answers, and that increasing denial rates, caseload pressures,
and increasing error rates at the lower levels, are significant
contributing factors.

29j

See note 23 supra.
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Management initiatives and regulatory changes have also
brought about interesting results.

There has been substantial

pressure on ALJs to produce ever-increasing numbers of
decisions and, to this end, "short form fully favorable
decisions" were introduced over a decade ago.

ALJs were

encouraged to issue a two page abbreviated decision, instead
of issuing a comprehensive long form decision of several
pages, covering the procedural history, issues, laws and
regulations, summary and evaluation of the medical, vocational
and other evidence, rationale for the decision, and specific
findings and conclusions.

The first page was a preprinted

form with blanks for the application and onset dates, and
the second page was a "memorandum to the file" outlining the
reasons for the award.

The rationale for such "short form"

decision appears to have been that fully favorable decisions
did not require as much explanation since they would not be
subject to appeals by satisfied claimants, and should take
less time to prepare, thus, giving an opportunity to increase
productivity.

Unfortunately, the use of short forms led to

some sloppy work, and some ALJs may have used them inappropriately.

It is not suggested here that any ALJ fell prey to

the availability of such short cut at the expense of an
incorrect decision.

But one can envision this happening

under severe pressure to produce.

It is interesting to note

that the present Associate Commissioner of OHA has ordered
that the use of short forms be discontinued because, among
other reasons, it may constitute a violation of S 205(b) of
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the Social Security Act.

30/

The use of the short form,

coupled with the fact that favorable ALJ decisions, beginning
in 1975, were no longer reviewed, may have had an impact on
the reversal rate.

While it is inappropriate to target

individual judges for review due to high reversal rates, it
is good management practice to monitor all decisions for
accuracy and quality.
One of the most significant factors in the increased
reversal rate at the hearing level was the advent of the new
.grid" regulations, which were published in the Federal
Register on November 28, 1978, and which became effective on
February 26, 1979; these regulations are now contained in 20
C.F.R. 404.1501 et seq. and 20 C.F.R.. 416.901 et seq.

Such

regulations were touted as a codification of existing policy
and interpretation of the regulations.

In fact, among

certain categories of claimants, it liberalized the law.
For example, the "grids" mandate an award to an individual
who has no work experience or is precluded from perfo wiing
his vocationally relevant past work activity (assuming it
required something greater than a sedentary level of physical
exertion), who is

currently limited to a sedentary residual

functional capacity, who has

no transferable skills, and

who is 50 years of age or older.
prior to the

This.was not the case

passage of these regulations and appears

30/ Memorandum from Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner,
6RA, SSA, DHHS to OHA file offices, December 17, 1981.
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contrary to the intent of Congress.

These regulations have

been applied conscientiously by the ALJs, as interpreted by
the courts, but applied erroneously to varying degrees at
the lower levels, based on instructions from the Office of
Disability Operations in the form of a Program Operations
Manual.

The Threat of Interference With The Administrative Law
Judge Decisionmaking Process: The Destruction of Integrity

It cannot be controverted that administrative interference with the decisional independence of ALJs, if it
occurs, would have the direct effect of denying due process
of law to claimants

--

individually and as a class.

A

weakness in the administrative law system is the fact that
ALJs are assigned to and paid by the agencies for whom they
conduct hearings under the APA.

Real power remains with the

agency for which the judges are adjudicating -- here, SSA.
Some have charged that the Agency, through its administrative
powers, has attempted, particularly in the recent past, to
*achieve greater control over ALJs, to the detriment of thee
precepts of fundamental fairness, the goal of impartiality
..
recognized by the 5th Amendment,

Sections 556 and 551 of the

APA, and the constraints of Section 205(a) of the Social
Security Act.
OHA may have been, in the late 1970's and 1980, 'an
agency at war with itself, as reported in a Congressional
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survey paper. 31/

Management officials at the central and

regional levels have been dominated by SSA policy, and they
have, in the past, demonstrated a bureaucratic mentality
that admits only to "production", at the expense of the
quality of due process or even the accuracy of decisionmaking, 32/ despite ip service to the latter.

There has been a

destructive conflict between the "managers" of the Agency
and the lawyers and other professionals.

This conflict has

led to litigation, most of it caused by the frustration of
the Agency personnel with dealing with management over the
issue of fairness to the public. A3/

In the past, manage-

ment officials have been unnecessarily abrasive and have

31/ Staff of House Subcommittee on Social Security of the
Committee on Ways and Means, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
Social Security Administrative Law Judges: Survey and
Issue Paper (Comm. Print 96-2) at 3-6.
l/

Ibid. at pp 5-6:
The subcommittee staff believes that because of
the great increase in hearing requests in the last
4 years, the greater emphasis in all phases of
the process has been placed on "moving the cases"
rather than rendering fair and sound decisions.
Up to now, in BHA's continuing struggle to achieve
a balance between quantity and quality, the
definite winner has been quantity.

2/

Ibid. p. 111.
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been criticized for a lack of integrity. 34/

ALJ case

disposition rates has substantially increased, but can be
attributed more to increases in budget and manpower rather
than the activities of management.

In any case, production

has reached unprecedented heights, but increased pressure to
"move the cases" may produce irreparable harm to the quality
(fairness and accuracy) of the decisionmaking process.
Two lawsuits highlight the conflict between due process
concerns of the ALJs and the prerogatives of administrative
policy.

As previously discussed, the Constitution, S 205 of

the Social Security Act, and various provisions of the APA,
govern the hearing process.

In Bono v. Califano, United

States District Court for the Western District of Missouri,
Western Division (Civil Action No. 77-0819-CV-W-4),

five

judges alleged that management practices of the SSA/OHA
impinged upon their qualified judicial independence and
impermissibly interfered with their constitutional, statutory,
and case law duty to provide procedural due process for

~/

Ibid. p 4:
The crux of the argument of all these 'professionals" is that beginning in 1975 'manager' type
employees were inserted in almost every level of
BHA to bring order to what the SSA leadership
considered to be a disorderly administrative
organization which was faced by a growing backlog
The Director and the new managers came
.of cases.
in relatively 'hardnose and our ALJ survey indicates
that openness with employees, and keeping them
abreast of new initiatives was not BHA's high
suit.
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Social Security claimants.

The plaintiffs maintained that

various regulations, orders, directives, memoranda, policies, and instructions 35/ have the effect of rating the
performance of individual ALJs; usurp the authority of ALJs
to designate the time and place of hearings; establish procedures whereby ALJs are pressured to meet arbitrary
numerical quotas; violate statutory requirements that ALJs
be assigned cases in rotation; arbitrarily assign judicial
and quasi-judicial functions to staff other than ALJs; and
publicly demean and impugn the integrity of individual ALJs.
The Bono suit was settled in June 1979, when management
agreed to revise its policies regarding training, transfer,
and travel policies, and the use of production statistics
and goals for the ALJs.

It is claimed by some ALJs that

management has ignored the spirit and terms of this settlement, and the Association is now considering whether to

As previously discussed, the law requires a decision
on the record" exclusively. It is reasonable to include applicable federal statues, regulations, and case law as
well as the evidentiary exhibits in the record. However,
ALJs are deluged with SSA policy material,that influences
them,which is not properly within the record.
This policy
information is included in the OHA AUJ handbook, interim
circulars, internal memoranda, program policy statements,
Social Security Rulings, and a variety of other administrative directives and instructions. It can be useful but it
is often biased in favor of the agency and is without the
force of reason or law. A good example of the propaganda
nature of the material is Program Policy Statement, No. 64
(March 4, 1982) which provides that ALJs shall give probative
weight to DDS staff physicians' assessments of residual
functional capacity.
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petition to have this suit reopened. 36/
An even more interesting case is that of Nash v. Califano,
a decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit, Docket No. 79-6180, decided January 7, 1980.

Judge

Nash persuasively argued that management activities violate
the rights of claimants to procedural due process, as required
by law.

He asserted that the -regional

Office Peer Review

System" violates 5 U.S.C. S 556 because, through it, the
Agency has effectively seized the power to control hearings,
and that arbitrary monthly production quotas constitute a
performance rating of individual judges in violation of the
APA, 5 U.S.C. S4301(2)(E) and 5 C.F.R. S 930.211.

He also

argued that the mass production techniques of the "employee
pool system" violate 5 U.S.C. SS 556(c) and 3105.

Judge

Nash also alleged that the agency's "Quality Assurance
Program", which-provides for counseling and admonishing
judges to keep their rate within SSA norms,

is a violation

of the APA, 5 U.S.C. SS 556 and 3105.
The U.S. Court of Appeals overruled the district court's
dismissal of the action and explicitly held that Judge Nashpossessed standing; subsequently, the district court, on
remand, certified the suit as a class action and the case is
still in litigation.

Judge Irvin R. Kaufman, of the Court

of Appeals, expressly recognized the legitimate existence of
ALJ limited independence under the APA, regulations, and

2Y

See note 10 supra, at 25.
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controlling case law. 37/

While he stated that he was not

giving an opinion as to the substantive merits of the complaint,
a careful reading of his decision indicates that he felt
strongly that it is imperative that the law protect the
decisional independence guaranteed to ALJs, not for their
own personal benefit, but to ensure that claimants receive
impartial judgments free from the corrupting influence of
the agencies:
The independent judiciary is structurally insulated
from the other branches to provide a safe haven for
individual liberties in times of crises.
By analogy,
"the process of agency adjudication is currently
structured so as to assure that the hearing examiner
exercises his independent judgement on the evidence
before him, free from pressures by the parties or other
officials within the agency." Butz v. Economou, 438
U.S. 478,513 (1978). At/
In Blankenship, supra, the Agency attempted to comply
with the court's requirement for a remedy, such as presumptive
payment, in undue case-handling delays, by proposing specified
sanctions against, or controls over, ALJs... in essence,
offering up the ALJs as a collective sacrificial lamb.

The

Association opposed such action in a petition to intervene,
and the judge rejected the Agency's proposals as inappropriate.
The implication of the Agency's action clearly is that the
Agency considers the ALJs to be responsible for case-handling
delays, rather than deficiencies in the Social Security
system, as enumerated herein, and seeks to achieve compliance

37/

Ramspeck v.

Trial Examiners Conference, 345 U.S. 128

T953); Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478 (1978).
38/

Nash at 818.

35-455 0 - 84 - 13
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withold the authority to hire and/or fire ALJ staff, refuse
travel voucher approval, refuse training or continuing legal
education, and engage in harassment practices.

Management,

at the regional or central office level, can effectively
control day-to-day operations of field offices, and can
control the staff in order to manipulate indirectly the
judges.

Judges can be "blacklisted" for having too high a

reversal rate or for any other practice that is deemed
incompatible with SSA policy, and they can be placed on a
select list for Appeals Council own motion review.
Countless studies document the power and reality il
management to intimidate ALJs.

of

The January 1979 Report of

the Subcommittee on Social Security cited the following
management practices as violations of ALJ independence and
compromising due process:
case production goal,

(1) the establishment of a high

(2) warnings to low producers that

removal action would be initiated if their production did
not improve,

(3) requiring judges to hear a minimum (high)

number of cases when they travel, and (4) considering an
ALJ's production rate in deciding whether the ALJ would be
transferred to a location of his or her choice.

A GAO

report in June 1981 identified other practices, including
the publication of production and disposition rates of

41/ See note 11 supra, at 24; GAO, SSA Policies for
Managing Its Administrative Law Judges, HRD-81-911 (June 2,
1981); see note 33 supra; GAO, Administrative Law Process;
Better Management Is Needed, FPCD-78-25 (May 15, 1978);
GAO, Management Improvements In The Administrative Law
Process: Much Remains To Be Done, FPCD-79-44 (May 23, 1979).
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judges, hearing office visits by the deputy chief ALJ to
investigate high reversal rates in order to satisfy a Social
Security Regional Commissioner, targeting for review individual judges who have high reversal rates, and placing
quotas on staff attorneys and, thereby, placing quotas on
judges indirectly.

SSA's Application of Erroneous Standards

It is clear that the State agencies are applying
standards for determining disability, at the direction of
SSA, which are more strict than that applied at the hearing
level.

Section 205(a) of the Social Security Act mandates

generally that the Secretary's rules, regulations, and
procedures be consistent with the Social Security Act and
that they be appropriate, reasonable, and proper.

Section

223(d) (1) (A) of the Act provides that "disability" means
"inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by
reason of any medically determinable physical or mental
impairment which can be expected to result in death or which
has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous
period of not less than 12 months.'

Section 223(d)(2)

provides that, for purposes of paragraph (1)(A), an individual "shall be determined to be under a disability only
if his physical or mental impairment or impairments are of
such severity that he is not only unable to do his previous
work but cannot, considering his age, education, and work
experience, engage in any other kind of substantial gainful
work which exists in the national economy..."
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The case law has evolved, concerning the burden of
proof, as follows:

Once an individual proves that he is

precluded from performing his past work, then the burden
shifts to the Secretary to show what other work the claimant
can do.

Kerner v. Celebrexze, 340 F.2d 736 (2d Cir.), cert.

denied, 382 U.S. 861 (1965) and its progeny.

The Secretary

is able to satisfy his burden by taking administrative
notice of sedentary and light jobs available in the national
economy and through the use of vocational expert testimony.
The grid regulations, 20 C.F.R. 404.1501 et seq. and 20
C.F.R. 416.901 et seq., were devised to reduce the necessity
of calling vocational experts to testify at hearings by
expanding the notice dimension of the disability analysis
through medical/vocational guidelines in the form of rules
designed on "grid tables", based upon residual functional
capacity, age, education, and work experience variables.

A

sequential evaluation analysis is required by the regulations
(see 20 C.F.R. 404.1520 and 20 C.F.R. 416.920).
is as follows:

The sequence

(1) is the claimant currently engaged in

substantial activity?
severe impairment?

(2) does the claimant experience a

(3) does claimant's severe impairment

meet or constitute the medical equivalence of an impairment
listed in 20 C.F.R., Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix I?

(4)

-is the claimant precluded from performing his vocationally
relevant past work activity?

(5) is the claimant precluded

from performing all other work activity as well, considering
the vocational factors of age, education, and transferable
skills?
Often, the rationale for denial determinations is a
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finding by the State agency that the claimant does not
suffer from a severe impairment, i.e., the claimant does not
suffer from an impairment or combination of impairments
which significantly affects the ability to perform basic
work-related functions (see 20 C.F.R. 404.1521 and 20 C.F.R.
416.921).

The regulations define basic work activities to

include - (1) Physical functions such as walking, standing,
sitting, lifting, pushing, pulling, reaching, carrying, or
handling; (2) Capacities for seeing, hearing,

and speaking;

(3) Understanding, carrying out, and remembering simple
instruction;

(4) Use of judgment, (5) Responding appropriately

to supervision, co-workers and usual work situations; and
(6) Dealing with changes in a routine work setting (see 20
C.F.R. 404.1521 and 20 C.F.R. 416.921).

Almost all claimants,

except those few with frivolous claims, have "significant'
restrictions and, therefore, a "severe" impairment.

It

might be granted that to define a severe impairment in terms
of significant restrictions is redundant but, nonetheless,
this is the language of the regulations.
If it is inappropriate to say that the claimant does
not suffer from a severe impairment, the next most frequent
denial rationale of the State agencies is that the claimant's
impairment does not meet or constitute the medical equivalence
of any impairment contained in the "Listing of Impairments"
contained in 20 C.F.R., Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 1.
Once again, this is not the standard of the statute, regulations, or case law which mandate that the decisionmaker also
consider vocational factors and such subjective factors as
pain.

Moreover; it should be noted that the criteria of the
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Listings are very demanding and that, to satisfy them, one
must almost be near death, experiencing a life threatening
situation or be overwhelmingly physically or mentally incapacitated.
A few illustrations are in order.

To satisfy Listing 1.05

Disorders of the Spine, B. Osteoporosis, an individual must
have generalized osteoporosis (established by x-ray) manifested
by pain and limitation of back motion and paravertebral
muscle spasm, with x-ray evidence of either:

(1) Compression

fracture of a vertebral body with loss of at least 50 percent
of the estimated height of the vertebral body prior to the
compression fracture, with no intervening direct traumatic
episode; or (2) Multiple fractures of vertebrae with no
intervening direct traumatic episode.

In order to meet

Listing 4.02, Congestive Heart Failure, one must have cardiovascular disease manifested by evidence of vascular congestion such as hepatomegaly, peripheral or pulmonary edema,
with persistent congestive heart failure on clinical examination, despite prescribed therapy or persistent left
ventricular enlargement and hypertrophy, documented by both
extension of the cardiac shadow (left ventricle) to the
vertebral column on a left later chest roentgenogram and
specific electrocardiograph findings.

In order to satisfy

Listing 12.05, Mental Retardation, Subsection A., an individual must be experiencing severe mental and social
incapacity as evidenced by marked dependence upon others for
personal needs (E.G., bathing, washing, dressing, etc.), an
inability to understand the spoken work and inability to
avoid physical danger (fire, cars, etc.), an inability to
follow simple directions, and an inability to read, write,
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and perform simple calculations.

Moreover, it should be

noted that claimants could be in compliance with 90% of two
or more Listings, thereby being severely impaired, and yet
fall short of entitlement that is based upon a strict
requirement that it is necessary to fully meet at least one
specific Listing, or the equivalent thereof - an interpretation that is universally applied.
A study of ALJ reversals in Region I, conducted jointly
by the OHA Regional Chief Judge and the Assistant Regional
Commissioner of Social Security, Programs, documents that
the State agencies and ALJs are applying differing criteria
of eligibility. 12/

Substantial variations in approaching

mental cases were cited.

It was reported that State agencies

were of the view that a younger worker had to nearly meet or
equal the severity level of the Listings to be allowed
benefits.

Youth was viewed as such a favorable vocational

factor that anything less than the Listings was insufficient
to qualify for benefits.

Moreover, it was found that the

State agencies used only "medical" evidence in determining
whether a mental impairment was severe.

Sheltered workshop

data or vocational rehabilitation reports, demonstrating
that the claimant could not sustain work at a level which

j/
Memorandum from Assistant Regional Commissioner Programs, Edward A. Monkevich and Regional Chief ALJ of
Region I, William B. Lisner to Regional Commissioner of
SSA, March 2, 1981, Report of SSA Region I Study of ALJ
Reversals of State Agency Decisions; reprinted in Staff
of House Subcommittee on Social Security of the Comiiittee
on Ways and Means, 97th.Cong., 1st Sess., Status of the
Disability Insurance Program (Comm. Print 97-3).
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meets the standards for "substantial gainful activity" or
competitive industry norms on a continuing basis, were
rejected because it was "lay" evidence.

It was noted that

the State agencies viewed the claimant's impairment in a
very narrow time-frame and that the exclusive rationale for
many denials was that the claimant was oriented in three
spheres and demonstrated no delusions, hallucinations, or
thought disorder.
It was discovered that State agency physicians gave
residual functional capacity evaluations which were different
from medical assessments of limitations proffered by treating
physicians and consultative examiners, and gave no bases for
the conclusions reached.

It was also reported that the

Program Operations Manual, prepared by the Office of Disability Operations and used by State agencies, states that
there should be very few cases in which claimants' residual
functional capacity is reduced below the full range of
sedentary work because the individual's impairments would
meet or equal the level of severity required by the Listings.
This policy is far removed from reality.

There is a huge

gulf between the severity required by the Listings, on the
one hand, and the demands of sedentary work activity, on the
other, and many claimants fall within that gap.
Institutional pressures were also identified as a
reason for high denial rates.

It was found that State

agency processing time constraints led to increases in the
denial rate because decisions were made without all of the
evidence.

The SSA review process was found to encourage

State agency denials because- 100 percent of decisions
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favorable to claimants were reviewed, while only 10 percent
of the denials were examined.
In a subsequent article, the RCALJ conducting the
study, William B. Lisner, reported that the State agencies
are instructed by the SSA Disability Program Branch to base
the entire disability determination on the medical judgment
of their staff physicians and to disregard the opinion of
treating and consulting physicians,, vocational factors, and
pain. L/

Judge Lisner's comments provide a poignant

insight into the reversal rate discrepancy:

"The DDSs have

been receiving the message from SSA, mostly indirectly, that
doubts about a disability decision should be resolved by a
denial rather than by an allowance.
no such message."

t/

The ALJs have received

The Association submits that the

judges are similarly receiving the denial message in no
uncertain terms, albeit indirectly.
from the OHA policy council 1/

Despite warning signals

and pending

A/
Lisner, Escalating State Agency Denial Rates And Their
Impact On OHA, U.S. Department of HHS, SSA, OHA Law Reporter,
Vol. V, Pubn. No. 70-002 (April 1981) at 40.
t/

Ibid.

I/
A January 1981 OHA Policy Council (the OHA Policy
Council is an advisory body of SSA ALJs that regularly
consults with the OHA Director) resolution stated:
The Council unanimously urges the Associate
Commissioner to continue to impress upon the
Commissioner of SSA (our) concerns about the
declining rate of State Agencies' allowances,
and the continued use of a different standard
in adjudicating disability cases of OHA and
the State Agencies, all of which has caused
an unnecessary increase in the workload and
reversal rate of the Office of Hearings and
Appeals.
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litigation, 46/ SSA remains steadfast in their practice of
maintaining a more strict standard of entitlement at the
lower level.

Moreover, this approach is completely at odds

with the legion of controlling case law to the effect that
the Social Security Act is a remedial statute and should be
liberally construed.
667,

Allison v. Celebrezze, 238 F. Supp.

(W.D.S.C. 1964); Rosenberg v. Richardson, 538 F.2d 487

(2d Cir. 1976); Walston v. Gardner, 381 F.2d 580 (6th Cir.
1967).

Consultative Examinations and the Quality of the Record

Section 205(b) of the Social Security Act and Section
556(c) of the APA require a decision based on the evidence
of record and presuppose that the record is qualitatively
sound.

However, there is serious question of the quality of

the evidentiary record in view of significant problems with
the consultative examination process - in many instances
consultative examinations are factually inadequate and
biased in favor of the agency.

Such reports are often

unrealistically positive, purposefully vague, and often
based on perfunctory or extremely brief clinical examinations.

They frequently are so standardized as to be suspect,

46/ There is pending class action litigation challenging
t e legality of all claims denied at the State agencies
under adjudicative criteria which differs from that applied
by OHA and the federal courts. Alrich v. Harris, Civil No.
80-279 (D. Vt., filed Dec. 12, 1980).
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and are tainted by financial conflicts of interests on the
part of the submitting physicians.
Where the State agencies rely on medical evidence which
is inherently unreliable, they, obviously, can reach an
erroneous conclusion.

The ALJs recognize this and, accordingly,

their determinations can be quite different from those
reached by the State agency.

Typically, when there is

inadequate or conflicting medical data in the record,
claimants may be scheduled to undergo consultative examinations,

in accordance with 20 C.F.R.

416.917.

404.1517 and 20 C.F.R.

The physicians performing the examinations are

under contract with the government and submit reports which
become significant probative evidence.

In those situations

where consultative examinations are unreliable, common sense
and requirements of propriety require ALJs to give more
weight to credible and equally expert medical evidence from
treating physicians or other medical sources, and claimant's
own testimony at the hearing.

While studies of the consul-

tative examination process have found that is is essential
for the full development of the record and is cost effective,
it has also been shown that increases in consultative
examinations have led to increases in the denial rate.
Recently, the probative value of the consultative
examination process has become more suspect,

47/

See note 23 supra.

especially in
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volume provider situations. 48/

There has been litigation

involving Suburban Internal Medical Group, also known as
American Medical Services or Thurman and Thurman, a group of
consultative physicians operating in at least nine offices in
four states, David W. Bush inter alia v.

Schweiker, CCH

Unemployment Insurance Reports with Social Security, V 17,993
at 2399-83 (1982).

On July 8, 1981, Federal District Court

Judge Glen M. Williams remanded seven cases to the Secretary
for further proceedings.

Judge Williams had found "from the

evidence and the sworn deposition of Dr. Harry E. Martin
that the reports, practices, medical procedures, methods and
cursory medical examinations of Dr. Harry E. Martin, Drs.
Thurman and Thurman and Suburban Medical Group are fraudulent
in nature and the court so rules that such reports, practices,
etc., are a fraud." 49/
The record in the Thurman case documented the superficiality of the examinations and that the reports contained
fraudulent misrepresentations.

The plaintiffs stated in

their brief:
Dr. Martin sees at least 25 to 35 claimants in one day
and completes his reports for all of them on the same"
day. His notes and some of the test results are turned
over to Thurman and Thurman in Nashville, Tennessee.
In a little over a week, a five to ten page detailed

48/ Staff of House Subcommittee on Social Security of the
Committee on Ways and Means, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., Volume
Providers of Medical Examinations For Social Security
Disability Cases (Comm. Print 97-16).
49/

Ibid.

p. 5.
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comprehensive report signed 'Dr. Martin by Dr. Thurman'
is submitted to the Social Security Administration.
This report generally includes a physical capacities
evaluation report showing ranges of motion and claimants
abilities to perform certain tasks for certain amounts
of time.
Dr. Martin stated under oath that he does not
personally fill out the physical capacities evaluation.
The end result of these procedures is that Dr. Martin
spends only a short time with the claimants, but a
report is prepared that appears to be the result of an
extensive and exhaustive examination by Dr. Martin.
This misrepresentation of the examination has been
relied on repeatedly by the Social Security Administration and the Court to deny benefits to claimants.
t/
The final reports were not completed or approved by the
examining physician and, therefore, could not reasonably be
relied upon as probative or substantial evidence within the
meaning of controlling case law.

The plaintiffs' brief

stated:
Dr. Martin has admitted, under oath, in a deposition
that he does not see the report or sign the report; the
examination takes place in Kingsport, Tennessee,
however the report is typed in the offices of Thurman
and Thurman in Nashville, Tennessee, and it is forwarded directly to the Disability Determination Services in Roanoke. Dr. Martin further testified that
certain aspects of the report are not available to him
at the time of the examination, but are forwarded to
Nashville, where they are inserted by Dr. Thurman, who
signs Dr. Martin's name, and also fills out the physical
capacities evaluation form.
In addition, Dr. Thurman,
by going by a shorthand system, fills out the physical
capacities evaluation in Nashville several days after.
the examination, and backdates the physical capacitie's
evaluation to the date of the examination by Dr. Harry
Martin.

w9

51/

Ibid.

Li/

at p.

5.

Ibid. at p. 6.
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The abuses outlined above were not isolated occurrences.
Thurman and Thurman have accounted for one third of the
total consultative examinations in the State of Tennessee
since 1980.

The September 1981 Subcommittee Print cited

problems with other providers, most notably with Johnson and
Byers in Pittsburgh and Dr. Richman Lipman of Miami, Florida,
the "father of volume providers." 52/

The problem is not

insignificant in terms of funds expended.

Thurman and

Thurman were paid $827,000 in Tennessee alone in 1980 and,
nationally, the expenditures in the CE program amounted to
94.1 million in 1980; in 1981 the estimate is 128.6 million
and the projection for 1982 is 145.0 million. 53
The Comptroller General has addressed the consultative
examination problem in at least four reports, and has been
critical of SSA managment. 54/

The reports cite the weakness

in SSA program administration, including inadequate criteria
and guidelines, poor quality input from SSA district offices,
and varying case processing procedures as contributing
factors-

Also noted were the inherent limitations of the

Federal/State relationship.
General stated:

The 1979 report of the Comptroller

"We believe program officials have not

adequately evaluated their consultative examination needs
because they have failed to properly address the adequacy of

52/

Ibid. at p. 9.

52/

Ibid. at p. 15.

54/

See note 23 supra.1
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State agency claim development and the quality of the information being purchased." 55/

In an attempt to remedy this

situation, Congress passed Public Law 96-265, giving the
Secretary greater authority for management of the consultative examination process; as a result, implementing regulations were published on April 21, 1981, and are now contained
in 20 C.F.R. 404.1501 et seq. and 20 C.F.R. 416.901 et seq.
The comments to these regulations underscore the scope of
the bias of the consultative physicians.

The Atlanta Legal

Aid Society cited the poor quality and unreliability of some
of. the physicians used and indicated further:
...it has gotten to the point with a few of them that
we are trying to keep our own file of the number of
times that these people write unrealistically sanguine
adverse reports about clients who are later foundusually by ALJ's but sometimes not until the U.S.
District Court level-to have been much more seriously
ill than the consultant's report indicated.
These
doctors often go through the same perfunctory examination with patient after patient, taking very little
time to check out problems but submitting lengthy form
reports whole sections of which can practically be
substituted for corresponding sections applicable to
other patients .

.

. These doctors often derive in-

ordinate amounts of their personal income from payments
for the preparation of reports for the DDU. This
provides very fertile ground for a conflict of interests
in which the doctor repeatedly writes what he thinks
DDU wants to hear (you don't have to pay) in the
reasonable expectation that such reports will be well
received and will assure continued DDU business. Of
course this type of "medical practice" is much easier
than actual patient treatment would be. One also
wonders what the quality of a physician can be who
cannot attract enough of his own patients to fill the
majority of his professional hours. _/

r

GAO, Control Over Medical Examinations Is 'Necessary
the SSA to Better Determine Disability, HRD-79-119
(October 9, 1979) at 24.hi/

See note 48 supra, at 28.-
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Consultative examinations are appropriate and beneficial,
provided that the physicians are truly "independent" in
perspective and not slanted in favor of the government.
Good reports should be thorough and complete, with objective
and detailed clinical findings and diagnostic results.
Commentary and conclusions should not be equivocal and
purposefully confusing.

Reports should also include objective

medical assessments of limitations.

Of course, the examina-

tions should be performed by skilled and qualified physicians
who have special expertise in the area of claimant's disease
or impairment.

Further, the physicians should not be overly

dependent on referrals from the State agencies for the
financial viability of their practice.

Determining Residual Functional Capacity - A Problem Area

The quality of the evidentiary record has also been
adversely affected by recent developments regarding residual
functional capacity determinations.

The most important

consideration in the disability analysis is functional
capacity, and it is ultimately the responsibility of the ALJ
at the hearing level (see 20 C.F.R. 404.1546 and 20 C.F.R.
416.946).

The exertional and mental demands of claimant's

vocationally relevant past work must first be identified,
and, if the claimant still possesses the functional capacity
to perform at this level despite his impairments, then the
analysis stops and the individual is found not disabled (See
20 C.F.R; 404.1520(e) and 20 C.F.R.

416.920(e) and 20 C.F.R.
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404.1561 and 20 C.F.R. 416.961).

However,

if the claimant

is precluded from performing past work, the remaining
abilities or "residual functional capacity" must be ascertained
(see 20 C.F.R. 404.1545 and 20 C.F.R. 416.1645).

Exertional

levels of work activity are defined as sedentary, light,medium, heavy, and very heavy in 20 C.F.R.
C.F.R. 416.967.

404.1567 and 20

Sedentary work activity involves lifting a

maximum of 10 pounds, occasionally lifting or carrying
articles like docket files, ledgers or small tools, and is
work which is primarily sedentary, but which can often
require periodic standing or walking in carrying out necessary
job tasks.

Vocational experts generally testify that the

performance of sedentary work for at least six hours a day
is necessary for an individual to be competitively employed.
If an individual is unable to perform the full range of
sedentary work activity, then expert vocational evidence is
frequently required.
Residual functional capacity is measured in the total
number of hours in an 8 hour work day and continuous number
of hours that a person can sit, stand, or walk.

It is

measured in terms of an individual's ability to lift, use
his upper extremities for simple grasping, pushing and
pulling, and fine manipulating; and the ability to use his
lower extremities for repetitive movements as in operating
foot controls.

Also important is the degree to which a

claimant can bend, squat, crawl, climb, or reach above
shoulder level.

Restriction of activities involving unprotected

heights, being around moving machinery, driving automotive

35-455 0 - 84 - 14
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equipment, exposure to marked changes in temperature and
humidity, and exposure to dust, fumes, or gases can also be
critical.

Mental residual functional capacity involves the

ability to perform the basic work-related functions described
in 20 C.F.R. 404.1521 and 20 C.F.R.
(3),

(4),

(5), and (6).

404.921, subsections

The best way to determine functional

capacity is to evaluate the totality of the record.

This

would include consideration of medical data and physical
capacities evaluations from treating physicians, consultative physicians and other neutral medical sources.

The

analysis should also include an evaluation of vocational
rehabilitation reports, claimant's allegations, his demeanor
at the hearing, his pain, the side effects from medication,
and daily activities.
Total reliance on State agency review physicians'
determinations to justify denial decisions would be folly in
view of certain deficiencies enumerated below.

Said in-

dividuals are employees of the State agencies and can be
expected to follow Agency instructions, and they frequently
give an unrealistically favorable (i.e., supporting a denial)
residual functional capacity assessment.

They often do not

give individual attention to each case and sometimes do not
personally make the evaluation, but, nonetheless, they sign
their name to the functional capacity document. 57/

Most

importantly, they never see the claimant, much less conduct

57/

Soc. Sec. Rul. 78-8, at 63.
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a medical examination.

A State agency review physician is

hardly in a position reliably to evaluate a claimant's
ability to stand, walk, or move his extremities when he has
never actually seen the claimant perform or attempt these
activities.

On what basis does the "paper doctor" evaluate

the impact of claimant's pain on exertional ability?

How

does he assess the claimant's ability to tolerate stress,
when he has not scrutinized the individual's appearance and
reaction to various stimuli?

Even the Agency has recognized

that medical assessments of physical limitations should be
reported by a physician who has examined the claimant.
Social Security Ruling 78-8.

See

If the medical assessment of

limitations given by the consultative physician is not
sufficient to base a denial decision, the State agency
review physician might simply raise the level of functional
capacity. 2t/

More recently, some State agencies refuse to

request, from a consultative examiner, a medical assessment
of limitations based on the examination made , even though
the ALJ has specifically requested such an assessment. 59/
Further, State agency review physicians rarely give support
for their opinions as to functional capacity and do not -explain the variations between their opinions and those of

58/

See note 42 supra.

tt/ See, for example, memorandum from five ALJs assigned
to the Oakland, CA, hearing office, OHA, addressed to
Regional Chief Administrative Law Judge, Region IX, Stanley
S. Sadur, undated.
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other physicians contained in the record. 60/

Due process

is obviously severely compromised by these practices.

The

comments of Judge Williams in the Bush case are in point:
It goes without saying that the completion of the form
by a doctor who has not even seen the claimant, and
based on nothing more than the cursory notes of another
doctor, constitutes an affront to the government, to
the court, certainly to the claimant, and to ethical
principles in general. Such ridiculousness is compounded by the fact that the medical vocational guidelines, which now govern such disability evaluations,
accord great emphasis to the findings contained'in a
physical capacity evaluation form.
Bush, at 2399-82.

SSA "Policy" vs. Court Precedent

One other SSA policy deserves mention:

it concerns the

conflict between the applicability of established legal
precedent and agency refusal to acquiesce thereto.

In a

recent meeting of the OHA Policy Council, a representative
of SSA's General Counsel's Office stated that ALJs should
carry out agency policy and it was suggested that, when an
ALJ is faced with a problem of resolving agency policy
contrary to a court decision, he should follow SSA policy,.
since it is a national program. Ax/

This kind of suggestion

is a complete anathema to the principles of judicial review
established in 205(g) of the Social Security Act and the

EC/

Ibid..

61/ Memorandum from Gordon B. Sroufe, Ohio delegate of ALJ
Association, to OHA field offices, December 4, 1981, at page
3.

209recognized powers given to the three branches of government
by the constitution established as far back as Marbury v. Madison,1
Cr. 137 (1803).

It was requested that the General Counsel

put in writing the proposition that ALJs do not have to
follow court decisions and, not surprisingly, this request
was declined.

This precedent policy shows a lack of appreciation

for the constitutional system of separation of powers itself.
Obviously, it also flaunts Section 205(a) of the Social
Security Act constraints and the right of judicial review
under Section 205(g) of the Act.
The particular type of case to which the present "policy
vs. precedent" conflict pertains relates to the termination
of benefits under 20 C.F.R. 404.1594 and 20 C.F.R. 416.994.
According to Agency policy, termination can be ordered, upon
investigation, without showing any medical improvement indeed medical deterioration can even be present - and
without any consideration of the fact that the claimant is,
perhaps, years older.

Moreover, it is the Agency position

that there need be no discussion of the legal correctness of
the prior decision to award benefits, much less a showing of
clear and specific error in the prior determination.

This

is a questionable policy and runs counter to the result in
Finnegan v. Mathews,

641 F.2d 1340 (9th Cir. 1981), which

requires a showing of medical improvement to support a
termination of 'grandfathered" SSI benefits.
Patti v. Secretary of HHS
1982), and Ithaca v.

Nv

See also

(9th Cir., Civil No. 80-5763, Feb.

, 623 F. 2nd 224 (2nd Cir. 1980).

Obviously, the Agency has a way to challenge a court's
precedent-setting determination - by appeal to a higher
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court.

The Agency must resolutely challenge those court

decisions considered inimical to the Government's or public's
interest.

CONCLUSION

As we haveseen, individuals have substantive statutory
rights to social security and health insurance benefits
under the Social Security Act.

There are also procedural

due process rights that attach to these benefits, which are
guaranteed by law.. Highlights of due process include
fundamental fairness, an impartial decisionmaker, reasonable
and necessary rules and-regulations, a decision based on a
sound record and the law, and the decision supported by
substantial evidence.

Widescale deprivations of due process

can result from case explosion, indirect pressure to deny,
the threat of management interference with the integrity of
ALJs, application of improper standards at the lower levels,
and the inappropriate handling of the evidentiary record.
Moreover, policies relating to the application of legal
precedent and the cessation of entitlement are causing
confusion and undermining confidence in the system.
The Social Security 'legal.System," as noted above,
generates a conflict between the ALJs, who decide cases for
the programs administered by.SSA, and the other components
of SSA which process that caseload.

This conflict stems

from differences in perspective and function between SSA
components and the ALJs, who are constrained by law and by
.practice

to decide individual cases-under due process of
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law.

The ALJs constitute the only level of SSA (1) where

the totality of credibility can and must be taken into
account, 12) where reasonable inferences can be drawn from a
complete record,

(3) where a detailed decision must be

justified on a legal basis, with precise reasons provided
for the decision, and (4)where the principle of due process
is best exemplified.
There is a glut of proposals on the horizon relating to
Social Security cases.

Elimination of judicial review under

S 205(g), and even the elimination of the right to a hearing,
have been suggested.

Obviously, these ideas are incompatible

with due process or the interests of the public.

Legislation

to create a Social Security Court has been introduced by
Congressman J. J. Pickle, chairman of the Subcommittee on
Social Security, House Ways and Means Committee, aimed at
achieving, among other goals, "adjudicatory uniformity." 62/
Various administrative changes regarding ALJs have, in the
past, been contemplated.

These include a unifed ALJ corps,

placing the ALJs directly in the Office of the Secretary of
DHHS, and enhancing OPH supervision of ALJs to the exclusion
of the employing agency.

Amendments to the APA concerning.

the method of ALJ appointment have also been proposed. 63/
However, it is clear that the basic thrust of any reform

6/
H.R. 3865, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981); H.R. 3207,
97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981); H.R. 5700 97th Cong., 1st
ess. (1981), now pending as H.R. 6181.
H.R. 6768, 96th cong., 2nd Sess. (1980).
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must be in the direction of the furtherance of due process.
Taking the ALJs out of SSA would be a step in the right
direction.

The Association believes that, eventually, there

should be a Federal Administrative Law Court, to which all
ALJs would be assigned, to hear cases relating to all agencies
in the Federal Government, with sections therein corresponding
with the types of cases heard, e.g., Social Security cases,
Mine Health and Safety cases, etc.

The ultimate in independence

and due process can then be realized.
The crisis is upon us, the time for study has passed;
Congress must act if due process is to be preserved in the
Social Security context.

All Americans are entitled to a

better system of Social Security justice - one that is
responsive to fiscal, administrative, and legal integrity.
The most significant step that can be taken now by the
present Congress would be to remove the ALJs organizationally
from SSA and place the corps in an independent (i.e., embracing
the concept of decisional independence) forum for the handling
of all cases requiring evidentiary hearings.

Significantly,

the Inspector General, in a recent 1981 report, 64/ recommended
the elevation of OHA within the DHHS structure, free of the
"potential of pressure being exerted upon the ALJs in an effort
to influence the decision" and to permit the handling of all
DHHS hearings.

In support thereof, he concluded:

64/ Office of Inspector General, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, Management Oversight Review Report on the
Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration,
May 1981.
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All of these reports delve into the organization,
management, and operation of the OHA. Yet all are
silent on what we see as one of the first issues that
needs to be resolved. That question is:
'Where should
the OHA be organizationally located?' Currently the
OHA is headed by an Associate Commissioner who reports
to the Commissioner of the Social Security Administration.
OHA is responsible for conducting independent and
impartial hearings on appealed determinations involving
claims for retirement, survivors disability and health
insurance benefits and supplemental security income
under Titles II, XVI, and XVII of the Social Security
Act. What we have then is one eligibility determination
while the OHA arm of Social Security Administration
adjudicates that decision. One could question the
wisdom of this arrangement since the SSA staff controls
the resources, space, equipment and supplies of the OHA
which is restricted, could indirectly control the
number/quality of hearings held." 65/
The Association believes that reassignment of ALJs from
SSA to an independent review commission within DHHS would
obviously enhance the appearance of justice.

It is evident

that any litigant will view with suspicion the decision of a
trier of facts paid by and identified closely with the party
opposing that individual litigant's concerns.

Considering

the hostility faced by ALJs within SSA, as demonstrated in
the past, it is clear that the creation of, and reassignment
of ALJs to, an independent commission within the structure
of DHHS, would not only enhance the appearance of justice
but, in fact, would promote justice.

The ALJs are a hard-

working, dedicated corps, chosen by a competitive process
from the best of experienced attorneys.

It is a waste of

that corps' expertise when the system, rather than learning

65/

Ibid. Findings, p. 16.
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from that experienced body,

is in actual conflict with it.

Reassignment of ALJs would also avoid the institutional
difficulties of "enforcing' decisions when SSA disagrees
with them, as occasionally occurs.

The criminal justice

system would not be a healthy one if the police were in
charge of the courts.

Similarly, the Social Security legal

system is not a healthy one because of the constant conflict
and friction between those who render the initial ("paper")
institutional determinations on disability cases for SSA and
those who do so, pursuant to an evidentiary hearing, under
the APA, independent of institutional bias and control.

Paul Rosenthal
U.S. Administrative Law Judge
Immediate Past President,
Association of Administrative
Law Judges
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3649 Oakdale Road
Birmingham, Alabama
March 12, 1984

Honorable Howell Heflin
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20515
Re:

S. 1275

Dear Senator Heflin:
As you are aware, I have in the past expressed to you xuy
strong support for your efforts to enact S. 1275 creating
an independent ALJ Corps.
As an Administrative Law Judge
in the Birmingham office of the Office of Hearings &
Appeals.
I wish to relate to you certain actions which,
in my opinion, point up the necessity for this type legislation.
In the last couple of weeks, the ALJ's in the Birmingham
field office of the Office of Hearings & Appeals-of the
Social Security Administration have been stripped of their
supervisory authority over their own staff.
I am no longer
the direct supervisor of my own hearing assistant or my
hearing clerk. This authority has been delegated to a
hearing office manager.
The staff has "primary responsibility"
to do my work.
The staff that I had assigned to me are good
hardworking and loyal government employees. They will continue
to the best of their ability to do their jobs but whether I
can count on having their services at any time is now subject
to the whim of the "hearing office manager" and her superiors.
The hearing office manager in Birmingham is a former clerical
employee who is a high school dropout (she did get a GED) and
who has displayed over the years little managerial or other
talent other than to get herself advanced.
All areas of
responsibility assigned to her prior to this move were
ineffectually run.
I made the "mistake" of complaining
about this on several occasions.
Overwhelming office sentiment
was opposed to this type move (which was suppose to be voluntary).
The ALJ's in the office were not consulted. We were
"volunteered" (I now know what a volunteer in the Red Army
feels like).
I fear this will affect the due process received
by the Social Security claimants.

DOCUMENT NO. 8

(2 pages)

35223
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-2this situation other
I am unsure what can be done about
If you or your
1275.
than to pray for your efforts on S.
free to call me.
staff have any questions, please feel
Sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Montmr0
cc:

Judge Charles Bono

Office

205-254-1543

Home

205-967-9541
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
SUncoiMxIrrEE ON OVERSIGHT OF
GOVERN MENT MANAGEMENT,
CoMrMiTrrEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

I~on. WTILIIAM VT. ROTE1, Jr.,

Washington, D.C., September 16,1983.

Cltair7an,Committee on Governmental Affairs, 1Vashington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management transmits the following report on the role of the
Administrative Law Judge in the Title II Social Security Disability

Insurance Program.
On June 8, 1983, the Subcommittee held a hearing to investigate
allegations that Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) in the Social
Security disability program are subject to improper pressure from the
Social Security Administration (SSA) to deny more disability cases
at an increasingly faster rate. Also investigated were allegations that
the SSA is interfering with the decisional independence and imnpartiality of its ALJs by incorporating internal agency guidelines, the
Program Operation Manual Systems (POMS), into Social Security
Rulings (SSRs), thereby making the internal agency guidelines binding on the ALJs; and by utilizing the policy of "non-acquiescence"
which prohibits ALJs from giving selected federal court decisions
precedential weight in the adjudication of disability claims.
The Subcommittee received testimony from the Social Security
Administration, the Association of Administrative Law Judges, Inc.,
individual ALJs, academic scholars in the fields of administrative
and constitutional law, and an attorney representing several disabled
claimants in a lawsuit against the SSA.
The Subcommittee's principal finding is that the SSA is pressuring
its ALJs to reduce the rate at which they allow disabled persons to
participate in or continue to participate in the Social Security disability program. (The SSA has been successful in its efforts as
evidenced by recent statistics showing a dramatic decline in the ALJ
allowance rate in the past year and a half from 67.2 percent in mid1982, to 51.9 percent in June 1983.) The Subcommittee also finds that
the SSA is imposing this pressure through several means including
the inequitable and unjustified targeting of only allowance decisions
and high allowance judges for review pursuant to an amendment
sponsored by Senator Henry Bellmon and passed in 1980 (Bellmon
Review), and the use of minimum production quotas and productivity
goals.
The Subcommitee recommends that:
(1) The SSA immediately discontinue all Bellmon Review
activity;
cm)
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(2) The SSA stop all managerial, administrative, and policyrelated activity directly or inlirectly aimed at influencing the
ALJs' allowance rates;
(3) the Judiciary Committees of the House and/or Senate
review the propriety and legality of the SSA's actions regarding
ALJ productivity.
The Subcommittee recognizes that although there is a need for the
Social Security disability adjudicative process to be uniform and efficient, these goals must not override the obligation to ensure tliat
severely disabled persons receive full, fair, and impartial treatment
in the appeals process. The recommendations of -the Subcommittee are
designed to help ensure that the position and authority of one of the
vanguards for such fair treatment, the ALJ, is protected.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM S. COIIEN,

Chlairman.
CARL LEVIN,

Ranking Minority Member.
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I. INTRODUCTION
On June 8, 1983, the Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management conducted a hearing to examine several issues that had
surfaced in the adjudicative process of the Title II, Social Security
Disability Insurance Program (SSDI): I
(1) Allegations that Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) in the
Social Security disability program are subject to iiiiproper prcssure
by .the Social Secuirity Administration (SSA) to deny more lisability
cases and achieve and maintain a specified case disposition rate; and
(2) Allegations that the SSA is interfering with the decisional
independence and impartiality of its ALJs by incorporating internal
agency guidelines, the Program Operation Manual Systems (1POIS),
into Social Security Rulings (SSRs), thereby making the internal
agency guidelines binding on the AJJs; and by utilizing the policy
of "non-acquiescence" which prohibits ALJs from giving selected
Federal court decisions precedential weight in the adjudication of
disability claims.
Concern for these issuies arose as a result of a hearing held by the
Subcommittee on MTay 25, 1982, which investigated actions taken by
the SSA in reviewing the continuing eligibility of disabled individuals receiving SSDI benefits. The Subconmmittee concluded in a report on that hearing that the benefits of large numbers of severely
disabled individuals and their dep'endents -were being unfairly terminated, that major procedural reforms in the review process were
needed, and that the independent role of the ATLJ in determining disability was critically important. and should be preserved. 2
This is not the first time that allegations about undue pressure on
SSA ALJs have been made. As early as 1972, the SSA and its ALJs
were having disputes over pro(luctivitv goals and reversal rates."
Throughout the 1970's. there was a steady increase in the number of
applications for disahility benefits and subsequent reriuests for ALJ
hearings.4 At the same time. there was a continuing increase in the
rate at which AJJs were allowing benefits for claimants who had
been denied or terminated at the State level.- This increasing disparity
between decisions at the State and ALJ levels generated concern
I Under Title II of the Social Security Act. workers who suffer severe physical or mental
impalrments and are unable to vrork reeeive disability benefilts by vvay of monthly paymentn.
Tn order to be elllhle for the Title ll prorram. R claimant m.'st hsve wnrk'd for a set
nmmber of rearn and enntrihut.d to thp nrogram through Social Security payroll tax deduetions. 42 n.S.c. I 416 et. sen. : 20 CFR 404.
'See Senate S~ihbommlttPe on Overslcbt of Government MRanarment. Committee on
(overnomental
AffAIra. "Oversirht of the Social Seci'rltv Administration DIsabillty Revie-s." Airist 24. 1te9..
S Se
eRPnnrt of tle rlneited Stofes VnPressco
T o-""p C--ItteP on W-rs And )MpAns. Sh*
Wmm++ee
on Son.'l Po-rl -. "SnoAlI Securitv Administratlre LAw Judges: Survey and
IFs"P rPper." Tspnar 27. 1A79 n AT.
A '- (onm"lfte- nrtntof thle rn-lttp
onn rin-ee.
fitpd StaftR S notP "Stoff T)stR
and '9.felals Related to the Social Security Disabilitv Tnsurance Procram." Aum,'st 1982.
pn5 Aro70.
Rupra fn. 3 Ft 66. See alpo Td. at 13.
(1)
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aloong members of Congress albout the inconsistencies between the
evaluation p)rocess~e and(techniques usetd at the two levels of aijud(licat ion.e

In resp~onise to this concern. St'enator Henry liellnion intro(dIced nn

ainendinejit wvhich was enacted into law as part oft hle Social Seiiity
Disability Amendments of 19S0,' which required the SSA to review

the decisions of its ALJs.8 The imnplemenietation of that aiiein(dinent

combined with the 1980 statutory requirement that SSDI leneficiaries

with non-lperrnainent. disal)ilities indergo "continuing (lisabilityv investigation" (CDI) reviews at. least. once every three years,0 brouglht. the
alleguations of undue pressure to a crisis.
In implementing the "Bellmon Review," the SSA deci(led to ini-

tially review only the allowance decisions to A.L,Ts wvith high allowance
rates regardl(ss
the potential accuracy or inaccuracy of those. dtecithf
sions.'° Mlany of the ATMts v iewe(d this p)ro(ess as a way to targlt and
punish tho.e AJs who trl anted a highi number of allowances. III a(ldlition, alt hougli accordinig to the st atllte the CDIs were not to be imnplenmentedllltin] January 1982,11 the SSA instituted the reviews in Mfarch
1981,'2 without ade(quate p1reparation. This had twvo significant consequences to tlie ATJs. First, in part because of the lack of preparation for the reviews, the slheer volunme of cases to be revilvewd, and
other reasons discussed in the Subcomnmittee's Mfay 25, 1982, report.,
thousands of disabled indixviduals were ilmprop)erly terminated at the
State level. Instead of the predicted termination rate of 20 percent,
wvithin the first twveve months of operation, the termination rate at
the State level had reached an astonishing 47 percent.1 3 The ALJs responded to this developinent with increasingly higher reversal rates
which reached 67.2 percent by mid 1982.14
Second, the sheer increase in the number of cases dramiiaticallv increased the ALJ ,workload as appeals of termination decisions ;rew
86.0 percent, from 226,200 in 1979, to 4922_00 in 1983.1' In rcslponlse to
this crisis, A Js
5 were inrged by the SSA to increase their prodlucti-ity
from 27 case dispositions per month in 1979,)3 to 45 case dispositions
per month by September 1983.17

eSocial Security Disability Amendments of 19S0, DisabiUty Amendments, P.L. 9C-265,
Legislative History, p. 52.
'P.L. 91-265, 42 U.S.C. I 1305 (1980).
042 U.S.C. I 421nt, P.L. 96-265, i 304(g).
942 U.S.C. 1 421, P.L. 96-265. I 311.
30 "The Bellmon Amendiment,"
Social Security Disability Amendments of If-SO P.L. 96205, I 304(g) and Implementation of I 304(g) of P.L. 90-265, "Social Securitv A:miendments of 1980. "Report to the Congress by the Secretary of Hlealth and Human kervices.'
Prepared by the Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration.1 January 1982. Retained in Subcommittee files.
" .Eupra fn. 7.
12 Memorandum dated March 13. 1981, from Fred Scbutzwatt, Acting Deputy Commisstoner (Operations) to All Regional Commissioners, Social Security Dlsabilltr InFurance
Program, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management.
Committee on Governmental Affairs. pp. 151.
2Contained In SSA's May 17, 1982. resnonse to April 27, 1982, letter from the Subcommittee. May 25. 1982. hearing record. p. 173.
"SSA memorandum dated MIav 14. 1982. from Beverly A. Bedwell. Assodate Commisstoner of Assessment, to the Commissioner of Social Security, May 25, 19S2, bearing record
P. 190.
Is Supra fn. 4 at p. 70. The 1983 figure is based on an estimate provided by HHS to
rlaintiff ALJS In Association of Administrative Lat' JudgeR v. Heckter. CA No. S.-0124
In United States District Court for the District of Columbia. Plaintiffs' Complaint for
Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive Relief. p. 7. Retained in Subcommittee files.
Is Supra fn. 4 at 70-72.
2' "Listing of FY82 (Office of Hearings and Appeals) OHA Initiatives and Objectives,"
hearing record p. 465.
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At the same time, the SSA was also employing two controversial
adjudicative policies. First, in what. the SSA called an effort. to achieve

uniformity between the State and ALJ evaluation processes,' 5 tlhe SSA
began to incorporate POAIS into SSRs. POMS, which are internal
agency guidelines, nrc not, binding on ALJs; however, by incorporating the. POMS into the SSRs, the SSA gives them the de facto force
and effect of law and itiakes thein binding upon)0
Al.*Ts. Trhis lias been
viewed -as a questionable practice lbecauise POMIS are not subject to
Lublic or congressional review or co-inient and have differed flom
F'ederal regulations and statutes creating inconsistencies bet wecn internal SSA policy and SSA regulations.

Second, the SSA employs a policy called "non-acquiescence," 9
which prohibits agency personnel, including ALJs, from following
certain Federal court decisions except in the case in which the decision
was rendered. This strips the decisions of their precedential Nveiglit
and value.20 Apart f:oin being constit uationally questionable, this policy
also presents a very serious problem for the ALJs. In a case where the
SSA has chosen to non-acquitsce, the ATJ must decide whether to follow the court or the agency, although he or she has a responsibility to
try to follow both, and is put in the position of "trying to serve two
masters."

21

Unable to ignore these very serious problems in the system and having received a growing number of complaints from AJs and evidence
of the SSA's controversial managerial and administrative activities,
the Subcommittee concluded that there was a pressing need to investigate the ALJs' allegation and the agency's adjudicative policies and
practices.

w

The followving wvitnesses appeared at the hearing:
Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner for Hearings and Appeals
and Acting Director to the Deputy Commissioner for Programs and
Policy, Social Security Administration;
Donald A. Gonya, Assistant General Counsel, Social SecuritT Division, Office of General Counsel, Health and Human Services Pepartment;
Irwin A. Friedenberg, Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge,
Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration;
Charles N. Bono, President, Association of Administrative Law
Judges, Inc.;
Jacob Friedes, retired Administrative Law Judge, Buffalo, New

York;
Victor G. Rosenblurh, professor of administrative law. Northwestern
University School of Law, Chicago. Illinois;
Elena Ackel, Legal Aid Foundation of Los Anceles, California, Attorney for Plaintiffs in Lopez v. Heckler; and
U2 Memorandum dated January 7. 1982. from the Associate Commissioner of Hearings and
Appeals to All Administrative Law Judges, bearing record p. 216.
1The
exact date when this policy was first used Is unknown; however, the SSA first
form auy emoloyed the policy in 1969. when the SSA Issued itc first formal "riling of nonacquiescence" regarding the case of Rasmussen, v. Gord-ner, 374 F.2d 589 (10th Cir. 19fi7).
Prior to Rasn aRenI, SSA may bare employed the policy without issuing a formal ruling.
but without formal rulings there Is no way to establish when the policy was first used.
."fUnder the legal doctrine of *tore dem'sis. the rule in a case creates binding precedenc
for all rubsequent litigants disputing the snme Issue.
n FHhouse v. Harris, 547 F. Supp. 88, 93 (1982).
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Paul Bender, professor of constitutional law, University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, Pennsylv ania.
In addition to the statemuients an(l testimony received fromn these witnesses, the Suhcolninittee. also received writiten statele(*nts, telephbone
calls, lettcrs, and other docimnents from A.dmnillistrative Law .judges,

attorneys, disability claimants, SSA state (disability examiners and
various organizations reprcsentin g the disabled.
II. BACKGROUND
A. TIIE SSDI

EVALUATION

PROCESS

In order to fully understand the role of the ALJ in the disability
program, it is imp)ortant to understand thc context within which the
ALT functions.

The SSDT evaluation process involves trwo levels of government:
the State level and the Federal lcvel.22 Pnrsunant to Federal-State
agreements, t~he administration of the SSDI program is contracted out
to State agencies. The State agencies have two primnary functions: to
secure medical and vocational information necessary to determine
eligibility or continuing eliaibility, and then to determine a disabled
individulal meets the Fe(erarcriteria for establiishing eligibility.
The State disability determination s(rvice (DDS) req(Iests immedical
records from the claimant's medical treaters and medical facilities.
The DDS may also request that the claimant undergo a consultative
examination and tests if additional medical information is needed.
Based on all the medical information received from these various
sources, a disability examiner, along with a ODS staff physician,
makes the determination as to -whether an individual is siufficiently

medically disabled to qualify or t-o continue to qualify for benefits.
Althollugl the State agencies administer the program, the DDS decisions are issued as that of the SSA, am:d the program is operated
under the guidelines and auspices of the SSA. If a claimant is denied
participation by the DDS, he or she has a right to file for reconsideration. At this point, the claimant may submit additional evidence. This
reconsideration evaluation process is also pemformed by the DDS and
is very similar to the initial evaluation process. If after being evaluated at the Statel level an individual is not satisfied with the result (received a denial or termination decision), a claimant may then seek recourse at the Federal level.
The first step at the Federal level is the ATJ hearingl. The AL.J

hearing is a de novo proceeding wherein a claimant may submit additional evidence, produce expert and lay -witnesses and be represented
by counsel. MWhile the hearings are official judicial proceedings, they
are not covered by the technical rules of civil procedure.
There is one step in the administrative process beyond the ATLJ
hearing at the Federal level and that is the Appeals Council. The Appeals Council is the court of last resort in the SSA's administrative
process. The Appeals Council is empowered to review the AL.T's de-

cision at its own discretion (using-the criteria set out in regllations
I42

U.s.ce

20 C.F.R. 404.

j 13S1-1383; and Title 11 of Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. j 401 et seq.;
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and referred to as review or "own-nmotion"),23 at the request of the

State disability office, or at the request of the claimant and iay affirm,
reverse or re(and an ALJ's decision. A claimant has exhausted his
or her adiministrative remedy after having appealed to the Appeals
Council. If after the Appeals Council has rendered its decision a
claimant is still not satislied, he or she may seek recourse in the Federal courts.
B. T}uE ADitiNISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
In 1946, recognizing a need to provide greater protection to the
due process rights of persons subject to agency adjudication2 Conglress
passed the Administrative Procedures Act (APA). 24 Prior to the

passage of the APA, any designated agency employee could preside
over aadjudicative hearings involving the determination of an individual's rights. Thus, there was no mandatory separation between
the prosecutoLrial and adjudicative functions of an agency. However,
with the enactment of the APA, the office of the "hearing exainier"
was created. 25 The APA separated the office of the hearing examiner
from the agency by assigning the responsibility for the hearing examiners' selection, tenure, and compensation to the Civil Service Commission. As of January 1, 1979, the name of the Commission was
changed to the- Office of Personnel 'Management (OPM).26 In 1972,
the title of the hearing examiner was changed to "Administrative Law
7
Jud(ge. X

27

It is very (lifficult to become an ALJ. In order to qualify, a candidate must have at least seven years of legal experience, meet high
standards of professional integrity and resl)onsibility, and must enjoy a good professional and personal reputation among his or her
peers.
A candidate must undergo an examination process, wherein lhe or
she is evaluated under a 100-point rating system. Sixty of the 100
points are based on an oral and written examination, and pertain to
legal skills and professional experience; 40 points are based on a peer
review process. A candidate must achieve a final score of at least 80
points to be eligible.2z
The stringency of the examination process is exemplified by the
fact that in recent years the acceptance rate has been only 28 per
cent." However, even successful completion of the examination procPursuant to 20 C.F.R. 404.970:
(a) The Anpeals Council will review a case If(1) There appears to be an abuse of discretion by the administrative law judge;
(2) There Is an error of law;
(3) The action, findings. or conclusions of the administrative law judge are
not suprorted by substantial evidence- or
(4) Tbere Is a broad policy or procedural Issue that may affect the general
public Interest.
(b) If new and material evidence Is submitted with the request for review, the
Appeals Council shall evaluate the entire record. It will then review the case If it finds
that the administrative law judge's action, findings, or conclusion is contrary to thM
weight of the evidence currently on record.
2 Presently codified at 5 U.S.C. I 551 ct seq.
560 Stqt. 237. 244 (1946).
2
"P.L. 95-454. Title TI. II 01 (cl (2). 2M2M(d. October 13. 1978.
27437 Fed. Reg. 16. 787 (19721 and P.L. 95-251. March 27. 1978.
2"U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Announcement No. 318. "Administrative Law
Judve (ALJ\."Effective !March31. 1953. Retained in Subcommrttee files.
"I Report of the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, "The Administrative Law Judge System." prepared by Floyd Lewis. Legislative Attorney, American Law
Division, September 9, 1982, pp. 15-16. Retained In Subcommittee files.
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ess does not automatically mnke a candidate an ALJ. In order to become an ALJ, a registered candidate must be selected by an agcncy
which may choose an ALJ from only the top three. candidates on the
register.8 0
Although an ALJ is an employee of the selecting agency, he or
she. must remain fair and impartial and be free to exercise his or her
judicial authority.s1 Thus the APA requires that ALJs:
(1) are compensated solely in accordance with the determination of the OPM(2) are not subject to the supervision of or performance ratings by any person having investigative or prosecutorial roles
in the agency;
(3) are prohibited from engaging in an ex Carte communication with any interested persons inside or outside the agency regarding matters relevant to the merits of a proceeding;
(4) are not to perform duties inconsistent with their responsibilities; and
(5) are, whenever possible, to be assigned cases on a rotation
basis.S'

The APA further restricts the authority that an agency has over
an AL by setting narrow parameters for removal. In order to remove
an ALJ, an agency must establish, pursuant to providing the ALJ
with an opportunity for a hearing before the Mferit Systems Protection Board (MISPB), that "good cause" exists for removal." In the
past, "good cause" has been interpreted to mean:
(1) physical disability;
(2) financial problems, which impair job efficiency;
(3) conduct either "on or off the'bench" which violates the
canons of judicial conduct; or
(4) reductions in work force because of fiscal reasons."'
The duties of an ALJ are two-fold: factfinder and decisionmaker.
In conjunction with these duties, an ALJ is given much of the same
judicial functionary authority as that of other Federal judges. An
ALJ'may, for example, administer oaths, issue subpoenas, rule upon
offers of proof, receive relevant evidence, question witnesses, determine
credibility, and make findings of facts and conclusions of law and
decisions on the basis of reliable, probative and substantial evidence. 35
There are currently 1,156 ALJs employed by the Federal Government,"S of which 810, or 70 percent, are employed by the SSA.3 7
agunrafn. 28.
E 5 U.S.C. i 556(b) (1956).
65 U.S.C. It 557(d) (1). 3105. 5335(a) (3) (B).
5 U.S.C. 7521 (1978).
' Jules Gruff. Jacoh A. Stein and Basil J. MJezines. Adminfatrative Low, Vol. 1. Chapter 6.
Sutolement Prepared by CGeorre Rearese. Willinm HRird. Jeremiah J. Snires and Claire
Pickens (1977): Benton v. United Stntea, 488 F.2d 1017 (C&CL 1973): McEacher-n v. Mary.
233 F. SuDp. 516 (W.D.S.C. 1964), affirmed 341 F.2d 895 (4th Cir. 1965): Hagoon v. Hnmr.
ton. 34 Pike and Fiseber, Ad. L 2d 819 (D.D.C. 1973); and Ramapeck v. Federal Trial

Eznminers Cont.. 345 U.S. 128, 73 S. Ct. 570 (1953).
I55 U.S.C. 566(c) (1976).

Suenra tn. 29 at 12.
w"Offlce of Hearings and Anneals Full Time Permanent Staff on Duty End of Tear,"
lMay 25. 1982, Subcommittee hearing record, p. 168.
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C. TirE ROLE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE IN TIHE TITI.
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY T'INSVR.ANCE PRORAM,

II

Wlithin the context of an SSDT administ rative proceeding, the A1J
occupies a -ery unique and significant role for several reasons. First,
until recently, the ALJ was the first agency personnel in the review
process who had an opportunity to interview the claimant. in p)(rson.
Thus, the ALJ was the only agency official able to visually assess the
"human elemcnt" in a case.ss
Second, although the hearing is an official judicial proceeding, it is
a non-adversarial proceeding (the SSA is not represented at. the hearing), and the ALJ is afforded a great deal of procedural latitude. The
ALJ has the. authority to request additional testimony of medical and
vocational experts and lay witnesses, and receive firsthand informnation and explanations on issues relevant to the claimant's condition or
case.3 ' Finally, the ALJ has the responsibility of making a decision
based on the hearing record developed throughout the proceedings.
If accepted by the agency and not appealed t.o the Appeals Council,
this decision becomes the final decision of the agency.40 Therefore, in
the adjudicative process, the ALJ plays a key role because he or she
has the opportunity to define the issues, collect and structure the
evidence, justify the decision, and propose the administrative remedy.
D. TNCoNSISTENCTES

BETWEv-EN LEVELS OF EVALUATION

As indicated earlier, there are significant differences between the
State disability examination process and the ALJ adjudicative l)rocess.
These differences fall into two categories; (1) the type, quantity and
quality of information av-ailable to form the basis for disability determinations; (2) the guidelines governing the interpretation and evaluation of the information gathered.
The State disability examiners must make their determination based
only upon written reports, awhile the ALJs have the benefit of firsthand testimony from the claimant and various medical and vocational
experts and lay witnesses. While State disability examiners are bound
by the POMS and, therefore, are required to adhere to and implement
agency policy which may in fact be more stringent than Federal regulations,'4 ALTs are not. found by the POMS but are required to apply
the law as defined by the Federal courts, statutes, regulations, and the
the SSRs.4'
In describing these discrepancies, the SSA indicated in its report
on the results of the Bellmon Review that:
" As of October 1982. the SSA began to nrovide a Personal Interview In the local &BA
district offices for beDefclarles subject to CDI reviews. This Is for the purpose of explaining
to the beneflilary the nature of the CDI process and the responsibility he or she faces In
order to maintain eligibility. Also. In legislation nassed on January 12. 11983. P.L 97-455.
the SSA Is reouired to establish procedures for a face-to-face evidentlary bearing at
reconsideratIon by January 1. 1984. This Will be discussed later In the report.
=20 C.F.R. i 404.944, 404.946, 404.948, 404.949, 404.950 and ORA Handbook, Section
A_1 42. 143.
" 5 U.S.C. 557(b) (1976).
la See Section 1r. C, 1. infra.
" 8upra
fn. 10.
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An examination of the standards and procedures governing
the ALJs and J)DS indicate, distinct differcnccs. In certain
instances, operational definitions werc not identical. In other
instances, ALJ procedures permitted a finding of disability
that -was not possible under the DDS standards. Finally, in
some areas the definitions contained in the standards are the
same 48but procedures differ for evaluating evidence of impairmentL
The most significant and obvious consequence of these inconsist encies
is the differences in the outcome of cases as evaluated at the two levels.
If a claim is denied at the State level and subsequently appealed, it
currently stands more than a 50 percent chance of being allowed at
the ALJ level.44 In the three years prior to 1982, the ALJ allowance
rate (the term used for the rate at which the ALJs allow cases 'which
State disability examiners deny) 4 steadily increased. In 1979, the
allowance rate wvas 59.5 percent,4" and by mid-1982, it peaked at 67.2
percent.' 7 However, by late 1982, the allowance rate began to decline
where it currently stands at 51.9 percent.' 8
The most distressing aspect of this problem is that the claimant is
caught in the middle, or as characterized by Senator Levin:
There is something wrong with a system where the decisionmakers, when 1presented woth the same facts, generate contradictory decisions, where the State disability offices are
doing one thing and the ALJs are doing another, where the
outcome of your case often rests more upon the stage in which
your case is being evaluated, rather than your actual medical
condition and ability to work.49
The SSA has focused its concern for the adjudicative inconsistencies
on the role played by the ATLJs. 'Many Members of Congress, on the
other hand, have been more concerned with the overall lack of uniformity in the program and desire to ensure that the outcome of a case
is based solely upon the nature and extent of the claimant's condition,
rather than the level at which a claim is evaluated.
In 1980, Senator Henry Bellmon sponsored an amendment to the
Social Security Disability Amendments of that year which provided
the following:
(g) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
implement a program of reviewing, on his own motion, dcciszonS rendered by administrative law judges as a result. of
a Supra fn. 10. "Executive Summary" at IL
" In the ten-year period between 1972 and 1982. the AIJ reversal rate Increased almost
75 percent from approxinmately 40 percent to nearly 70 percent. Thus. there was increasing
disparity between the outcome of cases adjudicated at the state and ALJ level. Flowerer,
In the last year and a half the AW1 reversal (allowance) rate declined. and as of the end
of the third quarter for FY83. the AL. alloxrance rate was 51.9 percent.
U It Is synonymous with the term "reversal rate," or the rate at which ALJs reverse
decslions of state disability examiners.
"Supra fn. 4 at 57.
"Supra fn. 14.
"Based on Information obtained from the National Office of Hearings and Appeals,
as of June 1983. Documentation retained In Subcommittee fles.
HHearing record p. 5.
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hearings un(ler section 2-21 (d) of the Social Security Act,
and shall report to the Congress by January 1, 1982, on his
plro*gress. [Empliasis ad(led.]
Therc is very little legislative history on the Bellmnon Amendmnent.
It was offered as ain unprinted floor amimendmiient by Senator Long on
behalf of Senator Bellinon, who simply introduced the amenldiment
and( subimitted the writt.cn statement of Senator Bellmon for the
;record. The amenlehinlt w'as accept(ed by the Senate without. debate.
Acc-ording to Senator Belinon's statement, the SSA was t.o review
the allowance d(eisions of those. ALJs with high allowance rates.r'
In addit ion, as p-assed by the Senate, thle aiiiendlmient not only re(qllired
the Secretary of Health and hfunian Services (hlDIS), to report t.o
Congress on the progress of thce pJrogram, but outlined wvhat was to be
conllsidered an(l inchlude(d in the rel)ort:
In his report [the Secret
ly]must indicate the perceint-age
of decisions being reviewed and (lescribe the criteria for
selecting decisions to be reviewved and the reversal rate for
in(livi(lllal administrative law judges by the Secret ary
(thlough the Appeals Council or otherwise), and the reversal
rate of State agency deteriiilnationis by individual administrrative la- judges.5i
However, wvhen the amiendmenl vwas talken pl)for review by the Conference Conmnittee, the Comnummitfee str uck all language specifying what

vas to be included in the report to Congress. Thus, the ColLCI1'rnCe

Conmnittec struek all referecmwcs to the assessmn ent and evahiation o
the ALJ reversal role and simply required that. the SSA revicew AL,
decisions and report on that review.52 There was no mention in the
amendment itself or the legislative history (but for the introductory
statement of Senator Bellmon) that the SSA should focus on allowance decisions or target only ALJs wvitfh high allowance rates. Nevertheless, the SSA has repeatedly insisted that it was the intent of Congrcss to focus the review on only ATJ allowance decisions of those
judges wvith the highest allowance rates.5 3
The Subcommittee requested that the SSA provide documentary
evidence and support for its interpretation of the legislative intent
behind the Bellmon Amendment. The Subcommittee received from the
SSA only a copy of Senator Bellmon's statement
lwhich has already
been discussed. Thus, in formulating its interpretation of the legislative intent reghrding the Bellmon Amendment, the SSA ignored the
language of the amendment itself and the changes made by the Conference Committee when it reviewed the amendment.

0

tUnited States Congressional Record, December 13, 19S0; S. 119, 120,January 31, 1981.
61Supra fn. 6 at p. 51.
rn See the testimonv
of Lonis B. Hays before the House Wav and Means Committee.
Subcommittee on Social Seeurity.
Octoher 2: and 28. 1981, fearinc Record, p. 3
; supra
fn.
12. ExecutiveSummRrx at I: Memorandum dated Sentemher 24.19S2. from Associate Commissioner. Office of Hearing and AppealR.
LoulsB.
Hais. to all ATTs entitled "Descrintion
of the Bellmon Own-Motion Review Program-INPORMATION." Retained inSubcommittee files: Association of Administrative Low Judges, Inc., v. SrhweiAer,supra. 'Memorandum
of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Dismiss bv Defendants Schwelker,
Svahn, Hars and Brown at pp. 5-6, and HHS Defendants' Stateiment of Material Fact As
To Which There
Ia No Genuine Issue. Hearing record, p. 451.
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1II. TILE SOCIAL SECUITrY ADMINISTRATION'S
RXE'SPONSE AND POLICY
A.

'MANACERTAL Focus ON TIIE

ATJ

ALLOWANCF RATE

Tmipkemienting its mispei-ccption of what Congreiss required under
t-he Bellinon Amendmcent, the SSA devised a review program which
focused lprimarnily upon ALTJs with high allowance rates. According to
the Belhinon Report, the B3ellmon Review was divided into two stages:
(1) the "initial review" and (2) the "ongoing review."
The initial review consisted of 3,600 AJ allowance and (lenial decisions, which were reviewed by twvo different units in tlie SSA: the
Olice of Assessment, wvhich followved the standards governing the
DDS, and the Appeals Council, which apl)lied the standards governing ATJ decisions. The units made new d(cisions wit.hout knowledge
of the original ATLJ decisions or thel decision of any other reviewing
body. These decisions were used only for analytical purposes and(ldid
not chlange the original ATJ decision.
The major finding of the initial review wvas that significantly different decisions resulted even thoug-h decisionmakers were given the
same evidence on the same case. While ATL.Ts allowed 64 percent of the
cases, applying, A.J's standards, t(ie Appeals Council allowed 48 percent, using the same standards and the Office of Assessment, applying
DDS standards, allowed 13 percent of the cases. Most significantly,
however, the review indicated that. the personal apIpearance of the
claimants had a significant impact on the AT-( decisions. Thuls, the
rel)ort on the initial review confirined the hypothesis that inasmuch as
there were "distinct differences" between the standards and procedlures
governing, the ALT an(d the DDS, the decisions rendered by the ATTJs
were not. wrong. hut. just different, based o*n different criteria, and
evaluated vith different procedures.
Despite these finding, the SSA decided to focus its "on--oing review," initiated on October 1, 1981, on ATL.Ts and hearing offices wvith
the highest allowance rates. and review onlI the allowance decisions of
these injdres. This initial effort was intendied to cover 71/A percent of
all AT, SSI 54 and SSDIT allowance decisions. The SSA conducted
this review withl the stated intent of "757-iqin-a about more aecurate
and? con;S/tfent deriiomis' by a7l dn7inistratinc 7l7lL judge8." 65
The SSA's justification for this practice of focusing on oniv the
allowance decisions of only high allowance judges is two-fold. First,
the SSA says that it. was miandated to do so hy the Bellmon Anmendment. -which it was not. Second. the SSA says that as a result of the
initial review conducted as part of the BellmonReview. the SSA determined that allowance decisions of high allowance judges are more
prone to error than allowance decisions of low allowance judges. 5 6 The
standard for deternlining error was the rate at which the Appeals
Council takes action (which may include remand but not necessarily
" The Supplemental Security Income program (551) (42 U.S.C. 113821 provides financial assistance to the needy aged, blind and disabled without regard to their previoun
wo-k exnerience.
W Rlnra. fn. 10.
M0RSA post hearing responsesc to the Sulhonmmittee's additional Inoulriles. hesrinc record
p. 2.58: and memorandum entitled "Description of the Bellnon Own-Motion Review rMrgram-INFORMIATIOX." dated September 24, 1982. from the Associate Commissioner.
Office of Hearings and Appeals. Louis B. Hays, to all ALJs, hearing record p. 204.
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reversal) onl an . LJ decision.57 Senator Cohen, in his questions to the
SSA at. the hearing, poinited out the problem with using the Appeals
Council act ion as t lIe yardstick for error.
Scuator Co1I:N-. But it. may not be an error. In other words,

it may not be an error as far as the AIJ is concerned. lIe

made a decision. The Council decides to review it, and it. may
reaffirmn it. That. doesn't determine whether it's rigrlit."
But the standard for error aside, what became clear at the helling
through the questions of Senator Cohen and Senator Levin was that
the SSA did not attemipt to detcerfiiine the error rate for l(leial (lecisions as it had for allovance decisions. During Senator Cohen's questioningr of Mr. Hays on this issue, the following exchange occurred:
Air. HAYS. I'm sorry, sir, but what I tried to explain 'was
that what we ate having difficulty in collecting from the antiquated computer system is information on what happens with
an individual administrative lam judge's denial decision that
is being reviewed by the Appeals Council.
Cumulatively, wve have the data as to what happens before
the Appeals Council with all of the cases that come before it.
Senator COHEN-. So you don't have the records tis far as
rwhat happens to a case when disability has been denied? But
you do have the information on those in which disability has
been granted and the Council then exercises on its own motion
a review of the 1.5 per cent of allowances; you do have that
inforimat ion?
lMr. HAYS. 1Vhlat I do not have is the individual percentages
for each admninist rative law judge of ho-v many of their denial
taken by the Appeals Council. That is
decisions are in fact
wvhat I do not. have. 5 9
A little later in the hearing, Senator Levin emphasized the same
point in his questioning of M\r. Ilays.
Senator LEVIN. ... A number of times you -weren't quite
clear in your testimony this morning. In response to a number
of questions you would just simply say 'there's a higher probability of error in the decisions of ALJs with high overall
allowance rates.' You didn't mean that. You meant what your
written testimony says, I gather? That is, your information
indicates that there is a higher probability of error in the
favorable decisions of ALJs with higher overall allowances
rates, because your antiquated equipment hasn't been able to

tell us about the probability of error in unfavorable decisions
of ALJs. Is that correct?

Mr. HATs. What this statement says, and I believe what I
testified to verbally, was that. both the Bellmon study that is
referred to on page 3 of my statement and the ongoing
Bellinon own-motion review have indicated that administrative law judges with unusually high allowance rates do have

a greater likelihood of error in those allowance decisions.
1Td.

M Hearing record. p.
Hearing record. p.

b

29.
28.
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Senator LEVIX. Only in the favorable decision.s. That's what
you said on p gc 3, ri ht?
Mr. HAYS. Yes, thiat's ri ht.
Senator JEVN1. Your ant iquated equipmilnt has not yet been
able to tell us whether that's t rue of what you -would call tlcir
unfavorable (lecisions or denials.
Mr. HAYS. With respect to an indivi(lual admninistrative

law ju(lge, that is unfortunately the case.
Senator TLEVrN. It's unfortunate that your antiquated
equipment coul(l analvze judge-by-judge wIo has a higher
error rate relative to What you call the favorable decisions, or
the allowances, but your same antiquated equipment can't give
us a judge-by-judge analysis relative to the denial of AL.Js.60
The SSA, at the time it initiated the ongoing review, did not have
the fil picture of AUr decisionmaking; its information was limited
to only allowance decisions. And yet it established its selection process
for ALTs to be reviewed( based on this incomplete data base. In response to Senator Levin's inquiry as to wAhy the SSA did not have
onil)arable statistics on, ALJ denial decisions, Mr. Hays responded
that. he had to be able to get the information on allowance decisions to
comply -%with the Bellmon Amendmient.6 - The Subcommittee disagrees
with this rationale in liglht of te (earlier disclission on the legislative
history of the Bellmon A men(lincnt.
Mforeover, 'Mr. ITays admitted at the hearing that review solely of
the ALJ allowance rate reveals very little. The fill] discussion on thlat
pOilnt -was as follows:
Mr. LEVIn. . . . Do you consider that a trend to a lower
reversal rate-which means nmore denials-we've established
that at the beginning of our questions--to be a more favorable
trend?

Mr. HIAYS. It could be a favorable, trend.
Senator LE~vIN. Could it be an unfavorable trend?
'Mr. HAYS. I supp)ose it could be.

Senator LEVIN. We don't know lvhether it's favorable or
unfavorable. It may or may not be in and of itself. We can't
determine that it's a favorable trend; would you agree with
that?
R
Mr. HAYS. I think it depends on the quality and accuracy
of those decisions. If those decisions that go into an increasing or decreasing allowance rate are accurate, correct decisions, then it's a good trend. If the decisions are not accurate
and of good quality, then it's a bad trend.

Senator LEV-N-. So, in and of itself, the trend to lower
reversal rates, which means more denials by ALJs, is not a
favorable trend; you'd have to look behind it.
Mr. HAYS. Looking solelv at an allowance rate tells you
very little.z2
Further. the hih allowance, ALJ selected for the ongroingr review
in October, 1981, had not been reviewed on an individual basis for
e Hea rng record. I. 31.
In Hearing record. p. 32.
62 Hearing record, pp. 34, 35.
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their so-called erior rates. G3 The ongoin, review includled in its sweep

all high allowance judges rgaradless of thc rate at which the A\peals
Council tool, action on the in1d(liviual A L.Is' d(ecisions. Teic se(eetfion
zrocess wvas thereby 1ejudicial and has served to undermine an innpartial systeni of justice.
Included in tile initial ongroigelvI'v were 110 ATJs.f' Forty-six
of these AUJ were removed from the review when the SSA clianged
its selection policy to reflect the owvn-inotion rate of the ALTJs insteadl
of the allowance rate.6- This occurred in April 19S2, when the ongoilng
review was rest-ructured to include 15 percent of the ALT al1lowaliee
6
decisions and to chaline the method of selection for in(lividulal A.lIs. "
Inidivi(lual ALJs were to be selceted (and currently are selected) for
review based not on their allowance rate, but on their so-called error
late or own-inot ion rate (the frequency wvitlb whlicli the Appeals Council takes action on an AULJ decision). Three other groups were also
a(]le(l: a national iranldoin sample of all A.T allowance decisions, fll
the allowance decisions of new ALJs, and AU decisi3ns protested by
disability examiners in the SSA's Office of Disability Operation.o7
AW'hile individuial ALJs arc no longer to be selected for revicv bNsed
on their allowance rate, those ALJs alrea(ly on review for their allowance rate will remain under review until their own-motion rate e(qials
the average of the random sample. 68 And, allowance decisions are still
the only decisions reviewed in all four categories.6 9
Whlien aslked by the Subcommittee to describe the effects of the 13ellmon Review on ALJs subject to such r-eview, Charles Bono, President
of the Association of Administrative Law Judges. Inc., an orgfanization which represents over 65 percent of the SSA ALJs,70 said:
. . . Being advised that you have been selected for Bellmnon review on the basis of your allowance rate is obviously
objectionable. It communicates the charge to the judge. that
something is wrong with his or her rate of allowance. Additionally, the Associate Commissioner has, in the past, indicated they have found the high allowvance judges' decisions
are more decisionally defective. Therefore, being selected on
that basis also communicates to the judge that his decisional
product is more defective than others. Being a "tar-geted
jdge" is in milan- respects an unfavorable reflection on the
and he is certain to feel prejudiced by iL
jiud
Additionally. the managrement of his cases by the agencv
is different than those of non-Bellmon study j.udges. HTe Is
under 100 percent scrutiny and all of his cases are subject
to pre-effectuation review. Judges who are not under the Bellmon study have no such pre-effectuation rev-iew. The result
s5 SA post bearing responses to the Subcommittee's additional Inquiries, bearing record.
pp. 255. 256. 257.
4 SSA pre-hearing responses to the Subcommittee's Inquiries, bearing record, p. 163.
s Td.
"Memorandum entitled *Imnlementation of the FeedhAck Process in OHA's Ongolng
Bellmon Review-INFORMATINO." dated October 4. 19S2. frem the Associnte Comin-mi
sioner. Office of Hearings and Appeals, Louis B. flays, to Regional Chief Aljs, benring
record.
n. 200.
7
Cr .5Pro fn. 56.
RSA's post-bearing responses to the Subcommittee's additional Inquiries, henring
record. p. 248.
Sruora fn. 56.
se Information provided by Administrative Law Judge Charles Bono, President of the
Assoclation of Administrative Law Judges, Inc.
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is that the claimants who come before the "targeted Judge"
are not afforded as speedy a decision ftuati
a Jthos
who come before a non-targeted judg e.
tlation as those
This disparate treatmnent of one class of judges, as cm.
pared to another, deprives the claimants wAho appear beforn
them of the equal protections and immunities of the law, and
due process.
This realization is predictably resulting in pressures on the
."targeted" ALJs to do vwhatever they can to rernove themselves from this special scrutiny.
A basic olbjection is that uwder this system the agency has
established a im.etod to rate and evaluate the general performance c' an aadministrative law judge, Vhich practice is
contrary to tlie provisions of the Administrative Procedures
Act. At the same time such a rating and evaluation of nontargeted judges is not happening. Tbe messg(e is clearly conveyed that if a judge is selected for Bellmon review, lie has
every reason to believe that certain standards and criteria
are being applied to his work product by the agency, while
others escape such pressures."'
In addition to the bias in the selection process for Bellmon Review,
the SSA emphasizes its conccrn over the ALJ allowance rate in a
number of other ways. The SSA keeps statistics on each individual
ALJ's allowance rate. Lists of the ALJs by region, ranked according
to allowance rate, are circulated to the field ofices.
" While, accordinig
to the SSA, the official circulation of these lists is intended to be limited to those in supervisory positions," they are nonetheless a statement of agency preference in ALJ performance.
The SSA's preoccupation -with lowering the ALJ allowance. rate
(i.e., reversal rates) has been evidenced in nmierous memoranda.
In a memorandum entitled "Tndividual Reversal Rates," from
Ralph F. Ives. Jr.. the then-Acting Director of the Office of Mannagrement Coordination, to Louis Hays, Mr. Ives made the following
statement:
. . . What we would like to see is a decrease in the variance
in ALJ reversal rates as well osq a shift to lower revcrsal
rates indicating more uniformitii within the SkMA process.
. . . The results in the second quarter of FY 19S2 were
much more favorable. Mhile there was not a decrease in the
variance among reversal rates the g'eneral trend -was to 7ower
reversaZ rates.. . . [Emphasis added.] 74
In a memorandum entitled "FY81 Workload and Comparison to
FY80." dated December 16. 1981, from Louis Hays to all ALJs, the
following statement was made:
71 A
letter dated June 16. 1983. from Administrative Law Judge Charles 'Bono to the
slhenmmittpe. Retained in Subcommittee files.
Retained In Subcommittee files: see also SSA's post-hearing responses to the Subcommittee's additional Inquirles. hearing record. n. 246.
"SSA's
nost-heariug responses to the Subcommittee's additional Inquiries, henring
record. p. 248.
E-Hearing record, pp. 33, 35.
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The aver:-ge allowance rate based on total dispositiolls declillnd from 55.S percent. to 5i5.2 percent. The avverage
allowance rate based on decisions declined from (61.8 percent

t.o 61.3
7111121

percent.

T.is

represents the first (decline in t/c aln-

a7lowancec ate since fiscal ycar 1974.

added.]

. . .

[Empiphasis

75

And in a meIT o from the Director of the Office of Appraisal to
Louis Hays, entitled "Production Amon, Belluimon Targeted AL.Ts;
Processing Time an(l Pending Case Data of Oils 11'ith At Least Two
Tag-eted ATJs," dated June 9, 1982, the following observat ions were
noted:
. . . Coparat ive Production/Reversal Rate Data: Thie
chart belowt plrovides an "at-ar-glaleC" Collpall ison of mot ltly
pro(lduction statistics froln two pre-Bellmon peiriods (Aprfl
1981 and July 1981) and three Bellmnon periods for the original 66 targeted ATLJs.
Total
dispositions

Month
April 1981 .....
July 1981 .....
October 1981 ....
January 1982.
March 1981 .....

..
.

.
.

,
.

......
......

1.896
2,004
1,972
1.598
. 1.939

Number of
reversals
1,393
1,430
1,380
998
1.243

Reversal
late (percent)
74
71
70
63
64

Although total dispositions for January were significantly
beloNN the totals shown for the other months, by March, total
production from this group was 97 percent of the 2,004 disl)ositions issued during July 1981. By contrast, the reversal
r ate in 'March was percent lower than in July. Also, we
lbelieve it is signiflcant to tote that this group of ALfs produced more dispositions in. 2!areh 1.982 tf/an ftWy did in A pril
1.981, with a reversal rate drop of 10 pcrcent.... [Emphasis

added.] '6
The SSA. also attempts to make new ALJs conscious of their allowance rates by encourlagoing a restrictive view in evaluatingr cases. When
an ALJ is hired by the SSA he or she must undergo an initial training
program dc-signed to edulcate the new ALJ on hoN to plropelrly evaluate
and decide cases. These training sessions tire six %weeks,a-nd during
these sessions. the new ALJs evaluate hypot-hetical-cases anl do mock
hearingrs. In preparing for the hearing. the Subcommittee. questioned
Joyee Krutick Barlow, a new ALJ, about her experience in the training program. Responding to the Subcommittee's inquiry, Judge
Barlow stated:
On my second day as an administrative law judge, my
"class" was addressed by Rhoda Greenberg, then Director of
the Office of Disability Programs. In her remarks, she
informed us that the State agencies were correct 95 percent
7}Hearing record, p. 224.
7 Hearing record, p. 214.
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of the time. I, along with many other .Julges felt, that this
was, in effect, a statement that Most claims deserved to le
lenied..
'rrong~liouittlhe orienltationisessiol, tlhelectur-lelsr
while imparting their vast knowledge. of the law- and reuilations
argiued with us in mock cases, atempting to convince us that they [the hypothetical claims] should iwt be
granted. . . . [Emphasis added.] "
In addition, as stated earlier, new AIJs are also placed on Belhlion
Review until their decisions are "satisfactory" or "roughly C.n al to
or lower than the average ovn-inotion rate as deterinied. by tbic national random saml)le portion of the Belilnon Review." TO
Finally, the Subcomniittee is also concerned that in the past two
and one-half years, the SSA has condicted more than 30 stu(lies and
reviews on the ALJs allowance rates, prodiictivity and (lecisional
(viality.'9 This is in striking contrast to tI e years prior to 1980, vwhen
according to the SSA's own information, it conducted no siclh studies
or reviewvs.- 0 The Subcommittee beliec'es that the miessage conveytd b)
the SSA's recent preoccupation with AILJ perforimancc is clear: theire
is somiethin g wrong 'vithi the ALJs' perforinance, and even though tilo
SSA is prohibited by the APA from giVillg 'ALJsperforimmanie ratings, it is going to study and review the ALJs' performanice initil it
is satisfactory to the SSA. This mnessage is forcefully sent to the ALJs
who justifiably feel that they are uln(ler constant scrutiny.a'
B. Focus ON ITCREAsING ALJ PRoDucrlvrry
As a part of the SSA's preoccupation wvith the ALJ allowance rate,
the SSA has also been very concerned wvith the ALTs' prodiuetivity.
nTWritten statement of Administrative Law Judge Joyce Krutick Barlow,
v enring
-IsSSAs post-hearing responses to the Subcomumittee's additional inquiries, hearing
record
p.248.
" A listing of these studies and reviews Include: Iey 'workload indicators Jteport-IPrepared monthly and for total fiscal year beginning
FY80 ; ALJ nnd lienri;,gs Office
Statistics-Prepared Annuall°for FY81 and FY82 I-OHIA
Case Ciontrol Systems Reports
OHA-CCS-oi 4-P'roduction
Report Administrative Law Judges,
OlIA-CCS-03G-Ilnina,,g
Office Disposition by Physical Location,
Quinrterly Production. OItACCS-100 Quarterfy Report of Bearing OHA-CCS-04S-ALJ
Worklo.:Id, and OIIA-C~CS-1lb-1tlstorircal
Report of Au Reversal Rates, Excluding Office
DismissaIs ; P'ro.duction Among itelimon Targeted
ALJs; Processing Time and Pending case Date for ItOs with at l enst Two Targeted
ALJsr; Characteristics of the "Ideal" Hearing Office. FY80. Study of the Etfect
of Statff
Attorney Support on ALJ Decisional Quality - Disposition Rates and
Rieversal
FYN2 :
State-by-State Breakdown of ALJ Receipts and Dispositions for [tie] Iast 3hantes,
Qunrters
of
FY82; Report on Special Case Study to Examine ALJ Complinnce With Current
('1)1
Policy; Data on ALW Compliance with Currrent CDI lPolicv through the Bellmnon Review
Report on the "Uniiormlty of Disability Allowance Rates (Ztev rsal Rates) Among AdilnIsratire Law Judges; "Data on ALJ Compliance witl; the New CDI Policy thlrongh tles Itelmon Review: Individual ALJ reversal rates; Report on Quallty Review for Octolber throlugh
December 19S0; Processing Time Profile: Follow-up
Review of Selected Low Alb-nviinte
Rate AL Decisions; Ongoing Report of Study of OHA Standnrdized
Test Guide: Stildy of
ALJ Allowance Decisions (in Disabilitv Claims) That Do Not State the
Specific lte -jlitorv
Basis for the Favorable Conclusion ; Hearing Ol' Profile FYS0 : Utilizatlon
of Vocational
Experts, FY81 ; Study of Outcomes of Remand Cases-Policy on AlJ nssiznments
manded ases: Utilizations of Medical Advisors. FYR8 : 'Monitoring the t sace andIn Reformance of Vocational Experts: Implementation of Section 304(c) of Public l.Aw 9(1 Per-2G
. ocal Security Disability Amendments of 1980."
to the Congress by the Secretarr
of Health and THuman Services. Jannarv 19S2: andRenort
Niedical Advisor Usage. 'Mort of thr!,e
reports and studies are retained In the Suibeommittee's
fMle.
some may he found In the
hearing record. Still others have been retained br the SSA. and
This list Is not exhaustive.
"A review of the renorts and stiidies listed in footnote 79 reveals
Ahthonich the
Subcommittee renuested that the SSA nrovide It with all of the studiesthat
on AVTs undlertaken In the pqst fire years. hased on the Information
provided
by
the
SSA.
the SSA did
not eondct nnv rtudies on ATJs from 1977 to 19S0.
I See Associntion of Administrative Lair J'id7es Inc. v.r.Sluwhicrr
.
Sunra,
PlinItiffs'
Statement of Points and Authorities In Support of Motion for rreliminary Injunctinn.
Retained In Subcommittee files.
rer'ord, p. 2l.5.

35-455 0 - 84 - 16
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Although the AT,Js Iave almost tripled their output from 11 cens dispositions per iioiit in 1974 .1 to 40 case disp(sitionc ])i
mlonithi by
MNiarch of 198S3, AL.J's have been un11able. to keep albreast of IhI' evl;lInIcrealSIng CaSl1o:I1.
IT1(1 tlie SSA rvi11ns fl
iSF:W'S6
(1 w;it i t heir
efforts.
1lie demiaiids by S9A for inire:aseod lroductivity c.a' sa:cifive ie.
?imalitv of the A U 's decision nid there fore limil tlie ri g-t of tI(.
1enleficialry to a falir and~ fulll Iiear'illg'.AV\(.ol~iri to tl(
hellSnlpre e ( <)Iltin IHeck7er v. Campiw-77, 461 U.S. '1-1983,.
yC.i9S3. ItI( Cout,
(plot ing f rom a n Eleventh C%"ircuiit crase stated
Tiere is a "bIsic" obligat ion on the ALJ in these no(adveirsar ial roi((ce diis to d(evelo p a full] :,,n(I fair record. which
obliglation rises to a "special" dut . ... to scrupii(tlouAli {J.Wl
(Y0lscicnffiousli/ explore all reltrca7nt7
farfs qCluircnMl 1??relY's('nted Wlamanoft has not ira;red coulnoel. Rrcz v. Sc,
,Ireikerl
76( F.2d 1."5, 1:364 (Call 19S;) L1'nillphisis addedl].'
Thus, the AT
miist he afforded enough time to res:uaeb :I))(d invest igrate a case and muist le givenl enough time to develop :1ind examille
all of the evidence that. is avail:ible. However, as ALJs are Pr(essuiredl
to increase their productivity, they are forced to devote less 4ii1d less
tine to each case and less antI less tinie to the development of pe)rtinelnt
evidence. This is pai:ticiularly hliarmful in view of tle fact that anmliv
of the claiiant s t hat app ear before the AT,,
are nirepresent ed. alid
thus, the ATJ has the sole resp)onisil)ility to ensure that all tl( necesSary cvidence is ill the claimant's file and(has been reviewed before lie
or she renders adie(ision. As AT,.Ts are forced to process m1ore and mnore
claims, faster an(1 faster, it is inevit able that the claimant's riilit to
a fulll and fair hearing is being jeopardized. According to most. AlJ.1s,
because of the pressuire being placed upon them by the SSAk, tile rights
of the disability clailna uts have al ready been eompromised, and the
*jiality of tlieir decisions reduc(df
eandt.he
Pressure t( inicrea'Se the disposit ion rate manifests it self ini several
wavs. First.there are inezimostothe AL.Tssiuch asthliFeburirv*3, 1983.
"Product ivit " lmemo from U. Charles Leonard, Regional Chief ATU
for Region II, to all ATJs In Charge:.
Product ivity in the nmit hs of Decemililer and(l ,: nuar'v was
far fromn what we would like and w-hat we as a lei.rion are
capable of doing. I realize that holidays, extensilde leave in
the absence of a dleclared exigency. tile hiring freeze. and
processingl backlog have all cont rihuted to ti is sitimtimi.
How6ever, I look forward to a significant improveoment in the
nionth of Februar.y
At the end of fiscal year 1982. our Region avered
more
than the 40 dispositions p)er AU.I which the Associiate Coinmissioner sought as a goal if we wvere to keep pace with everincreasing receipts. From the month of February through the
a Pupra n.
f
4.
O Menmorandlum entitled "Mlarch Results," dated April 4. 19S3. from Louis
llnys sent to
all AlTls. Bearing record p. 184.
" Hecklerv. Campbell. 4G1 U.S. -. Ino page numbernrailable nt the time of
tile prlntinz
of this renort] No.
.4-19S3. May
IG, 19S3.
"See SSA AL Opinion Survey
conducted
br
Professor Donna Price Cofer ofSR.othwest
Missouri StateUniversity, 1982, Section 5, Question 6.Retained inSubeommittee
flies.
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rest of fiscal year "I98, we should malie an efrort to lbuiI(l 1)
to a 7nl.;nli1iu7m. of 4 (dispositions [per inont I] per AL.J....
[EipUllasis a(llded.]
And the July 1, 19)2, "Qu1an1tit Qllality and Tnteg'rity" memlo the
Regional Chief AL.J for bT ion X ilicliitled the following:
First of the tltree golas addressed by Lou. Hays uwas
tity. The pending caseload increases every month, i.e., guanApril
143,323 and May 144.400. Although1 dispositiolls increase
every month they tend to stay abollt, 1000 behind receipts.
Projections are ?or a pending, [caseload] of approximately
200.000 cases by mid-1984.
The production goal is for a disposition rate per ALTU of
40 [per month] by the end of FY82 (9-30-82) and 45 each
l)v the end of FY83 (9-30-83).
Twventy-five percent. of all AL.Ts have already reaclhd the
troal of 45 [case dispositions] per month. There
are apl)roxiM.ately 782 ALJs on board so we are talking about 19.5 J)lS.
This does not. represent a lunatic frincre but a Stibstantial
number of ALUJs who are ineetinr the gonls.... [a
s
lsansis
ad(led.]

87

In addition, the message of the SSA's expectations regarl'ding the
productivity of its ALrs was clearly outlined in a
9, 1I981,
1 2e9eambe
memo from the Director of the Ofiee of Appraisal to Louis
ITays,
entitled, "Characteristics of the 'Ideal' Hearing Office FY 80," -which
stated in part that:
... According to the data for FY80,
most. effective of
our hearing offices is characterized by anthe
average disposition
rate of 45 cases per month ...
The least effective of oitr hearing offices is cltaractcrized by
an average dispositionrate of 200 cases per month ... [Emphasis added.] 88
These memos contradict the statements made at the Subcommittee
hearings by Louis Hays when he said:
As I previously mentioned, we have no goal or quotafs for
ivditv;dua7 ALJ prodiletivity. [EMphasis ad(led.] 89
He went, on to prove just what he had denied:
... However, all SSA employees. including ALJs are required to perform at a minimally acceptable level of efficiency
and proficiency, and to work to the full extent of their capabilities. In order to achieve this end, the Chief Administrative
Law Judge monitors the productivity of the AL.Ts. This is an
ongoing process and periodically those ALJs whose production averaged 20 or fewer final dispositions per month for at
least 6 months are put on notice by the Chief Administrative
Law Judgre that their decisional output was considerably be-

beRetained

In Subcommittee files.
I7 Hearing record, p. 3i43.
ncaring record, p. 222.
Eearing record, p. 17.
H
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low the norm eshblished by their peers. They are aslied to
improve their prodiietivity 'Md to advise their rspectifte Regional Cllief k(dlinistrative Law Judges of any assistance
they require to improve their productivity.o

in

Secondl, in nn exchange between Senator Cohen and M\r. Hays duzrhe lehearing, AIr. Hays mnaide thle following statcments:
Senator CoHrEN. I havc a document w'hich says, "OHA initiatives and objectives." Item No. 4 on this particular document
says, "Achieve a disposition rate of 40 per mnonth per judge by
Septellmber 1982, 45 per month per judge by September 1983."
Nvow, wvlhat does that mean?
MIr. I-AYS. I do not know specifically what that document is.
But as I stated, I have wvhat, in effect, is my personal goal, my
personal expectation, that on the average our administrative
law judics will accomplish levels in that range. I have further-Senator Co1iEN. Wait a minullte. I~iat do you mean, your
personal goals? Wh9lere (lid you get these personal goals? Did
you check with the administrative law judges?
Mir. H-AYS. Yes, as a matter of fact.
Senator COHEN. And they thought they could double their

caseload?

Air. HAYS. Given the fact that Ave were 111aking substantial
increases in the support staff to assist the administrative law
ju(lges; gi'en the fact that we were doing such things as
for the first time providing state-of-the-art word processing

equipment for all of our hearing offices; given those sorts of
initiatives, given more resources to administrative law judges;
all of those things together with the other important ingredient of the motivation and professionalism of the administrative law judges, we thought those sorts of results could be
achieved. And, in fact, we are seeing results such as that.
I have fur ther stated publicly that, in my opinion, it is very
difficult to envision ever seeing an average disposition rate for
our corps of administrative law judges go beyond the 40 to 45
level, and that if the number of hearing receipts continues to
increase and if the nnmber of pending cases continues to increase, then the only solution will be to hire additional administrative law judges and ad(lditional support staff. 9 1

however. contrarv to Mfr. Hlavs statement, on at least three separate
occasions, SSA officials, including ir. Hays. have directly and indirectly indicated that they expect that the ALJs may be able to
achieve a disposition rate as high as 60 cases per month. First. in a
1981 Government Accounting Office (GAO) report, 9 2 the GAO reported that a deputy chief ALJ referring to the "OITA Office Reconfiguration" (to be discussed later in this report) indicated that he believed that "the experiment [would] show that each ALJ vill be able
@°learing record. p. 17.
In Hearing record. p. 24.
JuReport to Senator Nax Baucus. prepared by the U.S. General Accounting
Office,
June 2, 1981, Subject "Social Security Administration Policies for Managing
Its Administrative Law Judges." (HRD-81-91) Retained In Subcommittee files.
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to hear 60 cases per ionitli."'" Second, in a NMay V9SI memo from the
Re('gionial Chief MAlJ for Region X D)oris Coolrod, reardilldn "A pril

l()S1 Prduilctioln.'" A L Coonrod( Ma:de t he following statement

I am extremiiely Ple:lsed to announce that .Jude Gweorge
11,ise set a new recoird in the region for iiolit h (1isPositions..
I-Ie andl his st:fif proecsse(l (;0 dispositions in the mon1th of
April. IHe is to be congriatulate(d for his achieveinient.9'
And, finally, in a December 1981 memo from Mfr. hlays to all AL.Ts,

regarding "hlearillg Office Reconfiguiration," Mr. hIays state(d:

. . . The purest application of this (onice)t of fiunctional
orranization is in thle D)es Moines hIearinjr Office. Dumring the
experimental perio(l of October 1980 throuigh July 1981, tile
office staff consiste(l of five ALJs, two stair attornevs, five
hlieaing assistants, nline clericals, an( a heliring, office manager..
tougitllh
t.
the support staff ratio subse(quently increased,
the monthly disposition rate is now average about G0
cases [Pel. ionth, per AUJ] . . .
I have been impressed with these results and have concluded
that this approach is a valid one that should be employed in
offices wvhere performance needs improvement, to meet the
challenge of the ever-rising caseload.95
Thus, contrary to the indications of 'Mr. Hays in his testimommy before the Subcomnmit tee, it is clear to the Subcom;minittee that AT.Ts cannot expect SSA (lemlialnds regardinr their pro(lidctivity to disapp)ear
once they have achieved the 45-case (lisposition goal, hlit rather Al.Js
may expect the SSA's productivity goals and pressure to attain those
goals will continmally iucrcase in (lirect relationship to the number o.
requests the SSA receives for AJ hebarings.96
In addition to prestmurin- the A.tJs as a group to achieve certain levels of pro(lidctivity, as indicated (-arlier in Mr. I-Tays' testimonv. p-essure to achieve hidgh productivitv is sometimes focused directlh on an
indtividual AL.T. Tn addition to having the Chief ALT talk to those
AUJs whose prodluctivity is low, as mentioned by Mr. Havs, the SSA
also sends special memos to in(lividual ALJs who appear to need special motivation. These memos are called "low- p lodmucer memos." 9
Between June and December of 1980. 28 ALJs received
letters from their resJective re-ional chief ALJ soliciting
vays managrement could assist them in improving their productivity. An additional four ALJs wvere counseled bv their
regional chiefs. These 32 ATJs had average production rates
of 20 or fewer cases per month for the six-month period between September 1979 and February 1980. OI-TA central office
prepared the list and distributed it to the regional chief
ALJs." 9a

wId. at p. 7.
' Retained in Subcommittee files.
Hearing record, p. 226.
B4

6 BaPd on stkteyne nts made bv Louis Hays before the House Social security Suicommittee in Octoher 1981. See supro fn. 4, page 72.
' Supro fo. 93 at 5.

" Id.
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Accoridinmo to the SSA, "the intent of the letters was only to solicit
9 IIowvever, some of the targeted
ALJs did not feel that way.
One AT.T w-ho received a letter filed a grievance witlh OIIA.
Ile beli eved tllat, nlthlolil it. (lid not. constitlute a perfolllllice
rating the letter tllreatene(l punitive act~ion -by requiring him
to imlprove his 0proc(ssing [time] or defend his current level
of production.10
The SSA's efforts to increase ALJ productivity have not. stopped at
memos and counselin . Indeed if after the memos and counseling an
ALJ still (loes not respond, formal disciplinary action, includingyl'roce(lures for removal, are instit-uted a-ainst the A& in quest ion. Over
tfhe past five years, of the 21 rremoa4 or suspension actions instituted
against ALJs by all government agencies, 16 were instaituted by thle
SSA.' 0 1 'lfere are several disconcerting aspects to this fact. First, the
SSA is the. only agency to have ever instituted a removal action against
an ALJ because of low productivity, even though ATJs in otlher governinent agencies (lispose of far fewer cases.' 0 2 Second, in the past. trllee
years, the SSA has inst ittited imore removal actions against ATJs than

methods to Inprove productivity."

all of thie other agencies have instituted against ALJs since thle estab-

lishnment of the ALJ corps. 103
In three recent cases before the MNISPB, the SSA argued that the
ALJs' inability or refusal to dispose of more than 20 cases per month
over a 12-month period was indicative of substandard performance
and that substandard performance was tantamount to incompetence
and therefore within the province of the definition of "good cause,"
meeting the necessary criteria for removal.'04 The INS11P3 AT.Ts who
presided over these actions agreed with the SSA's arguments in 2 of
the cases and concluded that 20 case dispositions per month was an
acceptable minimum standard of performance. Once case was dismissed pursuant to the A.J's retirement. The two remaining actions are
currently awaiting the recommendation of the ISPB.
In the past, pro(lluctivity has not been a recognized standard for determining good cause.' 0 1 Both the SSA and the .MSPB ALJs seem to
be breaking newv gronnd in this area. The Subcommittee does not have
the substantive background to fully address this issue, since it involves
consideration of the p)ropeer stan(lard for(ood cause removal, an issue
best a(l(lresse(l bv the Jlouile and Senate Judiciary Committees with

legislative jurisdiction in this area. However, the suheomumnittee (loes
have gryeat concern over the arl)itrary selection by the SSA of the 20w Id. at 6.

0 Id.

'°' Data Provided by ISPB. See Hearing record.pp.
265-268. Thus far. theSSAhassuCceeded in 6 of 8 removals and there are currently 9 actions pending before theMI'B.
'°0 Although the cases handled by ALJs in other agencies are quite different from those
handled by the ALJsIn
the
SSA.
and it is difficult to compare the relative productivity
of ALJs in other agencies to that of the SSA A,.
In a conversation between the
Chief
Ar-Ts at theNLRB
and the Department of Labor (the agencies with the greatest produetivity and number of AL.Ts employed after theSSA) and the Subcommitteestnff, the
judges indicated that the NLIB AW dispose of 1-25 cases peryear,
and tue Department
of Labor ALM disposes of 1-75 cases per
year.
03Supra fn. 101.
'24 SeeSSA v. Robert W. Goodman.NISPB. No. HQ7521S210015, April 28, 19R 2:SSAv.
rrcinc Shore. MSPB
No.
HQT521S210()3. April 23, 1982; and SSAv.
Stanley M.lPalaban,
MSPB No. HQ75218210014, April 20. 1982.
,06 Supra fn. 34.
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case inin inlmuni. The SSA
Iias
not provided fihe Sboibcnioittec with1 a
s:it isfa~torv txpitl:tlioaln a. to° NN-]'
1 a dispositioll rate of 20 cases a
ii olnth is an appiopriaFl~tt e i:lll'e
Of nnini6:t1 ne.eC)t able prodluct iv it v.I0

I-Finally. althboudh tliv Subconil lit tee recogn izes that there has been
an ltictease il t1(1sti'port
l
stall' alailalel(} to the ALTs. from an average of 3.7-1 in I1980,"' to 4.7-1 in 19982,1o6 th)e Sublcol
injttee does not
believe tilat thiis incrvas(e has been sifliiejent to offset the negative, inpact that the .SA'is plresslre to increase prodlict ivity is having on the
AL.Js and t(ie disability claimants.

C. R-Enu)Xci'-c. r

AT JALLOW'AN-CE RATE BiY LTMITIXG
DECISIONALI

1.

JNC('O(IORAT1o0-

TIIE

AUI.J's

i)DE I:XIPENDCE
OF

lPOMS INTO SSRS

The Program Operation 'Manial Systems (POMS), are drefined as
internal policy' guidelilles designed to amplify and ex1)lain Social SeCritve Rulings (SSRs) and SSA reguilations.co9 POMS are issuied by
the SSA and reflect the a.gency's position and policy. POMS are not
subject to conigressional or public review or comment; they are revised on a ceont inuing basis and are cirecilated thlrollughlolut the aIe(ncy,
but are specifically imlnt(nled for the state disability exaiinat ion oflices."o SSRs are :agrenIcv ruIlings issued by the SSA, but unlike POMS,
SSRs are bindingr on .1a1 aIdjudicative personinel at both tile State and
Federal levels."'1

Although POMS 'rc sIp)osed to explain SSRs an(d Federal regulations, PO'MS sometilnes differ from SSRs and Federal regulations.
Moreover, since thle SSA began incorporating POMS into SSRs in
1981,12 miany SSRs now differ from their corresponding Federal regulations. Thnus, the incorporation of PO'MS into SSRs affects the entire evaluation system.
There are two clear examples of these differences. First, with respect
to the riules and regulations gov.2rning "Tmpairment Severity and
Resi(dual Functional Capacity" and second, with respect to the rules
and regilations gtoverning "Medical Equivalency."
a. "Impairment Severityand RcsidualFunctionla Cawpacity''
POMIS DI 2107 outlines the sequen. ial parocedure to be used in determining whet-her an individual is disalbled. In discussing howlthe severity of an individual's impairment should be evaluated. the POMS lists
20 examples of impairments that should be exclusively retrded as
non-severe. irrespective of any other factor.
I- Id.
'M F
year 19S0 Performance and Resources Profiles. Retainpdin Subrommitte"flies.
scal
'0
Information contained In ALJ and Hlaring Office Statistics. FT C2." Retnined In
Subcommittee fles. Upon checking with the OHA. for updated figures. the ORA Indicated
that the ATJ4.7 to I ratio has stayed the same Inthe last year. Documentation retained
in Subcommittee flies.
1' Supra fn. 10, p. 7.
10 Jd.
Id.

'Septhe testimonv
of Louis B. Hlays and Charles Rono Wefore the Hlouse Ways and
Nljns (wonmittee Suibchionmitteeon Social Seurity. October 23 And 2C.
1I.C.and
ilett,-r
dat,,d October 27. 19SI.from CGrayC. Adams. D-puty Dirpctor. DkahlityFraiiatinn Dlvi.
sion to
theChief Coinisel of thefloc'se Coii-mittee
onWays and 'Means. Soci)i Secoritv
Suhe -mnmittee. hearing retvrd Pr. C. 115and 220 respectively.
Seealso H.R. 3207 (Proposed Amendments to the Social Security Act)
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POMS DI 2107 corresponds directly to SR 8^255. Prior to the incorporation of the POMS, SSR 82-55 made no reference to imnpairments
that werc to be considered preslliptively non-severe. However, the
language of ti e POMS was incorporated verbatim into the SSRs'seetion on "Policy Stateiiient" and the 20 presumptively non-severe imairnients were incllu(ld in the SSR. Ls Thus, a conflict was created
etween SSR 82-55 and 20 C.F.R. 416.921, which does not contain any
listing of presumptively non-severe impairments."' The net effect,
should ALJs subscribe to the ruling instead of the regulation, is to
automatically preclude an evaluation of functional capacity for the
20 non-severe impairments, as presently allowed under th1e regulations.
b. "Medical Equivale7nvy"
POMIS DI 2104 (B) outlines the procedure for determining whether
a medical impairment meets the SSA's "Listing of Impairments" and
therefore is eligible for benefits. It also outlines when and how medical
judgment and evidence should be used and includes the following
statements:
(1) As in determining whether the listing is met, it is incorrect to consider whether the listing is equabed on the basis of
an assessment of overall functional impairment
(2) The functional consequences of the impairments, irrespective of their nature or extent, cannot justify a deterinination of equivalence. [Emphasis supplied .] 115
Again, the language of POMS 2104(B) was incorporated verbatim
into the "Policy Statement" section of the corresponding' SSR, SSR
83-19. This created a conflict between SSR 83-19 and 20 C.F.R. 416.920
(d) wvhich governs the criteria for medical equivalency, but sets none
of the limitations outlined in the POMS langguage."' The resulting
problem was characterized by Annette Abrams, Director, Office of Intergovernmental Relations for the 'Michigan Department of Mental
Health, this way:
The concept of equivalency was to allow for medical judgment because in SSA's words, "impairment manifestations are
so numerous and varied that it is difficult to include in the
listings all the sets of medical findings wvhich describe impairment severe enouigh to prevent gainful work." Having so
stated [SSA] then removed the basis for judpnent by emphasizing that decisions cannot be based on an overall assessment
or on the functional consequences of the impairment. One may
well ask if there is any room left for medical judgment within
the POMS' [sic] cookbook approach. [Emphasis added.] 11'
The incorporation of POMIS into SSRs greatly impacts upon the
decisional independence of the ALJs -who through actions of the
"' See Directory of the SSA Program Policy and 0 erations-Compilation of Social
Security Disability Rulings. TN 1 1-83 Social Security Disability Rulings PP 00101.003.
"'20 C.F.R. 416.92(a) states: "An Impairment is not severe if It does not significantly
limit
5 your physical or mental abilities to do basic work activities."
us Rupra fn. 113.
e 20 C.F.R. 416.920(d) states:
"When your impairment meets or eauals a listed impairment in Appcndiz 1. If you have
an Impairment which meets the duration requirement and is listed In Appendix I of Subpart P of Part 404 of this chapter or is equal to a listed Impairment, we will find you
disabled without considering your age, education, and work experience."
uT Hearing record p. 320.
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SSA are. being foieC(l to -liply strict, guidelines by 'which they were
not previolSly bound. ItI reviewing the overall effect of this policy,
tile ShI co1iiflnittee b elieves t lat, by incorporatin1g POM S into SSRs,
tle SSA is limiting tile T-Js' s~ope of judgment for the deterinination of eligibility, and thus limititn the ability of the ALJs to make
otherwise valid allow*vnce decisions.
2.

SSA S POLICY OF NON-ACQUIESCENCE

Non-acquiescence is thle term given to the SSA's policy of refusing
to apply the rulingrs of Certain court decisions beyond the individual
cases in vhich the decisions vere rendered. This practice is highly
controversial and raises some very serious legal and constitutional
questions. These questions focus primarily on the relationship between the Executive and Judicial branches of government and the
authority of the court to make and interpret laws which are' binding
on all litigants.
The SSA has articulated its particular non-acquiescence policy in
two recent documents. First, section 1.161 of the Office of Hlearings
and Appeals Handbook states that:
Wfhile the AL.Ts are bound by decisions of the United
States Supreme Court, they should also make every reasonable effort to follow (listrict or circuit [decisions] in matters
where handling similar cases in that particular district or
circuit. Hlowerer, wchere a ishstrict or circuit court's decision
conutain7s interpretations of the law, regu7ations or rul7ings
which are ineonsistenl ?uzit.h the Secretary's interjnretatiol,
the ALJs should not (0cositder suck deCisiOnl binding on future
cases sinml7y bec-ause the case wras nof appealed. Tn certain
cases, the SSA will not appeal a court decision it disagiees
with, in view of special circumstances of the particular case
(e.g., the limited effect. of the decision). When SSA decides
to acquiesce in a district court decision, which is inconsistent
with our previous interpretation of the law, reuilation or
ruling, SSA will take appropriate action to implement
changes by means of regulations, rnlings, etc. ALJs will be
promptly advised of suich action. [Emphasis added.] 118
Second, in a memorandum issued to all ALJs by Louis Hays on
.Tminuarv 7, 1982, discussing "Adjudicatory Policy," Mr. Hays quoted
the followiiig statement. made by Frank Dell 'Acqiua. the Deputy
Assistant General Counsel of the SSA:
....
[T]he federal courts 'do not rule SSA's programs . . . AL.Js are responsible for applying the Secre-

tary's policies and guidelines regardless of court decisions
below the level of the Supreme Court. Court decisions can
result in the chanaincr of policies. but it is not the role of
AL.Ts to independently institute those changes. [Emphasis
adlded.] 119
" Retained In Subcommittee files.

Hearing record, p. 216.
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The SSA has two wvays of effectuating its non-acquiescence policy.
ruling of non-acquiescenlce
in which it outlines the court decision to wbhichl it I-ill not, acquiesce
all(l the SSA's policy
lig tls issue(s) decided by the court 121
or the SSA may sipln
ignore a court decision 12and
not D'ention it
1
in any agency

The SSA may issue it formal Written

memorandum or policy statement.

There have been cight formal SSA rulings of non-acquiescence in the
past 16 years.' 2 2 The nlumbcr of unwritten non-acquiescence decisions is
unknown.'23 Four of the rulings are particularly pertinent to tlhe controver sies sUriirolln(i nt t lie disability program.
a. Finneganv. AMattlhews, 641 F.2d 1340 (9th Circuit 1981)124
This case involved the question of the continuing eligibility of persons "grand fathered" into the Supplemental Seculity Income (SSI)
program, established by Congress in 1972.1
25Under this program the
Federal Government assllIne(d the responsibility previously assigned to
the States to provide financial assistance to the needy aged: blind and
disabled in accordance with the provisions of the Soci -1 Security
Act."2 " Unlike the SSDI programn which provides benefits to disabled
workers and their dependents based on previous employinent and
wages, SSI benefits are not contingent upon proof of previouscemployment.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Act, an individual -who had been
on a State disability assistance program for at least six months prior
to the effective date of the Federal program was transferred to the
Federal benefit rolls. Persons who met this criteria were classified as

"grandfathlerees."

In the Finnegan case,pursuant to a disability review, the SSA termi-

nated the benefits of the claimant, a grandfatheree, finding thatlhe did
not meet the requirements for entitlement at the time of his review.
The district court affirmed the SSA's decision. However, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals reversed both the district court and the
SSA, holding that:
[SSI disability] benefits to a grandfatberee must not be
terminated absent proof of material improvement in [the
grandfatlheree's] medical condition or the commission of a
clear and specific error in the prior state determination. 12
Outlining the SSA's position, the non-acquiescence ruling stated the
f6llowing:
uoCopies of the SBA's rulings of non-nequiesence are retainedIn Subcommittee flies.
In Written statement of Elen. Ackel. one of the attorneys for the plaintiffs in Lopc: v.
Heckler, bearing record. p. 107. This information was also confirmed by DonaldGonya.
Assistant General Counsel for theSSA in a conversation with Subcommittee staff. See fa.
123 infra.
H earing record p. 238.
2t In a conversation between Donald A. Gonya. Assistant General Counsel. Soelal Security Division. Office of the General Counsel. Health and Humpn Services
D-partment.nnd
Subcommittee staff. on or about July 21. 1983. Mr. Gonva Indicsted that the SSA's policl
ofnon-acquiescence was prohablyIn effect between 19rs and 1979. bnt during this period.
the SSA did notIssne any formal
written rulings of non-acouiescence decision. Therpfore.
It la Impossible to determinehow many non-ncoutescence decisions there were. This,he
Indicated, was also true for the neriodprior to 1969.
'12 SSA Non-acouiescence Ruilinrs-82-10C.SSRs for 1982, p. 303. Hlearing record p. 430.
I=42 U.S.C.A.
5
1351-1355. P.L. 92-603 (repealed 1972).
"M 42 U.S.C.A. 1I
1381-1383.
"Finnegan at 1347.
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SSA believes that the court's standard for determining
whetlher SSI disability benefits to a grandfatheree should terminate woullA be impossible to adnminister and that the correct
standard for malking such a determination is in 20 C.F.R.
416.994(e) ; i.e., that disability of a grandfatheree terminates
when his or her disability is shown by current. medical or
other evidence does not meet the criteria of the appropriate
state plan and does not. meet the Federal criteria.'2"

b. Pattiv. Sch.weiker, 669 F.2d 582 (9t]h Circuit 1982) 129
This case involved the question of the continuing eligibility of a
"non-grandfatheree" in the SSI program. Here again, reversing the
decision of an ALJ, the SSA terminated the benegts of the plaintiff,
Ms. Patti, a "non-grandfatheree," finding that she was no longer disabled. This determination was affirmed by the district court; however,
on appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the court reversed
the SSA's terminaltion decision and held that:
The determination of disability in 1978 gave rise to a presumption as did the hearing in 1979, that the claimant was
still disabled [and] that the presumption imposes on the Secretary the burden of going forward with evidence that the
claimant's condition has medically improved or otherwise
changed.130

This decision was in direct contradiction to the SSA's position which
was outlined in the following statement:
[R]egardless of whether medical improvement or other
chancre is or is not shown under 20 C.F.R. 416.994(b) (1), a
determination of cessation is appropriate for an SSI nong-r-a fatllcree if the recipient is not disabled under the federal
criteria, i.e., current medical or other evidence shows that the
recipient is able to engage in substantial gainful activity."'
Both the non-acquliescence rulings in Finnegan and Patti have been
the source of much controversy. Although the SSA once employed the
medical improvement standard,"32 it has not done so since 1976,1'3
despite the fact that in recent years there have 'been 18 lawsuits cliallenging the SSA's refusal to do so.2"4
'

Supra, fD. 124.

SSA Non-acquiescence
p. 438.
2m Id. and Patti
at 587.
Supra fn. 129.

Ruling-S'SR 82-49c-SSR for 1982, p. 311. Hearing record.

See testimony of Peter J. McGough. Director. Ofhce of Program Planning, GAO. before
the House Subcommittee on Social Security, Committee on Ways and Means, June 30, 1983,
for further details. Retained In Subcommittee files.
I Id.
In Cases challencing the SSA's refusal to use the medical Improvement standard Include:
Finnegan v. Mattheirs, 641 F.2d 1340 (1981). Patti v. Schuweiker, 669 F.2d fi2 (1982)Morrison v. Heckler, CA No. C82-888-v. U.S.D.C. for the Western District of Washington,
Januarv 1983; Griffith V. Weinberger. 509 F.2d S37 (9th Cir. 1975): Dav v. Weinbcrger.
522 F.2d 1974 (9th Cir. 1975)
Rhodes v. Schireiker. 660 F.2d 722 (9th Cir. 1981):
Ailmdale v. Heckler, filed May 6. 19S3. In the District of Alasla No. A83-242 CIV: Lopr: V.
Schireiker. CA No. S1-71S9.7. 1:.S.D.C. Central District of California (19S3): JMiranda V.
Sec. of HEW, 514 F.2d 996 (1ts Cir. 19751: Cantsid, v. Harris. 663 F.2d 745. 749 i7th Cir.
1981): Weber v. Harris. 640 (F.2d 176 (8th -Cr. 19811: Simnikon v. SchrriAker. -91 F.2d
9f6. 969 (11th Cir. 19S2): Hall v. Celehrezze 314 F.2d 6S6 (6th Clr. 1963): Rians v.
Wcinberaer. 475 F.2d 255. 25R (5th t ir. 1973) : Trwiillo. et al. v. Schtreiker. C.A. No. S2-K150. U.R.D.C. for the District of Colorado. -'e~ided Aiieust 16. 19s3: PnAkel v Necller.
VA No. SX-1201. U.S.D.C. for the Flastern Dictrict of PPnnsvlwani. filed 'March 30. 1983:
Chee v. Schir.eiker. CA No. Civ.-82-6q93-PCJ VAC 1982 U.S.D.C.. District of Arizona;
Ku:min v. Schweiker, No. 82-5705 (3rd Cir.). decided August 18. 1983.
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Two other significant non-acquiescence ruling are Leving8 V. Califano, 604 F. 2d 591 (8th Circuit, 1979) ,Mi and Campbell v. Secrctary of
Henalth and Ilmnnan Scrvices, 665 F. 2d 48 (2nd Circuit 1981)-.'
In Letvings, the issue. was whetler a person who -voluntarily resides and
eay s for the services in a publicly run nursing home is eligible for SSI
benefits. According to the SSA, such persons were "inmates" of a public institution and therefore ineligible for benefits. This rule greatly
affected many mentally disabled claimants who, feeling unable to care
for themselves, chose to reside in publicly run homes and pay for the
services provided there. Addressing this issue, the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals made a distinction between persons involuntarily
committed to a public institution at the taxpayers' expense, and persons
residing in public institutions voluntarily and at tleir owvn expense,
finding that the latter were not "inmates" and were therefore eligible
to receive SSI benefits.
In Canipbell, the issue turned on the opportunity of the claimant to
(1o otlier work. In this case, the SSA terminated a claimant's benefits,
finding that although the claimant was unable to do her previous job,
she could (o "light work." However, the SSA did not specify what
type of work was included in its definition of "light work." The district court affinred the SSA's decision, but on appeal to the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals, the couit held that in a determination of this
nature, the SSA had t.o specify the type of work the claimant could
do, and thereby give the claimant the opportunity to show that he or
she is not able to perform such work."3'
In an effort to defend its policy of non-acquiescence, the SSA has
often asserted that its policy is no different than that of the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).' 35 However, there is one critical distinction
between non-acquiescence as practiced by the IRS and as practiced
by the SSA. When the IRS declines to follow a decision of a federal
court, unlike the SSA, it usually follows the decision at the administrative appeals level within the circuit or district in which the (leision was rendered although it may not follow the decision in any other
circuits or districts."3 In addition, as noted by Paul Bender, Professor
of Constitutional Law at the University of Pennsylvania School of
Law.
It seems to me regardless of what happens with the
IRS, this is a different situation. Here it has been said many
times, if people lose benefits because of an administrative decision and the administration does not. acquiesce, they are going to be without those benefits for a substantial period of
time until they bring their own lawsuit or perhaps they will
have to go up to the circuit level. That is a tremendous hardship on people."
us SSA Non-acquiescence ruling-SSR 80-lie.
SSR for 1976-1980 p. 455. RetainedIn
Subcommittee flies.
"' SSA Non-acquiescence ruling-SSR 82-33c-SSR for 1982 p. 152. Retained In Subcommittee files.
217In
Heckler v. Campbell 461 U.S.
[no page number avaiable at time of printing
Court of Appeals rliing.
of report], the SupremeCourt overturned the
SM See Lopez v.Schtceiker. Defendant Brief in Support of Defendant's Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion for Preliminary Injunction. Excerpts containedIn bearing record p. 403.
In Subcommittee files.
Cony of Brief retained
23 Based
oninformation obtainedIn
a conversation between the DeputyChief Counsel
for the IRS. Joel Gerber, and the Subcommittee staf in May 1983. See also footnote11
of
fn. 121 aupra.
'L Testimony of Professor Paul Bender, hearing record p. 140.
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The SSA's policy MIiost closely mirrors that of the National Tabor
IzelationS Board (NNTli). Hlowvever, in two recent cases the courts

spolke vocifIlOislv agailnst. the NIBS]3'S policy.'" Particularly, in
,lllegheny Gcneral lfosdital v. NLRB. The Tlhird Circuit Court of
Appeals stated that:
A decision by this court, not overrlded by the IU.S. Supreme Court, is a decision of the court of last resort in this
Federal judicial circuit. Thws, our judgments are binding on
all inferior courts and litfgants in the Third JudicialCircuit
and also on administrativeagencies when they deal with nratters pertaiuing thereto. [Citation omitted. Emphasis
added.]

142

Although the weight of judicial comment has been against the policy of non-acquiescence, onl at least one occasion a court has spoken in
faior of the policy. 14 3 Upholding a finding of the Railroad Retirement Board, the. Seventh Circuit Courit of Appeals stated:
. . . we are unvare of any decisions requiring an agency
to eitler appeal a circuit court holding or accept it as binding on the agency in all circuits ,where review could have
been souiht. Thus, the agency wvas bound to comply with the
court's Xecisions only with regard to that litigant. [Citation
omitted.]

144

Nevertheless, the courts have taken specific exception to the SSA's
policy. In a recent Arkansas case, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held that:
. . . the regulations of the HITS are not the supreme law
of the land . . . It is emphatically the province of the judicial department to say what the law is . . . and the Secre-

tary will

omitted.]

ignore that principle at his peril.

[Citation
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Although the Supreme Court has not ruled on thie SSA's policy of
non-acquiescence, the Subcommittee has received testimony and legal
lriefs from individuals and organizations in various sectors of the
legal community which argue' that tIie SSA's policy violates three
very basic tenets of American jurisprudence: (1) the doctrine of separation of powers; (2) the doctrine of stare decisis; and (3) the claimant's right to due process.
First, opponents of the policy arglle that under the landmark case
Afarbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 ranch) 13Z. (1803), and its progeny,
it was unequivocally established that the judicial brancl of government has the exclusive right and authority to interpret and enunciate
the law, but through the use of the policy of non-acquiescence, the SSA
attempts to reserve unto itself the rigrht to interpret the law in direct
contradiction to the mandate of the Constitution.
Second, opponents of the policy also argue that the policy ignores
tle doctrine of stare decisis which provides that the rule of a case cre1' see Ithaca Collegc vT. NLRB. 623 F.2d 224 (2d Cir. 19S0) and Allegheny General
H~O-Pilaf V. NLRB, 608 F.2d 965 (3d Cir. 1979). Retained In Subcommlttee flies.
Allcpheny General Hospital at 970.
' See Frock v. United States Railroad Retircenent Board, 6S5 F.2d 1041 (7tb Clr. I9S2)..
'"Id. at 1046.
'Hillhouse v. Harris at 93.
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ates l~inding pr-e(lceece for all subsequent litigants; and inasmuch ns
a(lministrative 1agencies are bounid by the rulings of Federal Circuit
Court s,"'6 tlie .SA.-As non-ac(quiescelice policy subverts the doctrine of
stare dCCtSl8.

Finally, opponents of the policv arguie that as provided by

ws v. E*dridlgc,424

eatth-

J.S. 319 (1976), SSDT benefits are "protceted inT

terests," and therefore under Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970),
and Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535 (1971), the SSDI adjudicati-e process
must afford the claimant. adequate protection of his or her due process
rights. These rigihts include the right to a full, fair and meanint>gfill
hear ing that allows for the consideration of all relevant issues. lowever, the SSA's non-acquiescence policy precludes the claimant from
receiving a f7z llhearing on all rele--ant issues because it ignoreS certain issues that the courts have previously deemed to be relevant.
rhe SSA emoitends that there is no legal doctrine that mandates
that a Federal adminiuiistrative agency is bound by the rulings of any
Federal court lbelow that of the SupnremieCourtand thatthe Executive
and Juidicial branlices of the FedIeral Government are co-equal, and
neithler can impose its vill on the othier. Thus, according to the SSA,
the psolic -non-cquiescence does not under iiine the power of the Federal courts, but simply preserves the SSA's rigrht to continue to litigate
7

dispiuted issues."4

The most recent and significant. judicial ruling on the SSA's non-acquiesc(nce policy camie with the (lecision in Lopez v. Heckler, CA No.
81-71897, U.S.D.C. Central District of California issued on June 16,
1983, by Judge William P. Gray. In this case, a class of disabled individuals and organizations representing disabled individuals residin1m in the Ninth Circuit, filed a suit against the SSA, seekhing to enjoin the SSA from continuing to non-acquiesce to the earlier Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals decisions in Patti and Finnegan which required the use of the medical improvement standard in all SSA termination evaluations.
Ruling in the plaintiffs' favor, the court granted plaintiffs' request
for a preliminary injunction and ordered the SSA to reinstate and reviewv anyone who had been terminated without a showing of medical
improvement in thie Ninth Circuit in conformity with the decisions in
Patti and Finnegan. Pursuant to this order the SSA issued a notice
to 34,000 of the Lopez class memibers advising themi that their claims
would be re-evaluated, but. also sought a stay in the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals on the issues of reinstatement and payment of benefits. The Circuit Court denied the stav. However, the SSA appealed
the Circuit Court's decision to the Supreme Court and was granted
a temporary stay pending further consideration of the Court by
Justice William Renquist.'4" On October 11, 1983. in a 5-4 decision
the Court denied respondents' emergency application to vacate the
stav entered by Justice Renanist.
Non-acquiescence harms disability recipients because it makes each
individual fight the long and costly battle that was already 'won by a
i"

See Ithaca College v. NLRB and Allegheny General Hoapital r. ,VLRR, aupra fn. 186:

and Hilihouse r. Harris, aupra fn. 21.
47 RPupra fn. 138.
249H1eckler v. Lopez et RI., No. A-145. Supreme Court of the

for Stay, September 9, 1983. Retained in Subcommittee flies.

United States, ApplicatIon
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previous claimant. A claimant's ability to continue
to receive l)enefits
may very :-..ll depend onl his or her perserverance and

flbility to flund
litigation. For those unable to do just that, it, means that
they will be
judged by a stricter standard than their stronger and more
fort unato
associates.

The ALJs are also detrimentally affected by the SSA's
policy of
non-acquiescence. The ALJs' predicament was described
in I/illAl-msc
v. Harris, when the court indicated that the A Js are caunglht
in the
most unenviable position of "trying to serve two 5mnasters;
the couits
and the Secretary of Hlealth and Ilumnn Services." "4nMoreover,
this
situation is denioralizing' to the ALJs who know that. their
judieial
efforts may be meaningless. If theb
adhere, to the SSA's non-ncquiescence ruling, their decisions ma be overturned in Federal
court/because they failed to follow precedent; and if they adhere to
the courts'
decisions, their decisions may be overturned by the SSA throu',ghb
tho
Appeals Council. To say the least, this practice creates a professional
and judicial quandry for the ATJ.
D.

ADDITIONAL PRFSSURES

SECURING

ON

ADMIN-ISTRATIVF

T]]in COX-FOr.MIT1

TO

LA1V JrD(:Fs AIM\ED AT

SSA PoI.cTCI

Another avenue affecting ALJ decisionmaning is by the SSA's
use
of the continuing education program.l5 0 rhis program is for
AUJs
who
have been with the agency for more than two years and
have not
attended a recent training session.-s' The purpose of this
program,
according to the SSA, is to "familiarize the ALJs %witha
series of
Social Security Rulings being published that set forth the
agency's
basic disability program policy."

Although on its face this training program seems quite reasonable,
the SSA has sometimes used the training sessions in a punitive
manner.
Describing his experience with a training session, Administrative
Law
Judge Jerry Thomasson stated the following:
... I got a call from Chief Judge Phillip Brown, through
the regional chief judge, telling me, they wanted me in WAasKington the following Tuesday morning for training. They
gave me a room number in a building south of Washington,
near Fort Be]l-oir. So I said, "Are any other judges going
from the office?" And they said, "'No.The idea is that you can
teach the other judges how to -write decisions."
So, anyway, I went. up there. and I went to the room at
the appointed time. and it was a class of new Administrative
Law Judges. So I sat at the back of that room for three
days. [It was] a very humiliating experience, since [I] didn't
feel [I] had done anything criminally wrong to be punished
for, and [I'd] always Worked hard and got the cases out. One
of my claimants killed himself while I was there. He would
have received his favorable decision prior to that but for the
aforementioned harassment"'2
" Rupra fu. 145.

- SSA responses to the Subcommittee's
pre-bearing questions. Hearing record, p. 10.
2=Id.
'WTestimony of Administrative Law Judge Jerry Thomasson
before the House Subcommittee on Social Security, Committee on Ways and
'Means. June 30, I983, for further
details. (Page number not available at time of printing
of this report)
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The SSA has also attempted. to further reduce the ALJs' discretion
by standardizing the M-TJ h]earing process throghi the implvmentation of "reconfgilr:ition." In describing "reconfl-uration," the SSA
indicated thle following:
In its simplest terms, it changes tile existinfr individual
ALJ hearing unit method of case processing in favor of
specialized units. These specialized units handle various
aspects of case processing such as development, decision
-writin, and decision typing and mailing in a centralized
fashion. A major benefit of this system is tiat it is not solely
dependent on an individual's ability (either the ALJ, or
etc.) but rather caphe(aring assistant, or staff attorney,
58
accomplishiment.1
it alizes on grrollp
Implemented on an experimental basis in October 1980, reconfig-

uration was originally effectuated in only six hearing

oflices.'54

Thle

reconfiguration managterial structure was expanded to thirty hearing
offices in 1982."5 Althourh according to the SSA, this system allows
56
under this system the ALJ no longer has
for greater prod ietivity
may be deterred from developing a
and
individual staff assistance
stable wvorking relationship wvith any of the hearing office staff. MNoreover, this approach has caused some staffing problems. Because the
hearing office staff ol)erates in groups, it is difficult to convey the same
sense of individual responsibility. Most importantly, however, because under reconfiguration the A.LT no longer personally writes his
or her decisions (except under very special circumstances, but merely
provides the coordinator of the decision-writing pool with an outline of the decision which is subsequently assigned to a member of
the pool, much of the individual ALJ input into the decision-writing
process is lost. Thus, by standardizing the structure and relationships within the hearing offices, the SSA is restricting even further
the individual discretion of the ALJs.
In ad(lition to implementing changes within the hearing offices that
undermine the AL.Js' role in the SSDI adjudicative process, the SSA
is also seeking to implement the face-to-face evidentiary hearing at
reconsideration in a vay wvhich uinimizes the role of the ALJ. The
requirement for a face-to-face evident iary hearing at reconsideration
was enacted into law in 1983.157 The SSA was directed to have such a
hearing process in place by .Tanuary 1, 1984.'5s As outlined in the
(hea ing officers)
ivinl
SSA's proposed regulations, Federal employees
be hired to conduct these evidentiarv hearings.159 According to the
"Summary of the 'Meeting 'vith DDS Advisory Committee on the
Implementation of P.L. 97-455," 160 the hearing officers wvill be allowed
20 minutes to review the claimant's file before the hearing; each hearing is to take no more than 30-45 minutes; and, the hearing officer is
'15 Supra fn. 95.
January 7. 19S2. from
'-m Memorandum entitled "ALJ Polley Council 'Meeting." dnted
Associate Commissioner, OEA to all ALJs, at p. 5. Retained in Subcommittee files.
'J

2w

Id.
Id.

P.L. 97-455 (enacted on January 12, 19S3).
Id. at Si 4.5.
'9 See FederaZ Register, Vol. 48, No. 158, 'Monday, August 15, 1983. Proposed Rules p.
36831.
'm Retained In Subcommittee files.
''7
'5
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perimitted onl]

20 minutes inimediately after tile hearing to inmle a

lecision. The Tlearing itself is to be non-andversarlial althoug h a clainiliit (Ioes have the right to have counsel plresent. and the bearing, officer
must piepare a su nary of the facts amid evidence preselnted, hut no

official recor(d is manlde."'
Reportinc' on thc pilot study oni this process, the SSA mnade the

following oAservations:
During the project the DDSs reversed the initial cessation
determination vwhile developing the cases for hearing in 18
per cent of the eases. Hlearinig officers relersed the cessaitmon
decision in 24 percent of the eases that NAere forwarded to
them by the D1)S for a reDonsiderltioll hearing. The overall

reconsi(leratiOni level allowance rate durin~g the pilot w'as 38

percent.'6 2

There are three very important points that need to be ma(le about
this program. First, unlike AL.Js, the. hearing officers are totally subject to the instruction and supervision of the SSA and therefore imlmust
conform to agency polic3- an(l pronouncements regarding not only productivity, but case evaluation procedures and the use or non-use of
certain criteria in case deterimnations. Second, these "face-to-face"
hearings are very short, and the hearing officer is given very little time
to review the claimant's file and make a (letermination. Thu.s, it. is
doubtful that these hearings wvill be of sufficient. len(th to allow for a

fun and fair hearin, thlat ade(uilately plotects the claimant's (duel)oCess rights. Third, and mcst important, because this additional step in
the appeals process is another burdensome requirement, it may (and in
fact to some extent. may be intended to) discourage claimants from
pursuing their claims to the AW. The net result wroluld be that fewer
claimants wvill have the benefit of a full-fledged hearinr before an
independedt hearing examiner who also has the responsibility and
authority to develop the necessary evidence.
The major dangers of the "face-to-face evidentiary hearing" were
summed up by Senator Cohen this way:
What you're doing is, you're compressing this process.
We're going to accelerate the number of cases disposed at the
AW stage. We're going to compress the evidentiary hearings
down to the reconsideration stage. and %ve'regoing to crank
these peopIe through at a rate of 20 minutes a hearing.
I submit to you that what you're doing in terms of trying to
achieve efficiency is, you're going to sacrifice quality of decisions, the very thing we're all saving we want. 463
IV. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE
Unhappy about their plight, the ALJs have not remained silent
but have chosen to fight back. There are two significant examples of
the ALJ's efforts to stop the pressures being placed on them by the
SSA: Bono v. Hl'eclder, CA No. 77-OS19-CT--W-4, U.S.D.C., Western
In Td. at p.
.'OSSA post-bearing responses to the Subcommittee's additional request Bearing record
p.262.
'
Hearing record, p. 40.
35 455 0 - 84 - 17
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District of Mfissouri, Western Division, and Association of Adnzin7iatrativc Law JUdges, lnc., v. Schwciker, CA. No. S3-0124, U.S.D.C.,
D)istrict of Colum11bia.s,
Bo71 v. Jlccklcr was filed in 1977, by A(lministration Law Judge
Charles Bono (now President of the Association of ,dlministlatfiV
Law Judges, Inc. (AALJ, Inc.)). In that suit, Judge Bono ood several other ALJs alleged that the SSA ALJs were being improperly
pressured by the SSA to increase their disposition rate and decrease
their allowance rate.'5 Prior to the trial, the parties negotiated a settleiicment a-reen ent vwhich inter ala prohibited fihe SSA froin dissenminatingr AW disposition and reversal rates, except as required by law,
and issuing directives or miiemnos setting disposition quotas or goals.'"
In response to the SSA's allered failure to abide by the ternis of thle
Bono settlement,'6' AALJ, Inc.rought suit, in Association of A dnzinistrative Law Judges, Inc. v. Schwetker in January, 1983, against the
SSA and the !ISPB alleging that the SSA was violating thie A'A by
com(l)nictinlg illegal perforinance ratings of ALJs. The Association also
claime(l that SSA's actions violated the right of the ALJs to be re-

moved only for "good cause."

leg

The SSA responded to the ALJs' arguments by asserting that thle
SSA is required by law to process claims proinptll '9 and therefore
has an obliration to encourage the ALJs to leaceh.and maintain a
certain lever of production. Furthermore, contrary to the allegations
of the ALJs, the SSA said it does not conduct performance ratings
on AIJs, and pursuant to the Bellmon Amendmnelnt, the SSA has
been mandated by Congress to review the decisions of the ALJs with
high allowance rates.'7 0
Pursuant to pre-trial negotiations, the parties agreed to an order
pending the outcome of the litigation."'X In that order, the SSA
agreed to refrain from bringing any newv ALJ removal cases before
the AMSPB based on prolductivity levels or high allowance' rates,
going forward with any peer counseling of ALJs, and adding any
more judges to the Bellmon Review based on high allowance rates.'72
In addition, both the SSA and the AMSPB filed motions to dismiss.
The court granted lfSPB's motion and dismissed it from the case,"s
but denied the SSA's motion and ordered the parties to proceed to
trial on September 27. 1983.174
Some ALJs have taken more personal action, such as opting for
early retirement..'7 This opt.ion was chosen by one of the -vitnesses
2eUThe suit was resolved prior to litigation pursuant to a settlement agreement (the
Bono
settlement) which is currently still in effect.
1
^;Bono v. 11eckler, Plaintiffs Amended Complaint Flled April 22, 1978. Retained In SubCommittee files.
'" The BOno settlement Hearing record p. 448.
"16 AALJ, Inc. v. Schtacfker. Plaintiffs' Statement of Points and Authorities In Support of

Motion for Preliminary Injunction. Retained in Subcommittee files.
us d.
I' AAL, Inc. v. Schswciker, Defendants' Memorandum of Points and Authorities In Support of Mlotlon to Dismiss by Defendants Scbwelker, Srahn, Bays and Brown. Retained In
:Subcommittee files.

Id.
n7Retained In Subcommittee files.
27 Retained In Subcommittee files.
' AAIJ, Inc. v. Schiceiker,
cMemorandum. Opinion and Order. Filed March 14, 19S3, by
Judge Joyce Hens Green. Retained In Subcommittee files.
IT&AAZU, lee. v. Schtweiker, Memorandum. Opinion and Order. Filed June 16, 1983. by
Judee Joyce Hens Green. Retained In Subcommittee filea.'
15 This option has been chosen by retired ALJ Jacob Friedes. Buffalo. New Sork. retired
Au CJ. Ocehipinti. Eugene. Oregon. and three other ALJs against whom'dischilinarv aetions bad been Instituted. See data provided by MSPB. Hearing record, pp. 265-268.
"'7
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at the hearing, retired Administrative Law Judge Jacob Friedes.
Judge Friedes had been an ALJ with the SSA's Office of Hearings
and Appeals in BuffTlo. New York, for over seventeen years prior to
his retirement in December, 1982. Jud(ge Friedes was a very dedicated
ALJ whose productivity level was as higlh as 34 case dispositions per
month in 1979, and whose allowance rate prior to 1981 wvas 48 percent.
Describing the events that led up to his decision to retire early Judge
Friedes indicated that:
The events leading up to my retirement centered around
OHA pressure concerning production, scheduling of hearings,
number of adjournments, reconfiguration, and later reversal
rates. Inadequate help %Aasa periodic problem wvith partial
reconfiluration and was later intensified with fuill reconfiguration. Quotas were euphemistically called goals. Prior to any
reconfiguration in the Buffalo office we had a unit or team approach. In the calendar year 1979, I was greatly assisted by
Mr. Haydiij my staff attorney, and also my hearing assistant
and secretary with decisional typing done by the typing pool,
supervised by Mr. Allen. I also did pre-hearing screening of
some cases. Under these circumstances, I was able to average
34 dispositions per month. . . . After Mr. Haydn resigned in
March 1980 to take a supervisory position in Legal Aid, Thad
difficulty in securing an equally competent replacement for
him. This difficulty rwas intensified with partial and full reconfiguration.
I was dissatisfied with the case summaries, development,
description of issues, pulling of exhibits, and writing in the
pools. I therefore found that I had to perform these tasks
more and more myself. I was also holding hearings myself to
enable my secretary to do the additional development. I had
continued working my usual 60-hour week, and I felt I could
not work any harder. I finally reached the point where I felt
I could not provide a full and complete hearing fair to claimants, government, and taxpayers under these circumstances.
... [Subsequently] I was informed by the Chief Judge of
OHA in early Decemnber 1982 that I was scheduled for Bellmon Review because my reversal rate had exceeded 70 percent
for a six-month period. I informed the Chief Judge that I was
retiring effective December 31,19S2. lie then doubted whether
my decisions would be placed under Bellmon Review. Ay reversal rate for calendar vear 198°2 was 69.5 percent in comparison to my approximate 48 percent reversal rate for calendar
year 1979. I suspect that the increase, in my reversal rate in
large part was due to the CDI program with its poor evidentiary input and my substantial documentary supplementation.17s

The sentiments outlined by Judge Friedes were also echoed by
Administrative Law Judge C. J. Occhipinti of the Eugene Hearing
Office, who also chose to retire earlv. In a resignation [retirement]
letter to Doris Coonrod, Regional Chief ALJ for Region X, Judge
Occhipinti made the following statements:
17

Hearing record, pp. 81, 82, 86
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This is to advise you that as of the close of business on June
1(, 1983, 1 aml electing to retire from Federal Service. I bad
hbo)edl to remain several more years, but find that the changes
imposed make it impossible to remain and retain my integrity. Recent administrative policies appear certain to reduce
the judicial adjudication of claims to fast track clerical automated justice. Perhaps this should be expected in an era of
computer games and declining values. I leave with regret and
deep disappoinment. My association with the Social Security
Administration has spanned almost nine years, and I regret
the turn that the Agency has taken.
... Mfany of my colleagues have consciously or unconsciously
succumbed to the irresponsible demands, possibly in order to
preserve their careers, or in some cases, welcoming the reducon in responsibility and effort-by merely checking, boxes
and producing the ever-increasing numbers deman ded by
those -blinded by ambition and Impervious to truth and
honesty.
... I cannot thus remain associated with this philosophy, as
the integrity of the office I hold, as well as my personal values,
cannot be dilrted, nor will I condone the methods employed to
achieve the questionable goals at the expense of deprived litigants, including the raping of the taxpayer, in this process.
In all honesty, announcement 318, which presumes to recruit
ALJs, should be abolished, or drastically revised.
Again, with deep regret, and great disappointment, I feel
it is time to leave what is a well intentioned program which
has surrendered integrity for expediency."t"
The clearest demonstration of ALJ sentiment regarding their situition in the SSDI program was highlighted in a survey done in 1982
iy Professor Donna Price Cofer, of Southwest Missouri State Unirersity, who surveyed the SSA ALJs for their opinions on their role
of
vithin the SSA."s Almost 70 percent (approximately 500 ALJs) tm
he ALJs responded, three times that which is normally expected.'
[n responding to the question of vhether "tacit agency pressure"Nwas
eing placed on A Js by the SSA to reduce their allowance rate, 77.1
)ercent of the judges agreed that, the agency was pressuring them to
educe their allowance rates. 180 And an astounding 75.7 percent felt
hat the quality of their decisions had been damaged by the SSA's
ressure to increase productivity.'5 These results clearly indicated
hat the majority of the SSA ALJs feel that they are being pressured
iy the SSA to decide cases in a certain way and at a faster rate, and
hat this pressure is having an adverse effect on the SSDI claimants.
The pressure placed on the ALJs has resulted in a decrease in the
k.LJ allowance rate and an increase in the ALJ productivity. Over the
)ast year and a half, the ALJ allowance rate has decreased 23 per'" Hearing record. p. 348.
178

At the time that this report was being written. Professor Cofer's report had not yet

een copyricbted and was therefore unavailable for detailed and extensive use.
179According to Professor Cofer. this was a much larger return than the normally ex-

ected 30 per cent for a survey of this nature.

"e Cofer. AW Study, aupra fn. 85, Section 6, Question 8
m Id. at Question 6.
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cent," 2 aii( the ALjr production rate has increased 25 percent."3 Thus,
it appears that the SSA is achieving its objectives. Trowever, the
achievenient. has been at an inllineaslureable cost to individual lives and
to the integrity of the SSI)I program.
V. FINDINGS

The principal finding of the Subcommittee is that the SSA is pressuring its ALJs to reduce the rate at which they allow disabled persons to participate in or continue to participate in the Social Security
disability program by:
Focusing its review and study efforts principally on the AIJ
allowance rate and ATLJs awith highiallowance rates;
Increasing the rate at which AILJs are expected to decide cases
(the disposition rate), thereby reducingr the quantity and quality
of time that an ALJ has to devote to each case and lessenigll tile
opportunity for an ATU to develop a(l(itional evidence which
may support an allowance decision;
Reinforcing AT conduct which reduces allowance rates and
increases disposition rates throucgh memos of praise to aid within
the field offices for such activity; and
Limiting the decisional independence of the ATLJs through the
use of Social Security Rulings and a policy of selected non-acquiescence in federal court decisions.
Further, the Subcommittee finds that:
The SSA views the ALJ allowance rate as the source of the
problems in the disability adjudicative process, even though1 its
own initial review in the Bellmon Study has shown otherwise.
The SSA has therefore unjustifiably and inequitably focused its
efforts on the AL.TJallowance rate and ATJs with high allowance
rates in such a way as to result in less impartial and fair hearings
for some disability claimants.
High ALJ allowance rates are only symptomatic of serious inconsistencies and problems in the disability progrram. The initial
review conducted by the SSA as part of the Bellmon Study concluded that the high rate of allowance decisions by ATLTs does not
necessarily mean that AT-Ts are aeting in error. ALTs are provided with a better opportunity to fairly deteriine a claimant's
eligibility than the State DDS examiners and are entitled to apply differeht and more flexible standards in the evaluation process. while DDS examiners must work with limited evidence wvithin the confines of strict agency policy and without the benefit of
a personal appearance by the claimant.
The SSA has established explicit production goals for its ALTs
and an implied production quota. SSA documents show a production goal of 45 case dispositions per month per ATLJ by September 1983. And in view of the SSA's actions and comments, it. is
A Based on Information provided by the SSA Office of Henrings and Appeals, 19S3 computer data. June 19R3. Documents retained In Subcommittee files..
'mBased on Information provided by the SSA Office of Hearings and Appeals. See also
AT
and Hearing Office Statistics. FY81 and computer data arailable from ORA documents.
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the Subcommittees coclusion that. an implied minimum quota
of 20 case dispositions per month per ATJ is in effect. If an ATLT
falls below that level, he or she wvill be suibject to counseling. and
if there is nO imllplovement after couniseling, it is likely that the
SSA will file a coml)laint. for punitive action with the Mferit Systems Protection Board.
The proposed format for establishing face-to-face evidentiary
hearings at reconsideration. if implenilted, may undermine the
role of the ALTJ in the appeals process by reducing the num1111ber of
claimants who wvill be 'willing to pursue an appeal to the ALJ
level by creating yet another obstacle for the adjudication weary

disabled claimant to overcome, and thereby substituting a review
by an SSA employee who will be subject to the direct control and
supervision of the SSA, for review by an independent ALJ.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the above findings, the Subcommittee recommends the following:

All Bellmnon Reviexv activity should be discontinued inlinediately, and the Bellnion Amendment should be repealed. 11hbile
the amendment wvas a worthwhile proposal at the time it -was
passed, the report issuied by the SSA in .January.19S2, referred to
as "The Bellmon ]Report" fulfilled the man(lates of the amendment. It has given Congress and the SSA valuable information
about the nature of the problems in the adjudicative process in
the disability program and the reasons for the differenjces betwveen
the decisions of the state disability examiners and the AlJs. The
appropriate response now is to legislate reform in the adjudicative
process. Continued review of ATJs will serve only as a tool of
harassment an(l undesirable decisionmaking pressure.
Any present or fuiture reference, either oral or written, by the
SSA as to the desirability of reducing the ALJ allowvance rates
should be prohibited. Furthermore, rwhile it may be managerially
helpful to maintain statistics on the allowance and disposition
rates of individual ALT.Js. the SSA should stop the practice of
ranking AT-Ts on this basis in any internal or external documents.
The SSA should immediately discontinlie any further incorporation of POMIS into SSRs. All standards for disability evaluation lwhich are to be binding on the ATJs should be made subject
to public notice and comment.
The SSA should immediately cease its policy of non-acquiescence in decisions issued by Circuit Courts of Appeal. Both of
these recommendations are addressed in legislative language in
S. 476, a bill to reform the continuing disability review process,
which was introduced by Senators Levin and Cohen of this Subcommittee earlier this year.
The Judiciary Committees of both the House and the Senate
should review the propriety and legality of minimal productivity
quotas imposed by employer agencies on employee ALJs.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The APA mandates that the ALTO be an independent, impartial ndjudicator in the adminiistrative process and in so doing separates tho
adjudicative and prosecutorial functions of an a-enev. T'le ALT is
the only impartial, indepemnlent adjudicator available to the clainint
in the administrative process and the only person who stands letween
the claimant and the whim of agency bias and policy. If the ALJ is
subordinated to the role of a mere employee, an instrument, and mouthpiece for the SSA, then wve vill have returned to the days when the
agency was both prosecutor and judge.
The system of administrative law as wre know it is a product of munch
thouahtful consideration and concern for competence and fairness.
One ley to this process is the ALJJ, and, the integrity of the position
must therefore be protected.
0
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Chairman

PICKLE.

All right, Judge Mayhue.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS MAYHUE, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE, OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS, FORT SMITH, AR

Mr. MAYHUE. Congressman Pickle, Mr. Anthony, Senator Pryor,
we appreciate the opportunity to appear here today.
For the record I would like to submit an affidavit that I filed in
our association's lawsuit against the current administration concerning the Bellmon review, which the current administration used
as the weapon against the administrative law judges, and in particular the three that are here today.
As judge Thomasson has mentioned and as had been mentioned
here today, one of our big problems is what the current administration calls the doctrine of "nonacquiescence". We have a circuit
court and a U.S. district court that say we have to weigh and
evaluate a claimant's testimony concerning the pain he says he
has.
I was doing that, citing the court decisions in my decisions, and
on January 28, 1982, they called me to Washington. They sat me
down and they said, we don't follow those decisions-you're not to
follow them. I said, gentlemen, those judges of which I'm officer of
their court, can put me in jail, you all can fire me. What would you
do if you were in my position?
We've been threatened, harassed, intimidated, jerked all over the
country, punished, and at no time in the history of the Social Security Administration has a decision come down from the Appeals
Council that said "Judge Francis Mayhue, you will go to Detroit,
MI, and hear one case at Government expense." Never been done
before and never been done since-but they did it. To me and to
Judge Thomasson. It was done in writing.
The Appeals Council you've been-you've been talking about the
Appeals Council and leaving benefits through the AIJ decision. As
long as we've got an administration like we have today, that won't
work, because they continue to substitute their opinion for ours.
And, when my decision is issued they review it in Washington and
they-they've never seen the claimant-they've never seen the
poor claimant. They substitute their judgment for ours regardless
of what we see.
Arbitrary, capricious, insensitive-that's where we are today.
Thank you very much.
[The affidavit of Judge Mayhue follows:]
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANCIS MAYHUE, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE, FORT SMITH, AR

Comes Francis Mayhue, after being duly sworn upon oath, and states:
1. I am an Administrative Law Judge employed by the Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.
2. I am a member of the Association of Administrative Law Judges within the
Department of Health and Human Services.
3. In January, 1982. I was summoned to Washington for "continuing education",
and while in Washington I was advised by Bill Levere, a management employee of
the Office of Hearings and Appeals, that a reversal rate of 45 to 55 percent was
acceptable and that the reversal rate of the Fort Smith office, and particularly my
reversal rate, was unacceptable.
4. From August 17, 1981, until July 1, 1982, I was under 100 percent review by the
Appeals Council. This means that every decision, whether it be an affirmation, reversal or dismissal, was reviewed by the Appeals Council. This was subject to Order
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by Chief Judge Philip T. Brown. A copy of Judge Brown's Order is attached as Exhibit 1.
5. On July 1, 1982, I was notified by Judge Brown that I had been removed from
100 percent review by the Appeals Council and placed under "Bellmon Review".
A
copy of this Order is attached as Exhibit 2. This means that all reversal decisions
have been reviewed by the Appeals Council pursuant to Section 304 of PL 96-265,
commonly known as the Bellmon Amendment. A copy of this Public Law is attached as Exhibit 3. The Bellmon Amendment provided for ongoing review of decisions by Administrative Law Judges, but the Appeals Council adopted a policy of
reviewing only reversal decisions wherein the Administrative Law Judge granted
benefits to a claimant as opposed to a denial decision issued by an Administrative
Law Judge. I am convinced that all of my reversal decisions have been reviewed by
the Appeals Council and my reason for this belief is contained in a memorandum
from Louis B. Hays to all Administrative Law Judges, dated September 24, 1982. A
copy of this memorandum is attached as Exhibit 4.
This statement is given by me on this 11th day of January, 1983.
FRANCIS MAYHUE,

Administrative Law Judge.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January, 1983.
CATHY A. HicKs,
Notary Public.
My commission expires July 8, 1990.
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JUIL 2 9 1M81
ruom:

Office of the Chief Administrative Law Judge

Subject: Appeals Council Review of AU Decisions--ACTION
, To:

Admihistrative Law Judge in Charge
Administrative Law Judges
Fort Smjth Hearing Office
During the visit of the Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge in
December 1980, collectively you advised him that you would consider
Appeals Council review of your decisions an appropriate manner in
which your adjudicatory practices could be evaluated. The Appeals
Council, effective August 17, 1981, will review all decisions of
ALJs in the Ft. Smith office.
Effective for decisions issued August 17, 1981 and until further notice
you should begin the follodwing procedures to effect this process:
Forward all (i.e., Dismissals, Affirmations, Partial
-or Fully Favorable Allowances) claim files with
cassettes to:
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Social Security Administration
Post Office Box 1207
Arlington, Virginia 22210
You can be assured that your decisions will be handled expeditiously
and that any delay in effectuating a favorable decision will be held
to a minimum. -

-

Phie Admi Brown
-Chief Administrative Law Judge
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Chief Administrative Law Judge

Subjeci

Ongoing Review Directed by Section 304(g) of P.1l 96-765 -- ACTION

To:

Francis E. Mayhue
Administrative LIaw Judge
Fort Smith, AR

f

ZO

PTS

J5-.Q

PURPOSE
This confirms the telephone conversation on July I when you were notified
of new procedures to follow in referring your cases to Central Office for review.
Effective July 6 and until further notice, you should forward only vour reversal
decision cases involvinogjfLl
and concurrent disability issues to the nr;-of Appraisal for review under thIe Bellmon Ame
AllIdmenL
other types of
reversal cases as well as affirmation and dismissal cases should be crocessed
routinely, in accordance with the OHA Handbook instructions.
The following instructions should be followed by your staff in releasing all
your favorable title 11and concurrent cases involving the issue of disability.
These instructions apply only to disability issue reversal cases, If disability
was not at issue in the hearing decision, for example, if workrnen's compensation
offset or entitlement of a dependent child whose entitlement wvasnot contingent
on his/her ,eing disabled, etc., was the issue in the decision, that case should
not be referred to OHA.
INSTRUCTIONS.

D0)

Partially ahd fully favorable title 11and concurrent disability issue cases
are to be processed in the normal manner through the issuance and mailing
of the hearing decision.

@

The case control instructions outlined in the OHA Case Control System
Manual for the posting of the HA-670 control card and the SSA-672 coding
sheet will be iollowed in these cases; enter location code 5950 in "CTT"
on both the control card and the coding sheet on the 335-action. Location
code 5950 willflan the Case Control System that the case has been selected
forBellman review. (Note: In some concurrent cases a reversal derislo,
-mayhe is,.ed on only one o~t.L Follow the above instruction for both
parts) All cases referred In renTtUnlceioraiireviewmusncude
* S approoriate copies of the HA-6702 control card in the claim file(s).

rv
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are~letlejOII!--inith-thr~raj~1SXit n-du in the casette
Irts'l~rrhs
g r
6) H
review. The
unvelopelor nil c ,es efLersed to Cential Olficc for this
cases.
c.s ettc(5) are lobe placed in the title 11folder in corcurrent
selected locations
in
(AlASARS procedures now being piloted experimentally
with
sent
be
must
cassette(s)
The
will not apply in these instances).
the clain file.
stapled to the outside
Routing of title if c.91y cases: A form HA-5051 is lobe
component On too of
of the claim folder directing it to its normal effectuating
staple a form HA-505
this route slip (H-IA-5051) to the effectuating component,
VA 22210.
directing the claim folder to OFIA, P.O. Box 1207, Arlington,

t4

are to be split and
Routing of concurrrol cases:_ The two claim folders
photocopies
set-up for release in the normal manner, with appropriate
each folder, directing
for
I-IA-5051
form
placed in the SSI folder. Prepare a
that folder.
it to-the proper effectuating component, and staple it to
together with
Use rubber bands to keep both the title 11and SSI folders
staple them.
the title 11folder on top for sending to CO.. Please do not
files to OHA,
combined
Prepare a route slip, form HA-505, directing the
of the HAP.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210, and staple it on top
11 file. Release the
5051 to the effectuating Component on the title
Further routing
files together as indicated above to Central Office.
based on your
to the appropriate effectuating components will be done,
pre-prepared HA-S5SI route slips.

(Z

!

will complete
The person(s) in the office resoonsible for releasing the folders
group f sass
a HO/AU Reort (see copy attached)for each case or
that
sure
nae
t
taen
sheis referring to OHA Care shoul
forms with
these reports are legible Please supplement the attached
t
Re
photocopies until you receive a printed supply. The 1/ALJ
ers are released.
e folder or
he
is tb be released at t
Attn:
Appraisal,
of
Office
OHA,
The HO/AL) Report is lobe mailed to:
envelope should
Margie Oavid P.O Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210 The
NOT OPEN INMAILROOM annotaion A HO/ALJ Report
a
CO.
should accompany every case or gr6ioupf cases mailed to
to above must be
All applicable cases and HO/ALJ Reports referred
rPI ro.severaL
If
forwarded immediately upon release of the decision.
mailing
for
aroupnd
are release d at thesame tne, then those casesmat be
to
mailing
group
for
on the same dy Otherwise, do not hold a case
Central Office, send it alone with a report.

with present
Post decision correspondence is to be handled in accordance
instructions.
any questions regarding
I appreciate your cooperation in this matter. If you have
these instructions, please contact Margie Oavid at FTS 235-1814.

Philip
Attachment
cc:
ALJIC
RCALJ

Brown
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF 1980
P.L 96-265. Approved June 9 1980 (94 Stat. 441)
"Social Security
Sec. 1. (42 U.S.C. 1305 note] This Act may be cited as the
Disability Amendments of 2980".
SEc. 4201.
2
accounts with
U.S. C. 1382h note] The Secretary shall provide for separate
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made by subsections
respect to the benefits payable by reason of the amendments amendments on the
(a) and (b) so as to provide for evaluation of the effects of such Social Security Act.
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SEC.304.
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(g) [42 U. SC. 421 nole] The Secretary of Health and Human
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implement a program of reviewing. on his ovwn motion,
of the Social
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section
under
hearings
of
administrative law iudges as a r-sult
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TIME LIMITATIONS FOR DEECISION5ON BENEIrT CLAIMS
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I-nefits under title 11 of the Social Security Act. Such report
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a
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to the rights of
title is filedt within vhich the initial decision of the Secretory as
made;
be
should
the applicant
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Associate Commissioner
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Description of the Bellmon Own-Motion Review Program - D1FOR.MATION

All Administrative Law Judges

The purpose Of this memorandum is to provide you with an overview of the
Rel:.r.cnl ev:iew as it i- now functioning end the results of the review.
The ongoing review of hearing decisions under the Bellmon Amendment is
intended-to promote greater-consistency and accuracy by identifying and
correcting those decisions that do not comply with the applicable provisions
of the law, regulations and Rulings. Under the Bellmon review program,
the Appeals Council, on its own motion, formally reviews ALJ decisions that
do not appear to be correct and, where the decision is incorrect, either reverses
the AILJ's decision or remands the case to the ALJ for further proceedings.
(For a more complete description of the procedures used by the Appeals Council,
see Social Security Ruling 82-13 published in the January 1982 compilation
of the Rulings.) This program results from Congressional concerns about
the high overall percentage of cases allowed at the hearing level, the wide
variance in allowance rates among individual ALJs, the fact that only ALW
decisions denying benefits were generally subject to further review, and the
inconsistencies noted in decision-making at the different adjudicatory levels.
The initial phase of the'pre-effectuation ongoing review program, which started
October 1, 1981, was limited to approximately seven and one-half percent
of all Title 11and Title n/XVI concurrent disability allowance decisions issued
'by a group of hearing offices (HOs) and individual AL~s selected on the basis
of allowance rates of 70 percent or higher, and 74 percent or higher, respectively.
Allotance rates were used as the basis for selecting the initial review group,
bothibecause of Congressional intent andt because studies had shown that
decisisnz in this group would be the mos likely to contain errors which would
otherwise go uncorrected. Rather than reviewing all disability allowance
decisions produced by these HOs/ALJs, a decision was made to review half
of the group's allowance decisions in order to increase the total number of
ALislunder review and thereby enhance the overall effectiveness of the review.
The initial selection procedure was designed to yield a group of hearing decisions
for review which were likely to be among the most error prone and thus to
make the most efficient use of resources whie correcting theq greatest number
of faulty hearing decisions.

I
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On April 1, the Bellmon review was tnl1.rled to include 15 pereent of AIJ
disability allowance decisions, and the case selection criteria for the Belmon
program vere redesign d and expanded. Under this expansion, the group
of Alts selected on the basis of high allowance rates is just one of several /
components of the review. A national random sample of ALJ allowances, /
without regard to any AL's allowance rate, now accounts for 25 percent
of the total reviewed cases. The expanded Bellmon review also includes casesv
identified and referred to the Appeals Council by the Office of Disability
Operations (ODO). In addition, a review of decisions from new A[Js is included
in the program. One other change has been to remove entire hearing offices
from the review.
The following is a summary of the four aspects of the Bellmon review:
o

Random Sample - A national ranior samnple of allow:;r-ce decisions
accounts for 25 percent of the Bellmon cases. These cases are
randomly selected and sent to OHA from ODO prior to effectuation.
Data from this part of the Bellmon review is especially important
as a baseline for comparison with information from the review
of individual ALJs. It is also an important means of providing
feedback on the quality of decisions to all ALJs and will aid in
identifying areas where policy clarification or training is needed.

a

New A1Js - The decisions from new AIJs are reviewed until it
is determined that each ALUs work is satisfactory.
i... . :: v
of new ALJs is useful in determining the effectiveness of thpe
UJ trainuig program, and it enables us to take remedial action,
if necessary, at the most opportune stage in an AlUs development.

o

ODO Protests - Disability examiners in ODO are reviewing a sample
of ALU allowances prior to effectuation as part of a pilot projecL
if a disability examiner believes there is a substantive disability
issue in the case which does not comport with the law and regulations,
the claim file is referred to OHA and made part of the Bellmon
review. The Appeals Council follows standard procedures in deciding
whether or not to take own motion.

a

Individual AlJs - During the initial phase of the ongoing review,
data were collected on own motion rates (the freq <ncy that the
Appeals Council takes action to correct an ALJ decision). Based
on these data, ALJs are divided into four groups - those on 100 percent
review, 75 percent review, 50 percent-review and 25 percent review.
Generally, as AJs' own motion rates decline, their level of review
also decreases. Continuing modifications are made in the group
of Als under review and the level of review for individual ALJs.
One hundred-six ALJs are included in this portionoY the Belmon v'
review.
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:,ouh the 11owaence rate is the busis for sclection of individu2,
..
for
Whatportion of the review, this factor receives no consideration in determining
whether t- emove ALJs from review. Decisional aecurricy is the sole critc-:-,
which we have defined as a five percent own motion rate for three consecutive
moiths. In other words, an ALJ with an extremely high allowance rate could v
be removed from the Bellmon review if his or her decisions are correct.
Through September 1, we have reviewed 10,560 allowance decisions. The
own motion rate for all of these cases is 12.1 percent. However, the rates
vary significantly depending on the category of the review. The highest own 'I
motion rate, 50.7 percent, exists in the ODO protests. The next highest category
is the group 9f individual ALJs, 14.2 percent. These rates are contrasted
by the rates for the new ALJs, 7.5 percent and the random sample, 5.7 percent.
While the figures cited above are based on the cases where the Appeals Council
has completed its action, there are a substantial number of cases pending
where the Appeals Council's support staff has recommended that the Council
take corrective action and such action has not yet been taken. Since our
experience has shown that about 95 percent of these recommendations ultimately
result in either reversals or remands at the AC level, it is noteworthy that
the overall "recommended" own motion rate is approximately six and onehalf percent higher than the actsal own motion rate.
In addition to own motion rates, we also maintain information regarding the
overall percentage of defective cases. A case is considered defective if the
decision contains some type of deficiency -,improper basis for disability
conclusion, failure to follow sequential evaluation, improper questioning of
an expert witness, etc. - yet reaches an ultimately correct conclusion that
the claimant is disabled. Through September I, the overall defect rate was
47.6 percent, with the various category percentages es follows: ODO protests
- 91.0 percent; random sample - 52.7 percent; individual ALJs - 49.7 percent;
and new ArJs - 30.5 percent. Although the maprity of these decisions did
not contain deficiencies so severe that an own motion action was recommended,
the Social Security Regulations are not being correctly applied in many instances.

An essential requlrement to ensure the success of the Bellmon review program
is to provide a companion system for providing feedback on the results of
the review. While the information we obtain from the review is very helpful
in gudinoour t aining aendcon:inuing educatieo efforts, 1 believe there must
be a more individualized process for those ALJs in the individual category.
Such a system is now being implemented. The purpose of the feedback system
is to advise affected AlJs of decisional wcaknesses and to provide a mechunisi
for achieving long term improvement.
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Under the first stage of the feedbacl: system t e Chief Administrtive Law
Judge (CAL-) will send a memorandum to the appropriate Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge (RCALJ) enclosing a brief outline of the particular
problems found in the decisions of that ALJ. Also enclosed will be summaries
of several cases reviewed by the Appeals Council on its own motion with
supporting documentation. The RCALJ, together with Deputy Chief Administrative
Law Judge Irwin Priedenberg on occasion, will meet with the ALJ involved
to discuss the problems reported and review steps that can be taken to improve
the accuracy of his or her decisions.
Thereafter, a further review of the ALJ's decisions will be undertaken for
three months to determine if there has been improvement. If no change has /
(
occurred the CALJ may either request additional counselling through the
>.
RCALJ or authorize speciel training in the region or in Cin-tral Office. If
there is still no measurable improvement other steps will be considered.

)

Initially, because of staffing limitations, feedback will be limited to those
individual ALJs who are included in the 100 percent review group. As the
system progresses, all ALJs remaining in the individual group will be included
in this process.

Louis B. Hays

35-455 0 - 84 - 18
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AFFIDAVIT

Comes Francis Mayhue, after being duly sworn upon oath, and states:
1. I am an Administrative Law Judge employed by the Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.
2. I am a member of the Association of Administrative Law Judges within the
Department of Health and Human Services.
3. The Detroit, Michigan, and Southfield, Michigan, hearing offices had a critical
"backlog" of cases in August and September of 1981, and the administration sought
"volunteer Judges" from the various Regions of the Country to help reduce said
"backlog". The two mentioned hearing offices in Michigan are in Region V, (Chicago
region) and affiant's office is in Region VI (Dallas region). Therefore, this was an
"out of Region trip".
4. It was then the policy of this administration, according to a memorandum from
Chief Administrative Law Judge Phil Brown, dated September 25, 1981 (Exhibit No.
1, attached hereto), that overnight travel within the'Region could and would be authorized only if twenty-five (25) cases were scheduled and heard in one (1) week;
that overnight travel outside the Region would be authorized if thirty (30) cases
were scheduled and heard in one (1) week.or fifty (50) cases were scheduled and
heard within two (2) weeks.
5. Sometime in July or August of 1981, I volunteered to accept a fifty (50) case
docket in the Detroit, Michigan, hearing office and, soon thereafter, I received the
fifty (50) cases. The cases were then prepared for hearing by my staff and I proceeded to review the cases prior to setting them for hearing. My review of the cases revealed that twenty-five (25) of the cases could be disposed of without a hearing.
Some were written "on-the-record" without a hearing and some were "dismissed"
due to some procedural or jurisdictional deficiency. Thereafter, twenty-five (25) cases
were scheduled for hearings and were heard by affiant on October 20, 21, and 22,
1981. A copy of the Itinerary and Schedule of Hearings is made a part of this affidavit as "Exhibit No. 2".
6. The hearing and non-hearing cases were disposed of in a normal and customary
manner by affiant.
7. On Januar-y-4, 1982, I received an Order of the Appeals Council in the case of
Robert H. Choiniere, 317-36-5768. (See Exhibit No. 3.) I had rendered a favorable
"on-record" decision in this case on October 29, 1981, with the proper "Memorandum for the file", and said decision is attached hereto as "Exhibit No. 4". The Appeals Council Remand Order directed affiant to schedule a hearing in Southfield,
Michigan, for two (2) reasons:
(1) The claimant did not waive his right to appear and testify at an oral hearing
and in the opinion of the Appeals Council, has not received a decision consistent
with the Regulations which implement the Social Security Act. and
(2) The Administrative Law Judge's findings are not supported by substantial evidence. (See Exhibit 3, page 2)
8. The procedure used by the Appeals Council as set forth in paragraph seven (7)
above was unprecedented in the Office of Hearings and Appeals, in that I had never
heard nor seen a situation wherein an Administrative Law Judge was ordered to
travel from one Region to another for the purpose of hearing one (1) case. Accordingly, I requested a special travel order from the Associate Commissioner on January 5, 1982, and my request is attached hereto as "Exhibit No. 5". The Administrative Law Judges in Office of Hearings and Appeals had previously advised that due
to the economic conditions prevailing at that time and the "tight budget" in the
Office of Hearings and Appeals, travel by Administrative Law Judges and their staff
would be extensively curtailed. The-Appeals Council Remand seemed to be contrary
to the policy concerning travel within the Office of Hearings and Appeals.
9. On February 22, 1982, the Associate Commissioner replied to my Memorandum
of January 5, 1982, and his reply is attached hereto as "Exhibit No. 6". This memorandum seemed to be highly questionable to the affiant, since it was the then policy
of Office of Hearings and Appeals that over-night travel would not be authorized
unless at least thirty (30) cases were scheduled. (Exhibit No. 1.)
10. Affiant waited until mid-April, 1982, and then contacted the Appeals Council
and was advised that they had completed review of all my Michigan cases and I
should proceed to schedule the five (5) cases that had been remanded. The language
in the other four (4) Remand Orders was substantially the same as in the Choiniere
case.
11. Judge Jerry Thomasson of the Ft. Smith, Arkansas, office has "volunteered"
and he, too, received and disposed of fifty (50) Detroit, Michigan, cases within the
same time frame as affiant. He had received less than ten (10) Appeals Council Re-
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mands and as of mid-April was advised to proceed to schedule the same in Detroit,
Michigan. Since there were no more than fifteen (15) cases to be heard, affiant and
Judge Jerry Thomasson contacted the regional Chief Judge and requested that one
or the other be permitted to assign the out of Region cases to the other so that only
one (1) Administrative Law Judge would travel to Detroit, Michigan, and thereby
cut the cost to the Government at least in half. The response was "no", we both had
to go. Accordingly, we each scheduled hearings in Detroit, Michigan.
12. On May 3, 1982 affiant and Judge Thomasson left Ft. Smith, Arkansas, and
traveled to Detroit, Michigan. We traveled via the same airplane, rode in the same
taxis, stayed in the same hotel, held hearings on the same day (May 4, 1982), in the
same building (Patrick J. McNamara Federal Building) and returned to Ft. Smith,
Arkansas via the same air transportation. The total expense for both of us was
$1,418.45. Either one of us could have disposed of the other's docket with ease and
efficiency.
13. Prior to this incident, affiant believes, to the best of his knowledge, that it was
and is the established policy of the Office of Hearings and Appeals that a Remand
in a case heard out of the Region is routinely returned to the principal hearing
office for reassignment to another Administrative Law Judge. I have worked for this
agency for nearly twelve (12) years and have traveled all over the continental
United States, hearing cases. I have never known nor heard of the Appeals Council
specifically directing a Judge to return to a remote, out of region, hearing site to
hear five (5), much less one (1) case.
14. Affiant verily believes that the sole and only purpose of the conduct of the
Administration in this instance was to either punish, harass, and/or intimidate the
undersigned and the same was, and is, improper treatment of any Administrative
Law Judge. Furthermore, the actions of the Administration violated it's own policy
and was contrary to fiscal responsibility for which they should be accountable to
their superiors.
Dated this 21st day of March 1983.
FRANCIS MAYHUE,

Administrative Law Judge.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of March, 1983.
CATHY

A.

HICKS,

Notary Public.

My commission expires July 8, 1990.
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DEPARThMENTOF HEALTH &HUMAN SER%'ICES

Social Security Admistration

I

Reotr to:

Ollice of Hearngs and Appeals
PO Bo. 251B
Washington DC 20013

SGC

SBA FORT S!.,iTP, 3AN os 1.'t?

371-3:.-5768

trecee..or 23. 1931
%'r.ko!,ert 3. Ctloliacr.
12758 Prozarade
Detrolt, Hich;ans 40213

Dear ttr. Claoiinerat
There is enclosed herewith a copy of the Order of the Appeals Council remanding your
case for further proceedings. We believe the order is self-explanatory.
You will be notified in due course of further action on your case.
Sincerely yours.

10erteRprpeliCoundil
Enclosure
cat
Yr. Vi711h Cravforth
Attor*r7 at Lsw
Datrtit, Mie~lchip 41226

, Appeals Frle
..DO, East, Detroit. El
.ALJ. Hayhue. Fort Scitb, AR
RCALJ. Chicago
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DE PARTMAE
NT OF

Healtih aId Human Se-rvices
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
OFFICEOFHEARINGSAND APPEALS

ORDER OF APPEALS COUNCIL
RIMAND INC CASE. TO ADMITNISTRATIVIi
In tile case

Isliurl I

of

Pf'*ll*r
t.IfIll,-::,

II. Clguilmirc.J

(ClaimanC)

LAW 11111CW

Claim for

,

ilsshiity

llli~ly :"11
IIISiICrlllce

islcuci

its

,

371-36-5768
(Wage LEoner) (Leave blank

if ame as above)(Social

Security Number)

Pursuant to authority granted under section 404.969 of Social Security
Administration Regulations No. 4 (20 CFR 404.969), the Appeals
Council,
on its own motion, has decided to review the administrative law
judge's
decision issued on October 29, 1981.
In a statement in support of his on-the-record decision which found
the
claimant "disabled" beginning March 3, 1977, a copy of which is
cnclosed,
tll :jtim
ilistl-ltiVe law judge summaarized purtions of the IledicaJ evidel-c
and concluded that the claimant's impairment met in severity Listing
11.02A and B (Appendix 1 to Subpart P of Regulations No. 4).
Section 404.1525 provides, in pertinent part, that an impairment
considered to be one listed in Appendix I solely because it has is not
the
diagnosis of a listed impairment but that it must (emphasis added)
have
the findings shown in the Listing of that Impairment.
En accordance
with section 404.1526, a finding that an impairment equals the
severity
of a listed impairment requires a showing of medical findings at
least
equal in severity and duration to the listed findings. A review
of tile
record in this case pertinent to the claimant's medical condition
since
March 1977 including hospital records, a report dated April 30,
1981,
from his treating physician and the reports of consultative examinations
in April 1981 and May 1981, does not reveal an impairment which
lasted
for a period of 12 continuous months attended by the signs, symptoms
and
laboratory findings required by section 11.02A and B of the medical
Listings or which was manifested by medical findings of equal severity.
The record shows that the claimant has a medical history of left-sided
cerebrovascular accident and seizure disorder. Although he was hospitalized for 7 days in September 1978 after experiencing an apparent
grand mal seizure, the hospital records indicate he responded satisfactorily on drug therapy and a report from his attending physician
in

Form HA-517

(9-79)
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April 1981 indicated that the claimant had not experienced any seizure
pattern for almost one year. A consultative examination report dated
April {16, 19RI, d iscril,
Id
thIn claimant ais orints
I in I-II
1 s pasrobs
wino
ra avidencv ol any speech deficit.
Right and left
hand grasp was
normal and the claimant's gait was also described as normal.
Range of
motion in the upper and lower extremities was noted to be within normal
limits aind lno ne,,rological derr-it or any or the extrLrtllI-?; was clicjIt-*l.
Similarly, a culliuftailve mental status evaluation report dated May 1,
1981,

described

the claimant

as oriented in

all

spheres and exhibiting a

spontaneous stream of mental activity with no indication of any significant
Ii,:;:; r r ...
l o ry
l, :
t i......r:Impreo:si on w:;:: I:I
,1
I or11n11.
rgal) I
brziit. syntdrom.

secou.dclry

Lo a history of seizure

disorder,

cerebrovascular

accident and encephalitis.
In the instant case, the medical record does
not establish the presence of a severe convulsive disorder attended by
persisteni. medical findings which meet or equal the severity of tie
listed findings in section 11.02A and B of the Listing of Impairments.
Thus, the administrative law judge, by concluding that the claimant's
impairment met medical Listing 11.02A and B, has not properly applied
the provisions of section 404.1525 of the Regulatlons.
The claimant did not waive his rieht to appear and testify at an oral
hearing and in the opinion of the Appeals Council, he has not received a
decision consistent with the Regulations which implement the Social
Security Act.
Further, the administrative law judge's findings
are not supported by substantial evidence.
Accordingly, the Council
vacates the hearing decision and, under anthority of sect ion 404.977,
resminds

this

case to Administrative

law .Jud

rancis

Maeylni

for further

proceedings.
The administrative law judge shall schedule a hearing to be held in
the Southfield, Michigan Hearing Office and shall give reasonable notice
to the claimant of the time and place of the hearing and the issues to be
determined in accordance with the law and regulations.
The claimant
and his representative shall be afforded adequate opportunity to submit
further evidence as well as oral argument in support of his claim.
Additionally, the administrative law judge shall take such further action
that may be necessary to complete the administrative record.
Upon completion of all

proceedings,

the ;,dmi nistrative

law Judge shllI

prepare a recommended decision containing a sequential evaluation of
the evidence of record and shall recommend corresponding findings in
accordance with section 404.1520 of the Regulations.
The recommended
decision shall be returned to the Appeals Council for its decision.
The claimant and his representative shall be given the opportunity to
file with the Appeals Council, within 20 days from the date of the notice
of the recommended decision, written statements of exceptions and commnents
as to applicable facts and law.
After the 20-day period has expired,;
the Appeals Council will review the record and issue

its

decision.

APPEALS COUNCIL

Burton Berkley, Member

Ri

Date: December 23,

1981

hard F.

Brodsky,

Member
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DISMISSAL BY ADMINISTRATIVE
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D.C.
(Checlapppiae-toc
O A0nnorIwer-nd-F1esBn
onrtlO Attn-vision-of vt-Act1on.,
P.C. BOA29310 Attm-oivisiwnttAO?--0-85 o
=
2. (Claims Processing Component)
ODO, DBS
P. a. Box 17096
Baltimore, MID 21241
FROM: (ALJ's Name and Full Office Address)
AL. Francis
Maybue
OHA, Rmn. 203, 616 Garrison
Fort
Smith, AR 72901
(Code of HO servicing Clmt's Residence)

_

ATTACHMENTS: (Check appropriate blocks)

DATE
October 29
*1
Iozial Securilv Number
317-36-766
laimant

LAW JUDGE
1981

Robert H. Choiniere
age Earner (Leave blank in Tdle XVI Cases
if name is same as above)

r
ll

U IewoClaim

FOR CO. OHA. USE ONLY

o
o

FORWARDED FOR EFFECTUATION
CLAIM FILE FORWARDED

[}DECISION
(Section)
(Initials)
ORECOMMENDED DECISION
f CLAIM FILE
ODISMISSAL
O OTHER (Describe)
DEFFECTUATION OR FURTHER ACTION NECESSARY

(Date)

CHECK ONE OR MORE IF APPLICABLE:
1. File contains an unadjudicated application dated
for
13 2. Possible rehabilitation services.
3. $100 not involved. Please note additional evidence submitted for YOUR consideration.
13
01
4. Annual report of earnings in file requires determination as to deductions for period
subsequent to that beforeALJ.
11
5. Exhibit No.
should be returned to the claimant upon completion of the
final action on the claim.
11

o 6. Favorable decision-reopening of prior decision is within the jurisdiction of
the Appeals Council.

REMARKS: On record decision.
Attorney representation.

VOUHM
MA.5e1-U3 AwM
(F-rirly HA-505-1)
Pri. ndiavv may be unt.

ADMINISTRATION LAW JUDGE
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DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH AND HUMANSERVICES
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

FURTHER ACTION
NECESSARY

OFFICE
OF CE.fGS ANDAPmEas

Name and Address of Claimant

'Mlr. Robert E . Choiniere
12758 Promacnde
Detroit, Mr 48213

NOTICE OF FAVORABLE DECISION
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
The enclosed decision is favorable to you, either wholly or partly. If you are satisfied with
the decision, there is no need for you to do anything at the present time. Further action on
the decision will proceed automatically.
If you disagree with the decision, you have the right to request the Appeals Council to
review it within 60 days from the date of receipt of the notice of this decision. It will be
presumed that tisnotice is received within 5 days after the date shown below, unless a
reasonable showing is made otherwise. You (or your representative) may file a request for
review at your local social security office or at the hearing office, or you may write or
telephone these offices indicating your intent to request review. You may also submit a written request for review directly to the Appeals Council, Office of Hearings and Appeals, SSA,
P.O. Box 2518, Washington, D.C. 20013.
The Appeals Council may, on its own motion, within 60 days from the date shown below,
review the decision, which could possibly result in a change in the decision. (20 CFR 404.969
and 416.1469). After the 60 day period, the Appeals Council generally may only reopen and
revise the decision on the basis of new and material evidence, or if a clerical error has been
made as to the amount of the benefits or where there is an error as to the decision on the face
of the evidence on which it is based. (20 CFR 404.988 and 416.1488; 42 CFR 405.750 and
405.1570). If the Appeals Council decides to review the enclosed decision on its own motion
or to reopen and revise it, you will be notified accordingly.
Unless you timely request review by the Appeals Council or the Council reviews the decision
on its own initiative, you may not obtain a court review of your case (section 205(g),
1631(c)(3), or 1869(b) of the Social Security Act}.
This notice and enclosed copy of
decision mailed
October 29, 1981
cc:

Name and Address of Representative:
6r. William Crawfortb
Attorney at Law
3900 City National Bankl Bldg.
Detroit, MI 48226

NO.o
. '

,/T
FAE

HA-L502-U6 (10/80) (Formerly HA-5021

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

DESTROY OLD STOCK

-
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DEPARTMENTOF

HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
SOCIAL SECURITY AODUNISTRAT.ON
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' FURTHER ACTION

s-

NECESSARY

DECISION

In the case of

Robert IL Chairies

Claim for
Period of Disability and
Disability Insurance Benefits

Ic[.,m .t

317-36-5768
r(W.

E-dnml ILvamblink if

-

mDwlt

(SNOWS-UOiw

Nu-DD

)

This case is before me upon atimiely request for hearing filed by the claimant, who is dissatisfied with the determination disallowing an application for a period of disability and for disability insurance benefits under sections
6(i) and 223, respectively, of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 416(i) and 423).
In view of my conclusion, which is wholly favorable to the claimant, recitation of the evidence is unnecessary.

T12i" & iig

Is being writter on the record without a belryig.

After careful consideration of all the evidence of record, I find that the disability earnings requirements are met;
the claimant-was under a "disability" as that term is
and that beginning on March 3. 1977
defined in the Social Security Act, and that such disability has continued up to and through the date of this decision.
It is the decision of the undersigned that the claimant, based on the application filed on
-is entitled to a period of disability, commencing on
March 16. 1981
and to disability insurance benefits under sections 216(i) and
XMArh 3. 1977
223, respectively, of the Social Security Act.

,,
Date:

October 2.

sra/
4--

~

.

AdinUttiv

II.IVOUIDV__IIND.4

.I /

1981

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

JUDGE

14w Etdge

/
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Francis Naybue. A1J
OHA, Fort Smith, AR
CLAIM FOR:

Robert H. Choiniere
317-36-5768

POD AND DIB

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE
The claimant is 43 years old with a twelfth grade education and
He
work experience as a cement contractor in construction.
due to seizure disorders.
alleged disability
Of rdcord is a psychiatric report of Dr. Imam B. Khan which
revealed a diagnostic impression of seizure disorder by history,
encephalitis, CVA; and possible mild organic brain syndrome
Prognosis was guarded to unsecondary to seizure disorder.
satisfactory.
Dr. Hugh W. Henderson stated in his report of April 30, 1981
that the claimant has been under his care since 1977 when he
was admitted to the hospital with sudden convulsive seizures.
He had a definite left-sided hemiperesis and underwent cerebral
angiography which revealed developmental anomalies in the circle
of Willis, namely arteriovenous malformation in the right cerebral
arm and
This resulted in a definite weakness of the left
area.
leg and has resulted in periodic grand mal seizures and also
memory,
some evidence of mental retardation evidenced by poor
difficulty in concentration, inability to carry through complete
processes, and inability to complete tasks effectively that
Physical examination
required a certain amount of concentration.
side of the
showed markedly hyperactive reflexes on the left
upper
body with poor proprioception, particularly of the left
For some time he has been taking Membral, 32 mg.
extremity.
day.
a
three times daily, and Dilantin, 100 mg, four times
Dr. Henderson stated that there has been a marked deterioration
and he feels that the claimant is certainly unemployable and
certainly would not respond to any form of rehabilitaton at
time.
this
Mr. Michael Yurkanin, Orthopedic and Traumatic Surgeon, saw the
His impresclaimant in a consultative exam on April 16, 1981.
It
sided, secondary to encephalitis.
sion was paralysis, left
memory
exhibit
to
appeared
was his feeling that the claimant
loss secondary to the encephalities and that he would be unable
to function in a supervisory capacity of employment.
Hospital reports showed diagnostic impression at admission of
acute psychosis secondary to seizure disorder, history of left
CVA with past history of seizures, and cerebrovascul artery
He has a history of being found on the floor by his
disease.
He does not remember the events
over.
bed after shaking all
He was found by his mother and was
surrounding the seizure.
incoherent, incontinence of the stool; he had bitten his tongue
He is in a state of confusion following his
during this dpisode.
Other impressions were acute psychosis with seizure
seizures.

283
Page 2
disorder, history of left CVA and past history seizures and
cerebral vascular artery disease. Accordingly, the severity of
his impairment meets the listing of 11.02 (grand mal epilepsy)
A and B, and he is entitled to a period of disability beginning
March 3, 1977 and to disability insurance benefits under Title II
of the Social Security Act, as amended, based on his application
of March 16, 1981.

F
ncis Mayhue
dministrative
Date:

October 29, 1981

w J
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M
DURAN
E1~tO
.MEIENIORANDUM1
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TO

Louis B. Hayes,
Associate Commissioner,

FROM

Francis Maybue, AU
Fort Smith, Arkansas

sUBJECT:

Travel

to Detroit,

DATE:

Michigan,

On December 23, 1981,
following case to me:

January

5, 1982

OHA

to bear Appeals

Council Remand
the

the Appeals Council remanded

Mr. Robert H. Choiniere
12758 Promenade
Detroit, MI 48213
SSN: 371-36-5768
I

am ordered to schedule a hearing in

Southfield,

Michigan.

in
My concern is the expense and loss of time entailed
It does not seem economically expedient
order.
following this
the distance involved to hear one case.
for an ALJ to travel
docket in Detroit
On the other hand, I could not take a full
consists of only a hearing clerk and a
because my staff
in my own
cases
of
backlog
a
have
I
Hearing Analyst and
service area.
you issue or authorize a
Therefore, I request that
In the meantime, I
instance.
order in this
travel
case for hearing in
the process of scheduling this
the claimant's
near future in order to insure that
are not violated.
rights

Administra~i4aw

special
am in
the very
due-process

Judge

cc: CALW
RCALJ
ALJIC, Fort Smith
Claimant's attorney
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Relerto:

FEB 2 2 1982

Date:

'

From

Associate Commissioner
Office of Hearings and Appeals

Subject: Your Request for a Travel Order On AC Remand for a Hearing in Snothfield,
Michigan--ACTION
To:

Francis Maybue
Administrative Law Judge
Fort Smith

On January 5, 1982, you requested that I authorize a special travel order
for your travel to Southfield, Michigan to hold a hearing for claimant
Robert H. Choiniere, SSN 371-36-5768, pursuant to an Appeals Council
remand issued on December 23, 1981. Please accept my apology for the
delay in responding.
I have been advised by the group conducting the review of Fort Saith cases
that by now you have received four or five Appeals Council remands
directing you to hold hearings for Southfield/Detroit area claimants.
Since this is a substantial number of 'travel" cases, I do not believe a
special travel order is necessary.
I am confident that you will schedule these hearings in a manner that both
ensures due process and is cost efficient for the Office of Hearings and
Appeals.

Louis B. Hay

cc:

CALJ Bren
RCALJ O *Brya.
ALJIC Thomasson

:'..

35-455 0 - 84
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/
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Chairman PICKLE. Yes, thank you, Judge. We don't like to hear
these things, but we appreciate that you would say them.
Now, Judge Hubbard.
STATEMENT OF DAVID T. HUBBARD, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE, OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS, FORT SMITH, AR
Mr. HUBBARD. Mr. Chairman Pickle, Mr. Anthony, and Senator
Pryor, we have provided for you a very extensive written statement. I must remind you that the interference with the function of
the administrative law judge and the concern about high reversal
rates goes back several years.
It is not a new occurrence. Now, I remind you, Mr. Pickle, that
in hearings before the Subcommittee on Social Security concerning
H.R. 5700, dated March 16, 1982, at page 270, you were provided
with some very alarming evidence of what went on in New Orleans, LA, where every ALJ in that office was called to Washington
and counseled because the administrative law judge in charge in
that office said that the ALJ's in that office were paying too many
cases.
Frankly, sir, that's none of his business. But I must say that
since 1981, our experience has been a nightmare. The Office of
Hearings and Appeals began a program by incorrectly interpreting
congressional intent in Public Law 96-265 by establishing the Bellmon review, whereby administrative law judges were targeted by
the administration solely upon their allowance rates.
This was done in spite of studies done by the agency which
showed serious decisional errors by administrative law judges
having low allowance rates. In September 1982, the Associate Commissioner, Mr. Hays, advised the administrative law judge corps
that a feedback system would be incorporated as an addition to the
Bellmon review.
This would be a system whereby individual ALJ's would be advised of their "decisional weaknesses," and provided with "a mechanism for long-term improvement." Another part of that memorandum provided for a timetable for improvement, failing improvement within certain steps and after certain training and counseling
the memo promised that "other action would be taken."
I received a letter from the chief administrative law judge in December 1982, stating that I would be expected to undergo "peer
counseling" to be conducted by Regional Chief Administrative Law
Judge Harold Adams, and Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge
Irwin Friedenberg, who are incidentally, sir, not my peers, because
they could make recommendations as management officials to the
chief administrative law judge that "charges" be brought against
me before the Merit Systems Protection Board.
When this was received I retained personal counsel and advised
the officers of the Association of Administrative Law Judges of
HHS that I felt this was the beginning of a process to not only to
cause me to change some of my decisions, but to eventually to
remove me from Federal service.
Shortly thereafter the Association of Administrative Law Judges
of HHS filed suit against the Secretary in the U.S. District Court,
Washington, DC, and Judge Joyce H. Green stopped the feedback
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system pending further proceedings in the court. Evidence received
at the trial in Washington, DC, in late February and early March
of this year showed that Mr. Hays, the Associate Commissioner for
OHA, had a performance plan under the Senior Executive Service
that contained very interesting language. His objective was, "Improve the uniformity in quality of ALJ decisions," and his standards were these:
Take vigorous steps to substantially meet the goals of incorporating the POMS
disability adjudicatory standards into social security rulings and reviewing 15 percent of all ALJ allowances. Phase out the use of the short form fully favorable decision and improve and increase training for ALJ's and support staff.

Now, I want you to listen to this. It also said "One result of these
steps will be some reduction in the ALJ allowance rate." That's in
a performance plan. His performance plan from October 1, 1982, to
September 30, 1983, said this:
Objectives: Improve the uniformity and quality of ALJ decisions. Standards: Continue the effective administration of the Bellmon own-motion review program, and
to attempt to increase it to 25 percent of all ALJ allowance decisions, subject to the
ability to increase staffing levels in the Office of Appeals Operations. Monitor and
control the Government Representative Project. Complete the refresher training of
all ALJ's.

Then, listen to this: "One result will be some further reduction
in the ALJ allowance rate."
I am repulsed, sir, because the effect of the accomplishment of
these performance plans is that Mr. Hays, the Associate Commissioner, would have been eligible for Senior Executive Service cash
bonus awards. And, I don't like that, because he was eligible to get
a cash bonus award by reducing disability benefits for the people in
this country. I can assure you that Judge Green was repulsed.
Furthermore, evidence in the trial revealed that a mechanism
was in place to subject the "targeted" ALJ's to "behavioral modifications." I hope you realize the seriousness of these management
initiatives and that you would agree that such activity cannot be
maintained in the light of the due process provisions of the U.S.
Constitution and the APA sections of title 5 of the United States
Code, which are designed, sir, to protect the public from agency interference in the decisionmaking process.
The time, sir, is ripe for the removal of ALJ's from the Social
Security Administration and assignment to an Independent Review
Commission as proposed by Senator Pryor in S.1911 or the creation
of a unified corps of all ALJ's in the executive agencies as proposed
by Senator Heflin of Alabama in S.1275.
I submit to you, sir, not only my statement. I submit to you my
affidavit that was filed with the court. I further submit to you the
resignation letter of Judge C.J. Occhipinti of Eugene, OR, and articles written in the Seattle Times-Seattle Post-Intelligencer dated
July 17, 1983, which revealed to me, sir, that some judges who were
under the Bellmon review succumbed to the pressure.
I further would like to make one more comment and that relates
to your bill. I like every portion of the bill. I think it's a good bill,
but I warn you that in your bill you have a provision which provides for a reconsideration hearing to be done at the State level. If
you do not insist that some protection be given to those hearing officers it'll be no good, because the administration will put quotas
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on them, they'll put standards on them, and if you don't give any
protection you might as well forget it. Our experience has showed
that they'll do anything to stop the payment of benefits.
Thank you for your attention. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF DAVID T. HUBBARD, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE, FORT SMITH, AR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate and House committees, my name is
David T. Hubbard and I am an Administrative Law Judge with the Department of
Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration, assigned to the Office
of Hearings and Appeals in Fort Smith, Arkansas. I am appearing here at your invitation and at your request.
We have provided to you a very extensive statement and I wish only to highlight
certain parts of the statement. The interference with the function of the Administrative Law Judge and the concern about high reversal rates goes back several
years. It is not a new occurrence. (See Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Social
Security on H.R. 5700, March 16-17, 1982, Serial 97-54 at page 270, otherwise
known as the New Orleans fiasco). However, since 1981 the Office of Hearings and
Appeals has caused Administrative Law Judges to operate in a virtual nightmare
existence. The Office of Hearings and Appeals began a program by incorrectly interpreting congressional intent in P.L. 96-265 by establishing the "Bellmon Review"
whereby Administrative Law Judges were "targeted" by the Administration solely
based upon their allowance rates. This was done in spite of studies done by the staff
of the Office of Hearings and Appeals in Washington which showed serious decisional errors by Administrative Law Judges having low allowance rates. In September, 1982, the Associate Commissioner Louis Hays advised the Administrative Law
Judge corps that a feedback system would be incorporated as an addition to the
Bellmon Review. This would be a system whereby individual ALJs would be advised
of their "decisional weaknesses" and provided with "a mechanism for long-term improvement". Another part of the memorandum provided for a timetable for improvement. Failing improvement within certain steps and after training and counseling, the memo promised that other action would be taken. I received a letter
from the Chief Administrative Law Judge in December, 1982, advising me that I
would be expected to undergo "peer counseling" to be conducted by Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge Harold Adams and by Deputy Chief Administrative Law
Judge Irwin Friedenberg, who are, incidentially, not my peers because they could
make recommendations as management officials to the Chief Administrative Law
Judge that charges be brought against me before the Merit Systems Protection
Board. When this was received, I retained personal counsel and advised the officers
of the Association of Administrative Law Judges that I felt this was the beginning
of a process to eventually remove me from Federal service. Shortly thereafter the
Association of Administrative Law Judges filed suit against the Secretary and the
"feedback system" was stopped pending further proceedings in the Court. Evidence
received in the trial before U.S. District Judge Joyce H. Green showed that Associate Commissioner Hays' performance plan from April 1, 1982 to September 30, 1982
(Document No. 3)contained the following:
OBJECTIVES

Improve the uniformity and quality of AU decisions.
STANDARDS

Take vigorous steps to substantially meet the OMS goals of incorporating the
POMS disability adjudicatory standards into Social Security Rulings and reviewing
15 percent of ALJ allowance decisions. Phase out the use of the short form fully
favorable decision and improve and increase training for ALJs and support staff.
One result of these steps will be some reduction in the ALJ allowance rate.
And his performance plan from October 1, 1982 to September 30, 1983 (Document
No. 40 contained the following:
OBJECTIVES

Improve the uniformity and quality of ALJ decisions.
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STANDARDS

Continue the effective administration of the Bellmon own-motion review program,
and attempt to increase it to 25 percent of ALI allowance decisions, subject to the
ability to increase staffing levels in the Office of Appeals Operations. Monitor and
control the Government Representative Project. Complete the referesher training
program for all ALJs. One result will be some further reduction in the ALJ allowance rate.
I am repulsed because the effect of the accomplishment of these performance
plans is that Mr. Hays would have been eligible for Senior Executive Service cash
bonus awards.
Furthermore, evidence in the trial revealed that a mechanism was in place to subject the "targeted" Administrative Law Judges to behavioral modification (Document No. 10). I hope that you realize the seriousness of these management initiatives and that you would agree that such activity cannot be maintained in light of
the Due Process provisions of the United States Constitution and the APA sections
of Title 5 of the U.S. Code which are designed to protect the public from agency
interference in the decision making process. The time is ripe for removal of ALJs
from the Social Security Administration and assignment to an Independent Review
Commission as proposed by Senator Pryor of Arkansas in S. 1911 or creation of a
unified corps of all ALJs in the Executive Agencies as proposed by Senator Heflin of
Alabama in S. 1275.
I will be willing to answer any questions which you deem necessary.
AFFIDAVIT

Comes David T. Hubbard after being duly sworn upon oath, and states:
1. I am an Administrative Law Judge employed by the Office of Hearings and Appeals, Social Security Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.
2. I am a member of the Association of Administrative Law Judges within the
Department of Health and Human Services.
3. From August 17, 1981, until July 1, 1982, I was under 100 percent review by the
Appeals Council. This means that every decision, whether it be an affirmation, reversal (allowance) I or dismissal, was reviewed by the Appeals Council. This was
pursuant to Order by Chief Judge Philip T. Brown dated July 29, 1981. A copy of
Judge Brown's Order is attached as Exhibit 1.
4. On July 1, 1982, I was notified by Judge Brown that I had been removed from
100 percent review by the Appeals Council and placed under "Bellmon Review". A
copy of this Order is attached as Exhibit 2. This means all reversal decisions have
been reviewed by the Appeals Council pursuant to Section 304 of PL 96-265, commonly known as the Bellmon Amendment. A copy of this Public Law is attached as
Exhibit 3. The Bellmon Amendment provided for ongoing review of decisions by Administrative Law Judges, but the Appeals Council adopted a policy of reviewing
only reversal decisions wherein the Administrative Law Judge granted benefits to a
claimant as opposed to a denial decision issued by an Administrative Law Judge. I
am convinced that all of my reversal decisions have been reviewed by the Appeals
Council and my reason for this belief is contained in a memorandum from Louis B.
Hays to all Administrative Law Judges, dated September 24, 1982. A copy of this
memorandum is attached as Exhibit 4.
5. On December 29, 1982, Philip T. Brown, Chief Administrative Law Judge, directed a letter to me which states:
"As you know, Section 304 of PL 96-265 generally referred to as the Bellmon
Amendment, requires an ongoing review of ALJ decisions. In its review, the AC has
taken own motion action in a number of decisions you recently issued. Essentially,
the problems identified concern or are related to your evaluation of 'disability'
within the regulatory frame work, as well as incomplete or incorrect assessment of
the medical evidence before you.
"We firmly believe that a system of timely information feedback is an effective
training device to assist an ALJ in mastering claims adjudication policies, procedures, and techniques. You will be contacted in the near future by the Regional
Chief Administrative Law Judge concerning an informational session in which the
identified problems will be disscussed. Deputy Chief ALJ Irwin Friedenberg will be
present at this meeting.
. Reversal and allowance are synonymous terms in SSA bureaucratic language.
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"Our objectives are to provide individual guidance and to improve the overall
quality and consistency of the decision making process. Peer counselling is a fundamental part of achieving these goals."
6. Following receipt of this document I directed a letter to Judge Brown asking
him for his statutory authority for the "peer counselling" as provided in his December 29, 1982, letter. To date, Judge Brown has not responded although Judge Brown
has received the letter. A copy of the letter, as well as a copy of the return receipt,
are attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
7. On January 10, 1983, I was advised that I will be expected to appear in Dallas,
Texas, on January 19 or January 20, 1983, for the purpose of "peer counselling",
and the "peer counselling" will be conducted by Regional Chief Administrative Law
Judge Harold Adams and Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge Irwin Friedenberg. I am convinced that the current directive to attend the peer counselling is an
action to harass me and is intended to affect my decisional independence, and the
sole reason is to cause me to allow fewer claims. This violates my decisional independence and my rights as provided for by the Administrative Procedure Act as
codified in Title V of the United States Code.
This statement is given by me on this 11 day of January, 1983.
DAVID T. HUBBARD,
Administrative Law Judge.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January, 1983.
CATHY A. HicKs,
Notary Public.
My commission expires July 8, 1990.
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.
Dace:
F'om:

.

..

-

Memorancur

____-

JUL 2 9 1981

Office of the Chief Administrative Law Judge

Subject: Appeals Council Review of ALJ Decisions--ACTION
To:

Administrative Law Judge in Charge
Administrative Law Judges
Fort Smjth Hearing Office
During the visit of the Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge in
December 1980. collectively you advised him that you would consider
Appeals Council review of your decisions an appropriate manner in
which your adjudicatory practices could be evaluated. The Appeals
Council, effective August 17, 1981, will review all decisions of
ALJs in the Ft. Smith office.
Effective for decisions issued August 17, 1981 and until further notice
you should begin the following procedures to effect this process:
Forward all (i.e., Dismissals, Affirmations, Partial
or FullyfTvorable Allowances) claim files with
cassettes to:
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Social Security Administration
Post Office Box 1207
Arlington, Virginia 22210
You can be assured that your decisions will be handled expeditiously
and that any delay in effectuating a favorable decision will be held
to a minimum.

Chief Administrative Law Judge
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Date

MemorandL

- JUL 0 i iaoa

FRom:

Chief Administrative Law .udge

Subject:

Ongoing Review Directed by Section 304(g) of P.L. 96-265 - ACTION

To:

David T. Hubbard
Administrative Law Judge
Fort Smith, AR

PURPOSE

This confirms the telephone conversation on July I when you were notified
of new procedures to follow In referring your cases to Central Office for review.
Effective July 6 and until further notice, you should forward only your reversal
decision cases involving title 11arid concurrent disability issues to the Office
of Appraisal for review under the Bellmon Amendment. All other types of
reversal cases, as well as affirmation and dismissal cases should be processed
routinely, in accordance with the OHA Handbook instructions.
The following instructions should be followed by your staff in releasing all
your favorable title 11and concurrent cases involving the issue of disabiiity.
These instructions apply only to disability issue reversal cases. If disability
was not at issue in the hearing decision, for example, if workmen's compensation
offset or entitlement of a dependent child whose entitlement was not contingent
on his/her being disabled, etc., was the issue in the decision, that case should
not be referred to OHA.
INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Partially and fully favorable title 11and concurrent disability Issue cases
are to be processed in the normal manner through the issuance and mailing
of the hearing decision.

2.

The case control Instructions outlined in the OHA Case Controi System
Manual for the posting of the HA-670 control card and thSSQ-672 coding
sheet will be followed In these cases; enter location cod(5950An CTT"
on both the control card and the coding sheet on the 335kcfi-n. Location
code 5950 will flag the Case Control System that the case has been selected
for Bellmon review. (Note: In some concurrent cases, a reversal decision
may be issued on only one part. Follow the above instruction for both
Parts). All cases referred to Central Office for this review, must Include
the appropriate copies of the HA-670 control card in the claim file(s).
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3.

Hearing cassettes are to remain with the claim folder in the cassette
envelope for all cases referred to Central Office for this review. The
cassette(s) are to be placed in the title 11folder in concurrent cases.
(AMSARS procedures now being piloted experimentally in selected locations
will not apply In these instances). The cassettes must be sent with
the claim file.

4.

Routing of title 11only cases: A form HA-5051 is to be stapled to the outside
of the claim folder directing It to Its normal effectuating component. On top of
this route slip (HA-5051) to the effectuating component, staple a form HA-505
directing the claim folder to OHA, P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210.

5.

Routing of concurrent cases: The two claim folders are to be split and
set-up for release In the normal manner, with appropriate photocopies
placed In the SSI folder. Prepare a form HA-5051 for each folder, directing
It to the proper effectuating component, and staple It to that folder.
Use rubber bands to keep both the title 11and SSI folders together with
the title 11folder on top for sending to CO. Please do not staple them.
Prepare a route slip, form HA-505, directing the combined files to ORA,
P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210, and staple It on top of the HA5051 to the effectuating component an the title 11file. Release the
files together as Indicated above to Central Office. Further routing
to the appropriate effectuating components will be done, based on your
pre-prepared HA-5051 route slips.

The person(s) in the office responsible for releasing the folders will complete
a H1O/ALJ Report (see copy attached) for each case or group of cases
he/she Is referring to OHA. Care should be taken to make sure that
these reports are legible. Please supplement the attached forms with
photocopies until you receive a printed supply. The HO/ALJ Report
is to be released at the same time the folder or folders are released.
The HO/ALJ Report Is to be mailed to OHA, Office of Appraisal, Attni
Margie David, P.O. Box 1207, Arlington, VA 22210. The envelope should
carry a DO NOT OPEN INMAILROOM annotation. A HO/ALJ Report
should accompany every case or group of cases mailed to CO.
All applicable cases and HO/ALJ Reports referred to above must be
7.
forwarded Immediately upon release of the decision. If several decisions
are released at the same time, then those cases may be grouped for mailing
on the same day. Otherwise, do not hold a case for group mailing to
Central Office, send It alone with a report.
Post decision correspondence Is to be handled In accordance with present
S.
instructions.
I appreciate your cooperation In this matter. If you have any questions regarding
these Instructions, please contact Margie David at FTS 235-ll84.
6.

Piia

Attachment
cc:
ALJIC
RCALJ

Voown
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF 1980

1505

WdiIn any case in which any person who as of December 31, 1978, is entitled to
receive pension under section 21, 541, or 542 of title 38. United States Code, or
under section 9ObIof the Veterans' Pension Act of 1959, elects (in accordance with
subsection (al)( or (bX2. a appropriate) before October 1. 1979, to receive pension

under such section as in effect after December 31, 1978, the Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs shall pa to such person an amount equal to the amount by which
the amount of pension benet such person would have received had such election
been made on January 1. 1979, exceeds the amount of pension benefits actually paid
to such person for the period beginning on January 1, 1979, and ending on the date
preceding the date of such election.
Ie) Whenever there is an increase under subsections (a)3) and (bX4) in the annual
income limitations with respect to persons being pid pension under subsections

airs shall publish such annual
(aX2) and (bt), the Administrator of Veterans
income limitations, as increased pursuant to such subsections, in the Federal Regis-

ter at the same time as the material required by section 215(iX2XD) of the Social
Security Act is published by reason of a determination under section 215(i) of such
Act,
[Internal References.-Social Security Act I 1133(a)(1) cites 9306 of the Veterans'
and Survivors Pension Improvement Act of 1978 and Social Security Act 1215(iX4)
has a footnote referring to this public law.]

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS OF 1980
P.L 96-265, Approved June 9, 1980 (94 Stat. 441)
Sec. 1. [42 US.C. 1305 note] This Act may be cited as the "Social Security
Disability Amendments of 1980".
.
Sa. 201.
(e) [42 U.S.C. 1382h note] The Secretary shall provide for separate accounts with
respect to the benefits payable by reason of the amendments made by subsections
(a) and 0,) so as to provide for evaluation of the effects of such amendments on the
programs established by titles 11, XVI, XIX. and XX of the Social Security Act.
I

SEC. 304.

(g) [42 U.S.C. 421 note] The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

implement a program of reviewing, on his own motion, decisions rendered by
administrative law judge as a result of hearings under section 221(d) of the Social
Security Act, and shall report to the Congress by January 1. 1982, on his progress.
(i) [42 U.S.C. 421 note] The Secretary of Health and Human Services shaU
submit to the Congrisa by July 1, 1980, a detailed plan on how he expects to assume
the functions and operations of a State disability determination unit when this
becomes necessary under the amendments made by this section, and how he intends
to meet the requirements of section 221(bX3) of the Social Security Act. Such plan
should assume the uninterrupted operation of the disability determination function
and the utilization of the best qualified personnel to carry out such function. If any
amendment of Federal law or regulation is required to carry out such plan, recommendations for such amendment should be included in the report.

TIME ULMITATIONSFOR DECISIONS ON BENEFIT CLAIMS

SEC.308 [42 U S.C. 401 note] The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
submit to the Congress. no later than July 1, 1050, a report recommending the
establishment of appropriate time limitations governing decisions on claims for
benefits under title 11 of the Social Security Act Such report shall specifically
recommend(I) the maximum period of time (after application for a pa)ment under such
title is filed) v ithin which the initial decision of the Secretary as to the rights of
the applicant should be made;
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24 192
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Associate Commissioner
Office of He&{zip and Appeals

S-ajeci

Description oa the Bellmon Own-Motion Review Program - INFORMATION

°0:

All Administrative Law Judges

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide you with an overview of the
Bellmcn review as it is now functioning and the results of the review.
The ongoing review of hearing decisions under the Bellmon Amendment is
intended to promote greater consistency and accuracy by identifying and
correcting those decisions that do not comply with the applicable provisions
of the law, regulations and Rulings. Under the Bellmon review program,
the Appeals Council, on its own motion, formally reviews AUJ decisions that
do not appear to be correct and, where the decision is incorrect, either reverses
the AL's decision or remands the case to the ALJ for further proceedings.
(For a more complete description of the procedures used by the Appeals Council,
see Social Security Ruling 82-13 published in the January 1982 compilation
of the Rulings.) This program results from Congressional concerns about
the high overall percentage of cases allowed at the hearing level, the wide
variance in allowance rates among individual ALls, the fact that only AUJ
decisions denying benefits were generally subject to further review, and the
inconsistencies noted in decislon-maldng at the different adjudicatory levels.
The initial phase of the pre-effectuation ongoing review program, which started
October 1, 1981, was limited to approximately seven and one-half percent
of all Title I and Title rl/XVI concurrent disability allowance decisions issued
by a group of hearing offices (HOs) and individual ALJs selected on the basis
of allowance rates of 70 percent or higher, and 74 percent or higher, respectively.
Allowance rates were used as the basis for selecting the initial review group,
both because of Congressional Intent and because studies had shown that
decision: in thir group would be the most likely to contain errors which would
otherwise go uncorrected. Rather than reviewing all disability allowance
decisions produced by these HOs/ALJs, a decision was made to review half
of the group s allowance decisions in order to increase the total number of
ALJs under review and thereby enhance the overall effectiveness of the review.
The initial selection procedure was designed to yield a group of hearing decisions
for review which were likely to be among the most error prone and thus to
make the most efficient use of resources while correcting the greatest number
of faulty hearing decisions.
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On April 1, the Bellmon review was enlarged to include 15 percent of AL}
disability allowance decisions, and the case selection criteria for the Bellmon
program were redesigned and expanded. Under this expansion, the group
of ALJs selected on the basis of high allowance rates is just one of several /
components of lbe review. A national random sample of ALJ allowances, V
without regarl to any ALJs allowance rate, now accounts for 25 percentt
of the total reviewed cases. The expanded Bellmon review also includes cases/
identified end referred to the Appeals Council by the Office of Disability
Operations (ODO). In addition, a review of decisions from new ALJs is included
in the program. One other change has been to remove entire hearing offices
from the review.
The following is a summary of the four aspects of the Bellmon review.
o

Random Selnxie - A national random sample of allowonce decisions
accounts for 25 percent of the Bellmon cases. These cases are
randomly selected and sent to OHA from ODO prior to effectuation.
Data from this part of the Bellmon review is especially important
as a baseline for comparison with information from the review
of individual A1Js. It is also an important means of providing
feedback on the quality of decisions to all ALJs and will aid in
identifying areas where policy clarification or training is needed.
New
q
ALJs - The decisions from new ALJs are reviewed until it
is determined that each ALJ's work is satisfactory. U1.S: .iCaY
of new AL~s is useful in determining the effectiveness of tie
*LI training program, and it enables us to take remedial action,
if necessary, at the most opportune stage in an ALrs development.

o

ODO Protests - Disability examiners in ODO are reviewing a sample
of AUI allowances prior to effectuation as part of a pilot project.
If a disability examiner believes there is a substantive disability
issue in the case which does not comport with the law and regulations,
the claim file is referred to OHA and made part of the Bellmon
review. The Appeals Council follows standard procedures in deciding
whether or not to take own motion.

o

Individual A1Js - During the initial phase of the ongoing review,
data were collected on own moiren rates (the fmqtuncy that the
Appeals Council takes action to correct an AW decision). Based
on these data, ALls are divided into four groups - those on 100 percent
review, 75 percent review, 50 percent-review and 25 percent review.
Generally, as AWs' own motion rates decline, their level of review
also decreases. Continuing modifications are made in the group
of ALJs under review and the level of review for individual ALs.
One hundred-six AUJs are included in this portion of the Bellmon /
review.
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Although the allowance rate is the basis for selection of individut. ?.LJ. for
that portion of the review, this factor receives no consideration in determining
whether '^ -emove AXJs from review. Decisional accuracy is the sole critc:.-,
which we have defined as a five percent own motion rate for three consecutive
months. In other words, an ALJ with an extremely high allowance rate could V
be removed from the Bellmon review if his or her decisions are correct.
Through September 1, we have reviewed 10,560 allowance decisions. The
own motion rate for all of these cases is 12.1 percent. However, the rates
vary significantly depending on the category of the review. The highest own v
motion rate, 50.7 percent, exists in the ODO protests. The next highest category
is the group of individual ALJs, 14.2 percent. These rates are contrasted
by the rates for the new AIJs, 7.5 percent and the random sample, 5.7 percent.
While the figures cited above are based on the cases where the Appeals Council
has completed its action, there are a substantial number of cases pending
where the Appeals Council's support staff has recommended that the Council
take corrective action and such action has not yet been taken. Since our
experience has shown that about 95 pereont of these recommendations ultimately
result in either reversals or remands at the AC level, it is noteworthy that
the overall "recommended" own motion rate is approximately six and onehalf percent higher than the actual own motion rate.
In addition to own motion rates, we also maintain information regarding the
overall percentage of defective cases. A case is considered defective if the
decision contains some type of deficiency - improper basis for disability
conclusion, failure to follow sequential evaluation, improper questioning of
an expert witness, etc. - yet reaches an ultimately correct conclusion that
the claimant is disabled. Through September 1, the overall defect rate was
47.6 percent, with the various category percentages as follows: ODO protests
- 91.0 percent; random sample - 52.7 percent; individual ALJs - 49.7 percent;
and new ALJs - 30.5 percent. Although the majority of these decisions did
not contain deficiencies so severe that an own motion action was recommended,
the Social Security Regulations are not being correctly applied in many instances.
An essential requirement to ensure the success of the Bellmon review program
is to provide a companion system for providing feedback on the results of
the review. While the information we obtain from the review is very helpful
in guiding our tjaining and contiruin; education efforts, I believe there must
be a more individualized process for those ALJs in the individual category.
Such a system is now being implemented. The purpose of the feedback system
is to advise affeeted ALJs of decisional weaknesses and to provide a mechanism
for achieving long term improvement.
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Under the first stage of the feedback system the Chief Administrative Law
Judge (CALJ) will send a memorandum to the appropriate Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge (RCALJ) enclosing a brief outline of the particular
problems fountaIn the decisions of that ALl. Also enclosed will be summaries
of several cases reviewed by the Appeals Council on its own motion with
supporting documentation. The RCALJ, together with Deputy Chief Administrative
Law Judge Irwin Friedenberg on occasion, will meet with the ALJ involved
to discuss the problems reported and review steps that can be taken to improve
the accuracy of his or her decisions.
Thereafter, a further review of the AL's decisions will be undertaken for
three months to determine if there has been improvement. If no change has
occurred the CALJ may either request additional counselling through the
RCALJ or authorize special training in the region or in CEntral Office. if
there is still no measurable Improvement other steps will be considered.

/

)

Initially, because of staffing limitations, feedback will be limited to those
individual ALJs who are included in the 100 percent review group. As the
system progresses, all ALJs remaining in the individual group will be included
in this process.

Louis B. Hys
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January 4, 1983

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Philip T. Brown
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office of Hearings and Appeals
P. 0. Box 2518

Washington, D. C. 20013
Re:

SGRI

Dear Judge Brown:
This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of December 29,
1982, advising me that the Appeals Council has identified
problems relating to my evaluation of "disability" within
the regulatory framework, as well as incomplete or incorrect
assessment of the medical evidence before me.
You mention that you are proposing "peer counselling" as
provided for in Section 304 of PL 96-265 generally referred
to as the'Bellmon Amendment. I am quite familiar with the
Bellmon Amendment but I cannot find within that piece of
legislation any authority for the proposed "peer counselling".
Would you please furnish to me any other statutory authority
under which you and Judge Friedenberg propose to follow in the
"informational session" to be conducted by him.
Yours very truly,

-0**'..
David T. Hubbard
Administrative Law Judge
cc:

Harold G. Adams, Regional Chief
Administrative Law Judge
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A^peter-s
_R._e,Mernorandun
Date:

Hay 19, 1983

From:

C. J. Occhipinti, ALJ-By
Eugene Hearing Officy) -

Subect:

Resignation

To:

Doris Coonrod, RCALJ
Region X

(Retir

4

t

/'nt)

This is to advise you that as of the close of business on June 10,
1983, I am electing to retire from-Federal Service. I had hoped to
remain several more years, but find that the changes imposed grake It
impossible to remain and retain my integrity. Recent administrative
policies appear certain to reduce the judicial adjudication of claims
to fast track clerical automated justice. Perhaps this should be
expected in an era of computer games and declining values. I leave
with regret and deep disappointment. My association with the Social
Security Administration has spanned almost nine years, and I regret
the turn that the Agency has taken. I do have fond memories of
professional managers and concerned employees, who showed a sensitivity
for people and the law, and managed to violate neither in discharging
their duties. The present irresponsible and ruthless demands being made,
however, especially in the area of producing "more" without any valid
basis or concern as to the reasonableness and legality, has destroyed
this feeling which I had for this Agency.
-any of my colleagues have consciously or unconsciously succuobed
to the irresponsible demands, possibly in order to preserve their
careers, or in some cases, welcoming the reduction in responsibility
and effort - - by merely checking boxes and producing the ever-increasing
numbers demanded by those blinded by ambition and impervious to truth
and honesty. The disability fund is not really in trouble, and the
managers can and will malke hay with their impressive statistics, pursuing
this irresponsible tact until the full impact of poorly adjudicated
cases results in a deficit, or is recognized by honest and responsible
(My reversal rate is below
legislators for the travesty it really is.
the national average, and remands of less than two per year indicates
some adherence to quality). However, since it is politically expedient
at this time, I find that any cry for sanity is ignored and quality
will be lost in the maze of management and bureaucracy..
I cannot thus remain associated with this philosophy, t the integrity
of the office I hold, as well as my personal values, cannot be diluted,
nor will I condone the methods employad to achieve the questionable
goals at the expense of deprived litigants, including the raping of the
taxpayers in this process. In all honesty, announcement 318, which
presumes to recruit ALJs should be abolished, or drastically revised.
t Again, with deep regret, and great disappointmsent, I feel it is time
to leave what is a well intentioned program which has surrendered integrity
for expediency.
cc: Lou Hays, Assoc. Coan.
Don Sutcliffe, Reg. Corm.
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[From the Seattle Times, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, July 17, 19831
TARGET: DIsABILITY'BENEFrrs-RUTHLEss CuTTING, SEVERE PRESSURE CITED BY JUDGE

(By Peter Lewis)
Gordon Callow's sense of justice is offended by his boss, the Social Security Administration.
Social Security is supposed to help disabled people in need, says Callow, an administrative law judge in Seattle. But instead, a "cult of management" is ruthlessly reducing the rolls of people qualified for disability benefits, he says.
Worse, Callow and hundreds of other administrative-law judges believe they are
being pressured, under the banner of good management and efficiency, to rush
through cases and to issue decisions in lockstep with cost-cutting policies.
At least some of the evidence suggests that judges have responded by allowing
benefits in fewer cases and by more readily ruling in the government s favor in
close calls.
In the balance is the integrity of the administrative-law process and the fairness
of the Social Security system, which annually doles out more than $18 billion in
benefits to more than 4 million disabled people nationally.
In Washington State, about 68,000 people receive roughly $280 million in federal
disability benefits annually.
The policies, he said in his letter of resignation, "make it impossible to remain
and retain my integrity . . . Many of my colleagues have consciously or unconsciously succumbed to the irresponsible demands, possibly in order to preserve their
careers."
The instruments of pressure, judges say, are job reviews of selected judges and
new production goals, set by Social Security managers, calling on each judge to
decide 45 cases a month-double the average of a few years ago.
Agency officials deny they have imposed quotas, but The Times has obtained
copies of memos distributed to judges which discuss production goals. In a memo
dated July 22, 1982, Social Security's director of field administration refers to 16
"action steps" leading to discharge that the agency may take to deal with "underachieving" judges.
The job reviews, known as "Bellmon reviews" after legislation passed in 1980,
have been ordered for judges who have a high "allowance rate," meaning they often
allow benefits to be paid to people whose claims were denied by the agency.
During the fiscal year which ended Sept. 30, judges nationally granted benefits 53

percent of the time, Social Security Administration figures show. Job reviews were
ordered for judges who granted benefits 70 percent of the time or more, on the
theory that such judges aren't as accurate in their rulings as their colleagues.

DISABILITY SCORECARD-HOW OFTEN JUDGES GRANTED BENEFITS
[Inpercenl]
Judges
Baloun, L, Spokane ....................................................
Bergtholdt, E.,Spokane .....................................................
Callow,
G.,Seattle ....................................................
Driscoll,
M.,Seattle ....................................................
Heller, J., Seattle ....................................................
Hood,
J., Spokane ....................................................
Tunik, L, Spokane ....................................................
Warns, R.,Seattle ....................................................
Wetherholt, R.,Seattle ....................................................
Wise,
G.,Seattle (diedMay1,1983) ...........................................................

1981

1982

61.5
84.4
79.9
73.3
72.5
68.6
60.7
80.1
83.0
71.6

63.4
76.2
72.7
65.1
62.6
53.2
48.7
60.7
51.5
70.2

Once under review, the Social Security Administration says, accurac and not allowance rates, becomes the only criterion. But judges say the reviews have a "chilling effect," making each magistrate think twice before issuing a decision which reverses the bureaucracy. And the new caseloads require judges to work faster,
making it likely that many cases won't be considered properly, they say.
The 800 administrative-law judges hear appeals of administrative decisions denying disability benefits. Their decisions can be reviewed by the Appeals Council,
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Social Security's final appeals level. People who wish to contest Appeals Council rulings go through the federal courts.
By law, the judges are supposed to be free of agency influence, although they
work in Social Security offices and are paid a top salary of more than $63,000 a
year.
In practice, the gap between federal policy and judicial objectivity has narrowed,
judges say.
Occhipinti, who was not among judges who were reviewed, complains about the
"irresponsible and ruthless demands being made" of judges, "especially in the area
of producing 'more' without any valid basis or concern as to the reasonableness and
legality."
Callow, among the few judges who would speak for the record, says Social Security officials are using the job reviews "not too subtly to coerce the outcome of decisions." The Bellmon reviews represent "an overt attempt to get judges to reduce
their reversal rates," he says.
The Carter administration, concerned that the Social Security trust fund was
began the
going broke and that administration of its programs wasn't effective, that
one of
most recent efforts to tighten management. Subsequent studies found
every five people receiving benefits wasn't eligible for them.
New rules and procedures adopted in the late 1970s were aimed at solving many
of the problems. The effect of the new regulations was to deny benefits to more new
applicants and to accelerate review of old cases.
Thousands of people have been dropped from the disability rolls. In Washington
alone, about 6,000 people have lost eligibility, says Ed Davis, head of the state Office
of Disability Insurance.
There has been a corresponding jump in the number of appeals. Nationally, the
number of hearings scheduled for administrative judges is projected to reach 400,000
this year, nearly double the 1975 level.
In the midst of these changes, the Bellmon Amendment became law. The 1980 law
authorized the agency's Appeals Council to review"on its own motion" the accuracy
of judicial decisions.
The vast majority of judges chosen for review had high "allowance rates." A few
judges also were targeted because they deny claims far more often than their colleagues.
The agency also began what Callow calls a "brainwashing" program to indoctrinate new judges and staff attorneys to mass-produce decisions, with an eye toward
denying benefits.
Occhipinti, a judge in Eugene for nine years, says the emphasis on "getting rid of
cases" asfast as possible has been caused, in part, by the practice of paying bonus
money to managers who improve production. A Social Security spokesman confirmed that bonuses are awarded to the hardest-working officials.
Callow, 62, the older brother of state appeals court Judge Keith Callow, marked
31 years of government service on July 4. He agreed to speak "with the undaunted
courageof ashort-timer retiringat the end of September 1983."
for which he is grateful. He would
He's among thejudges targeted for review,
says.
"feel like a legal whore" if he were not, he
He summarized three cases which he said were "unconscionable" examples of the
government acting recklessly and ruthlessly to reduce costs. They are the sort of
case which some judges worry might not receive proper attention under the new
pressures.
After paying benefits for a dozen years to a 62-year-old cancer patient, the agency
wrote his doctor and asked one question: Is the cancer in remission?
Social Security cut benefits.
Callow discovered that after the doctor's "yes" came the word "but"-and a
lengthy account of the disabling side effects ofchemotherapy.
The patient was unemployable, "if for no other reason because he can't stay
awake long enough" to hold a job, Callow recalled.
A 45-year-old logger, hit by a falling snag, had damaged nerves in his lower back
and had trouble walking. Continuing lower-back pain was only partly relieved by
medication.
After the logger's third operation in three years, the agency stripped him of benefits on the grounds that "enough time had passed that he should be medically improved," Callow says.
The examiners who made the determination didn't check whether the logger was
improved, Callow says. And they never saw the pain in his face.
A 53-year-old, European-trained chef suffered a heart attack that required bypass
surgery. He applied for benefits.
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When the agency checked into the claim, his doctor reported the operation was
successful.
Benefits were denied. The chef appealed.
When Callow saw him at the hearing, the man kept his arms folded close to his
body. The operation had required separation of his ribs on one side.
He was wired together, but the wire had parted and torn through his bones.
Callow granted benefits.
"I never should have seen any one of those three guys," Callow said. "I won't say
it's despicable. But in my opinion, it has been unconscionable to knock these people
off the rolls without any more effort to show why than these agency people have
expended."
The administrative-law judge notes that benefits usually are denied without a personal interview, and usually by an examiner with no medical training.
Whether the system is fair is the subject of various lawsuits. In a decision last
month which affects an estimated 20,000 Washingtonians, U.S. District Judge
Donald Voorhees ordered the agency to reconsider cases in which people may have
had benefits illegally denied or cut. He also ordered the agency to consider the opinions of treating physicians when evaluating claims.
Another federal judge in Los Angeles ruled last month that Social Security has
been operating outside the law in nine western states. Both judges found the agency
has failed to heed earlier court orders requiring that there may be evidence of medical improvement before people may be removed from disability rolls.
As a consequence, agency officials have stopped sending out denial or cut-off notices pending appeal of Voorhees' order, Disability applications from state residents
have piled up in Olympia at the rate of 550 a week since early June.
Neither the agency nor the judges can muster compelling evidence to support
their respective contentions about the effects of debated policies.
Agency records show that of the Seattle region's 22 judges, 10 have been under
Bellmon review. The records, disputed by some judges, say four or five judges
remain under review.
The reviewed Seattle-region judges were found to make mistakes more often than
judges who were reviewed nationally, the Social Security records indicated. The figures were obtained only after the agency complied with a request filed under the
Freedom of Information Act.
The Appeals Court reversed or remanded 19.27 per cent of the cases reviewed
here, compared with 16.7 per cent of the cases reviewed nationally.
Social Security records show that Seattle-region judges disposed of fewer cases
than their colleagues. And, since the Bellmon reviews took effect in fiscal 1982, Seattle judges have gained benefits with declining frequency.
Since 1981, the allowance rate for all 22 Seattle region judges has fallen 2 percentage points, to 58 percent. But for the 10 targeted judges, the allowance rate has
fallen 11 percentage points, to 63 percent.
It's not clear whether the sharp downward trend has been caused by agency pressure, although one Seattle judge, who asked not to be identified, said fear of losing
his job has caused him to favor the government in close cases.
Social Security officials maintain that Bellmon reviews are being carried out in
accord with congressional intent to check the quality of decisions by judges. They
can provide no figures to show whether Bellmon has cost or saved money, but stress
that the goal is accuracy, not saving money.
Since April 1982, Social Security has tried, through the Merit Systems Protection
Board, to remove several judges because they haven't issued enough decisions, says
Charles N. Bono, president of the Administrative Law Judges Association.
The association, in a lawsuit against the agency, seeks an injunction to prevent
officials from setting quotas and from continuing other practices.
Mr. Bono contends the agency has set quotas despite a consent decree signed in
another case barring them. Such quotas create an "atmosphere of intimidation"
within judicial ranks, he says.
In testimony to a Senate subcommittee, Louis Hays, the deputy commissioner of
Social Security, said quotas haven't been set for individual judges.
"However," he said, "all SSA employees, including ALJs, are required to perform
at minimally acceptable levels of efficiency and proficiency . . . In order to achieve
this end, the chief ALJ monitors the productivity of the ALJs . . .
"Perhaps some ALJs feel pressure because of these efforts, but I do not believe it
is improper pressure. We have an obligation to the taxpayers and the claimants to
ensure that each ALJ maintains a minimally acceptable level of decisional output."
Callow, the chief administrative-law judge here from 1975 to 1981, concedes that
some judges weren't working hard enough in the mid 1970s. But annual production
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per judge in the region rose to 305 cases from roughly 125 between 1975 and 1980,
he says.
Says Bono:
"The effects of (agency) programs and policies converted the appeals systems into
a production line. At first, the ALJs, recognizing the crisis in the caseload, responded without question to the pressures of management.
"But, as each plateau of production was reached, the goal or quota was increased.
It became apparent that a real interference with the duties and responsibilities of
the ALJs was taking place."

Chairman PICKLE. Judge, we'll certainly keep your suggestions in
mind. We are certainly mindful that you've been extremely bold in
your comments, and I know that you made an affidavit to that
statement. We're going to pass all this along to the administration
for their response too.
Mr. HUBBARD. Mr. Pickle, everything that I said regarding the
trial, the documents from which I quoted are attached to our statement. They are matters of public record. They were introduced in
the trial of the case that we filed. They know of their existence. It's
all a matter of public record.
Chairman PICKLE. Thank you. I'm sure it is. Now, we'll be glad
to hear from Minnie Dormois.
STATEMENT OF MINNIE E. DORMOIS, HEARING ASSISTANT,
OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS, FORT SMITH, AR
Ms. DORMOIS. Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate and House
Committees, I appreciate your invitation to be here today, and I
will be very brief. I am submitting a written statement.
I would just like to say I began my employment with the office of
hearings and appeals in March, 1978. In those 6 years I think I
have become quite familiar with the Social Security regulations
and the rules for determining disability.
In my position I have had the opportunity to be present at the
hearings and to see these claimants come to their hearings, and.
most of the people here today will tell you, or could tell you, the
fright, even terror they feel when they come to testify. These
people are-some of them are physically and mentally disabled,
some are suicidal even and homicidal. And, it does take experienced people working in the hearings and appeals office to deal
with them.
But these physically and mentally disabled deserve caring
people, and I believe that whether they be disabled or not they
should receive a full and impartial hearing. What is happening
now is not going to allow these claimants to have, I believe, a full
and impartial hearing. Always in the past the hearing assistant
has assisted the judge at a hearing. And, now Washington says we
will no longer be able to do this.
The new program is what they call a Contract Hearing Reporter
Program whereby they advertise in local newspapers for people in
the claimant's hometown, for the people to assist the judge at a
hearing. It's not required that they be a court reporter. It's not required that they have any experience, that they have any knowledge of social security. Only that they submit an acceptable low
bid. And, I will say the acceptable low bid generally is more than
what I make per hour, but that really is not to be considered.
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But my main concern right now is the effect it has on the claimant. I can't possibly believe that these claimants, when they come
to a hearing, frightened-in pain, and not knowing what to expect,
would testify to everything that's wrong with them or would be
completely open with the judge, when the hearing assistant or the
hearing reporter assisting the judge is a neighbor, a friend or
maybe not a friend, maybe a member of their church, they won't
get a fair hearing because they won't tell that judge everything
that's wrong with them.
Because it could be repeated in their hometown. I just can't believe these people will do that. The files of these people should be
kept confidential. They have in the past. It was my understanding
this program was instituted as a cost saving measure.
And, according to a memorandum which I have submitted with
my statement today, the Associate Commissioner stated that the
W.A.E. Program, that's the-well, actually employed program. The
program we had just prior to this one was so successful that it
saved the taxpayers $2 million annually.
Unfortunately the funds ran out for that program. I'm not sure
why if it saved $2 million. So we have now the Hearing Reporter
Program, and the Associate Commissioner says this program is
going to save $2 million, but we're running out of funds now.
So when the hearing assistant that is assigned to a judge, travels
with the judge, there is no cost for that hearing assistant. Yet
we're paying these part time employees a tremendous amount of
money. The people feel intimidated, they will not get a fair hearing, and the judges are not given competent help at a hearing. If
they want accurate notes they will take them themselves.
Just recently Judge Thomasson came back from a hearing trip
with an entire day's docket of blank cassettes. None of the hearings
had been recorded, simply because the machine was not on
"record." So now we will have to reschedule these hearings, these
claimants, frightened as they are and perhaps in pain will have to
go through this one more time.
I telephoned our regional office and talked to them about this,
and I was told that I would have to be more patient and understanding of these poor things because these hearing reporters are
only doing their thing. I would submit to you today that the hearing room where people are mentally and physically disabled is no
place for a hearing reporter to be doing her thing. You need competent help that can help that judge and assure these people that
their files will be confidential, try to make them feel as comfortable as possible so that they can tell the judge everything that is
wrong with them.
The people here today know what I'm talking about, and I would
ask your Committees to look into this program. It is not saving
money. It is costing money. Our regional office tells me that the
cost now is not the primary consideration. It is coming from our
central office. It's just a directive from the central office, and it is
my concern today that these people will not get a fair hearing as a
result of it.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MINNIE E. DORMOIS, HEARING ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND

APPEALS, FORT SMITH, AR
Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate and House committees, I appreciate your
invitation and it is indeed a pleasure for me to be here today. I would like to briefly
tell you of a problem I have encountered in my job as a hearing assistant in the
appeals process and how I feel it relates directly to our claimants.
I began my employment with the Office of Hearings and Appeals in March, 1978
as a clerk/dictating machine transcriber, then as a hearing clerk. In December,
1980, I was promoted to my present position as a hearing assistant to an Administrative Law Judge. I have, in these six years, become quite familiar with Social Security Regulations and the rules for determining disability.
In my position, I have had the opportunity to be present at the claimants' hearings. Time will not permit me to tell you of all of the duties that I perform as a
hearing assistant. Therefore, I would like to touch on only those that deal directly
with the claimants. Most claimants come to their hearings, not knowing what to
expect, and are extremely nervous and frightened. We see people who are physically
and mentally disabled; those who are suicidal and even homicidal; those who trust
no one, most of all Social Security; those who, for whatever reason, have been made
to feel they are begging and would much rather be working if they were able. I have
witnessed the people and I do understand how they feel. It is my feeling that every
claimant requesting a hearing, whether they be disabled or not, should receive a
full, fair and impartial hearing in the appeals process. It is my opinion, because of a
new program dictated by our Central Office in Washington, the claimants will not
receive the full hearings they have had in the past. The program I am referring to
is the contract hearing reporter program. No longer will the hearing assistant who
has read the entire file, pulled and marked the exhibits and who has knowledge of
everything that is contained in the file be allowed to assist an Administrative Law
Judge at the hearing. It has been dictated by our Central Office (see Attachment 1)
that these services be provided on a contract basis by local people who live in the
same community as the claimant. These people are not required to have any knowledge of the Social Security Regulations; they are not required to perform all of the
duties of a hearing assistant; nor are they expected to possess the skills of a hearing
assistant. It would seem the only requirement for the job is to submit a bid that is
acceptable. I might mention at this time that most of the contract hearing reporters
receive an hourly rate higher than mine.
My main concern is the effect of this program on the claimant. I cannot in my
wildest imagination believe that anyone would testify to all that is wrong with them
when a person of their own community, possibly a neighbor, a relative or even a
member of their church, is present and is assisting the judge. It is incredible that
anyone who dreamed up the position of contract hearing reporter can seriously believe the claimant is going to get a fair hearing. They cannot. The reason is that
they simply could not and would not tell the Administrative Law Judge everything
that is bothering them for fear it would be repeated. Remember, this person who is
assisting the judge lives in the same town and is not a full-time government employee. The claim files of these people should, above all, be held in the strictest of confidence. The contract hearing reporters are part-time employees, working four to
eight days per month. There is a big turnover in this program. In the last two
weeks, in our office alone, we have gained two new reporters and two have resigned.
Once removed, these people would feel no compulsion to keep these files confidential.
It is my understanding this program was instituted as a cost-saving measure. According to a memorandum which I have submitted as Attachment 2, the Associate
Commissioner of Social Security stated the WAE (While Actually Employed) (the
program just prior to our present contract hearing reporter program) was so successful that it resulted in approximately $2 million saved annually. Fortunately, or
unfortunately, I am not sure, the program saved us so much money that funds ran
out for that program and we have the present innovative contract hearing reporter
program, which, according to the Associate Commissioner, will produce similar results. I am puzzled as to why we did not stay with the original program that saved
us $2 billion! I am not challenging the dollar amount. I am however challenging the
word "saved". I believe the correct word to be "cost". Further, a cost-comparison
was not done prior to instituting these programs as provided in OMB Circular N. A76 (revised), August, 1983. Therefore, I would like to give you a cost-comparison of
my own. These are actual expenses of four hearing trips to Russellville, Arkansas.
Mileage/transportation costs for the ALJ was $259.56 (4 x $64.89). The hearing reporter's salary was $200.00 (5 hours each day at $10.00 per hour x 4 days) for a total
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cost of $459.56. This involved a total of 20 hearings being held, or at a cost of $22.98
per each hearing using a contracted hearing reporter. On the other hand, as in the
past, these same 20 hearings would be held in only 3 days using the regularly assigned hearing assistant. This is accounted for by the fact that an experienced hearing assistant is familiar with the ALJ's methods, is knowledgeable about the Program and can keep the hearings moving. The cost for these same 20 hearings, using
a hearing assistant, would be $9.74 per each hearing (mileage cost-3 x $6 4.80-in
the amount of $194.67). There is no cost involved for a hearing assistant to assist an
ALJ on a one-day hearing trip. The hearing assistant is required to travel in the
ALJ's vehicle unless special approval is given to the contrary. This is not an isolated
cost-comparison. I cannot think of any instance whereby the program would same
money. I spend more time in the office correcting mistakes that I would spend assisting at the hearing doing it right the first time. As an example, after a recent
hearing trip by the ALJ, I discovered that all of the cassette tapes of the hearings
were blank. I telephoned the hearing reporter and she stated she had turned the
machine on to only play and not to record. This resulted in my having to spend two
full days correcting the errors committed in a one-day hearing trip. Every hearing
had to be rescheduled, with a letter to every claimant, explaining the reason they
must undergo the ordeal of another hearing.
Having done all this, I telephoned our Dallas Regional Office to ask if we could
reschedule the hearings along with another docket of cases if we could provide a
cost-comparison showing it would be more cost-efficient for me to travel instead of
using a contract hearing reporter. This request was denied (attachment 3). Also
denied was my request for approval of travel expenses for the claimants to come to
a supplemental hearing as the result of having to use an incompetent and unqualified hearing reporter. Instead, I was told by an employee of the Regional Office that
I must be (and I quote) "more understanding and considerate of the poor thing
(hearing reporter); that she doesn't know what she is doing and that she is only
doing "her thing." I cannot state too clearly that the hearing room where people are
severely physically and mentally disabled is no place for a person to "do her thing".
We see so many people who have mental problems that require special attention;
those people who have physical problems that are so personal in nature; and those
people who are illiterate but proud and do not want anyone to know. You cannot
imagine the fright that these people experience coming to their hearing. We have
had some almost in cardiac arrest; some undergo seizures during the hearing; men
and women that break down and cry; and some who feel the whole world is against
them. Can you imagine the terror these people feel? They need to be reassured and
confident that their files will be kept condifential; they need to feel they are getting
the fair, impartial and confidential hearing that they requested.
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to be here today and to be heard.
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Chief Administrative Law Judge

Sobi-et

Qirtallira Rearixg Assistant Travel

To:

Regional Chief Adni-latretive Lz Jodpes
Officers
Reaicaa IaSl
Administrative Ipi Judg-s in tCaige
As ycu recall, in 11cvnber 1981t the Asorciate Causissioner issued a
rmorar=s u*Ldh established gaidelines for operating der tight
tudFts resultdn fran conreing resolutiors. That memorandum stated
travel sbeuld be disconcinred and that WAF9
that all hearing asitant
sehuld assist AlJB at hearlrg sites avay from the hearing offices.
Since that time you u.ere also istrzcted to sedc the assistance of a
DOIW employee uhen a VAE is not available at a heari% site.
Based en the rxaber ard types of requests for exceptions to this policy
that have been received in Central Office, it appears that scae field
personnel are not imaking a sufficient effort to schedule travel cases
in canjjuLncicn with the availability of VAE or DO/IO assistance. t
understaoi the difficulty of scheduling hearings in such a way as to
maxiLize bearing office efficieny u4iile at the same tiee having to
rely on the availability of 'RAE or tO/EO personnel. Eioever, I believe
that this can be done in smat cases if field personnel adhere to the
folloring guldelinee.
(1) Before an AU's intine-ry is set, the availability of WP.E
or DOJEO personnel shald be ascertained and cases scheduled,
to tha etent practicable; ac those tries_
(2) Pearl= offices shold avoid scheduling cases for ewo ALJs at
the sam bearing site eC the sate time. For example, an ALJIC
ahsixr assign all cz-as co bue held at the site co ono ALJ
In so
utmdL he or she has a c*amplete dodcec of hearings.
doing, arrangements will have to be made with only one WAE or
DO/W esployee per hearing site at a given time.
(3) Cenzral Office eaoroval. of hearing assistant travel should be
reqtosted before an itinerary is set and the notices of
hearing are wailed so as to avoid rescheduling and renocifying
clainants in the event the reqwust is denied.
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Peas 2
',ben npprcvel of a reqestc for hearing eassieant trrvel is received,
each hearig office raist td'. meazees to ereure equity ard fairnana
in
th- selovr-io of the travelirg hesrinrg ageistant.
In reconfigured
bearig office, a rorational syscte for he-rirg assistant travel must
be follcaed so that eacb hearing aeistanrt has the opporamity to
assist at h-arires -sy fron the heariFe office. In office. operating
I r the unit sysatr,
the hearihg assistant assigned to the traveling
ALJ's
nit will be selected for tre'.el. Of course a qualified, fully
earienir
d heariE
asi
artat
IDWt be used to train new 14Ss at the
hearing aito.
Only in the oartixsmal circuwcances wJlli interregional hearing
aasitanr. trnvwl be apprawced. It- is the reeparsibility of the office
raquectinS aesistae
to follow the aforarentionrd guidelinee in
prcviding a"iatr-e for the visitir-g ApJ.

Please ar.e sure that all A

s and hearirg office manapres

arde follw thcaa guidelins. 3If
thea to EDava Vella at 235-3502.

hava anry qacion,

Thade ycU for yo r cooperation in' this regard.

imui

T. Brc!n

are easra of
ples~e refor
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Honorable J. J. Pickle
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Social secrity
Cocmittee on Ways and Means
House of ;epresentatives
20515
Washinoton, D.C.
Dear Mr.

Pickle:

Commissioner
This is in response to your letter of August 22 to former
sho has
Svahn on behalf of Administrative Law Jldge (ALJ) Noe Gar-a
Ple ase accept my
enpressed concern about nor hearing reporter program.
apology for the delay in responding.
to otilize - - _
As I explained to AJ Ganr.a in a recent letter, the decision
from the hearing office cane
asay
.earings
co-tract services to monitor
a forcer
to
as the resolt of a critical shortage of boors appropriated
When Actoally Employed (WAE) personnee.
p-ogram in which we otilized
Federal employees
Individoals employed onder this earlier program were
to the WAE
woo sorked on an as needed basis. After stodying alternatives
the most
progcm., we decided that obtaining contract services was
os.
to
rest-effective and feasible option available
to aid ALJS
I appreciate ALi Carra's interest in osing hearing assistants
H.we-er, osing other omeas of providing sorh
at hearing sites.
travel
program
in
savings
assistance has resulted in a sobstantial
WAE program
In fact, our latest analysis reveals that the former
costs.
we can espect
saved us approsimately $2 million annually, and I believe
In addition,
similar results from the contract hearing reporter program.
remain in the
of coarse, the prog-am permits hearing assistants to
With proper
hearing office and prepare additional cases for hearing.
or eliminate
.rniniog of contract reporters oe should be able to reduce
In fact, many ALJs have indicated
the problems described by ALJ GCar.
both
monitors,
hearing
of
satisfaction with the competent performance
I remain
WAEs and contract reporters, at hearing sites. Moreover,
better otilized in
convinced that hearing assistants' skills and time are
sites to monitor
the hearing office to prepare cases than at hearing
hearings.

ATIACHMENT

2
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rage 2
Similar information has been
I hope this information is helpful to you.
provided to Representatives Oti: and de la Caza Jh.oalso inquired into
this ratter.
Sip~relyus

Associate Commssioner
Office of Aearings and Appeals
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DATE: November

: Regional Eanagelient Of ficer
OHA, Dallas Region

29,
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Jerry Thomasson, ALJIC
Fort Smith, Arkansas

ROM
l:
! '

BjECT:
Li

Request for Hearing Assistant/Hearing Clerk Travel to Assist in Hearings
ALJ

1. Hearing Site _
Address(s):

2.

Schedule:

_

-

-

(nigh~j

gs
Hcari
M

in

Date:

__

Date:

status.

tyavel
Beg%

st

End:

12-14-83/

Date

12-15-83

Begin:

8:0DA-

Ena:

5:15Pit

Date

12-16-83

Begin:

8:00AM

End:

2:30PM

In

travel

Humber of Hearings Scheduled:

for

statue

return.

Begin:_

-Date

Co-

-

,

AR

Date

Date

3.

Dormois

lieu of providing the following information.

B3lg_

ederal
Harrison,

Date:

_ Minnie E.

HA/x

Jerry Thomasson

An itinerary may be attached in

_

End:_
End

18

ents/Justif ication:

See attached sheet

Requested b
Jerry Thom

-

t
AlS<tS
,

A

C

APPROVED BY CEhNTRALOFFICE
Date:
The Regional Commissioner has secured District Office assistance.
contact the following employee(s) prior to the hearings:

ATTACHMENT 3

Please
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Request for hearing
reasons:

is

travel

assistant

made because

of the

following

Arkansas.
in Berryville,
resides
Hearing reporter
Approximately seven (7) of the lq hearinas scheduled on the
in Berryville or on route outside
either
attached sheet reside
in these 7 cases, possibly in
Hearing reporter
Berryville.
because of
as reporter
herself
more, would want to disqualify
of interest.
personal knowledge of claimant and conflict
in Berryville is also working on an almost
The hearing reporter
and
services the elderly
with an acency that
full-time basis,
homes; the agency, Beverly Enterprises (or
disabled in their
Leisure Lodge), excuses the hearing reporter on the days scheduled
as
the ALJ would have to act
On these 7 cases;
for hearings.
own hearino reporter.

1.

2.

The Fort Smith, AR Office (hearings and appeals), presently has(S)
and 3 hearing clerks as support personnel.
five hearing assistants
The overtime
for travel.
There are no hearing clerks available
the present time is
Smith, AR Office at
incurred in the Fort
and used by the hearing clerks.
primarily allotted

3.

District

4.

it would be more cost effective
Cost comparison shown below reflects
at hearings:
with ALJ and assist
to travel
for hearing assistant

Office personnel

HEARING REPORTER AND ALJ

is

for hearings.

not available

(Contracted

out hearing reporter):
71.00
58.00

Air- fare for ALJ$--------------------Rental car in Harrison (2½days)------$
ALJ per diem (21 days)---------------$125.00
------------salary
Hearing reporter
--------Parking of ALJ POA (airport)

$112.00
$ 7.50

/

$373.50
HEARING ASSISTANT AND AU

(travel

with ALI

in

rental

car):

.00
Rental car t$17.00 day-+ .17 mi.)----$lll
Per diem for ALJ----------(2½days)---$125.00
Per diem for H/A…---------(2½days)---$125.00
7.50
Parking of ALJ POA (airport)-----$---$368.S0

HEARING ASSISTANT AND ALJ

(travel

in

. .

H/A's POA):

Mileage for H/A's POA (20.5 per lni)--$ 87.50
----------…(2hdays)---$125.00
Per diem for A
Per diem for H/A----------(2½days)---$125.00

s
Shsa A.

EDt oi

°

,-4Aj)d
,k

%

A%

JA

.

TTTMERAL v PIM SCIIEDULE. OF 11PAnIloS.*
Jerry K. Thomasson
LA' .TllDGN.
-.
11l1T'T!'Tl'f.VTIVE
Minnie E. Dormois
flr2'rUNC ASSTSTANT

1983

December
MOMTITI

EMERGEHCY ADDRESS OR PIIOlE
Harrison, AR D/O: 741-7676

YEAR

E, MA,
id/or Atty
Ken Reeves, Atty.

12-14
Wed.

(allow 2½ - 3 hours)

2:3 0

NIESSINK, Laurel J 341-24-5730
454-32-5388
PERDUE, Billy M.
430-56-5222
PERRY, L.D.

3:15
4:00

BROOKS, Raymond
CHIASSON, James L

432-24-3722
436-56-7279

11:00
11:30

HORTON, Mattie R.
DAVIS, Melba E.
ROTKOWSKI, Ronald
MATHIS, Burl M.Jr.
WHEELER, Harold D.
RICKETTS, Iva L.
WAGONER, Terry L.

431-42-4295
431-80-6288
277-46-3185
432-80-b685
457-38-9491
500-38-5573
566-88-8444

19.15PM

THORNTON. Robert F|.345-12-8448

i-oo1:00PM

-R

1:30
V.

12-16L8 8:00AM
Fri. ;~L I:00
Xt2.l:30
1

F

(in trav l

~~.j
Er' t

DIB
DIB Cess.
DIB/SSI
DIB Cess.
SSI

429-32-0153
BOHANNON, Earl
431-34-4176
RICHARDSON, Joe
WILSON, Valerie L. 523-74-6046
PAXTON, Jessie (Mr )432-50-0808
432-13-6889
BAKER, Eula Mae

12-15 D-v8:30AM
Thursf-4: 15
. 10:00
10:30
W 1L4
11:15

DWB
Rick Spencer, Atty.
DIB
Rick Spencer, Atty.
DIB/SSI
:Ct. Remf.)
DIB Cess. Rick Spencer, Atty.
Rick Spencer, Atty.
DIB
DIB/SSI Ci ss.
DIB Cess.
DIB Cess.
DIB Cess. Donald Bishop, Atty.
Donald Bishop, Atty.
DIB
DIB Cess. Jerry Pinson, Atty.
DIB Cess.
DIB

status for return to Fort Smith,

________L

Karen Walker, Atty.
Donald J. Adams, Atty.
Bonnie Nunes, Paralegal
Bonnie Nunes, Paralegal

_

~R)

I

Placo of Hear
Bldn. & fHoom N
Federal Bldg.
Rm. 235
Erie & Walnut St
Harrison, AR
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MEMORANDUM

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

TO

Jerry Thomasson, ALJIC
Fort Smith, Arkansas

FROM

Regional Chief Administrative Law Judge
OHA, Region VI, Dallas

SUBJECT:

Request for Approval for Hearing Assistant Travel

DATE:February 6, 1984

With regard to your request for approval for your Hearing Assistant
to acconpany you to Russellville, AR, on February 15, 1984, for the
purpose of assisting in hearings, please be advised that such request
was disapproved, as previously conveyed to you by telephone.
Attached for your information is a copy of the memorandum dated
November 15, 1983, from the Director of the Office of Field Adninistration,
Also
on the policy regarding support staff travel to monitor hearings.
attached is a copy of the mnso dated December 1, 1982, from the Chief
Administrative Law Judge, regarding the curtailment of Hearing Assistant
travel.

Attachment
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DEPART.tENT OF HEALTH &HUMAN SERVICES

Referto:
(^
iov

From:

Director, Office of
Field Administration

AAcm-niwllafion

Memcrandum

S

Date:

Soci Secty

5 1983

Subject' Policy Regarding Support Staff Travel to Monitor Hearings--LINTORlTION
To:

Regional Chief Administrative Law Judges
Regional Management Officers
Administrative Law Judges in Charge
guidelines
On December 1, 1982, the Chief Administrative Law Judge issued the
which set out the procedures concerning the usage of WAEsand
now use
discontinuation of hearing assistant travel (Tab A). W1hile we been no
contract hearing reporter services in place of 1WAEs,there have
Judge's
Chief
the
in
outlined
were
which
other changes in the procedures
any,
memorandum of December 1. There should now be very little, iftravel must
hearing assistant travel. Any anticipated hearing assistant to
be requested through OFA, Central Office for approval, prior
authorization.
standard
Since Chief Judge Brown's memorandum of December 1, 1982, a new
This new
position description for hearing assistants has been issued.
position description raises the journeyman grade for the hearing of the
assistant position from GS,7 to GS-8. This should eliminate many
assistants
problems you were having regarding the number of GSi8 hearing removed from
you could have in ani office. The monitoring of hearings was
the PD because it was not grade controlling and, from a classification
viewpoint, did not enhance the GSi8 grade level.
be
The PDs for hearing clerks, legal clerks, and clerk typists should should
revised to include the monitoring of hearings. These individuals
begun to
perform travel when necessary. (Some regions have alreadyhow
to monitor
revise the PDs and have begun to train these employees on
Those
available.
not
are
hearings in the event that hearing reporters
as
regions which have not begun such actions should do so as soon
possible.)
them
If you have any questions pertaining to this policy, you can refer
to Dottie Costen or Dave Hells at 235-,302.. Thank you for your
cooperation in this regard.

-

Attachment

Edward D. Steinman
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Chiif AdMLnistrative Lrd Judjga
Subloct:

:artailixg Hearing Assistant Travel

To:

Regionl Chief Administrative law Judges
RaiensL Vansgement Officersarge
Adminuitrative Lew Judges in
As you recall, in Novelber 1981, t!A Associace Carmissioner issued a
urith established guidelines for operating under tight
meorard
budte_ resulting frim conct1=ixg resol-ti rs. That ramrandum stated
that all hearing assistant travel shuld be discontinued ard that WAEs
sabul4 assist ALa at hearing sites avay frcm the nearing orfices.
Since that tims yn were also inseructed to seek the assistance of a
is not pailable at a hearin site.
DOfB eq~loyee uten a WA4E
Based on the r==ber and types of requeses for exceptions to this policy
that have been received in Cenrral Office, it appears that scee field
cc nag a sufficient effort to schedule travel cases
personnel are not
in conjunctico with the availability of WAEor DO/BO assistance. I
undserstand tew difficulty of schedulie hearings in such a way as to
maxlmize bearing office efficiency Qiile at the sane time having to
rely an the availability of WE or DO/BO personnel. Hwever, I believe
that this can be done in mset cases if field personnel a&lere to the
follwing gaidelines.
(1) Before an ALJ's inrinenrsy is set, che availability of WhE
or DO/M personael shcld be ascertained and cases scheduled,
to the extent practicable, at hose: times.
(2) E-sing offices sbacld avoid schedulirg cases for teo ALJs at
the same bearing site at the same time. For example, an ALJIC
should assign all cases to be held at the sice co one AUJ
umtil ha or she has a c=plete dodcer of hearings. In so
doing, arranemnts will have to be made with only one WAEor
DO/BO employee per hearing site at a given time.
(3) Central Office approval of hearing assistant travel should be
ralveqted before an itinerary is set and the notices of
hearing are mailed so as to avoid rescheduling and renotifying
claimants in the event the request is denied.

35-455 0 - 84 - 21

alion
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Uben QpprcVal of a reluest for hearing aseistant travel is received,
each harin office must take measures to ensure equity and fairness in
the selection of the travelirg hesring Dasistant. in reconfigured
hearing nffieas, a rotational system for hearing asaiatant travel mIUSt
be folltW so that each hearsiz assistant has the opportunity to
assist at haariras way fro4 the hearirg office. In offices operating
under the unit systan, the hearirg assistant assigned to the traveling
AL's Lsit will be selecred for trael. Of course a qualified, fully
ataisnt must be used to train new WYEs at the
experienced hearx1
haaring sites.
Only in the oat rmwsual ciramtances wail interregionaL hearing
assistasn travel be approved. It is the responsibility of the ofice
raqusetix assistance to follw the aforasentioned guidelines in
prwidL% easistamm for the visitinr AIJ.
Plesa rAske sure that all ALJs and hearig office managasr are ware of
. If yu has asy qusctions, pleame refer
lin
and fallcw thb
thea to Dave Wells at 2353502.
Tha4 yos for your cocperation in this regard.

Philp T. Bro
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DEPARTMENT OFIIEALTIi AND H1U1MAN SERVICES
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATIoN
DArE: January

Officer

Ranf.
:pRonal
D
OHA, Dallas Region

1984

23,

Jerry Thomasson, ALJIC
Fort Smith, Arkansas

,OM

.IBJIECT:

Request for Hearing Asslstant/-learing Clerk Travel to Assist in Hearings
ALJ

Jerry K.

Thomnasson

Date:
2.

Schedul.e:

AR

___-_

End:

2:30PM

Begin:

End

:-

D

ate

Begin:

End:

D

ate

Begin:

bearings Begin:

Date 2-15-84
-

9:30AM

2.

Number of Hearings Scheduled:

.

.

ate
D tegin:_

1.

Date:-

_

Date:_

-2-15 84

Date

3.

Do mois

E.

Minnie

lieu of providing the following information.

Russellville,

1. Hearing Site
Address(s):

IA/HC

'

An itinerary may be attached in

'

End:_
End_

_

_

6 '

Comsents/Justification:
ITH VOCATIONAL
The six (6) hearincsscheduled are APPEALS COUNCIL REMANDS
This request for hearing
EXPERT TESTIMONY required in each bearing.
will be
that
difficulty
the
of
because
assistant travel is being made
encountered and the need for experienced assistance.
Hearing assistant will travel with A W in rental vehicle - no additional
expense will be involved for H/A travel.

3.

Requested hyf
Without experienced H/A assistance,
rper diem will be involved for AU(hearings take longer without experienced
.
APPROVED BY CENTRAL OFFICE
assistance).

4.

Hearing clerk'assistance not
available.

Date:_

_

_

The Regional Commissioner has secured District Office assistance.
'
contact the following employee(s) prior to the hearings:

Please
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Mr. ANTHONY [presiding]. Thank you so much for your testimony. I would like to have stated for the record a quick history of how
long each one of you have been in the ALJ program.
Mr. THOMASSON. I've been an administrative law judge for 13
years.
Mr. ANTHONY. Judge Mayhue?
Mr. MAYHUE. Twelve years, sir.
Mr. ANTHONY. Twelve years.
Mr. HUBBARD. Ten years.
Mr. ANTHONY. Ten years. Could you go back to any particular
point in time, as a reference for the committee, as to when these
problems started as far as the harassment, the intimidation, and
the placement of the quotas?
Mr. THOMASSON. In 1981.
Mr. MAYHUE. I think Judge Thomasson has reference to the Bellmon amendment and the implementation by the administration,
using that amendment, that set up the review process. Using that
amendment to try to put themselves in a position to come back to
you gentlemen and say, look what we've done-we've taken all
these people off the rolls, we've saved all this money. And, then the
idea came forth-well, if we can keep the administrative law
judges from putting so many people on disability in the first place
or reinstating them by putting them under quotas, that's what
we'll do. And, that's exactly what they've done.
Mr. ANTHONY. Judge Mayhue, I understand that the Congress
was concerned about the growing problem of the disability program
and the swelling of the rolls. Upon reflection after the amendments
were passed into law, don't the numbers show that the opposite
was happening, that the number of claims was beginning to dwindle? Who knows why, but weren't they beginning to dwindle?
Mr. MAYHUE. You mean people that were being put on?
Mr. ANTHONY. Put on the rolls, yes.
Mr. MAYHUE. Well, there are several reasons for that, we believe.
Mr. ANTHONY. For the record though, didn't we find out afterward that the numbers were really going down rather than going
up after we passed the law?
Mr. MAYHUE. Yes. I believe so.
Mr. ANTHONY. So, in a way the Congress was trying to address
what they perceived to be a problem and the problem was correcting itself. If I understand what all four of you have said, it is that
the administration has taken the intent of Congress, which was to
try to take a reasonable take a look at a Government program, and
have arbitrarily and capriciously operated it through force and intimidation. The comments that you have made publicly for the
record and also in your lawsuit, show the administration trying to
achieve another goal. Is that basically what we're hearing loud and
clear from you today?
Mr. THOMASSON. Yes, and you might add ruthlessly and recklessly to that.
Mr. ANTHONY. Ruthlessly and recklessly. We definitely would not
call you uncommitted if we were out campaigning.
Mr. MAYHUE. Not: only. has it affected the review process, but it
has also affected. the initial applications, those folks that are becoming disabled and are applying. The same standards apply-on
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us apply to the new people, people that have never been on disability.

If we hear one case at a time, decide one case at a time on its
own merits, the current administration is so refining the rules that
they're not even publishing regulations any more. They just say,
this is our policy and it's binding on you. They call those social security rulings. And, there's no input from anybody other than the
bureaucrats in Washington.
Mr. ANTHONY. Well, you've led me right into the question that I
was going to ask the panel. You feel, then, that the rulings that
are made by the Social Security Administration definitely impact
on your impartial decision making capability?
Mr. MAYHUE. Absolutely. And, I think that practice is the most
unconstitutional practice.
Mr. ANTHONY. Do you have a recommendation for Congress as to
how to correct that?
Mr. MAYHUE. Make governmental agencies go through the rule
making procedure that has been set up by Congress, publish their
proposed regulations, have input from-Mr. ANTHONY. Have public comment and when they're published, everybody knows to go by them.
Mr. MAYHUE. These things are secret. They're secret.
Mr. ANTHONY. These are the POM's?
Mr. MAYHUE. The POM's and the SSR's, Social Security rules.
Mr. ANTHONY. And, the SSR's, yes. Our subcommittee has gone
up to Baltimore and we've had a very nice briefing from Martha.
Mr. Pickle asked very forcefully what this would do to the SSA if
the Congress required them to put everything into regulations
rather than doing the rulings and SSR's. They said it would slow
them down, throw them into chaos and that they couldn't do it.
They started wringing their hands, sort of like some of the clients
that these lawyers were talking about. They were almost in tears
thinking the Congress couldn't do that could it?
What do you think would happen if the Congress did that?
Would it throw the system into chaos-could they operate with it?
Mr. THOMASSON. Yes. Easily. They've got 76,000 employees and
they would be able to handle it. If I could give you an example of
the POM's business, Congressman, yesterday I had a hearing involving a 93-year-old woman who could not read or write. She was
taken off SSI because they found she had a one-ninth interest in
107 acres of land.
She was taken off SSI. She had been on SSI, and it's predecessor
State program, 28 years. She was taken off without a hearing. The
U.S. Supreme Court in the case of Goldberg v. Kelly said that you
must give this type person a hearing before ceasing their benefits.
Social security has a POM's section that says Goldberg v. Kelly
doesn't apply if it's a nonmedical case. Well, there's been no legal
distinction of Goldberg v. Kelly in that fashion. So, the POM's are
written in secret by someone in Washington to say whatever social
security wants to say and here's a case where it goes against the
U.S. Supreme Court decision. And, that's the way they are.
I suggest that all the POM's be expunged from the record and
start over again with somebody rewriting according to law.
[Applause.]
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Mr. ANTHONY. I guess I'm going to have to agree with Mr. Thornton. You do need to be annointed into sainthood. Personally I'd like
to thank you for your courage. I happen to be a member of the bar,
and I would hate it if the Government ever got in the position
where it could tell any court system that they had to find a particular verdict of guilty or not guilty in a certain percentage of the
cases. Not only would we have anarchy but I think we could just
take the basic U.S. Constitution and shred it to pieces.
I want to commend you publicly. I think you've presented some
very, very forceful testimony and it's going to help our public
record. I think we can cite some of your statements when we go to
the House floor in hopes that we can convince the majority of the
House Members to try to at least do what little we think needs to
be done right now. Hopefully Senator Pryor can then take that
piece of legislation and shame the administration into supporting it
over on the Senate side.
I yield at this time for questions from Senator Pryor. I want to
thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator PRYOR. If I mention the name to you, ladies and gentlemen, of John Svahn, does that ring a bell? Just so the audience
will know about Mr. Svahn. In the Congress and very basically
there was very little debate, if any, on the Bellmon amendment.
I don't think there was a separate vote on the Bellmon amendment. It was written like, well, let's have a review and make certain that we don't have those people drawing disability who don't
deserve disability. All of us agree with that. I think you, as administrative law judges, agree with that. I certainly agree with that.
But Mr. Svahn was chosen to implement this program, and he
implemented it in such a way that it was, in my opinion, probably
one of the worst governmental abuses of power that our country
has ever seen. And because he had done such a good job and taken
so many people, in my opinion so many deserving people, and removed them from the disability rolls and had brought total chaos
and ruination to this system, he was promoted, not demoted to
Under Secretary of HHS.
I just want you four and this audience to know that I attempted
to block his confirmation. I only received four votes to block his
confirmation in the Finance Committee, Congressman Anthony.
We took the issue to the floor and I only convinced 10 of my colleagues in the Senate that he should not be confirmed as Under
Secretary of HHS. He was confirmed.
And, now he has moved from that position to another promotion
as domestic counselor to the President. I just wanted the record to
show not only of my displeasure with the program but also some of
the individuals who have, I think, grossly abused what the Congress intended when it required triannual reviews of the nonpermanently disabled.
And, all of the questions that I had prepared for these administrative law judges, Congressman Anthony, have been answered by
their own statements and I would just like to say that we really
owe you a debt of gratitude for what you have done.
I hope Monday morning that you will still have a job. [Applause.]
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Mr. ANTHONY. The Chair thanks you. You've made a substantial
contribution to the record at this hearing and we are indebted to
you for that.
This concludes the witnesses that had requested to be heard. We
have a few minutes. Senator Pryor's time and my time are not
quite as close as Chairman Pickle's. He did have to get back to
Washington, DC. I have a feeling he'll probably be back issuing a
few more press releases, especially after the excellent testimony
we've heard today.
We have a little extra time. If there are claimants in the audience who would like to be heard, we would like to leave the record
open for a few moments to allow you that opportunity. At this time
if there is a claimant if you would raise your hand we will assist
you in coming up to the table.
Senator PYROR. There's a claimant right there, Senator Canada.
Mr. ANTHONY. If you would please, give your name-of course, I
know Senator Canada, but if there are any claimants that would
like to take 5 minutes we will operate under the 5 minute rule on
this portion of the program. And, a very strict adherence by the
way on the 5-minute rule.
If the staff could take names of anybody who is out there-this
will be your opportunity to speak. This is one of the reasons, ladies
and gentlemen, that we try to bring hearings to the people-so
that you don't have to go to Washington, DC, to tell your Members
of Congress how you feel about a particular issue.
This truly is trying to bring Government to the people-to save
you the expense and the trouble of going to Washington, DC. Senator Canada, are you going to be with this witness, or do you have
something separate that you would like to say? We recognize you
for 5 minutes at this time.
STATEMENT OF HON. BUD CANADA, SENATOR, GARLAND AND
MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, ARKANSAS STATE LEGISLATURE
Mr. CANADA. Thank you, Congressman. I just wanted to add a
few words of testimony, if I may, Senator Pryor. Yes, I'm with her.
[Referring to Mildred Thompson.] And, I'm very happy to be with
her, and she has some very pertinent testimony that I'd like for
you to pay close attention to. But I'll only take 1 minute of my 5.
Mr. ANTHONY. You're recognized.
Mr. CANADA. In my local office here as you know that I represent
Garland County and Montgomery County as my senatorial district.
And, in the last year to year and a half you would not believe the
traffic-and I don't use that word in context but you wouldn't believe the amount of visitors I've had on this one subject in my
office, almost daily-almost daily.
And, I don't know-I'm not an attorney, I don't know of another
situation in jurisprudence, in my opinion, where something is cut
off without a hearing process. And, I know that you all are very
busy and I have a great deal of respect for you, and I know you
both very personally-you know this. But I'm here in Hot Springs
and I see these people every day and they're my friends and
they're my constituents, and when they come-some of them that,
the nonpermanent injury type that come in my office they're abso-
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lutely in shock to learn that they have been cut off without review.
They don't know why they're been cut off.
And, they have bills to pay like everyone else. They have children in school. They have utility bills and they have many other
things. And, they're completely dependent on this. And, it's something that is not welfare-they have earned it. They have absolutely earned it.
And, so with your permission I wrote up a few words here and
I'm only going to read the last paragraph, if I may.
Mr. ANTHONY. You're recognized.
Mr. CANADA. Thank you so much. This is a humanitarian appeal
to the Arkansas congressional delegation to call for the redefinement of the eligibility requirements or provide closer scrutiny of
the authorities making the final decisions and writing the final
rules in Washington.
I hereby pledge my wholehearted support to any State level
action aimed at bringing about changes in a program that would
result in a more sensitive criteria for case review. I commend you
for the bill that you've written. I'm in complete agreement with it.
It's a good bill and I wish you a great deal of success in the passage
of it.
And, would you please call on me in my office for any assistance
that I can give you, or Senator Pryor. We appreciate this hearing.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Senator Canada.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Canada.
Mr. ANTHONY. Our next witness is Mildred Thompson, who has
asked to be heard. She is a paralegal. She represents claimants and
she resides in Lewisville, AR. Ms. Thompson, you'll be recognized
for 5 minutes.
STATEMENT OF MILDRED THOMPSON, LEWISVILLE, AR
Ms. THOMPSON. Thank you, Congressman Anthony, and Senator
Pryor.
In November, I submitted a position's statement to Senator
Pryor and Congressman Anthony, along to Mr. Bumpers, Gov.
Bill Clinton, and all of the legislators of Arkansas. I am sure that
they have it somewhere on some of their desks. I thought that I
brought one. I told Mrs. Tucker that I would. Evidently it's in the
car or at the office.
But I'm sure that Senator Pryor will find his and pass it on to
Mrs. Tucker.
Mr. ANTHONY. Without objection the record will be left open. We
will provide a copy for the transcript.
Ms. THOMPSON. OK, but I represent a segment of people that
never gets in to see a lawyer. And, in some cases they can't even
get to our Legal Service Offices. These people, if they are SSI recipients or potentials, in the area where I live we don't have lawyers that will take the time out with SSI recipients.
Now we do have lawyers that take on Social Security hearings,
and these SSI recipients are left to the mercy of the Social Security
Offices. And, I have heard statements today about our district, and
I would like to say something about the local offices that we have-
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not all, but 99 and a half of those people are not sensitive to the
needs of our recipients.
Some of them go in and they come out more baffled than they
did before they left home. They have discontinued the collect calls.
They send the forms out and in some instances the recipient
cannot read. And, I have questioned this and said, OK, if they
cannot read what do you plan to do. Take it to a neighbor-suppose
the neighbor can't read. The form is left there and nothing is done
about it.
I've heard suicide attempts. We in Lafayette County now is
facing that. I know Mr. Anthony. I talked to Mr. Pickle and also
the lady on your staff there. I talked to Mr. Pryor, Fred Allen and
I talked to the person that you have at SSI-I mean that deals
with social security, trying to go around this bureaucracy that you
have to go through.
Because it's very dismal when, for four or five times you have
come up for hearing and denied, then here you go back again. I
have got acquainted with Mr. Kearney's staff. A couple of weeks
ago I was very, very disillusioned with a recipient and I had talked
to Mr. Winkle, I was so sure that this man, this time, was going to
be able to receive his award.
But he did not. You know, I don't know why an individual's
family doctor that says that a person is not able to work, that they
will not take that. Somewhere and somehow that we have got to
get doctors, Social Security or somebody has got to fire these doctors that's saying that these people can work.
And, you might as well face it. If you are 50-back down to 40,
you got one foot in the grave and the other one on a banana peeling. They are not going to award you an award. Because they're
looking at age. And, I heard one of the men here today mention
something that if you put Social Security up, who knows when
they're going to get sick. When you started Social Security you're
not for sure you're going to wait until 65 or 62 to receive benefits.
Why can't people receive that money that they have worked so
hard and put up there for? I'm sure if our Social Security recipients today could receive the publicity that Mr. Meese is getting,
that we would have some changes. Thousands and thousands of
dollars is being spent. When people break the law, who pays for it?
Taxpayers pay for it.
But when something as important as this-it doesn't get on the
media that much. We have hearings but I'm afraid if something
doesn't happen we're going to be right back next year where we
are now, with more people either committing suicide or starving to
death.
And, right there I'm going to stop and say that I appreciate you
letting me come here today. We left home at 6 o'clock this morning. We live in Lewisville, and that's not around the corner. I have
testified at Congressman Anthony's hearings before and I'm not
anything new to him. And, I'm not anything new to Mr. Pryor
either.
But, I want to say that prayers change things. I definitely believe
that if America could go down in prayer that a lot of things could
be changed.
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And, until we do we are still going to be here bucking and trying.
Thank you, and God bless you.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. Are there others who would like to make a statement?
Yes, sir, go ahead.
STATEMENT OF PAUL MICHAEL EVANS, HOT SPRINGS, AR
Mr. EVANS. My name is Paul Michael Evans. I reside here in Hot
Springs. I've contacted Senator Pryor's office. I've contacted Congressman Anthony's office, and they've given me assistance so far.
I'm going up before an administrative law judge pretty soon.
I broke my back in 1980. I didn't have any insurance. I went to
the VA hospital. They inserted two steel rods in my back. Three
years later the rods broke. I went to the social security doctor. The
rods were broken at that time. They were 12-inch rods that went
from my pelvis up to my fifth vertebra, and darned if they didn't
say, "you're allright son, you've got two broken rods in your back
but go on out there and go to work. You're allright."
And, it's just a little bit aggravating to have that kind of condition. I've got nerve damage in my back and everything. And, the
VA doctors, which to me are Government doctors, I'm thankful
they are there. I think they did an excellent job and I would go to
them for anything that ever happened to me. But they're on the
side of the bureaucracy as far as I'm concerned in telling social security that a person is able to work or if he is disabled.
And, I don't feel that I am. I've got the pain. I've got the hurt. I
can walk from here down to the end of the building and I'm in bad
pain. Nobody wants to believe that, even the doctors over there.
They want to give you these little mental tests that ask you if you
hated your mother or why you had nightmares, or why you wet the
bed and all that kind of good stuff. And, you know, they think
that's going to tell me or them where the pain's coming from. The
pain is there. It's not in my head-I feel it.
And, I feel that something needs to be done about this.
Senator PRYOR. Have you been told by social security what type
of job you could hold down?
Mr. EVANS. Oh, sure, I can get out there and lift 10 or 20 pounds
and collect change at a gas station, but I'm not able to put in 8
hours. I've been in construction all my life. 'That's what I know. My
wije works. She makes $110 a week cleaning houses to support us,
..and that's what we've done since 1980. We've made it. I haven't
drawn a food stamp. I haven't drawn SSI. I haven't asked anybody
for anything. I've had help from my family to help make it this far.
And, there's times that I thought that suicide-my family would
be better off if I did commit suicide, but I'm too much of a Christian to do that. And, I'm not going to let it get me down. I'm not
going to let the system beat me. But I feel the system needs some
changes, and I really appreciate what you gentlemen are trying to
do today.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Evans.
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Senator PRYOR. We thank you very much for that statement.
[Applause.]
Mr. ANTHONY. If you would, please state your name and address.
STATEMENT OF DELBERT LEWIS, LITTLE ROCK, AR
Mr. LEWIS. My name is Delbert Lewis, 106 Riverside Drive,
Apartment 45, in Little Rock. I appreciate this opportunity now
that you've opened the floor. I especially appreciate Senator Pryor
when he was Governor. He gave me many opportunities to explore
the world that have colored my perspective in a way that I would
like to bring to your attention.
The statement was made that only people who are disabled
should come under the program. I respectfully suggest that it is not
correct. I'm sure that it was meant that the only people who are
legitimately disabled to work should receive benefits.
Gentlemen, I have met many SSDI/SSI recipients; perhaps only
20 percent of the recipients of Federal financial assistance who are
unable to do any kind of work. I use a wheelchair and am a former
social security disability beneficiary. I received aid to the permanently and totally disabled prior to SSI. I attempted suicide about 2
years ago. I stayed in the State Hospital for awhile and received no
appropriate services or understanding of my disability and special
needs.
With the support of my employer and my family I am continually able to work at least for a few more years. I am employed and I
thoroughly enjoy my work. The problem is that it is not with the
disability that prohibits a person from employment. The problem is
in the environment.
v Some people (beneficaries) may have bad attitudes, they may
need counseling, they may think they cannot work. There are enumerable issues subjective within the person. But I respectfully
submit that it is things outside the individual, the environment,
the physical access, the lack of support services, the lack of attendant care, inflexible personnel policies, the tax penalties that we
have to pay that are the real disincentives to work.
I have been audited by the IRS every year since 1972, because of
legitimate business related expenses, which have been disallowed.
If I were not working I would get everything-wheelchair, lift, special care, and so forth-free. Professional estimates indicate that a
person must make $20,000 a year just to make up for the Government benefits lost by working-for example cash payments, SSI,
SSDI, food stamps, commodities, the HUD rent subsidy, equipment,
and most of all medicare and medicaid payments. These are tremendous disincentives to employment.
That is where the problem lies. Cash payments in the form of
disability payments are necessary, desperately necessary at this
time, and for some people such as the terminally ill, the profoundly
disabled who legitimately cannot ever work will always be necessary.
But I can say as a fact that the people that I know, admittedly
younger, disabled, severely disabled people are less severely disabled than I am, are not working and are receiving benefits. There
will soon be a time in my life when I will be simply priced out of
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the labor market, because I am loosing money every year because
of high gasoline prices, taxes, everything from inaccessible apartments, inaccessible environments, driving all the way across town
to find the one wheelchair accessible place, and so forth. It's a million, billion, miniscule, nit-picking things like this which cannot be
addressed at this time, that are serving as the disincentives for employment thus making people dependent on the able bodied and
Public Treasury.
In conclusion, I respectfully submit that the greatest problem in
rehabilitating long-term disabled people who are and have been receiving benefits, is surmounting the problems faced in the environment, especially having secure "fall-back income," continuing medical benefits, attendant and support services, accessible housing,
flexible employment and personnel policies, civil rights, and so
forth, and all the counseling in the world will not change the environment.
Rehabilitation can never be totally successful without meaningful, permanent changes in every aspect of the environment, removal of barriers, cessation of building new barriers and aggressive enforcement of laws we do have.
Thank you gentlemen.
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Mr. Lewis. I don't see any
other witnesses that have asked to be heard.
- I recognize Senator Pryor at this time for any closing comment
that he may have.
Senator PRYOR. I have none except just to thank once again
those who made the preparations for our visit, and to thank all of
you who have driven from a long way and some locally to come
today. And, I can assure you that the statement that we have, the
record that we have made of this hearing will be given to the Members of the Ways and Means Committee on Congressman Anthony's committee, and to the Finance Committee, to the Aging Committees in each House, and ultimately to our colleagues in the
House and Senate.
Your testimony has been very valuable and some of it very
moving I might say, and thank you very, very much for participating.
Beryl?
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Senator Pryor, for joining
the Social Security Subcommittee with your Special Committee on
Aging. I think having your committee represented here has helped
us establish a broader record, rather than having it go back only to
the House of Representatives. Any corrective legislation obviously
has to pass both bodies.
I would like to thank all the participants in the audience and
those people who have made this day possible, and the facility possible for us. On behalf of Mr. Pickle, the chairman of the Social Security Subcommittee, and all the other members of the Ways and
Means Committee, we thank you. We think an excellent record has
been established. We can look forward to seeing what the administration does come out with on Monday.
We can debate the legislation that I have cosponsored on Tuesday. I hope that we can make a strong case, representing the views
you have given us today. I hope 218 Members of the House of Rep-
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resentatives agree with us, and we can pass the legislation and
send it over to the Senate.
And, with that the two committees will stand in adjournment
subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[A submission for the record follows:]
STATEMENT OF REYEs GONZALES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DISABILTY
EXAMINERS

On behalf of the National Association of Disability Examiners (NADE), I welcome
the opportunity to convey our membership's concerns about the current status of
the Social Security disability program. NADE is a professional association with a
membership of over 2,000 individuals engaged in a wide variety of functions within
the Disability Program. The majority of our members are employed in the State Disability Determination Services adjudicating disability claims for the Social Security
Administration. Other members include attorneys, physicians, psychologists and
others involved in all aspects of disability evaluation. Our membership shares the
public's concern with the problems existing in the Social Security and Supplemental
Security Income disability programs.
Since the inception of PL 96-265, also known as the 1980 Disability Amendments,
there has been considerable outcry from the public due to the accelerated process by
which the claims were being reviewed and the high percentage of terminations that
were being processed. After the accelerated Continuing Disability Reviews (ACDR)
were instituted in 1980, State Agency termination rates ranged from 40% to 65%,
some higher in some months. This was an alarming rate since the GAO study prior
to 1980 indicated that approximately 20% or 1 out of every 5 individuals who were
receiving disability benefits did not belong on the disability rolls. After 1980, however, State Agencies were terminating benefits at approximately the rate of 1 out of
every 2 (or about 50%).
After 1980 we found that Administrative Law Judges were reversing more than
50% of State Agency terminations. State Agency staff was receiving the majority of
the adverse publicity caused by the high termination rates produced by the accelerated and periodic reviews and the high reversal rates produced by the administrative Law Judges.
NADE, concerned about these high termination rates and high reversal rates,
contacted members of Congress and the Social Security Administration suggesting
legislative and administrative reforms.
We welcomed the passage of Public Law 97-455 in January, 1983. This law contained two provisions which afforded relief to those whose disability benefits were
being ceased.
1. It temporarily provided for continuation of benefits through Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ) Hearing for those individuals terminated and appealing their
cases. (However, this provision has expired and beneficiaries are again faced with
loss of benefits during appeal.)
2. It provided that an individual should be granted the opportunity for a Face-toFace evidentiary hearing, during reconsideration of any decision that disability has
ceased.
NADE believed that these Hearings should be conducted by Disability Examiners
employed in the State Agencies and in October, 1983 the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, Margaret Heckler, gave the States the option to conduct the hearings beginning in January, 1984.
All but three (3) of the States did opt to perform this function. In those states that
have opted not to perform this function, or who have not been granted the option to
do so by SSA, Federal Hearings Officer will conduct the Hearings.
Although this Congressional action did provide some immediate relief, it is still
obvious that further legislative action is needed.
NADE believes that a clear "medical improvement" standard needs to be established. This issue cannot be left to the courts or to the individual states. We believe
that a legislated definition of medical improvement is the only way to achieve national uniformity.
We believe that medical improvement needs to take into consideration improvement in medical or vocational technologies made available to the beneficiary; error
on the face of the evidence of the originally allowed determination; return to work
(SGA); and evidence indicating the impairment is less severe than originally proposed. In addition, NADE has two proposals which would take into account the reli-
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ance many disabled persons have come to place on the disability benefits they receive, as well as the adverse effect longevity on the roles plays in a person's successful return to the work force.
1. Beneficiaries, aged 55 years and older, who have been on the disability rolls for
five years or longer, should be continued, unless there is specific evidence of medical
improvement.
2. Beneficiaries, aged 50 years and older, who have been on the disability rolls for
10 years or more and who have not demonstrated the ability to perform past work,
should be continued.
All of the aforementioned would provide equity in evaluation and less harshness
than the present system, but maintain the integrity and purpose of the Disability
Insurance Program.
We also recommend that a provision calling for equal reviews of both favorable
and unfavorable decisions be included in any legislation passed. And legislation to
continue payment of benefits through the Administrative Law Judge Hearing is urgently needed.
At the present time some states are processing no cessations, some states are recommending cessations only if medical improvement is shown, while other states
processing cases under Federal guidelines are not considering medical improvement.
A single definition of medical improvement applied in all states is essential to
achieving national uniformity.
Currently SSA, upon the direction of Secretary Heckler in the summer of 1983, is
reviewing policies and procedures under which we are adjudicating disability claims.
A review of the mental disorders and the listing of impairments is also being undertaken and input has been sought from the American Psychiatric Association and
other professionals.
NADE supports a moratorium of all CRDs until SSA completes its review of all
policies and procedures issues national implementation dates for these current
procedures with training and until the issue of medical improvement is clarified.
We believe such a moratorium should be effectuated immediately and continued
until such time as SSA or Congress provides a single definition of medical improvement so that all beneficiaries will be treated equally, regardless of state of residence. In November, 1983 a letter was sent to Ms. Patricia Owens, Acting Associate
Commissioner for Disability for SSA, stating this position.
NADE does not support the position that the Social Security Administration
either apply the decisions of Circuit Courts of Appeals to all beneficiaries residing
within the states within the Circuit or appeal the decision to the Supreme Court.
The Social Security Administration's current policy of non-acquiescence in the District and Appeals Court decisions would appear to be the only plausible stance
under current operating procedures. Court decisions can vary from circuit to circuit.
It is not reasonable for a national program to be governed by regional decisions. To
require the Secretary to acquiesce or appeal individual court decisions would not
promote uniformity in the decision-making process. If acquiescence is followed then
even more appeals will result with the actual day-to-day functioning of the Program
being quagmired as case processing proceeds on an erratic basis awaiting the settlement of injunctions, stays, and decisions.
NADE has long supported the establishment of a Social Security Disability Court.
This would solve the problem of acquiescence and would lessen the congestion in
appeals in the Federal courts. More importantly, it would create a single policy body
for decisions, binding at all levels, and enforcing uniformity. If a legislative solution
is sought to this complex problem, the establishment of a Social Security Court
offers a more effective alternative.
NADE supports the creation of a permanent advisory council consisting of medical, psychological, and vocational experts to provide the necessary advice and recommendations to the Secretary on disability standards, policies, and procedures. Because we are involved in the day-to-day application of policies and procedures, and
because our jobs give us a unique understanding of the impact of such policies and
procedures on the claimant/beneficiary, and on the implementation of the disability
program we believe a representative from NADE should be included.
NADE is concerned about the beneficiaries who are not longer assured of equal
treatment in various states. Clearly we must take steps whatever cost to insure that
we have a uniform national administration of this program.
Recently the Social Security Administration has gone on record indicating that
the Administration opposes any disability legislation this year. We do not understand that position. The Administration has reported that the initiatives they have
directed, such as the top-to-bottom review of their policies and procedures along
with the evidentiary hearings will correct the current problems.
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We applaud the initiatives they have taken. However, Congressional action is still
needed. At least 28 states are now processing cases under different standards. Administrative initiatives are not enough to deal with the problems in the program.
There has been some concern that the medical improvement standards will be
very costly to the program. We can only answer that question with another. Aren't
we losing more by the lawsuits in the courts and by the growing disenchantment by
the public in our program? And how much are we losing in human terms?
Despite the problems which currently exist, the Disability Examiner remains
dedicated to the professions and to improving the disability program. This can be
seen in participation in training programs beyond those which the State and Federal governments provide and in interest in furthering change in the laws under
which decisions are made. Disability Examiners, although frustrated with the program from time to time, have not given up on it or on the desire for an equitable
decision for every disability applicant and beneficiary. We support whatever efforts
are necessary to make the disability insurance program a sound and equitable program for the disabled. As professionals we accept these challenges and the changes
they bring to the program.
We urge your support in passing the legislation needed to return equity and uniformity to the disability program.
This concludes our statement for the record.
SUMMARY

In summary, NADE urges legislative action to improve the administration of the
Social Security Disability Program. At the least we must issue legislation to:
1. Allow for the continuance of benefits through the ALJ level for those who have
been terminated.
2. Provide a legislative definition of medical improvement and provide for legislation to show medical improvement prior to termination of benefits.
3. Continue to afford an individual the opportunity for a face-to-face hearing prior
to termination of benefits and continue with the goal of demonstration projects to
demonstrate the success of face-to-face hearings at the initial level for new disability
applications.
4. Provide for uniform standards of disability determinations and more careful issuances of clarification with consistency across the regions.
5. We support the concept that the Secretary appeal certain court decisions to the
Supreme Court. However, we also support the Secretary's current policy of non-acquiescence. We do not recommend application of circuit court decisions to only those
states in that circuit because that would not accomplish national uniformity. We
support the use of a Social Security Disability Court as an alternative.
6. We support current SSA Policy that mandated "top-to-bottom" review of all
policies and procedures issued by SSA and we support the use of work groups especially from front line examiners and professionals in the medical or vocational
fields, as well as from the public and private sectors to help review the current SSA
policies.

7. We support legislation requiring equal reviews of both favorable and unfavorable decisions.
Thank you for the opportunity you have provided NADE to present this testimo-
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